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Abstract

In the era of digital transformation, where most decision-making and artificial intel-
ligence (AI) applications are becoming data-driven, data is becoming an essential
asset. Linked Data, published in structured, machine-readable formats, with explicit
semantics using Semantic Web standards, and with links to other data, is even more
useful. The Linked (Open) Data cloud is growing with millions of new triples each
year. Nevertheless, as we discuss in this thesis, such vast amounts of data bring
several new challenges in ensuring the quality of Linked Data.

The main goal of this thesis is to propose novel and scalable methods for
automatic quality assessment and repair of Linked Data. The motivation for
it is to significantly reduce the manual effort required by current quality assessment
and repair, and to propose novel methods suitable for large-scale Linked Data sources
such as DBpedia or Wikidata. The main hypothesis of this work is that data profiling
metrics and automatic RDF Shape induction can be used to develop scalable and
automatic quality assessment and repair methods.

In this context, the following main contributions are delivered in this thesis:

• LDQM, a Linked Data Quality Model for representing Linked Data quality
in a standard manner and LD Sniffer, a tool based on LDQM for validating
accessibility of Linked Data. LDQM contains 15 quality characteristics, 89 base
measures, 23 derived measures, and 124 quality indicators.

• Loupe, a framework for Linked Data profiling that includes the Loupe Extended
Dataset Description Model and a suite of Linked Data profiling tools. The
model consists of 84 Linked Data profiling metrics useful for quality assessment
and repair tasks. Loupe tools have been used to evaluate 26 thousand datasets
containing 34 billions of triples and Loupe contributed to the winning system of
ISWC Semantic Web Challenge 2017. The Loupe Web portal has been visited
more than 40,000 times by ~3000 unique visitors from 87 countries.

• An automatic RDF Shape induction method that follows a data-driven approach
to induce integrity constraints using data profiling metrics as features. The
proposed method achieved an F1 of 98.81% in deriving maximum cardinality
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constraints, an F1 of 97.30% in deriving minimum cardinality constraints, and
an F1 of 95.94% in deriving range constraints.

• Four methods for automatic quality assessment and repair using RDF Shapes
and data profiling metrics. They are motivated by several practical use cases
that cover both Linked Data generation process and output and also cover
both public and enterprise data. The four methods include (a) a method for
detecting inconsistent mappings, (b) a method for detecting and eliminating
noisy triples produced by open information extraction tools, (c) a method to
repair links in RDF data, and (d) a method to complete type information in
Linked Data. Each method demonstrates a high performance (~90% and above)
in their respective tasks.

Several research projects, such as 4V, 3Cixty, BNE, andMappingPedia have already
exploited the contributions of the thesis. In conclusion, we show that Linked Data
research problems can learn from older paradigms, such as relational data. Through
validating nine hypotheses related to the objectives of this thesis, we demonstrate
that data profiling metrics can be used to develop scalable automatic methods for
Linked Data quality assessment and repair with high accuracy.



Resumen

En la era de la transformación digital, donde la mayoría de las aplicaciones de toma
de decisiones e inteligencia artificial (IA) están siendo impulsadas por los datos, los
datos se han convertido en un recurso esencial. Linked Data (los datos enlazados),
publicados en formatos estructurados y legibles por máquinas, con una semántica
explícita que utiliza estándares web semánticos y con enlaces a otros datos, hacen
que los datos sean aún más útiles. La nube de los datos enlazados está creciendo,
con millones de tripletas nuevas cada año. Sin embargo, como discutimos en esta
tesis, esta enormes cantidad de datos trae consigo varios retos nuevos para garantizar
la calidad de los datos enlazados.

El objetivo principal de esta tesis es proponer métodos novedosos y escalables
para la evaluación automática de la calidad y la reparación de los datos
enlazados. La motivación de este trabajo es reducir significativamente el esfuerzo
manual requerido actualmente en las tareas de evaluación y reparación, y proponer
nuevos métodos adecuados para fuentes a gran escala de los datos enlazados que
contienen millones de tripletas como DBpedia o Wikidata.

La hipótesis principal de este trabajo es que las métricas de data profiling (perfiles
de datos) y la inducción automática de RDF Shapes puede utilizarse para desarrollar
métodos escalables y automáticos de evaluación y reparación de calidad de los datos.
Las siguientes contribuciones se presentan en esta tesis:

• LDQM, un modelo para representar la calidad de los datos enlazados de manera
estándar y LD Sniffer, una herramienta basada en LDQM que valida la accesi-
bilidad de los datos enlazados. LDQM contiene 15 características de calidad,
89 medidas básicas, 23 medidas derivadas y 124 indicadores de calidad.

• Loupe, un framework para la creación de perfiles de los datos enlazados que
incluye un modelo extendido de descripción de conjuntos de datos enlazados
y un grupo de herramientas de creación de perfiles de los datos enlazados.
Este modelo tiene 84 métricas de perfiles de los datos enlazados útiles para la
evaluación y reparación de la calidad de los datos. Loupe se ha utilizado para
evaluar 26 mil conjuntos de datos que contienen 34 mil millones de tripletas y
ha contribuido al sistema ganador en el ISWC Semantic Web Challenge 2017.
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El portal web de Loupe ha sido visitado más de 40.000 veces por más de 3.000
visitantes de 87 países.

• Un método de inducción automático de RDF Shapes que sigue un enfoque basado
en datos para inducir restricciones de integridad para datos RDF utilizando
el perfil de datos. El método propuesto logró un F1 de 98.81% en derivar
restricciones de cardinalidad máxima, un F1 de 97.30% en derivar restricciones
de cardinalidad mínima y un F1 de 95.94% en derivar restricciones de rango.

• Cuatro métodos para la evaluación y reparación automática de la calidad uti-
lizando RDF Shapes y métricas de perfiles de datos. Estos métodos fueron
motivados por varios casos de uso práctico que cubren tanto el proceso de
generación de datos enlazados, así como por los resultados con datos públicos
y empresariales. Los cuatro métodos incluyen (a) un método para detectar
mapeos inconsistentes, (b) un método para detectar y eliminar tripletas rui-
dosas extraídas por herramientas abiertas de extracción de información, (c) un
método para reparar enlaces en datos RDF, y (d) Un método para completar
la información de tipo en datos enlazados. Cada método demuestra un alto
rendimiento (~90% y superior) en sus respectivas tareas.

Varios proyectos de investigación como 4V, 3Cixty, BNE y MappingPedia ya
han explotado las contribuciones de esta tesis. En conclusión, mostramos que la
investigación de los datos enlazados puede aprender de paradigmas más antiguos
como los datos relacionales. Mediante la validación de nueve hipótesis relacionadas
con los objetivos de esta tesis, demostramos que las métricas de perfilado de datos
pueden utilizarse para desarrollar métodos automáticos escalablesde de gran precisión
para la evaluación y reparación de la calidad de Linked Data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The World Wide Web (WWW) has made a significant impact in the world because
it changed the way we share information by allowing people to publish documents
into a global information space that is accessible by millions of people. Furthermore,
because these Web documents has the capability to embed hypertext links which
enabled readers of these documents to traverse to other related documents to find
more contextual information. Since its inception, the Web contains a large volume of
valuable information generated by organisations such as companies, libraries and other
educational institutions, as well as individual web users. For instance, Wikipedia1, a
collaborative crowd-sourced encyclopedia, contains more than 45 million pages in 301
languages and is growing each day with a lot of new information.

Similarly, social-media and other platforms of user-generated content are on the
rise. Nevertheless, not all of the information shared on the Web is of high quality.
For example, the rise of Fake News [12] provides good evidence that the growth
of quantity does not necessarily entail quality, and it could even be the contrary.
Thus, to effectively use the data available on the Web and the information such data
provides, it is essential to have quality assessment techniques so that high-quality
data can be identified and used while low-quality data can be either eliminated or
improved to satisfy better necessary quality standards.

In the current era of digital transformation, data, from which useful information is
derived, plays a vital role both in academia as well as in industry. Though during its
early years the Web was mainly used to share documents intended for human readers,
this gradually changed with the advancement of information technology, especially in
areas such as artificial intelligence. Currently, data represented in a way that can be
easily processed and consumed by machines has become an important part of the
Web leading to the Web of Data [30, 33].

In a recent article, The Economist magazine stated that the world’s most valuable
1https://www.wikipedia.org/

1
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resource is no longer oil, but data2 (the phrase, “data is the new oil”, was credited
initially to Mathematician Clive Humby back in 2006). The increasing capabilities to
process, transfer, and store huge volumes of data with powerful computing infrastruc-
ture and fast network connections have made big data a key source of new economic
value and innovation [125]. One of the crucial factors of data to become useful is
their quality. This is because the quality of the results of most data-driven models
and applications, including machine learning and deep learning will depend on the
quality of the data being used. Most applications of data follow the “garbage in,
garbage out” pattern, so if the input data is concerned by quality issues, then that
will lead to undesirable results.

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [52] is a graph-based data model. It
is published by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) as a W3C recommendation,
and it is widely used in Semantic Web and Linked Data applications. RDF graphs
contain triples which are statements about relationships between two resources. These
statements represent facts about certain entities in a semantically rich manner.

The Linked Data principles3, which were introduced by Tim Berners-Lee, promote
publishing structured data and interlinking them in a machine-readable manner using
Web standards. Linked Data, along with the other Semantic Web technologies, allows
data to be interlinked and reused across organisational boundaries instead of being
data silos used by a single organisation. Linked data has several advantages over other
data paradigms [161], namely: (a) global identifiers for data that can be accessed
using the Web infrastructure and typed links between data from different applications;
(b) the graph-based RDF data model that allows consuming and merging data from
different sources without having to do complex structural transformations; and (c)
explicit semantics of data expressed in RDF Schema or OWL ontologies which can
be aligned or mapped to data models of other applications using techniques such as
ontology matching. However, along with these benefits, Linked Data introduces a
new set of challenges for data quality concerning different aspects [208, 235, 237].

Several Linked Data Life Cycles have been proposed over the years in the Semantic
Web literature. The one proposed by Villazon-Terrazas et al. [226] is an iterative,
incremental life cycle consisting of five phases: (a) specify phase (in which activities
such as URI design, analysis of the data sources, and definition of provenance
information are performed) (b) model phase (in which suitable ontologies are identified
and reused to create a model to represent the data) (c) generate phase (in which
data sources are transformed into RDF, linked to other datasets) (d) publish phase
(in which data and metadata are published in compliance with the Linked Data
standards), and finally (e) exploit phase (in which data is used by downstream

2https://www.economist.com/leaders/2017/05/06/the-worlds-most-valuable-
resource-is-no-longer-oil-but-data

3https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html

https://www.economist.com/leaders/2017/05/06/the-worlds-most-valuable-resource-is-no-longer-oil-but-data
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2017/05/06/the-worlds-most-valuable-resource-is-no-longer-oil-but-data
https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
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applications). Similarly, Atemezing et al. [16] proposed a life cycle consisting of five
phases (a) dataset and ontology selection, (b) data conversion, (c) data protection,
(d) data interlinking, and (e) data publication. The one proposed by Hyland and
Wood [112] follows a similar approach with seven steps including (a) identify, (b)
model, (c) name, (d) describe, (e) convert, (f) publish, and (g) maintain. It is
important to note that these lifecycles do not mention quality assurance or repair as
one of their phases. As empirical studies [46, 58, 104, 110, 111, 121, 158] show, this
has lead to datasets that are mostly concerned quantity of data generated than the
quality of data. The Linked Data Lifecycle proposed by Auer et al. [18] is the first
one to include quality assessment and repair as two separate phases in the lifecycle.
It consists of 8 phases including (a) extraction, (b) storage/querying, (c) manual
revision/authoring, (d) interlinking/fusion, (e) classification/enrichment, (f) quality
assessment, (g) evolution/repair, (h) search/browsing/exploration as illustrated in
Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Linked Data lifecycle as defined in [18]

As discussed before, the process of Linked Data generation generally includes
data transformation from original sources, mapping data to several vocabularies or
ontologies, and fusion and interlinking of data from different data sources. Each
of these steps can open the door to possible data quality issues in many different
aspects [58, 111, 235], such as dereferenciability of resource identifiers (IRI) [58, 59,
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166] or vocabularies used to describe data and their semantic accuracy [148, 188],
conciseness [34, 117], consistency [29, 122, 174], completeness [116]. Furthermore,
the process of Linked Data generation generally includes data transformation steps,
mapping data to several vocabularies or ontologies and fusing data from different data
sources, which opens the door to possible data quality issues [62, 63, 128, 189, 200].

The outcome of such Linked Data generation processes is generally an RDF dataset
that is accessible through the Web using their IRIs. DBpedia [17], Wikidata [227],
Freebase [38], and Yago [197] are examples of a few encyclopedic Linked Data
knowledge bases that are widely used. Among themselves, they contain roughly around
5 billion triples. Furthermore, the Linked Data Cloud project4 (see Figure 1.2) lists
1,239 datasets (as of March 2019) of different sizes. Similarly, LOD Laundromat5 [24],
which provides a repository of cleaned datasets lists 650K datasets containing 28
billion unique triples [76]. Web Data Commons [175], which is a dataset created
by extracting structured data from the Common Crawl web corpus containing 2.45
billion pages, consist of 44.2 billion triples in different formats such as Microdata6,
JSON-LD7, or RDFa8. These statistics provide an indication of the sheer amount of
Linked Data generated and the need for scalable approaches for assuring the quality
of such data.

Quality is well recognised as a crucial need across domains (e.g., civil engineer-
ing [181], software engineering [130]), and in order to provide high-quality products
and services, the specification and evaluation of quality are of high importance [25].
Similarly, data is a pivotal asset in many domains such as medicine, education or
government, and the importance of data quality has led to different data quality
legislations such as the US Data Quality Act [182] or the BCBS 239 Data Quality
Mandate [51]. Furthermore, the success of business processes where decision making
is based on data analytics depends mainly on the quality of data [114]. While the
literature describes different definitions of data quality, the general notion is that
data quality is tightly connected to the intended use and usefulness of data. The ISO
defines data quality as a “key component of the quality and usefulness of information
derived from that data” [114], while Juran and Godfrey define it as a “fit for intended
use in operations, decision-making, and planning" [129]. Nevertheless, usefulness is
not the criterion for evaluating data quality. There are some intrinsic characteristics,
such as consistency or conciseness [235] that have to be considered. Following this
discussion, with an increasing amount of data available on the Web as Linked Data,
the quality of Linked Data datasets is of great concern.

4https://lod-cloud.net/
5http://lodlaundromat.org/
6https://www.w3.org/TR/microdata/
7https://www.w3.org/TR/json-ld/
8https://www.w3.org/TR/html-rdfa/

https://lod-cloud.net/
http://lodlaundromat.org/
https://www.w3.org/TR/microdata/
https://www.w3.org/TR/json-ld/
https://www.w3.org/TR/html-rdfa/
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Figure 1.2: Linked Open Data (LOD) Cloud as of March 2019

Furthermore, it is not enough to perform the quality assessment only on the
generated outputs of the Linked Data. As the process of Linked Data generation
can involve many phases such as ontology definition, data conversion and population,
interlinking, publication on Web, it might require quality assessment to be preformed
at each of these phases. For instances, the quality issues related to mappings might
be identifying efficiently by evaluating the data conversion phase.

During the last decade, there has been a massive growth of Linked Data with
the big enthusiasm in creating a Web of Data by publishing data in a manner
that can be easily understood by software programs. However, it is evident that a
systematic process for ensuring the quality of data has not been followed in Linked
Data generation and publication resulting increase mainly in quantity but not in
quality [46, 58, 104, 110, 111, 121, 158]. As a consequence, validating the quality of
Linked Data and their potential repair has become an important topic in the Linked
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Data research community.
To address this need, several Linked Data quality dimensions and metrics have

been proposed over the years [221, 235] and some standards languages such as
Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) and Shape Expressions (ShEx)[93] have
been established. Furthermore, several promising tools such as Sieve [157], RDF
Unit [142], LOD Laundromat [24], Luzzu [57], Triplecheckmate[141] and others have
been developed. Nevertheless, as we discuss in the following sections, there are still
gaps in state of the art in Linked Data quality assessment. As we will discuss in
detail in the following sections, we need standard quality metrics that are comparable
across different datasets. Furthermore, some of the quality assessment techniques
require large manual effort and do not scale to large datasets. While there is a large
number of research studies that are focused on quality assessment, the research of
repair techniques is still rather limited. More discussion on open research problems
are presented in detail in Section 3.2.

The main focus of this thesis is to advance the state of the art of the Linked Data
quality assessment and repair research by proposing new methods and techniques.

1.1 Linked Data Quality Lifecycle
In the previous section, we discussed several Linked Data lifecycle definitions[16, 18,
112, 226] consisting of several phases such as data extraction, transformation, storage,
publication, interlinking, and enrichment. Only one of them [18] explicitly included
quality assessment and repair phases. In contrast to [18], rather than having quality
assessment and repair at the end of the Linked Data generation lifecycle, we propose
that quality assessment and repair can be performed in all different phases of the
lifecycle. Furthermore, we propose that the quality analysis can be considered to
have a lifecycle on its own, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. This proposed Linked Data
quality lifecycle applies equally to ontologies, instance data, as well as metadata as
represented in the diagram.

The first phase of the quality lifecycle is to define a quality model with a set of
metrics that can be used to access the quality of Linked Data for a given use case. Thus,
a need for a quality model arises from the early stages of the quality lifecycle [229].
A quality model is defined through a set of specific quality characteristics, quality
measures, and through the relationships between these characteristics and measures.
To this extent, it represents a specification of quality-related information [114].
Quality models are essential for providing consistent terminology and guidance for
quality assessment and are the basis for the evaluation of Linked Data for a given
use case. This is especially significant for the integration of evaluation results and
benchmarking, which is one important aspect of evaluation [91, 136], and without
a quality model, it is sometimes difficult to integrate evaluation results, to perform
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benchmarking, or to select datasets according to their quality.

Definition 
of Metrics 

and Quality 
Model

Quality 

Assessment

Data

Repair

Storage and 
Exploitation

Meta

data

Ontologies

Data

Figure 1.3: Linked Data quality lifecycle

The next step of the Linked Data Quality Lifecyle is to perform the quality assess-
ment. Quality can be assessed in different ways, for example, manually evaluating the
data with some criteria such as checklists or automatically with the help of automated
tools [240]. Manual evaluations can yield good results with respect to the accuracy
of the evaluation but such evaluations require large amounts of human labour as
these evaluations can be time-consuming [176]. Thus, such methods could be useful
for small datasets but not feasible for large datasets. Automated techniques with
tool support scale much better with minimal human efforts for large datasets, but
the current automated techniques are mostly used for less complex tasks such as
identifying syntax errors [24]. It is easier to build an automated tool for detecting
syntax errors in a large dataset compared to building an automated tool for detecting
if a given fact in the data is accurate and up-to-date. Thus, it is challenging to
develop automated tools for tasks that require complex human knowledge.

Furthermore, crowd-sourcing techniques can be used to scale the tasks with the
help of a large pool of human users so that manual techniques can be used with
larger datasets [5, 141, 224, 236]. Nevertheless, this requires the human users to have
certain general knowledge or in some cases expert knowledge depending on the quality
issues expected to be assessed [233]. Thus, quality assessment of large datasets still
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remains a challenging task.
Once quality assessment is performed on a dataset and the quality problems are

identified, the next stage of the Linked Data quality lifecycle is to clean and repair
the data [102]. This step supports the evolution of data and allows the data to
become more useful. There are several strategies for repairing data. On the one
hand, one approach is to detect the erroneous data and eliminate them. For example,
given an RDF dataset, any triples that contain syntax errors can be identified and
removed from the dataset so that the resulting dataset will be free of syntax errors [24].
However, in this case, there will be a loss of information because the repair process
can remove a significant amount triples that contained syntax errors.

On the other hand, another approach is to detect the errors and attempt to repair
them by correcting the syntax errors without removing those triples. In this case,
the information contained in the erroneous triples will not be lost as those triples
will remain in the dataset once they are corrected. Choosing the right strategy for
repairing Linked Data and resolving the quality issues of Linked Data also remains a
challenging task.

Once the quality assessment and repair tasks are performed on data, the clean
data can be stored and exploited for their intended purposes. Not only the cleaned
data but also the quality assessment results as well as the intermediate data produced
by the quality assessment procedures can be useful for future quality assessments [73].
Thus, all such useful information could be stored and exploited effectively.

By analysing the current literature (please refer to Chapter 2), we have iden-
tified several challenges related to the Linked Data Quality Lifecycle. There is a
lack of a quality model for Linked Data that specifies a set of quality
characteristics and metrics related to those quality characteristics in the
domain of Linked Data with a unique terminology as a reference for data quality
specification and evaluation. Furthermore, there is existing work on defining data
quality in general by standardisation bodies such as the International Organisation
for Standardisation (ISO) or the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Neverthe-
less, existing quality characteristics and metrics for Linked Data found
in the literature [235] are not aligned with the models proposed by such
standardisation initiatives.

In order to develop automated quality assessment techniques that scale to
large amounts of data, data profiling is widely used in other paradigms such as
relational data [3]. Data profiling information can provide valuable inputs to
quality assessment techniques, but the current Linked Data profiling tech-
niques [2, 4, 28, 75, 133, 149, 214] do not extract information with the
level of detail required for quality assessment techniques. For example, cur-
rently Linked Data profiling is aimed at providing metadata for tasks such as dataset
summarization [214], identification of the domain of a dataset [4], visualization [149],
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revealing the redundancy for data compression [75]. Furthermore, by analysing the
state-of-the-art dataset description models such as VoID [132] or DCAT [152], it
is evident that the current RDF dataset description models fail to repre-
sent fine-grained information about the vocabularies used and frequent
patterns in datasets.

Quality assessment and repair techniques often require a set of validation con-
straints [93]. One type of such validation constraints are identified as RDF Shapes [93,
210]; they can be used to derive a variety of techniques for data quality assessment
and repair. Nevertheless, it is a tedious task to generate these validation constraints
manually for larger datasets. One possible approach to address this challenge is
to automatically induce validation constraints using data profiling and analysing
patterns in data. Nevertheless, there is a lack of methodologies for inducing
integrity constraints from data and generating validation inputs, such as
RDF Shapes.

As we will discuss in Chapter 2, comparatively there is less research done on
repairing Linked Data compared to assessing Linked Data. Even the promising Linked
Data cleaning tools such as LOD laundromat [24] focus mainly on low-level issues,
such as eliminating syntax errors. However, repairing Linked Data is as important as
assessing them. Currently, there is a lack of repair techniques for data quality
issues in Linked Data.

With this background, the general objective of this thesis is to propose novel and
scalable methods for automatic quality assessment and repair of Linked
Data. The motivation for proposing automatic methods and techniques is to sig-
nificantly reduce the manual effort required in Linked Data quality assessment and
repair tasks, thus proposing techniques suitable for large-scale Linked Data sources
containing millions of triples.

To this end, four main objectives of the thesis are defined as:

• O1: The first objective of the thesis is to provide means for representing
quality assessment results along with all associated metadata in a
comparable manner using well-established standards. More concretely,
the goal is to propose a quality model for Linked Data quality specification,
adhering to the ISO standard for data quality [114] and the W3C Data Quality
Vocabulary [10] so that the quality assessment results about distinct datasets
can be published in a standard and interoperable manner. By using a quality
model, Linked Data quality assessment results produced by many different
parties and tools will be comparable. Furthermore, such models will make it
possible to measure and describe the improvements made by repair techniques
in a standard manner.
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• O2: The second objective is to identify information that could be au-
tomatically generated on large-scale datasets and could be used for
quality assessment and repair tasks. More concretely, the goal is to im-
prove RDF data profiling techniques focusing on the Linked Data quality
assessment and repair use cases. For that, the current RDF data profiling
techniques can be extended to include fine-grained profiling information that
is needed for quality assessment. Furthermore, the goal is to propose an RDF
dataset description model for representing data profiling information, dataset
statistics, and other information about patterns in data with a sufficient level
of detail. Such data profiling techniques and dataset description models will
enable the use of data profiling information in Linked Data quality assessment
and repair.

• O3: The third objective is to propose methods for automatically de-
riving Linked Data validation constraints for large datasets. More
concretely, the goal is to develop an automatic RDF Shape Induction algorithm
to generate constraints using data-driven approach without requiring manual
effort and to combine the aforementioned constraints into RDF Shapes. Data
validation constraints and RDF Shapes are induced using machine learning
techniques over data profiling metrics. These RDF Shapes will provide the
necessary inputs for automatic data quality assessment and repair techniques.

• O4: The fourth objective is to develop methods for automatic quality
assessment and repair using data validation constraints represented as RDF
Shapes. Such methods and techniques will reduce the manual effort required
for quality assessment and repair and will enable efficient quality assessment
and repair of large-scale Linked Data datasets such as DBpedia.

1.2 Linked Data Quality Model
As discussed in the previous section, the quality model is a key element of performing
any quality assessment in a way that the assessment results are useful and interoper-
able. The ISO standardisation organisation recognised the need for a quality model
for data and produced the ISO 25012 quality model [114]. However, the ISO data
quality model can be regarded as very general by design, so that it can be widely
used with different data models and representations. As a consequence, it does not
include the particularities that are specific to Linked Data. For instance, it covers
high-level quality dimensions such as accessibility or consistency but does not cover
Linked Data specific aspects such as URI dereferenceability or disjoint classes. Thus,
one of the objectives of this thesis is to propose a quality model taking into account
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all the aspects relevant to Linked Data in compliance with the ISO 25012 quality
model.

The W3C has also recognised the need for having a unified ontology for describing
data quality and produced the W3C Data Quality Vocabulary (DQV)9 within the
W3C Data on the Web Best Practices Working Group. Nevertheless, similar to the
ISO model, DQV also aims to be a lightweight upper-level ontology suitable for any
type of data on the Web (e.g., CSV, XML, HTML, RDF, etc.); thus it is designed to
be generic. As a consequence, it does not provide details for any specific type of data.
Furthermore, it only provides a base meta-framework for describing quality metrics
and measures but does not define concrete quality metrics, which are expected to
appear in quality models. Thus, the Linked Data quality model proposed in this
thesis uses DQV as the base ontology for representing the quality model elements
as Linked Data and extends it with the concrete quality metrics relevant to Linked
Data.

Even though a large number of existing quality metrics are found in literature as
discussed in the Linked Data quality assessment survey by Zaveri et al. [238], due
to the lack of a quality model, those metrics can not be used in quality assessment
processes in an interoperable way because the meaning of each of those metrics is not
presented in a uniform manner. For instance, due to the lack of global identifiers for
each metric, it will be difficult for a quality metadata consumer to know exactly which
metrics were used in a given evaluation. Furthermore, the evaluation results will
not be comparable as there will ambiguity between the definitions of similar metrics
by different authors. Thus, the first of the objectives of this thesis is to propose a
comprehensive quality model for Linked Data that provides global identifiers following
the Linked Data principles and uniform definitions for the existing quality metrics
using a Linked Data Quality Model ontology.

1.3 Data Profiling
In domains such as relational data, data profiling is widely used as a preliminary
step for quality assessment and cleansing. Data profiling for relational data is defined
as “the activity of creating small but informative summaries of a database” [126].
According to such definition, those summaries could include both simple statistics
such as the number of records in a given table or in the whole database, as well as
information derived from complex statistics, such as functional dependencies in data
or the type of distribution of values in a given column of a table. In more general
terms, data profiling is defined as “the set of activities and processes to determine the
metadata about a given dataset” [3]. In this thesis, we focus on Linked Data profiling

9http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/

http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/
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and the models that can represent the information generated by data profiling.
There are a large number of popular commercial tools for profiling relational data,

for example, IBM’s InfoSphere Information Analyzer10 or Microsoft’s SQL Server
Integration Services (SSIS)11. The profiling tasks in relational data, which are based
on the tabular structure of relational data, are generally classified into three main
categories [3]: single-column analysis, multiple column analysis, and dependency
analysis. Single column analysis consists of analysing the values of an individual
column for tasks such as checking the number of unique values, the number of null
values, value distributions, value ranges, and common patterns. Multiple column
analysis consists of tasks such as discovering correlations and association rules among
different columns or clustering of similar columns. Dependency analysis consists of
tasks such as identification of columns with key values or identification of foreign
keys.

Even though there are several RDF data profiling tools and vocabularies [2, 4,
28, 75, 133, 149, 214] for representing profiling information, we do not observe data
profiling being widely used in a similar way as in the relational data domain. More
specifically, we argue that data profiling is under-utilised for quality assessment and
repair of Linked Data. In her PhD thesis, Spahiu concludes that the current profiling
tools are limited in reporting some basic statistics, after thoroughly analysing the
state-of-the-art tools in Linked Data profiling [213]. Our hypothesis is that the current
data profiling techniques lack the expressivity to represent the fine-grained details
necessary for data quality assessment and repair use cases, and this is hindering the
use for data quality. Thus, the second objective of the thesis is to improve RDF
data profiling techniques focusing on the Linked Data quality assessment and repair
use cases by extending the current RDF data profiling techniques to include the
fine-grained profiling information that is needed for quality assessment.

1.4 RDF Shape Induction
RDF has proven to be a good model for data integration due to its flexibility
(i.e., triples from different graphs can be easily fused together irrespective of their
vocabularies used to describe them and similarly, the entities in different datasets
can be easily linked to each other). There are a number of applications using RDF
either for data storage or as an interoperability layer [193]. However, this flexibility
also brings inherited challenges to the quality assessment and validation of data
represented using the RDF model. The lack of an explicit schema in RDF data is
the main reason behind this [180]. As we discuss later, ontology languages such as

10https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/infosphere-information-analyzer
11https://docs.microsoft.com/es-es/sql/integration-services/sql-server-

integration-services

https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/infosphere-information-analyzer
https://docs.microsoft.com/es-es/sql/integration-services/sql-server-integration-services
https://docs.microsoft.com/es-es/sql/integration-services/sql-server-integration-services
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RDF Schema (RDFS) [43] and Web Ontology Language (OWL) [109] are designed
to be computational logic-based languages that allow to perform reasoning and infer
new knowledge rather than schema-languages that are designed for validation.

Nevertheless, Semantic Web-related approaches, such as the RDF model are more
suited for knowledge representation and reasoning. The most prominent expressive
knowledge representation and reasoning methods are based on Description Logics [20].
In particular, OWL is based on Description Logics and it is a recommended standard
by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for modelling ontologies. Description
Logics (DLs), in turn, bear a first-order predicate logic semantics. DLs are monotonic
and adhere to the Open World Assumption (OWA). This means that any missing
information will be interpreted as unknown information rather than false. In other
words, “absence of information is not information about absence” [184]. Because
of this any negations drawn from a knowledge base must be based on information
explicitly present in the knowledge base rather than based on missing information.

On the other hand, under Closed World Assumption (CWA) all non-provable
expressions are assumed to be false. OWA makes it challenging to perform certain
validation tasks [210]. For example, a minimum cardinality constraint is not generally
violated under OWA because there is always a possibility that a triple exists somewhere
which will fulfil the cardinality requirement (unless such triple explicitly makes the
model inconsistent).

The main reason for ontological languages to be not suitable as the descriptions of
validation constraints is the fact that they are designed for inferring new knowledge
using known axioms (considering all of them to be true) rather than for validating
data based on the axioms. Even though reasoners can find inconsistencies in data, a
reasoner and a validator have different functions, i.e., a reasoner is used for inferring
new knowledge while a validator is used finding violations against a set of constraints.
The underpinning principles used in Web Ontology Language (OWL) [211], such as
the use of Open World Assumption and Non-Unique Name Assumption, can lead to
unexpected results in a validator [210].

For example, assume that there is a constraint that a country can have only one
president. If a reasoner find two distinct triples, one stating that Barak Obama
is the president of United States, and the other stating that Donald Trump is the
president (which is quite possible if one triple is not up-to-date and temporal validity
is not correctly modelled in data), it will not find any inconsistency with only this
information. That is because under the Non-Unique Name Assumption, it is possible
for a single entity to have multiple names. Thus, rather than finding an inconsistency,
it will incorrectly infer that Barak Obama and Donald Trump are the same person.

Most traditional data modelling paradigms such as relational databases follow a
process commonly known as schema on write [64]. In such cases, a comprehensive
schema with the conditions and constraints that should be held is defined before
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loading any data and a validation process is performed before every data write to
ensure that the write operation does not change the integrity of the stored data. In
contrast, most RDF triple stores and applications follow a more flexible model that
is known as schema on read [64, 151]. In this approach, generally only syntactic level
validations are performed during data writes, and the schema of the data evolves
depending on the type of data being inserted. Even though schema-on-read makes it
possible to insert data with diverse schemas into RDF stores, this dynamic nature
of the schema makes it harder to have a concrete set of validation constraints for
a given dataset. Thus, for RDF Data, it is valuable to have approaches that can
automatically discover the schema of the data at any given time.

Validation against a predefined schema to ensure that a given dataset is consistent
is one of the key steps in most conventional data storage and publishing paradigms,
for instance, validation against DDL constraints in SQL databases or XML Schema or
RelaxNG in XML documents [193]. For RDF data, typically OWL or RDF Schema
based ontologies are used for doing this kind of validations. When an ontology
is available with TBox axioms that define the conceptualization of the domain, a
reasoner can be used to verify whether the dataset is consistent with the domain by
verifying the axioms defined in the ontology.

However, most of the ontologies do not have rich axioms that could help to detect
inconsistencies in data. Most of the large knowledge bases, such as DBpedia, lack a
definition of integrity constraints and it is a tedious task to create these constraint
definitions from scratch manually. Furthermore, most of the schema information
about RDF data is only available in the form of OWL ontologies that are most suited
for entailment rather than validation. However, most practical use cases that utilise
RDF data need to validate the data according to a set of integrity constraints. The
use of ontologies for validating RDF data leads to several problems: (a) the mismatch
between intended purposes, inference (for which the ontologies are designed for)
and validation, and (b) the lack of information useful for validation in most of the
ontologies. Thus, it is necessary to represent the constraints for validating data in a
more suitable language.

Our third objective is to utilise the profiling information to address the challenge
of inducting RDF Shapes and then to represent the induced shapes in a language
suitable for representing constraints for data validation. To this end, we propose a
data-driven approach by applying machine learning techniques on profiled RDF data
to automatically generate integrity constraints. Then all constraints related to a given
class are combined to generate an RDF Shape that is a collection of constraints. The
proposed approach is defined in a generic way that applies to any type of constraints.
Aligned with the main objective of this thesis, the goal of generating RDF Shapes
from data is to use them for quality assessment and repair.
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1.5 Methods for Quality Assessment and Repair
As discussed in the Linked Data Quality Lifecycle, quality assessment and repair are
two of the most important aspects of the data quality life cycle. On the one hand,
data quality is multi-dimensional and a large variety of quality dimensions [190],
characteristics, and measures can be defined for analysing Linked Data quality. On
the other hand, data quality can be defined as “fitness for intended use in operations,
decision-making, and planning” [129] putting the focus on the use case in which the
data will be utilised. For instance, the data to be used for making decisions in a
medical application might need a precision much higher than the data to be used in a
social media application for entertainment. In this thesis, we apply quality assessment
techniques to several use cases covering the different phases of the lifecycle of Linked
Data generation and exploitation.

RDF GenerationData sources Storage Exploitation

Unstructured textual
corpora  

Structured and 
semi-structured data

Information
Extraction

RDF
Mappings

Triplestore

SPARQL
Endpoints

Linked Data
Portals

RDF Dumps

LD Fragments
Servers 

Figure 1.4: Linked Data generation and exploitation

Figure 1.4 illustrates an overview of the common steps involved in Linked Data
generation and exploitation. Generally, Linked Data represented in RDF are generated
using some non-RDF data sources. These data sources can be either in unstructured
textual form, for example, a corpus with textual documents such as text files, PDF
files, or web pages or in a structured or semi-structured form, for example, a relational
database, a set of CSV files or key-value pairs. With unstructured text, information
extraction techniques are used to extract facts in the form of triples (subject, predicate,
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object) which can then be represented using RDF by converting them to RDF terms.
Examples of such information extraction tools include Stanford OpenIE [14], Fred [90],
TextRunner [21], NELL [48] or commercial tools such as IBM’s Statistical Information
and Relation Extraction (SIRE)12. With structured data and semi-structured data,
RDF mappings are used for mapping the data to RDF terms. One popular example
is the DBpedia Extraction Framework [17] which maps the key value pairs in the
Infoboxes of Wikipedia articles into RDF using a set of mappings defined for each of
the Infobox templates. More recent RDF knowledge bases such as Wikidata [227] are
created by users directly editing the knowledge graph using a user-friendly interface.
It is possible that quality issues are introduced in the RDF generation phase and such
issues can be identified either by analysing the generation process or the generated
RDF data and corrective measures can be taken. In this thesis, one of the objectives
is to propose quality assessment and repair techniques that can identify errors in the
Linked Data lifecycle and repair them.

The RDF data generated by the aforementioned approaches can be stored either
in files as RDF dumps or in other storage mediums such as triple stores. Such
data can be accessed through Linked Data portals, SPARQL endpoints, or via
Linked Data Fragments servers. Each of those points can be used for data quality
assessment. In this thesis, we propose different techniques using such different access
points. Furthermore, these techniques explore different dimensions of quality, such as
accuracy, consistency, completeness, or timeliness.

1.6 Main Contributions
The goal of this thesis is to propose novel and scalable methods for automatic
quality assessment and repair of Linked Data. To this end, four main objectives
are defined:

The first objective is this thesis is to provide means for representing quality
assessment results along with all associated metadata in a comparable manner using
well-established standards. To this extent, this thesis has contributed to the advance
of the current state of the art by providing:

C1. LDQM, A Linked Data Quality Model for representing Linked Data
quality in a standard manner.

The second objective of this thesis is to identify information that could be auto-
matically generated on large-scale datasets and could be used in quality assessment
and repair methods. To this extent, this thesis presents new advances by providing
the following:

12https://researcher.watson.ibm.com/researcher/view_group.php?id=2223

https://researcher.watson.ibm.com/researcher/view_group.php?id=2223
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C2. Loupe, A framework for Linked Data profiling which consists of an
extended dataset description model which captures data profiling metrics and
a set of tools for automatically calculating those metrics.

The third objective of this thesis is to propose techniques for automatically
deriving Linked Data validation constraints for large datasets. To this extent, this
thesis presents new advances by providing the following:

C3. An automatic RDF shape induction method which follows a data-driven
approach using Machine Learning algorithms and Linked Data profiling metrics
are used as features.

The fourth objective of this thesis is to develop methods for automatic
quality assessment and repair. To this extent, this thesis presents new advances
by providing the following:

C4. A set of methods for automatic quality assessment and repair using
Linked Data profiling metrics and RDF Shapes that includes quality assessment
and repair of mapping, repairing inconsistencies, identifying and removing noisy
data, and completing type information.

1.7 Derived Publications
Parts of the work presented in this Ph.D. thesis were published in various peer-
reviewed scientific publications belonging to conferences and journals well-recognised
and specialised in the research of Semantic Web and Linked Data. This section lists
such publications while Table 1.1 shows a summary of the publications related to
each of the aforementioned contributions of the thesis.

Table 1.1: A summary of publications

Contribution Related Publications
(listed in Section 1.7)

C1. Linked Data Quality Model J3, W8, PD3
C2. Linked Data Profiling Framework C7, W4, W5, W6, PD2, PD4
C3. RDF Shape Induction J1, J2, C1, W2, W3
C4. Quality Assessment and Repair Methods J4, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, W1,

W5, W7, PD1
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Towards Comprehensive Noise Detection in Automatically-Created Knowl-
edge Graphs. Demo at the 16th International Semantic Web Conference
(ISWC2017), (2017).
DOI: http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-1963/paper589.pdf

http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2065/paper13.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-70407-4_42
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-54627-8_8
https://www.w3.org/2016/11/sdsvoc/SDSVoc16_paper_7
http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-1586/codes2.pdf
http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-1359/paper5.pdf
http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-1963/paper589.pdf
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PD2 F. Priyatna, E. Ruckhaus, N. Mihindukulasooriya, O. Corcho and
N. Saturno MappingPedia: A Collaborative Environment for R2RML
Mappings. Demo at 14th Extended Semantic Web Conference (ESWC2017),
(2017), pp. 1-4.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-70407-4_22

PD3 N. Mihindukulasooriya, R. García-Castro, A. Gómez-Pérez. LD Snif-
fer: A Quality Assessment Tool for Measuring Accessibility of Linked Data.
Demo in 20th International Conference on Knowledge Engineering and
Knowledge Management (EKAW2016), (2016), pp. 1–4.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-58694-6_20

PD4 N. Mihindukulasooriya, M. Poveda-Villalón, R. García-Castro, A.
Gómez-Pérez. Loupe-An Online Tool for Inspecting Datasets in the Linked
Data Cloud. Demo at the 14th International Semantic Web Conference
(ISWC2015), (2015), pp. 1–4.
DOI: http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-1486/paper_113.pdf

1.8 Registered Software
During this thesis, two software products were created and the corresponding intel-
lectual property rights are enrolled at the regional registry of intellectual property of
the Community of Madrid, Spain. Table 1.2 shows the details of the registration.

Loupe, a set of tools for Linked Data profiling.
Application No: M-006795/2018
Registration No: 16/2019/1000
Date: 16/10/2018
Authority: Registro General de la Propiedad Int-
electual, Comunidad de Madrid
LD Sniffer, a tool for evaluating the assessibility
of Linked Data.
Application No: M-006794/2018
Registration No: 16/2019/999
Date: 16/10/2018
Authority: Registro General de la Propiedad Int-
electual, Comunidad de Madrid

Table 1.2: Registered software

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-70407-4_22
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-58694-6_20
http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-1486/paper_113.pdf
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1.9 Awards
The work derived from this thesis, contributed to the following awards:

• An FPI grant (BES-2014-068449) from the Spanish Ministry of Education,
Culture and Sport (Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte) funded this
thesis. It was associated with the project 4V (TIN2013-46238-C4-2-R).

• 1st place in 2017 Semantic Web Challenge at the 16th International Semantic
Web Conference. It consisted of two tasks, fact extraction and fact checking,
and the Socrates team, which author was part of, won the first place in both
tasks. The author contributed to the solution with data profiling and quality
assessment work.

• Best paper award at the 4th Workshop on Linked Data Quality (LDQ 2017) for
the publication W4.

• Winners of the “Urban Planning and Mobility” category at the 2nd Open Data
Hackathon at Cáceres, Spain. The author contributed with data profiling work.

• Finalists and special mention at the Fujitsu Open Data Hackathon for Smart
Cities. The author contributed to the project with data profiling work.

1.10 Research Stays
During the development of this Ph.D. thesis, a research stay took place at the
following institution:

• IBM Research AI at IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center in New York,
USA from the 1st of May 2017 to the 31st of August of 2017. During this
research stay, the author worked on detecting quality issues in automatically
created knowledge bases, under the supervision of Dr. Alfio Massimiliano
Gliozzo (Manager, Knowledge Induction, IBM Watson) and Dr. Oktie Hassan-
zadeh (Chair, IBM Research Professional Interest Community on Knowledge).
The author’s work contributed to the system13 that won 2017 Semantic Web
Challenge. Furthermore, the joint work done led to publication PD1. This
research visit was funded by the travel grant (EEBB-I-2017-12726) from the
Spanish Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport (Ministerio de Educación,
Cultura y Deporte).

13https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2017/11/knowledge-base-construction-iswc-
2017/

https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2017/11/knowledge-base-construction-iswc-2017/
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2017/11/knowledge-base-construction-iswc-2017/
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1.11 Work in Research and Innovation Projects
and Standardization Bodies

During the development of this thesis, the author has participated in the following
research and innovation projects contributing to the tasks related to the thesis:

• Datos 4.0: Challenges and Solutions (TIN2016-78011-C4-4-R), a project
aimed at addressing the challenges of the fourth revolution in data manage-
ment, which is characterised not only by the huge volume of data, but also of
the complexity and heterogeneous nature and, above all, by demanding usage
scenarios which need the efficient production of useful and quality knowledge,
obtained from the raw data, using from linked open data to sophisticated
exploitation processes. The Linked Data Quality Model (C1), Linked Data Pro-
filing Framework (C2), RDF Shape Induction method (C3), and Linked Data
quality assessment and repair techniques (C4) provide valuable contributions
to develop solutions to the challenges identified in this project.

• 4V: Volumen, Velocidad, Variedad y Validez en la gestin innovadora
de datos (TIN2013-46238-C4-2-R), a project aimed at providing techniques
for innovative management of big data characterised by volume, velocity, variety,
and validity. One of the main objectives of the project was to provide novel
techniques for quality assessment and repair of Linked Data. The Linked Data
Quality Model (C1) developed in this thesis was used in this project.

• Application of the IBM Watson Ecosystem for providing Technology
Intelligence services to Small and Medium Enterprises (IBM Shared
University Research), a project aimed at designing and implementing an inno-
vative technology intelligence service for technology-based small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) based on the IBM Watson system.

• LIDER (FP7-610782), a project that proposed Linked Data as an enabler
of cross-media and multilingual content analytics for enterprises across Europe.
Linked Data profiling techniques that are developed as the second contribution
of the thesis (C2) provided valuable information for content analytics.

• ALM iStack, a project aimed at developing an open-source Application Life-
cycle Management platform that automates and supports the whole software
development lifecycle by integrating the best existing open-source tools.

Further, during this thesis, the author participated in several W3C Working
Groups providing feedback based on the work on this thesis. Main contributions
include:
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• Dataset Exchange Working Group (DXWG). The DXWG is charted
with the objective of revising the Data Catalog Vocabulary, DCAT, taking
account of related vocabularies and the extensive work done in developing
a number of its application profiles. The proposed DCAT 1.1 vocabulary14

is related to the data profiling and quality aspects of the work presented in
this thesis (C2), and the author actively participated in the group discussions
and weekly teleconference providing feedback and submitting use cases and
requirements15 based on the Linked Data profiling use cases and tasks that are
discussed in (Chapter 5).

• Data on the Web Best Practices Working Group (DWBP WG). The
DWBP WG was chartered with the objective of developing the open data
ecosystem facilitating better communication between developers and publishers;
providing guidance to publishers that will improve consistency in the way data
is managed, thus promoting the re-use of data; and fostering trust in the data
among developers. In this context, one of the deliverables of the working group
was Data Quality Vocabulary (DQV)16 which is a vocabulary for describing the
quality of a dataset, either by the dataset publisher or by a broader community
of users. The author of the thesis significantly contributed to the vocabulary
based on analysis of Linked Data quality issues that are discussed in this thesis.
Furthermore, the Linked Data Quality Model presented in this thesis (Chapter
4) extends DQV with Linked Data specific aspects.

• Linked Data Platform Working Group (LDP WP). The LDP WG was
chartered with the objective of producing a W3C Recommendation for HTTP-
based (RESTful) application integration patterns using read/write Linked Data.
In the context of enterprise read-write Linked Data applications, the validation
of RDF data that are produced and consumed by the applications plays a key
role. The IBM’s submission of the OSLC Resource Shapes[209] specification
which eventually led to the W3C Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) [137]
specification was motivated by the LDP use cases. The author of this thesis
participated actively in the LDP WG and authored the documents: Linked
W3C Data Platform 1.0 Primer [47] and Linked Data Platform Best Practices
and Guidelines [160].

14https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat-2/
15https://www.w3.org/TR/dcat-ucr/#ID4
16https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/

https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat-2/
https://www.w3.org/TR/dcat-ucr/##ID4
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/
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1.12 Structure of the Document
The rest of this document is organised as follows:

• Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the thesis and a summary of the
contributions of the thesis, associated research stays, and the relations to
research and innovation projects and standardisation initiatives.

• Chapter 2 analyses the state of the art in topics related to the research
questions of the thesis.

• Chapter 3 enumerates the open research problems identified in the state of
the art, presents the objectives and contributions of the thesis, and defines
the assumptions, hypotheses and restrictions. Furthermore, this chapter also
describes the research methodology followed in the development of the thesis.

• Chapter 4 presents LDQM, a comprehensive quality model for Linked Data,
and provides a set of metrics for assessing Linked Data quality and the method-
ology that was used for developing the model. This chapter covers the first
objective (O1 ) of the thesis and its corresponding contributions (C1).

• Chapter 5 presents a framework for Linked Data profiling including a set
of Linked Data profiling tasks, a tool suite for Linked Data profiling, and an
extended dataset description model for representing profiling metrics. This
chapter covers the second objective (O2 ) of the thesis and its corresponding
contributions (C2 ).

• Chapter 6 presents a method for RDF Shape Induction using Linked Data
profiling metrics. This chapter covers the third objective (O3 ) of the thesis and
its corresponding contributions (C3 ).

• Chapter 7 presents a set of Linked Data quality assessment and repair methods
using Linked Data profiling metrics and RDF Shapes. This chapter covers the
fourth objective (O4 ) of the thesis and its corresponding contributions (C4 ).

• Chapter 8 presents the evaluation, in which, the contributions of Chapter 4
to 7 are evaluated.

• Chapter 9 describes several use cases where the contributions of the thesis
were used, draws some conclusions and presents ideas for future work.



Chapter 2

State of the Art

The work presented in thesis focuses on proposing novel methods and techniques
for automatic quality assessment and repair of Linked Data. This chapter presents
the existing work that is related to the topic of this thesis, with the purpose of
providing an overview of the current state of the art in the research areas related
to this thesis and of identifying the open research problems in those research areas.
Because the work proposed in thesis is guided by four objectives as it will be discussed
in Chapter 3, we cover a wide range of related work related to the next chapters of
the thesis in different sections of the thesis and identify the limitations with respect
to the objectives of this thesis.

Section 2.1 discusses the work related to the Linked Data Quality Model; Sec-
tion 2.2 discusses the work related to data profiling; Section 2.3 discusses the work
related to RDF Shape Induction. Finally, Section 2.5 presents the conclusions of the
analysis of state of the art.

2.1 Linked Data Quality Model
Data quality dimensions and metrics In the Linked Data research literature,
a large number of quality dimensions and metrics for assessing Linked Data are
proposed. These dimensions and metrics are quite diverse since different authors
focus on different aspects of Linked Data, i.e., on different characteristics (e.g.,
trust, completeness, accuracy) and on different measures for these characteristics (e.g.,
missing links, an indication of attribution, semantically incorrect values). Furthermore,
some authors have developed methodologies and tools for Linked Data evaluation,
which are also characterized by high diversity in evaluated dimensions and metrics.

Gamble and Goble [89] focus on evaluating trust of Linked Data datasets. Their
approach is based on decision networks which allow modelling relationships between
different variables based on probabilistic models. Furthermore, they discuss several

26
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dimensions of data quality:

• Quality dimension, which is assessed against some quality standard and which
intends to provide specific measures of quality

• Trust dimension, which is assessed independent of any standard and is intended
to asses the reputation

• Utility dimension, which intends to assess whether the data fit the purpose and
satisfy the needs of users

Gil and Arts [95] focus their work on the reputation (trust) of web resources. The
main sources of trust assessment according to these authors are direct experience
and user opinions, which are expressed through reliability (based on credentials
and performance of the resources) and credibility (users view of the truthfulness of
information). The trust is represented with a web of trust, where nodes represent
entities and edges are trust metrics that one entity has towards the other. Further-
more, the authors identified a number of factors that influence user opinion of trust.
Those factors include topic, context and criticality, popularity, authority, experience,
recommendations from others, relation to other resources, provenance, user expertise,
bias, incentive, existence of limited resources, agreement, specificity, the likelihood of
correctness of the content, age, appearance, deception, and recency.

Golbeck and Mannes [98] focus on trust in networks and their approach is based
on the interchange of trust, provenance, and annotations. They have developed an
algorithm for inferring trust and for computing personal recommendations using
the provenance of already defined trust annotations. Furthermore, they apply the
algorithm in two examples to compute the recommendations of movies and intelligent
information.

Bonatti et al. [39] focus on data trust based on annotations. They identify several
annotation dimensions:

• Blacklisting, which is based on noise, on void values for inverse functional
properties, and on errors in values

• Authoritativeness, which is based on cross-defined core terms that can change
the inferences over those terms that are mandated by some authority (e.g.,
owl:Thing), and that can lead to the creation of irrelevant data

• Linking, which is based on determining the existence of links from and to a
source in a graph, with a premise that a source with a higher number of links
is more trustworthy and is characterized by higher quality of the data
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Chen and Garcia [50] focus on quality assessment through association mining.
They particularly focus on the appropriateness of the amount of data and on the
coherence of data attributes. Furthermore, they propose a metric for amount of
data, which is a ratio between a number of semantically valid rules to a number of
non-trivial rules.

Furber and Hepp [86] focus on the assessment of accuracy, which include both syn-
tactic and semantic accuracy, timeliness, completeness, and uniqueness. One measure
of accuracy consists of determining inaccurate values using functional dependence
rules, while timeliness is measured with time validity intervals of instances and their
expiry dates. Completeness deals with the assessment of the completeness of schema
(representation of ontology elements), completeness of properties (represented by
mandatory property and literal value rules), and completeness of population (repre-
sentation of real world entities). Uniqueness refers to the assessment of redundancy,
i.e., of duplicated instances.

Hogan et al. [111] focus their work in assessment of mainly errors, noise and
modelling issues. Measures that they propose include:

1. Use of blank nodes

2. Use of HTTP URIs

3. Use of short URIs

4. Use of stable URIs

5. Existence of external links

6. Use of dereferencible links

7. Existence of machine readable license

8. Existence of human readable license

9. Reuse of well-known vocabulary terms

10. Use of prolix RDF features (reification, containers and collectors)

Jacobi et al. [120] develop a framework for the assessment of trust. Their framework
is based on the use of trust ontologies in order to assign a trust value to data sources
or rules and provenance ontologies in order to capture the data generation. The
assessment of trust is then used for transferring trust from known to unknown data.

Lei et al. [148] focus on several types of quality problems related to accuracy. In
particular, they evaluate:
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1. Incompleteness (objects in a data source are not exhaustive compared to real
world)

2. Existence of duplicate instances that refer to the same object (redundancy)

3. Ambiguity (mapping an instance in a data source to more than one real world
object)

4. Inaccuracy of instance labels and inaccuracy of classification of instances (as-
signing as a type a class in a higher position in a hierarchy)

Shekarpour and Katebi [212] focus on assessment of trust of a data source. They
first discuss several models of trust (centralized model, distributed model, global
model and local model), and then they develop a model for assessment of trust of a
data source which is based on a propagation of trust assessment from data source to
triples, and then aggregation of all the triple assessments.

Rula et al. [207] start from the premise of dynamicity of Linked Data and focus
on assessment of timeliness in order to reduce errors related to outdated data. To
measure timeliness, they define a currency metric which is calculated in terms of
differences between the time of the observation of data (current time) and the time
when the data was modified for the last time. Furthermore, they also take into
account the difference between the time of the observation of the data and the time
of data creation.

Hartig [106] developed a model for assessment of the trustworthiness of RDF
statements based on the belief in truthfulness of these statements. He defined a trust
function that assigns a subjective trust value to a statement, and a trust aggregation
function that determines the trust of a set of RDF statements. Trust function
developed by Hartig relies on several different techniques:

1. User-based rating, in which users can give ratings related to trust

2. Provenance-based technique, which is related to the provenance of the data

3. Opinion-based technique, which aggregates trust ratings from different consumers
and reliability of these consumers

The trust ratings are defined as a number in the range [-1,1], where -1 denotes
total disbelief, and 1 denotes total belief in trustfulness of the RDF statements.

Gil and Ratnakar[96] focus on the assessment of trust. Their work consists of
assigning user ratings for each source in terms of reliability and credibility. The rating
that can be assigned is denoted by a number in the range [1,6], where 6 denotes the
highest reliability/credibility. Furthermore, they define ordinal rating in terms of
whether a user has used particular statement in reaching a conclusion in a given task.
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The overall trust is then computed as an aggregation of reliability, credibility, and
previously mentioned ordinal ratings.

Flemming [81] focuses on a number of measures for assessment the quality of
Linked Data. These measures include:

1. Availability of data

2. Accessibility of the SPARQL endpoint and of the server, as well as of the RDF
dump

3. Scalability, throughput and latency of a data source

4. Licensing, which include existence of machine-readable and human-readable
license statement

5. Existence of a permission to use the data, as well as attribution

6. Correct usage of URI types and existence of dead links

7. Existence of provenance information

8. Number of triples, number of instances and number of properties

9. Frequency of change and existence of outdated data

10. Authenticity of the publisher

11. Reuse of existing vocabularies

12. Human-readable labeling of instances

13. Indication of vocabularies used in a dataset

14. Provision of the data in various languages

15. Existence of different ways of accessing the data

16. Application of content negotiation of published dataset

Hogan et al. [110] provide a framework for assessment of Linked Data which,
similar as in the case of Flemming [21], describes the quality in terms of various
metrics. Their work includes the quality assessment in terms of:

• Availability of structured data

• Accessibility of SPARQL endpoint and of the server
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• Accessibility to RDF dumps

• Errors in dereferencibility

• Correctness of the format of datatype literals

• Compatibility of literals with datatypes

• Usage of undefined classes or properties

• Respect of vocabulary constraints

• Population completeness, which they define as a ratio between a number of
represented real-world objects and a number of real-world objects

• Usage of collections, containers and reification

Gueret et al. [101] define a set of network measures for assessment of Linked Data
mappings. These measures are:

• Degree, which is calculated in terms of a number of incoming and outcoming
edges

• Clustering coefficient, which is calculated in terms of a ratio of a number of
links of node neighbors and a total possible number of links

• Centrality, which is calculated in terms of a number of connections the node
takes part in

• SameAs chains, which is calculated in terms of a number of sameAs chains that
are not closed

• Descriptive richness, which is calculated in terms of the number of new edges
brought to a resource through the sameAs relations

Mendes et al. [157] developed a framework for Linked Data quality assessment.
One of the contexts in quality assessment in their work is the existence of conflict
between values in different data sources. Furthermore, they use a set of measures for
Linked Data quality assessment, which include:

• Intensional completeness, which is calculated in terms of a ratio between a
number of unique attributes of a dataset and a total number of attributes in a
universe of attributes

• Extensional completeness, which is calculated in terms of a ratio between a
number of unique objects in a dataset and a total number of objects in a
universe of objects
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• Recency and reputation

• Time since data modification

• Property completeness, which is calculated in terms of a ratio between a number
of properties in a dataset and a total number of properties in a universe of
properties

• Property conciseness, which is calculated in terms of a ratio between a number
of objects with a unique value for specific property and a total number of unique
objects in a dataset with that specific property

• Property consistency, which is calculated in terms of a ratio between a number
of objects in a dataset without conflicts for a particular property, and a total
number of objects in a dataset with that particular property

Kontokostas et al. [142] developed a test-driven evaluation of Linked Data quality
in which they focus on coverage and errors. The measures they use are the following:

• Property domain coverage

• Property range coverage

• Class instance coverage

• Missing data

• Mistypes

• Correctness of the data
Knuth et al. [139] in their work identify the key challenges for Linked Data quality.

As one of the key factors for Linked Data quality they outline validation which, in
their opinion, has to be integral part of Linked Data lifecycle. Additional factor for
Linked Data quality is version management, which can create problems in provenance
and tracking. Finally, as another important factor they outline the usage of popular
vocabularies or manual creating of new correct vocabularies.

Emburi at al. [67] developed a framework for automatic crawling the Linked Data
datasets and improving dataset quality. In their work, the quality is focused on errors
in data and the purpose of developed framework is to correct errors.

Although there is a significant effort in the Semantic Web community to evaluate
the quality of Linked Data and related datasets, in the current state of the art
there is no quality model for Linked Data that would provide a unique reference for
researchers and practitioners. This leads to difficulties in assessing quality of datasets
and performing benchmarking and comparisons of datasets that describes the same
or similar domains.
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2.2 Linked Data Profiling

The initial works of quality metrics and dimensions are mainly focused on trust
quality dimensions. This initial focus on trust is understandable as the generation of
Linked Data is done in a distributed manner involving many parties including many
data producers and consumers. However, later on these dimensions expanded covering
variety of dimensions such as completeness, accuracy, timeliness, or accessibility.

The more recent work on quality dimensions and metrics focus on inherent
characteristics of RDF such as property conciseness [157], property consistency [157],
property domain coverage, property range coverage, etc. Analysing the patterns of
vocabulary usage in data can provide valuable insights in assessing quality of Linked
Data along those dimensions. One of the techniques to analyse the vocabulary usage is
data profiling. Data profiling [178] provides methods for examining the data available
in an existing data source and collecting statistics and information about that data.
Such information can be used to understand the data and to detect irregularities, for
instance, detection of frequent value patterns or validating the uniqueness of given
set of values.

Böhm et al. [37] developed ProLoD, a set of methods for profiling Linked Data
in three different levels: (i) domain level, (ii) schema level, and (iii) data level. In
domain level, clustering techniques are used to partition the datasets into semantically
correlated smaller subsets and label them applying techniques such as term frequency-
inverse document frequency, (tf-idf) on the textual properties, for instance, labels
and comments. These smaller partitions of datasets enable better profiling. In
schema level, several steps are taken for finding equivalent properties, discovering
properties with large number of missing values, and finding property correlations
using techniques such as association rule mining. In data level, value distributions are
analysed for different data types for detecting irregularities. The authors of ProLoD
have used these methods to analyse DBpedia infobox dataset.

Auer et al. [69] developed LODStats, an approach for gathering statistical dataset
characteristics using 32 schema level statistical criteria. LODStats is implemented
following a statement-stream-based approach for having a smaller memory footprint
and better performance during the dataset analysis. However, this statement-stream-
based approach puts limitations on the type of metrics that can be gathered as
more complex criteria that involves joining multiple statements can not performed.
The metadata generated by LODStats can be used to perform quality analysis of
RDF datasets with regard to the used vocabularies, properties, domain and range
constraints of properties.

Palmonari et al. [183] developed ABSTAT, a framework for generating Linked
Data summaries as statistics about triple patterns using an ontology-driven data
abstraction model. ABSTAT extracts summaries that are represented in RDF and can
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be queried or navigated through a web interface. It uses Abstract Knowledge Patterns
(AKPs) which are triples having the form of <subjectType,pred,objectType>, which
represent the occurrence of triples <sub,pred,obj> in the data, such that subjectType
is a minimal type of sub and objectType is a minimal type of obj. Though the
ABSTAT framework is currently only used for data understanding and navigation.

2.3 RDF Shape Induction
Ontology Learning (OL) is commonly defined as a field that comprises techniques for
automated acquisition of ontological knowledge from data. Thus, the paradigm has
shifted such that many approaches do not aim to generate a full fledged, gold-standard
ontology from data anymore, but they rather focus on acquiring axioms of certain
shapes such as concept definitions, atomic subsumptions, disjointness axioms. There
are several works done on induction of Description Logic axioms using methods, such
as,

Association rule mining (ARM): Abedjan [1] et al. present rule-based approaches
for predicate suggestion, data enrichment, ontology improvement, and query
relaxation. They identified inconsistencies in the data through predicate sug-
gestion, enrichment with missing facts, and alignment of the corresponding
ontology. Also they provide users to handle inconsistencies during query formu-
lation through predicate expansion techniques.

Probabilistic graphical models (PGMs): An approach of probabilistic graphi-
cal models (PGMs) allow to generate interpretable models that are constructed
and then manipulated by reasoning algorithms [140]. These models can also
be learned automatically from data, allowing the approach to be used in cases
where the manual building of a model is difficult or even impossible.

Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) It is a branch of machine learning that
tries to model a joint distribution over relational data [94]. SRL is a combination
of statistical learning which addresses uncertainty in data and relational learning
which deals with complex relational structures [134].

Inductive logic programming (ILP) Buhmann et al. [45] present an approach
of inductive lexical learning of class expression by combining an existing log-
ical learning approach with statistical relevance measures applied on textual
resources.

Pattern extraction is an area of work where RDF data is analyzed to extract
common patterns, for example, in the form of Frequent Graph Patterns [22] or
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Statistical Knowledge Patterns [36]. These approaches analyze the underlying
RDF data and extract the characteristics related to the ontological axioms
based on most frequent patterns. This approach is closely related to the work
presented in this paper.

Our final goal is different from these research approaches. Instead of inducting
the ontological axioms, our goal is to induct validation rules. In recent years various
RDF validation languages have been introduced based on expressing constraints.

• The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [211] is an expressive ontology language
based on Description Logics (DL). The semantics of OWL addresses distributed
knowledge representation scenarios where complete knowledge about the domain
cannot be assumed. To address the above mismatch, some approaches use
OWL expressions with Closed World Assumption and a weak Unique Name
Assumption so that OWL expressions can be used for validation purposes such
as Stardog ICV 1 and Tao et al. [219].

• The W3C Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) [137] is used represent con-
straints for validating RDF graphs against a set of conditions. These conditions
are provided as shapes and other constructs expressed in the form of an RDF
graph. In particular it helps to identify constraints by using SPARQL. Also,
it provides a high level vocabulary to identify predicates and their associated
cardinalities, and datatypes.

• The Shape Expressions (ShEx) [194] language describes RDF nodes and graph
structures. A node constraint describes an RDF node (IRI, blank node or
literal) and a shape describes the triples involving nodes in an RDF graph.
These descriptions identify predicates and their associated cardinalities and
datatypes.

• ASHACL: Alternative Shapes Constraint Language [185] is a variant of the
W3C Shapes Constraint Language, is designed to determine whether an RDF
graph meets some conditions.

• SPARQL Inferring Notation (SPIN)2 [138] constraints associate RDF types or
nodes with validation rules. In particular it allows users to use SPARQL to
specify rules and logical constraints.

In particular, these shape expression languages, namely, ShEx, SHACL, and SPIN,
aim to validate RDF data and to communicate data semantics among users. They do

1https://www.stardog.com/docs/
2http://spinrdf.org/

https://www.stardog.com/docs/
http://spinrdf.org/
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cover constraints such as keys and cardinality; however, their expressivity is limited
and require user interventions in every step. In our approach we aim to automate the
process of shape generation using ML. More specifically various constraints can be
envisioned in RDF based on their success in the relational model, such as cardinality
and range constraints.

Cardinality estimation has been studied in many different domains including
relational data. In addition to integrity constraint validation, it has many other appli-
cations such as network monitoring for detecting DDoS attacks or worm propagation,
link-based spam detection, relation join query optimizations.

The existing cardinality estimation algorithms such as Hit Counting [78], Adaptive
Sampling [77], Probabilistic Counting [232], HYPERLOGLOG [108] aim to estimate
the number of distinct elements in very large set of data with duplicate elements.
Neuman and Moerkotte have proposed “characteristic sets” for performing cardinality
estimations for RDF queries with multiple joins [180]. A more recent work from
Boneva et al. [40, 41] provides a designer for creating ShEx and SHACL Constraints.

These works differ from the work presented in this paper on two axes. First, they
are focused on determining the cardinalities of each value rather than the cardinality
of the entity-value relation. Second, they are focused on query optimization than
integrity constraint validation. However, we use the base of these works such as
analysis of mean, variance, and other statistical features to derive an approach for
cardinality estimation for integrity constraint validation.

2.4 Methods for Linked Data Quality Assessment
and Repair

2.4.1 Linked Data Quality Assessment Tools
Table 2.1 illustrates a list of fourteen quality assessment tools found in literature
with their year of publication and a brief description of their capabilities.

These tools use the quality dimensions and metrics defined in the studies presented
in the Linked Data Quality Model section to evaluate Linked Data and provide quality
indicators. While some of them are focused on one quality aspect, some others are
more generic frameworks that cover a wide range of quality dimensions.
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Table 2.1: Linked Data quality assessment tools

Tool Year Description
Trellis [96] 2002 A system that helps users annotate their analysis

of alternative information sources that can be con-
tradictory and incomplete. As the user makes a
decision on which sources to dismiss and which to
believe in making a final decision, TRELLIS cap-
tures the derivation of the decision in a semantic
markup. TRELLIS then uses these annotations to
derive an assessment of the source based on the
annotations of many individuals.

TrustBot [99] 2003 An IRC bot that makes trust recommendations to
users (based on the trust network it builds), the
users have the flexibility to submit their own URIs
to the bot at any time while incorporating the data
into a graph.

tSPARQL [106] 2008 A trust-aware SPARQL extension that adds two
new clauses, namely the TRUST AS clause and the
ENSURE TRUST clause. The first clause allows
access to the trust value associated to the triples
that match a specific graph pattern; the second
clause expresses a trust requirement.

WIQA [32] 2009 A set of software components for filtering infor-
mation using different quality-based information
filtering policies. The WIQA framework can be em-
ployed by applications which process information
of uncertain quality and want to enable users to
filter information using different policies.

ProLOD [37] 2010 A web-based profiling tool, which allows you to an-
alyze Linked Open Data (LOD) and thus helps you
to gain a deeper understanding of the underlying
structure and semantics.

Table 2.1 – Continued on next page
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Table 2.1 – Continued from previous page

Tool Year Description
LINK-QA [101] 2012 A framework for assessing the quality of the Web

of Data through the analysis of its constituent
parts.,Given that the Web of Data is a network,
its global properties can be assessed using network
measures. These statistical techniques provide sum-
maries of the network along different dimensions.
These dimensions can be used to get an overall
perspective on the quality of the network.

Sieve [157] 2012 A framework that allows Web data to be filtered
according to different data quality assessment poli-
cies and provides for fusing Web data according to
different conflict resolution methods.

Triple CheckMate [236] 2013 A tool wherein a user assesses an individual re-
source and evaluates each fact for correctness. The
tool follows a two phase process. The first phase
includes the detection of common quality problems
and their representation in a quality problem tax-
onomy. In the manual process, the second phase
comprises of the evaluation of a large number of
individual resources, according to the quality prob-
lem taxonomy via crowdsourcing.

LiQuate [206] 2013 A tool that relies on Bayesian Networks to identify
potential quality problems and ambiguities among
data and links. It relies on statistical reasoning to
analyze the quality of data based on completeness
and potential redundancies or inconsistencies.

LODStats [69] 2013 A statement-stream-based approach for gathering
comprehensive statistics about datasets adhering
to the Resource Description Framework (RDF).
LODStats is based on the declarative description
of statistical dataset characteristics.

Table 2.1 – Continued on next page
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Table 2.1 – Continued from previous page

Tool Year Description
RDFUnit [142] 2014 A test driven data-debugging framework that can

run automatically generated (based on a schema)
and manually generated test cases against an end-
point. All test cases are executed as SPARQL
queries using a pattern-based transformation ap-
proach.

DaCura [74] 2014 A test driven data-debugging framework that can
run automatically generated (based on a schema)
and manually generated test cases against an end-
point. All test cases are executed as SPARQL
queries using a pattern-based transformation ap-
proach.

ABSTAT [183] 2015 A framework that extracts summaries of linked
datasets based on an ontology-driven data abstrac-
tion model making it easier to identify quality is-
sues.

Luzzu [57] 2016 A Quality Assessment Framework for Linked Open
Datasets. It is a generic framework based on the
Dataset Quality Ontology (daQ), allowing users to
define their own quality metrics.

2.4.2 Linked Data Repair Tools
Though there are plenty of tools available in literature for quality assessment, there
are not many tools available for repairing low quality datasets. The repair tools found
in literature are mostly focused on the TBox or the ontologies.

Ji et al.[124] has developed, RaDON, a system for diagnosing and repairing
ontologies by extending the abilities of the state-of-the-art reasoners. They are
mainly focused on inconsistencies that occur when integrating multiple distributed
ontologies. Similarly, Hellmann et al. [107] describe how to use the Ontology Repair
and Enrichment3 (ORE) tool for fixing inconsistencies in OWL ontologies. It is
mainly focused on the schema or the TBox of data, and provide capabilities related
to ontology debugging and enrichment. In this thesis, our main focus of quality
assessment and repair of large scale data mainly focusing on instance or ABox data.

Beek et al. [24] have developed, LOD Laundromat, a system that cleans datasets
and publishes a cleaner version of the data. LOD Laundromat is mainly focused on

3https://github.com/SmartDataAnalytics/ORE

https://github.com/SmartDataAnalytics/ORE
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two aspects: removing duplicate triples and eliminating syntax errors. While such
tasks help to significantly clean the datasets and make them processed by machines
more efficiently, there are other aspects of data that has to be considered as we discuss
in detail in Chapter 4. In this thesis, we focus primarily on repairing inconsistencies
found in data.

2.5 Conclusions
Linked Data Quality Model: Section 2.1 shows that diverse quality dimensions
and metrics are defined to measure the same or similar quality characteristics in the
literature. Those dimensions and metrics are specified using varying terminology and
definitions in different studies and tools. Quality models provide a good basis for
providing consistent terminology and guidance for quality assessment, nevertheless,
we did not find Linked Data quality models that follow established standards for
data quality such as ISO 25012 from International Organization for Standardization
(ISO).

Linked Data Profiling: In Section 2.2, we analyzed the current Linked Data
profiling methods and tools. As we discussed, they are mostly focused on coarse-
grained profiling metrics of Linked Data. In this thesis, we argue that more fine-grained
metrics are needed for quality assessment and repair use cases. For instance, most
of the models in the literature do no cover network metrics of the RDF graph (e.g.,
in-degrees, out-degrees, components) or value distribution statistics (e.g., min, max,
mean, standard deviation of numeric values or string lengths).

RDF Shape Induction: In Section 2.3, we looked at approaches for generic
ontology learning that provide background for RDF Shape induction. Nevertheless,
these approaches were mainly focused on learning or inducing the ontology, and not
validation constraints.

To the best of author’s knowledge, there were no existing approaches for inducting
RDF Shapes-based on Linked Data profiling at the time of writing this thesis. Because
Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) is a relatively new standard published in July
2017, we believe that more approaches will follow in the future.

Quality Assessment and Repair Methods: In Section 2.4, we analyzed the
existing quality assessment and repair tools for Linked Data. By the time of writing
this thesis, the author has not found approaches for Linked Data quality assessment
and repair focused Linked Data profiling and RDF Shape Induction though there are
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approaches, though there are some approaches that use metrics extracted from data
as ad-hoc features.

Nevertheless, we have seen that data profiling is being widely used in other
domains such as relational databases for extracting valuable information for quality
assessment and repair. Furthermore, while analysing the techniques for Linked Data
quality assessment and repair we have noticed that there is a lack of methods for
repairing Linked Data.



Chapter 3

Work Objectives

This chapter provides a high-level overview of the thesis, discusses its main objectives
(Section 3.1) and the open research problems it aims to address (Section 3.2), together
with its main contributions (Section 3.3). Furthermore, the chapter also presents
the work assumptions, hypotheses, and restrictions of the thesis (Section 3.4), as
well as the plan for the evaluation of the stated hypotheses (Section 3.5). Finally, it
presents the research methodology and research process followed while conducting
the research (Section 3.6).

3.1 Thesis Objectives
The general objective of this thesis is to propose novel and scalable methods for
automatic quality assessment and repair of Linked Data. These methods
cover both the datasets, which are the outcome of Linked Data generation process, as
well as other intermediate artefacts such as mappings that are used to generate RDF.
The motivation for proposing automatic methods and techniques is to significantly
reduce the manual effort required in quality assessment and repair tasks in the current
Linked Data quality approaches, thus making such techniques suitable for large-scale
Linked Data sources containing millions of triples such as DBpedia.

To this end, four main objectives are defined:

• O1: The first objective of the thesis is to provide means for representing
quality assessment results along with all associated metadata in a
comparable manner using well-established standards. More concretely,
to propose a quality model for Linked Data quality specification, adhering to
the well-established ISO standard (ISO 25012) for data quality and the W3C
Data Quality Vocabulary so that the quality assessment results about datasets
can be published in a standard and interoperable. By using a common quality

42
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model, Linked Data quality assessment results produced by many different
parties and tools will be comparable. Furthermore, such models will make it
possible to measure and describe the improvements made by repair techniques
in a standard manner.

• O2: The second objective is to identify information that could be au-
tomatically generated on large-scale datasets and could be used for
quality assessment and repair tasks. This objective is planned to be
achieved by improving RDF data profiling techniques focusing on the Linked
Data quality assessment and repair use cases and by extending the current RDF
data profiling techniques to include fine-grained profiling information that is
needed for quality assessment. Once the fine-grained metrics useful for data
quality are identified, an RDF dataset description model can be developed
to represent data profiling metrics, dataset statistics, and other data pattern
information with a sufficient level of detail. Such data profiling techniques and
dataset description models will enable the use of data profiling information in
Linked Data quality assessment and repair.

• O3: The third objective is to propose methods for automatically de-
riving Linked Data validation constraints for large datasets. This
objective is planned to be achieved by developing an automatic RDF Shape
Induction method to generate constraints using a data-driven approach without
requiring manual effort and by combining the aforementioned constraints into
RDF Shapes. Data validation constraints and RDF Shapes are induced using
machine learning techniques over data profiling metrics. These RDF Shapes
will provide the necessary inputs for automatic data quality assessment and
repair techniques.

• O4: The fourth objective is to develop methods and techniques for auto-
matic quality assessment and repair using integrity constraints represented
as RDF Shapes. Such methods and techniques will reduce the manual effort
required for quality assessment and repair and will enable efficient quality
assessment and repair of large-scale Linked Data datasets such as DBpedia.
Because it is not possible to develop methods to cover all quality dimensions
within the duration of the thesis, we plan to select four specific use cases and
develop techniques for quality assessment and repair for those. When selecting
these use cases, we plan to consider a variety of factors such as the generation
process (e.g., mapping-based, open information extraction), what is being as-
sessed (e.g., RDF output, quality of the mappings), dataset characteristics (e.g.,
public/enterprise, size), and finally quality dimensions covered (e.g., consistency,
accuracy, completeness). We plan to select diverse use cases to cover different
combinations of those.
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3.2 Open Research Problems
In this section, we describe the open research problems for achieving each of the
thesis objectives outlined in the previous section. We have identified several open
research problems both from a methodological perspective and from a technological
perspective.

In order to achieve the first objective, from a methodological perspective, the
following list of open research problems must be solved:

• The literature on Linked Data quality during the last decade (as discussed
in Section 2.1) shows that diverse quality dimensions and metrics are defined
to measure the same or similar quality characteristics. Those dimensions and
metrics are specified using varying terminology and definitions in different
studies and tools. As a consequence, Linked Data evaluation results are not
comparable between different studies or interoperable between multiple tools.
For instance, this makes it difficult to compare the results reported by several
data quality assessment or repair algorithms or to select the right data source
according to a set of given quality needs. Quality models provide a good
basis for providing consistent terminology and guidance for quality assessment
and are the basis for the evaluation of any product or service. Nevertheless,
currently there is a lack of a quality model for Linked Data that specifies
a set of quality characteristics and metrics related to those quality
characteristics in the domain of Linked Data with a unique terminology
as a reference for data quality specification and evaluation.

• Quality is an essential aspect in any product or service; and data quality is
critical in many real-world use cases in both academia and industry because
crucial decisions can be taken based on the data. Several standardisation bodies
such as the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) have recognised the importance of standard
models for the specification of data quality. For instance, ISO produced the ISO
25012 data quality model, which is a generic quality model that does not include
the particularities of Linked Data. In 2016, the W3C Data on the Web Best
Practices Working Group produced the W3C Data Quality Vocabulary (DQV)
as a unified ontology for describing the quality of data published on the Web in
any format (CSV, XML, HTML, RDF, etc.). Nevertheless, existing quality
characteristics and metrics for Linked Data found in the literature
are not aligned with the models proposed by such standardisation
initiatives. Reusing such data quality models and ontologies as the base and
extending them with the particularities of Linked Data facilitate the better
adaptation of the model in both academic and industrial communities.
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From a technological perspective, the following engineering problem must be
solved:

• A quality model can guide the development of quality assessment tools by helping
developers to identify quality metrics related to a given quality characteristic
and to understand such metrics using their explicit semantics, which reduces
the opportunity for ambiguities and misinterpretations. Furthermore, a quality
model and its formal representation in RDF/OWL could improve the comparison
of the quality assessment results generated by tools. Those models can be used
for further tasks such as the selection of datasets with a sufficient level of quality
or recommendation of Linked Data resources with particular characteristics.
Nevertheless, there is a lack of Linked Data quality evaluation tools that
are designed and implemented based on a quality model.

In order to achieve the second objective, from a methodological perspective, the
following list of open research problems must be solved:

• As discussed in the introduction, data profiling is defined as the activity
of creating small but informative summaries of data. Depending on their
indented use, these summaries could include either simple statistics such as
the number of instances of a given class or more complex relationships such
as functional dependencies in data. Data profiling information can provide
valuable inputs to quality assessment techniques. For instance, in relational
data, which has a much mature research history of data quality, data profiling
is an essential step in quality assessment [3]. Nevertheless, current Linked
Data profiling techniques do not extract information with the level of
detail required for quality assessment and repair. This hinders the usage
of data profiling information in data quality assessment and repair techniques.

• Dataset descriptions play an important role in providing useful metadata about
datasets. Depending on their intended use, a dataset description model can
either capture fine-grained metadata with a lot of details or only the high-level
coarse-grained metadata. In the state-of-the-art, there are (a) generic (i.e.,
suitable for any type of data, not only RDF) dataset description models such
as DCAT1, and (b) RDF-oriented dataset description models such as VoID2,
Dataset Description Vocabulary3, or Aether VoID extension4. Nevertheless, the
majority of these dataset description models are focused on representing RDF

1https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/
2https://www.w3.org/TR/void/
3https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/hcls/notes/hcls-dataset/
4http://ldf.fi/void-ext

https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/
https://www.w3.org/TR/void/
https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/hcls/notes/hcls-dataset/
http://ldf.fi/void-ext
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statistics; for instance, such models include LODStats [71] and RDFStats [144].
Analysing state of the art dataset description models it is evident that the
current RDF dataset description models fail to represent fine-grained
information about the vocabularies used and frequent patterns in
datasets.

From a technological perspective, the following engineering problems must be
solved:

• The availability of tools that can perform data profiling to extract fine-grained
metrics from a dataset is one key requirement for quality assessment and
repair methods based on RDF data profiling to be useful. Furthermore, it is
important that these profiling outputs are represented using an explicit model
that facilitates the reuse of such results in data quality use cases. Nevertheless,
there is a lack of Linked Data profiling tools that are configurable
in a declarative manner and that produce comprehensive profiling
metrics with the level of detail required by data quality use cases.

• Currently the repositories that contain metadata about datasets in the Linked
Open Data cloud only contain higher-level metadata or statistics about datasets.
They do not contain granular fine-grained information that would be helpful
for quality assessment and repair techniques. Thus, there is a lack of a
repository of RDF data profiling information with the level of detail
required for quality assessment tasks.

In order to achieve the third objective, from a methodological perspective, the
following open research problem must be solved:

• For validating data quality requirements and performing the necessary actions
for repairing data, a set of validation constraints or rules are necessary. Such val-
idation constraints define the characteristics or quality standards that the data
has to satisfy. In the state of the art methods, these validation constraints are
mostly manually formulated by domain experts, which is a tedious process that
requires a significant amount of manual labour. Furthermore, it requires human
experts with good knowledge about the domain. Nevertheless, a vast amount
of information about validation constraints is already implicitly embedded in
the data and could be extracted by analysing the data themselves. However,
there is a lack of methodologies for inducing integrity constraints
from data and generating validation inputs, such as RDF Shapes.
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From a technological perspective, the following engineering problem must be
solved:

• Automatic induction of integrity constraints using data profiling information
and their representation using RDF Shapes will provide the foundation for many
automatic quality assessment and repair techniques in the Linked Data domain.
Nevertheless, there is a lack of tools that can induce RDF Shapes from
data profiling information.

In order to achieve the fourth objective, from a methodological perspective, the
following list of open research problems must be solved:

• The current Linked Data quality assessment techniques require a large amount
of manual effort, which is not feasible for large-scale Linked Data datasets with
billions of triples. There are efforts to address this challenge using crowd-sourced
approaches [5, 141, 224]; however, this still requires much time and requires
people with domain knowledge which could be costly. One of the challenging
tasks in data validation is creating validation constraints with less manual effort,
but currently there is a lack of automatic techniques for generating
validation constraints following data-driven approaches.

• Most of the research on Linked Data quality is focused on the quality assessment
aspect. This is natural as Linked Data quality research is still in an early stage
and quality assessment is the first step towards ensuring data quality. Such
assessments allow detection of low-quality portions of data. In some cases, this
low-quality data can be repaired to improve the overall quality of a dataset.
Nevertheless, there is a lack of repair techniques for data quality issues
in Linked Data.

From a technological perspective, the following engineering problem must be
solved:

• Most of the current state of the art quality assessment tools depend on manual
human effort in different stages and thus, makes them unfeasible to be used
with large scale datasets. There is a lack of automatic tools, frameworks,
and data quality pipelines that support both quality assessment and
repair based on data-driven approaches.
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3.3 Contributions to the State of the Art
The aim of this thesis is to provide solutions to the previously mentioned open
research and engineering problems in order to fulfil the thesis objectives.

The first objective of this thesis is to to provide means for representing quality
assessment results along with all associated metadata in a comparable
manner, and this thesis has contributed to the advance of the current state of the
art by providing:

C1. A Linked Data Quality Model for representing Linked Data quality
in a standard manner.

This contribution is divided into one methodological contribution (C1.1) and
one technological contribution (C1.2).

C1.1 A comprehensive quality model for Linked Data that provides a
unique terminology and reference for Linked Data quality specification
and evaluation. The quality model proposed in the thesis specifies a set
of quality characteristics and quality measures related to Linked Data,
together with formulas for the calculation of measures. It uses the generic
ISO 25012 data quality model as its base and it is implemented as an
extension of the W3C Data Quality Vocabulary that can be used to repre-
sent quality information specific to Linked Data. Data quality evaluation
results based on the quality model are represented in RDF and can also be
easily published as Linked Data. The quality model consists of 15 quality
characteristics, 89 base measures, 23 derived measures, and 124 quality
indicators.

C1.2 LD Sniffer - a software tool based on the quality model for vali-
dating the accessibility of Linked Data. Accessibility, which is defined
as the degree to which the data can be accessed, is a highly relevant quality
characteristic to achieve the benefits of Linked Data. LD Sniffer provides
both a web-based interface and a command-line interface and it is devel-
oped as an open-source tool for performing quality assessments on the
accessibility of Linked Data. It generates unambiguous and comparable
assessment results with explicit semantics by using the definitions of both
quality metrics as well as assessment results from the previously mentioned
Linked Data quality model (C1.1).

The second objective of this thesis is to identify information that could be
automatically generated on large-scale datasets and could be used for
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quality assessment and repair tasks. To this extent, this thesis presents new
advances by providing:

C2. Loupe - A framework for Linked Data profiling is a set of methodological
and technological contributions that provide models and tools for improving
RDF profiling with the objective of making them more suitable for Linked Data
quality assessment and repair use cases.

C2.1 The Loupe Extended Dataset Description Model is an extended
dataset description model that is focused on representing fine-grained
RDF data profiling metrics. It extends the information in existing RDF
dataset description models, such as VoID [132] and LODStats [70], and
proposes a comprehensive set of new metrics focused on data quality that
capture further details such as vocabulary usage and triple patterns (e.g.,
which classes and properties are used in the dataset, and implicit domains,
ranges, cardinalities of properties as seen in data), classes with common
instances, frequent abstract triple patterns, or frequent subgraphs among
others. The proposed extended dataset description model contains 84
Linked Data profiling metrics that are useful for quality assessment and
repair tasks. Out of which, 33 metrics are completely novel and are not
covered by any of the existing models.

C2.2 Loupe Linked Data Profiling Tools is a novel suite of tools that facil-
itate the automatic extraction of data profiling information from datasets
using a set of parameterised SPARQL query templates and generating
dataset descriptions according to the Loupe Linked Data profiling model
(C2.1). The datasets can be either accessible as RDF data dumps or as
public SPARQL endpoints. The Loupe framework also consists of (a) the
Loupe web portal5 that allows the exploitation of this information in a
user-friendly manner with visualisation support, (b) the Loupe API that
is a RESTful service that exposes Loupe functionalities as a service, (d)
the Loupe Linked Data profiling repository that contains the profiled data
from a large number of publicly available datasets. We demonstrated the
scalability of the framework by profiling 26 thousand datasets containing
34 billions of triples. The profiling results of all those datasets were added
to the profiling repository. The Loupe API was integrated into other
research projects such as MappingPedia [192]. The Loupe Web portal has
been visited more than 40,000 times by 3000+ unique visitors from 87
countries.

5http://loupe.linkeddata.es

http://loupe.linkeddata.es
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The third objective of this thesis is to propose methods for automatically
deriving Linked Data validation constraints for large datasets. To this
extent, this thesis presents new advances by providing:

C3. An automatic RDF shape induction method that follows a data-driven
approach for inducing integrity constraints for RDF data using data profiling.
The induced constraints are combined to form RDF Shapes that can be used to
validate RDF graphs. The proposed method is based on machine learning for
classification and regression, such as Random Forrest, Support Vector Machine
(SVM), k-nearest neighbors (KNN), or Naive Bayes to automatically generate
RDF shapes using profiled RDF data as features. We demonstrate that the
proposed method could generate useful RDF Shapes and achieved 98.81% F1
in deriving maximum cardinality constraints, 97.30% F1 in deriving minimum
cardinality constraints, and 95.94% in deriving range constraints for a subset of
English DBpedia data.

The fourth objective of this thesis is to develop methods for automatic quality
assessment and repair. To this extent, we present new advances by providing:

C4. Methods for automatic quality assessment and repair using Linked
Data profiling metrics and RDF Shapes.

C4.1 A method to predict inconsistent mappings based on Linked
Data profiling metrics. This method is related to the consistency
quality characteristic of the Linked Data Quality Model (C1 ). Many RDF-
based Linked Data publishers use mappings in the RDF generation process
to transform non-RDF source data into RDF. Nevertheless, as discussed
in several studies [62, 63, 220] in literature, not all mappings are correct
and consistent. Because large-scale datasets, such as DBpedia, have a
significantly large number of mappings to generate data, it is not feasible
to inspect all such mappings manually to ensure their consistency. Thus,
in this thesis, we propose a data-driven method to detect inconsistent
mappings automatically by analysing profiling information from instance
data extracted using the Linked Data profiling framework (C2 ). Such
information is provided as input features to a classifier model built using
machine learning that can identify inconsistent mappings automatically
once it is trained. In this thesis, we demonstrated that the proposed
method could achieve 93% accuracy in identifying inconsistent mappings.
These results helped to detect incorrect mappings in DBpedia and correct
them. Furthermore, this approach inspired the idea for a Google Summer
of Code project6 in 2018, which the author co-mentored.

6https://github.com/dbpedia/GSoC/issues/15

https://github.com/dbpedia/GSoC/issues/15
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C4.2 A noise detection method for information extraction tools based
on RDF Shapes. The noise detection approach proposed in the thesis is
focused on detecting and removing noisy triples that are generated using
automatic information extraction processes. In this context, we refer to
any low-quality or less useful triples as “noisy triples”. More concretely, we
focus on three specific types of noisy triples, namely, Inconsistent, Overly
Generic, and Factually False triples. Thus, this method is related to the
consistency and accuracy characteristic of the Linked Data Quality Model
(C1 ). The noise detection method proposes to first perform a classification
of noise found in automatically-constructed datasets and then to use the
Linked Data Profiling Framework (C2 ) and RDF Shapes (C3 ) to first
filter out inconsistent triples before detecting overly generic and factually
false triples. In this thesis, we demonstrate that the inconsistent triple
detection, generic triple detection, and factual false triple detection could
achieve precisions of 86.84%, 98.25%, 85.12% respectively.

C4.3 A link repair method based on RDF Shapes. The first and the
fourth Linked Data principles are “Use URIs as names for things” and
“Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things”. Thus,
it is essential to use global dereferenceable identifiers in the form of IRIs
denoting entities. Nevertheless, it is a common problem that many enti-
ties that should be represented IRIs are being represented using literal
strings [171]. Because of this some entities are not linked diminishing the
advantages of using Linked Data. Thus, in this thesis, we propose an
approach for identifying strings that denote entities and replacing them
with their corresponding entity IRIs using RDF Shapes and data profiling
information. Because this method makes the graph more consistent and
increases the number of links, it is related to the completeness and con-
sistency quality characteristics of the Linked Data Quality Model (C1 ).
The RDF Shape Induction technique (C3 ) makes it possible to identify
property ranges, i.e., objects of a given property should be an IRI or
a literal using data profiling metrics. Such information can be used to
identify entities that are represented as strings. We demonstrate that the
proposed method can achieve 98% recall and 76% precision in identifying
such strings and 97% precision in converting them to their corresponding
IRIs. Furthermore, the link repair method could add 25% more new links
and improve the overall connectivity by 17%.

C4.4 A type completion method using Linked Data profiling metrics.
The type information about resources in Linked Data plays a vital role in
making them queryable and reusable. Nevertheless, in some datasets there
are a significant amount of resources without type information (DBpedia,
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1.1 million instances without a specific-type). This could be due to various
reasons such as deficiencies in the data generation or transformation process
(e.g., lack of mappings) or deficiencies in source data (e.g., missing type
information). The fact that data is incomplete and could contain noise
makes it difficult to use classic type inference by reasoning to complete the
missing type information [187]. Thus, this thesis proposes a data-driven
approach for predicting type information of instances utilising machine
learning algorithms for classification and data profiling metrics defined in
Linked Data Profiling Framework (C2 ) as input features. Because the
goal of the proposed method is to complete the RDF graph by adding the
missing type information, this method is related to the completeness quality
characteristic of the Linked Data Quality Model (C1 ). We demonstrate
that the proposed method can achieve an accuracy of 99.28% could be
achieved when a dataset has only two classes and 95.63% when a dataset
has 20 classes.

3.4 Restrictions, Assumptions, and Hypotheses
This thesis has been developed under a set of restrictions and assumptions that defines
the scope of the thesis and help explain the decisions taken for the achievement of
the thesis goals.

The following set of restrictions defines the limits of the contributions of this
thesis and allows determining future research objectives. These restrictions delimit
the research problem and allow the incremental improvement of research.

R1. The work presented in this thesis is only focused on Linked Data represented in
using the RDF model [52]. We also limit our scope to two ontology languages;
RDF Schema (RDFS) [43] and Web Ontology Language (OWL) [109]. In the
future, the proposed methods can be expanded to non-RDF based knowledge
graphs.

R2. The scope of the Linked Data Profiling Framework is limited to schema-based
Linked Data profiling as that provides the most relevant information for Linked
Data quality assessment and repair.

R3. The automatic RDF Shape Induction method is defined in a generic manner.
Nevertheless, we currently do not cover all possible constraints in RDF Shapes.
In this thesis, we focus on three types of constraints, namely, maximum cardi-
nality, minimum cardinality constraints, and range constraints. The method
can be extended to cover other types of constraints.
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R4. Quality assessment and repair techniques do not cover all quality dimensions.
A subset of relevant quality dimensions was selected based on the use cases
considered in this work.

R5. The proposed noise detection approach for information extraction tools (4.2 )
does not cover all types of noisy triples (low-quality or less useful triples). We
limit our scope to three types of noise, namely, Inconsistent, Overly Generic,
and Factually False triples.

R6. The proposed type completion method using Linked Data profiling metrics use
RDFS or OWL classes (see R1) from a given ontology that are two-levels in
the class hierarchy the owl:Thing as the candidates for type prediction. This
avoids too-specific types with lesser number of instances to train the supervised
method.

Similarly, the following set of assumptions were made regarding the work performed
in this thesis.

A1 Existing dataset catalogs contain a representative sample of the Linked Open
Data cloud. We have used LOD Laundromat [24] as the catalogs for extracting
datasets for our experiments. It is a platform that harmonises and republishes
Linked Data documents that are either crawled by them or submitted by the
data publishers. Currently, it serves more than 37 billion triples from over
650,000 Linked Data resources. Given its scale and its objective, it is reasonable
to assume that it contains a representative sample of the Linked Open Data
cloud.

A2. SHACL is the suitable language for expressing RDF Shapes induced in this work.
There are several languages available for expressing validation constraints for
RDF such as SHACL [137], ShEX [194], and SPIN [138]. However, at the time,
only SHACL is published as a W3C Recommendation with a through approval
process from a well-established standardisation organisation. Thus, we have
selected SHACL as the most suitable language for representing RDF Shapes
generated in this work.

Once the assumptions have been identified and presented, the set of hypotheses of
this thesis are described:

The first contribution of the thesis (C1), Linked Data Quality Model (LDQM), repre-
sents the diverse quality metrics for Linked Data found in the literature. Following
hypotheses were tested related to C1 :
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H1. The proposed Linked Data Quality Model (C1.1 ) satisfies a set of charac-
teristics relevant a quality model, namely, comprehensiveness, applicability,
understandability, and consistency.

H2. The proposed Linked Data Quality Model (LDQM) is useful for the
development of Linked Data quality assessment tools (C1.2 ).

The second contribution of the thesis (C2), Loupe Linked Data profiling framework,
consists of an extended dataset description model and a suite of Linked Data profiling
tools. Following hypotheses were tested related to C2 :

H3. The proposed Loupe dataset description model (C2.1 ) is more expressive
than the current dataset description models and contains fine-grained
Linked Data profiling metrics needed for quality assessment techniques
and repair use cases.

H4. The Loupe Linked Data profiling tools (C2.2 ) are scalable, i.e., the
execution time of the Loupe Linked Data tools scale with respect to the
dataset size (in triples) and richness of vocabularies used (number of
distinct classes and properties) and it can be used to profile large datasets
(more than million triples) in the Linked Open Data cloud in less than 30
minutes.

The third contribution of the thesis (C3), an automatic RDF shape induction method,
is a data-driven approach for inducing integrity constraints and RDF Shapes using
machine learning algorithms with data profiling metrics from C2 as features. Following
hypotheses were tested related to C3 :

H5. The proposed automatic RDF Shape Induction method (C3) has a higher
accuracy than a baseline approach based on the most frequent value, i.e.,
a ZeroRbased algorithm [127] for generating RDF Shapes with maximum
cardinality, minimum cardinality constraints, and range constraints (the
scope is defined by R3 ).

The fourth contribution of the thesis (C4), is a set of four methods based on Linked
Data profiling metrics from C2 and RDF Shapes from C3. We have defined hypotheses
for each of the methods. Following hypotheses were tested related to C4 :

H6. The proposed method to predict inconsistent mappings based on Linked
Data profiling metrics (C4.1 ) can achieve an accuracy of 80% in identifying
inconsistent mappings.
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H7. The proposed noise detection approach for information extraction tools
(C4.2 ) can achieve 80% F1 in detecting Inconsistent, Overly Generic, and
Factually False triples (the scope is defined by R5 ).

H8. The proposed link repair method based on RDF Shapes (C4.3) can achieve
more than 80% F1 in identifying and repairing broken links in Linked
Data (i.e., entities that should be denoted by IRIs but are represented as
strings).

H9. The proposed type completion method (C4.4 ) using Linked Data profiling
metrics can achieve an accuracy of 80% when predicting types for instances
(the scope is defined by R6 ).

3.5 Evaluation Plan
With respect to the hypotheses defined in this thesis, in order to accept or reject
them, the following evaluations have been performed:

E1 (for H1) The goal of this evaluation is to verify that the proposed quality model
satisfies a set of characteristics relevant a quality model, namely, comprehensive-
ness, applicability, understandability, and consistency. To this end, we analyse
the quality model with respect to each of the characteristics. For instance,
to validate the comprehensiveness, the publications of meta-studies such as
literature surveys of the current quality characteristics and metrics as well as
primary studies on specific quality metrics published in the literature are used
to compile a representative list of quality characteristics and metrics for Linked
Data. The information gathered this way are used to verify if the proposed
model is comprehensive.

E2 (for H2) The goal of this evaluation is to validate that the proposed model is
useful for the development of Linked Data quality assessment tools. To this
end, we develop a quality assessment tool for evaluating the accessibility of
Linked Data and analyse how the Linked Data quality model can help in each
of the steps in the tool development process.

E3 (for H3) The goal of this evaluation is to validate the hypothesis that the
Loupe dataset description model is more expressive than the current dataset
description models in the state-of-the-art. To this end, the first task is to collect
a set of requirements, in terms of expressivity, required by quality assessment
tasks. This can be done by analysing the information needed for current quality
assessment tasks in the literature as well as for the quality assessment tools seen
in practice. Finally, this list of requirements is revised by a set of researchers in
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the field to ensure that it is representative and it is extended with any missing
requirements. Once the expressivity requirements are finalised, the current
dataset description models and the Loupe extended dataset description model
are analysed to check their expressivity.

E4 (for H4) The goal of this evaluation is to validate that the execution time of
Loupe tools scales linearly with respect to the dataset size (in triples) and
richness of vocabularies used (number of distinct classes and properties). This
can be done by performing an experiment in which a representative sample
of LOD datasets are profiled and the execution time for each of those runs
are recorded. For each dataset, dataset size and complexity are also extracted.
Then, the recorded execution times are analyzed against those attributes to
validate if the executions scale linearly.

E5 (for H5) The goal of this evaluation is to validate the hypothesis that the
proposed automatic RDF Shape Induction method (C3) has a higher accuracy
than a baseline approach based on the most frequent value for generating RDF
Shapes with maximum cardinality, minimum cardinality constraints, and range
constraints. To this end, we create a gold standard with manual annotations
for each of the constraints that were considered in the RDF Shape induction
method. Then the accuracy of the method is calculated using the gold standard
data.

E6 (for H6) The goal of this evaluation is to validate the hypothesis that the
proposed method to predict inconsistent mappings based on Linked Data pro-
filing metrics (C4.1) can achieve an accuracy of 80% in identifying inconsistent
mappings. To this end, a gold standard with a set of manually annotated with
correct and erroneous mappings is created for evaluation purposes. In this
work, DBpedia mappings from different localised DBpedia chapters such as
English DBpedia, Spanish DBpedia, German DBpedia, Dutch DBpedia, and
Greek DBpedia are used for annotating the mappings. Then, the accuracy of
the proposed technique for detecting erroneous mappings is measured. Then
these metrics are used for validating the hypothesis.

E7 (for H7) The goal of this evaluation is to validate the hypothesis that the
proposed noise detection approach for information extraction tools (C4.2 ) can
achieve 80% F1 in detecting Inconsistent, Overly Generic, and Factually False
triples. To this end, a gold standard with a set of manually annotated with
Inconsistent, Overly Generic, and Factually False triples is created for evaluation
purposes. Then, the precision and recall of the proposed method is measured
calculated and used to validate the hypothesis.
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E8 (for H8) The goal of this evaluation is to validate the hypothesis that the
proposed link repair method based on RDF Shapes (C4.3) can achieve more
than 80% F1 in identifying and repairing broken links in Linked Data. For
calculating the recall, a sample of data is manually annotated to identify all
strings that should be represented as links using proper IRIs and use the recall
of that sample to extrapolate the results of the techniques. For calculating the
precision, a sample of the results of the technique is manually evaluated by a
human reviewer.

E9 (for H9) The goal of this evaluation is to evaluate the hypothesis that the
proposed type completion method (C4.4 ) using Linked Data profiling metrics
can achieve an accuracy of 80% when predicting types for instances. For this
method, we have created a gold standard with the following steps. For English
and Spanish DBpedia datasets, we select a sample of data from each dataset.
For the selected sample data, we remove the type information from each instance
and used the prediction models to predict the type only using the Linked Data
profiling metrics. Then, we compare the predicted type information with the
original dataset (the gold standard) for testing the performance of the proposed
method.

3.6 Research Methodology
This section presents an overview of the research methodology followed during the
development of this thesis. The research methodology outlines the methodological
and technical inputs that were used to achieve the objectives of this thesis (Section
3.1) and to provide several contributions to open research problems, as described
in Section 3.3. These contributions are then combined together in order to achieve
each specified goal. Furthermore, this section provides details of the followed research
process (Section 3.6.2). Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the thesis with the use
cases that motivated the objectives of the thesis, its main contributions, and the
applications.

3.6.1 Methodological and Technological Inputs
In order to deliver the contributions of this thesis, methodological and technological
inputs are taken into account as presented.

In order to deliver contributions related to the objective of providing means for
representing quality assessment results along with all associated metadata
in a comparable manner using well-established standards, the following
inputs were taken into account:
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Figure 3.1: Thesis overview

1. Methodological guidelines for performing literature reviews. Part of the method-
ology followed in the thesis relies on the literature reviews performed in the fields
of interest. For performing such literature reviews, methodological guidelines
by Kitchenham [135] have been followed.

2. Existing Linked Data quality assessment tools. The existing tools related to
Linked Data quality assessment and repair were analysed in order to obtain an
overview of the requirements of representing quality assessment requirements
and results in Linked Data.

3. State of the art analysis of Linked Data quality metrics, characteristics, and
quality models. This analysis, presented in Section 2, together with the previous
input helped in identifying the current diverse quality metrics and terminology
used in the literature.

4. Data quality standards. Because Data quality is a crucial aspect for many
industries, several data quality standards are developed by standardisation
bodies such as International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and World
Wide Web Consortium (WWW). These existing data quality standards are
used as input for creating a comprehensive Linked Data quality model.

In order to provide contributions related to the objective of identifying infor-
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mation that could be automatically generated on large-scale datasets and
could be used for quality assessment and repair tasks, the following inputs
were taken into account:

1. Existing RDF data profiling techniques. Existing RDF data profiling techniques
presented in Section 2, were analysed in order to understand the capabilities
and limitations of the current RDF profiling methods in the context of quality
assessment.

2. Existing RDF dataset description models. Currently, the RDF dataset profiling
results are represented using RDF dataset description models so that they can
be utilised by the RDF quality assessment and repair tools. Current RDF
dataset description models were analyzed to understand their expressiveness
and suitability in the context of using RDF data profiling information as input
to the Linked Data quality assessment and repair tools.

In order to provide contributions related to the objective of proposing methods
for automatically deriving Linked Data validation constraints for large
datasets, the following inputs were taken into account:

1. Existing machine learning algorithms. Existing machine learning algorithms
were studied to find the most suitable algorithms to be used for RDF Shape
induction.

2. Manually annotated benchmarks Several manually constraints were created for
using as training data for RDF Shape Induction techniques.

In order to provide contributions related to the objective of developing methods
for automatic quality assessment and repair, the following inputs were taken
into account:

1. Existing data quality assessment and repair techniques Existing data quality
assessment and repair techniques were analysed to understand what are the
capabilities of current techniques, their limitations, and to envision how those
techniques can be improved with data profiling information.

2. Manually annotated benchmarks For each of the four methods, manually anno-
tated benchmarks were created to be used as the gold standards for evaluating
the method.
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3.6.2 Description of the Research Process
In the development of this thesis, an incremental process has been followed leading
to four different phases: initialisation, development, implementation, and refinement.

During the initialisation phase, the state of the art was studied to understand
the current status of the Linked Data quality assessment and repair techniques as
well as to identify the current challenges and open research questions. In addition to
the state of the art, a set of practical Linked Data use cases including the Spanish
DBpedia project, the Spanish National Library (BNE) project, and the 3Cixty project
were studied to identify the relevant quality issues that need to be resolved. With
this information, the objectives of the thesis, research questions, and the hypotheses
were defined. For each of the objectives of the thesis, development and evaluation
phases were carried out in an iterative manner.

In order to achieve the first objective:

• During the development phase, the quality model was defined using a bottom-up
approach by identifying the quality measures and indicators in the state of the
art and by classifying them to base measures, derived measures and indicators.
Furthermore, relationships among different measures were identified. Then, a
conceptual model for Linked Data quality is created and it is implemented as
an ontological representation.

• During the evaluation phase, the quality model was evaluated for a set of criteria
including comprehensiveness, applicability, understandability, and consistency.
Furthermore, the usefulness of the quality model was evaluated by a practical
use case of building a quality assessment tool guided by the quality model.

In order to achieve the second objective:

• Similar to the previous objective, a bottom-up approach was used for developing
the Linked Data profiling framework. The use cases related to Linked Data
profiling were collected and the tasks related to Linked Data profiling were
identified.

• During the evaluation phase, the Linked Data profiling framework was evaluated
for two aspects: (a) expressivity of the profiling framework to capture the fine-
grained information and (b) the scalability of the execution times with respect
to the dataset size and the richness of vocabularies used.

In order to achieve the third objective:

• During the development phase, a generic shape induction method is developed by
formulating each constraint generation problem as a machine learning problem.
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Profiling information is used as the inputs to these machine learning problems.
A set of training data is created by manually annotating the data. A set of
machine machine learning algorithms are tested for their accuracy for the given
problem using the manually annotated data and a set of models are created for
generating RDF Shapes.

• During the evaluation phase, data from DBpedia, 3Cixty, and the Spanish
National Library (BNE) were manually annotated to create gold standards for
evaluating the RDF Shapes generated by the RDF Shape Induction method.

In order to achieve the fourth objective:

• During the development phase, a set of specific use cases were identified for
quality assessment and repair. Then, for each use case, a set of relevant profiling
information and RDF shapes are chosen to develop quality assessment and
repair methods.

• During the evaluation phase, a set of manually created gold standards were
used to measure the correctness of the proposed approaches.

Finally, during the refinement phase, the inputs from the evaluations were used
to improve the contributions related to each of the four objectives.
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Linked Data Quality Model

As discussed in Chapter 3, the first objective of the thesis is to propose a quality
model for Linked Data quality specification, adhering to the well-established
ISO standards for data quality and to the W3C Data Quality Vocabulary so that
the quality assessment results about distinct datasets can be published in a standard
and interoperable manner. In this chapter, we present Linked Data Quality Model
proposed in this thesis.

Various initiatives exist with the common goal of specifying the quality of Linked
Data and evaluating Linked Data datasets. Quality assessment in these initiatives,
however, is quite diverse since different authors focus on different aspects of Linked
Data, on different characteristics (e.g., completeness, licensing, accuracy), and on
different measures for these characteristics (e.g., missing links, indication of attri-
bution, semantically incorrect values). Furthermore, some authors have developed
methodologies and tools for Linked Data evaluation, which are also characterised
with a high diversity in terms of the evaluated characteristics and measures.

Quality models are important for providing consistent terminology and guidance
for quality assessment and are the basis for the evaluation of any product or service.
This is especially significant for the integration of evaluation results and benchmarking,
which is one important aspect of evaluation [91, 136], and without a quality model
it is sometimes difficult to integrate evaluation results, perform benchmarking, or
to select products or services according to their quality. Because of this, the ISO
recognised the need for a quality model for data, and produced the ISO 25012 quality
model [114]. However, the ISO data quality model can be regarded as very general
and, furthermore, it does not include particularities of Linked Data. The W3C has
also recognised the need for having a unified ontology for describing data quality and
produced the W3C Data Quality Vocabulary [10] (DQV)1 within the W3C Data on
the Web Best Practices Working Group. Nevertheless, DQV aims to be a lightweight

1http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/
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ontology suitable for any type of data on the web (e.g., CSV, XML, HTML, RDF,
etc.), thus it is generic and does not address the specific characteristics of Linked
Data. Furthermore, it only provides a base framework for describing quality metrics
and measures but does not define concrete quality metrics, which are expected to
appear in quality models. Nevertheless, a data quality model could use DQV as the
base ontology for representing the quality model elements as Linked Data.

Motivated with the previous discussion, this chapter presents a quality model for
the evaluation of Linked Data. It is a hierarchical quality model that provides unique
terminology and that describes quality elements (i.e., a set of quality characteristics
and a set of measures) related to Linked Data. The quality model presented in
this chapter has been defined relying on the state of the art in Linked Data quality
evaluation and specification and extends the ISO 25012 data quality model. Unlike
the current state of the art, our quality model formalises a classification of different
types of quality measures, and defines some measures, together with their related
formulas that have not been specified in the literature.

This chapter also presents an extension of the W3C Data Quality Vocabulary
in order to provide means to describe the particularities of Linked Data quality,
together with the Linked Data representation of the quality model according to the
mentioned extension (RDF instances), with dereferenceable URIs of all the quality
model elements. By using these artefacts, it is possible to capture the evaluation
results of any particular Linked Data dataset, as well as to make unique references to
the evaluated metrics. This can ease interoperability and provide better integration
of various evaluation efforts.

4.1 Preliminaries

4.1.1 Quality Models
A quality model is defined through a set of specific quality characteristics, quality
sub-characteristics, quality measures, and through the relationships between these
characteristics and measures [19, 114, 115] and, to this extent, represents a specifi-
cation of quality-related information. Quality measures defined in a quality model
capture some information about quality characteristics and sub-characteristics and,
usually, a classification of different types of quality measures is specified in the quality
model [113, 196]:

• Base measures are measures that are a direct output of an evaluation; they can
be related to one part of an evaluation (i.e., one test) or to the whole evaluation.
An example of a base measure for web browsers can be startup time, memory
consumption or number of open tabs in a single test.
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• Derived measures are measures obtained by combining different base measures.
An example of a derived measure for web browsers can be memory consumption
per open tab in a single test.

• Indicators are measures that are obtained by combining base and/or derived
measures (e.g., from a number of tests), and are related to a whole evaluation.
An example of an indicator for web browsers can be average startup time, or
average memory consumption per tab.

Although the classification of the previously specified types of quality measures
should be specified for each quality characteristic in a quality model, in the cases
where a simple quality measure can sufficiently describe a sub-characteristic, derived
and/or base measures are not necessary and quality indicators can be defined as a
direct output of the evaluation. An example of such case can be an indicator that
describes multilingual support of a web browser.

In some cases, additional inputs in the evaluation process are required in order to
evaluate a specific measure (e.g., page loading time requires a set of specific web pages
to load). Furthermore, these inputs are necessary in some cases in order to obtain
enough information that enables the evaluation of a measure (e.g., for evaluating
domain consistency in a triple of a dataset, it is necessary to obtain information
about the ontology used for representing a dataset and the domain of a property
found in the observed triple).

Where possible, for each quality measure, relationships should be defined formally
(e.g., in terms of formulas) and each indicator is assigned as a measure of some quality
sub-characteristic. For example, average startup time measures the browser time
behaviour sub-characteristic, which can be defined as a sub-characteristic of the time
behaviour characteristic.

Hierarchical structures of quality measures, as defined above, contribute in a
better understanding of quality measures and their relationships [31]. Furthermore,
especially having in mind information such as formulas, the evaluation of quality
measures is more straightforward and an easier task when their complete hierarchy is
defined.

Quality models are accepted as a valuable resource in quality assessment and
specification and, in this context, they are used as a reference to the quality measures
to be evaluated. By providing important details about quality measures, such as
definitions, scales or formulas, quality models provide a guidance on which measures
are important for evaluation and how to measure them. Various quality models have
been described in the literature, both generic ones as domain-specific ones.

When it comes to data quality, the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) recognised the need for a data quality model and produced the ISO 25012
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(SQuaRE) data quality model [114]. According to such standard, data quality is “a
common prerequisite to all information technology projects".

The ISO 25012 quality model defines fifteen data quality characteristics classified
into inherent data quality characteristics and system-dependent data quality char-
acteristics. The standard also recognises that the data quality characteristics can
have different priorities in different cases. Furthermore, the standard allows that,
depending on the use case, some characteristics can be excluded or that new ones
can be added. This has been a common practice in software engineering, where
various researchers have developed domain-specific software quality models based
on the generic ISO 25010 software quality model [115] by introducing new quality
characteristics and sub-characteristics. In order to extend an existing quality model,
researchers usually use methods that are based on a top-down approach, such as the
ones presented by Franch and Carvallo [83] or by Behkamal et al. [25], or methods
that are based on a bottom-up approach, such as the one described by Radulovic et
al. [196]. Furthermore, Dromey suggests that both approaches can be important for
building quality models [65].

The top-down approach for extending quality models starts from an existing
generic quality model, i.e., adopts an existing quality model and defines new quality
characteristics and sub-characteristics. It then continues with the definition of quality
measures for measuring these quality sub-characteristics and of the relationships
between these measures. On the other hand, a bottom-up approach starts by defining a
hierarchy of quality measures and the relationships between them. These relationships
are typically defined in terms of the formulas used for the calculation of these measures.
Once the quality measures are defined, a hierarchy of quality sub-characteristics and
characteristics is constructed, which are then aligned to quality characteristics from
an existing generic quality model.

In order to describe general quality model and evaluation result information that
are in line with ISO standards, two ontologies have been provided in the state of the
art. The Quality Model ontology2 (QMO) defines a generic ontology for representing
quality models and their resources in any particular domain; it can be used as a
generic ontology for specifying quality. The main classes of QMO are based on the
ISO standards and it also uses the ISO terminology. Apart from the classes for
describing quality measures (base measures, derived measures and indicators) and
quality characteristics, QMO provides the means to describe units of measurement
and measurement scales for each quality measure. Also, QMO provides a number of
properties for describing relationships between the quality measures. In the context
of the conceptual model, QMO provides means to describe the data related to the
Linked Data quality model, since it is intended to be a general ontology.

2http://purl.org/net/QualityModel#

http://purl.org/net/QualityModel#
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The Evaluation Result ontology3 (EVAL) defines a generic ontology for repre-
senting results obtained in an evaluation process; it is a ontology for representing
the results of a quality assessment and is an extension of QMO. The classes of this
ontology provide means for capturing the specific values obtained in an evaluation
process and for relating such values to quality measures and evaluated subjects (e.g.,
a specific dataset). They also provide the possibility to describe measurement scales
and units of measurement for the obtained values, as well as inputs in the evaluation.
In the context of the conceptual model, EVAL provides means to describe quality
values and evaluated datasets.

4.1.2 Linked Data Quality Specification
To the best of our knowledge, there is no clearly defined quality model for Linked
Data. However, various efforts over the years have contributed to the understanding
and quality specification of Linked Data. These efforts are mostly concentrated on
quality evaluation of Linked Data datasets, as well as on the theoretical aspects of
Linked Data quality.

Unlike the ISO standards, the literature describes the quality of Linked Data
using different terminology. Characteristics of a dataset are called dimensions by
Zaveri et al. [235], which are assessed with quality indicators. Furthermore, according
to Bizer and Cyganiak [32], a procedure for measuring a data quality dimension is
called indicator, measure, or metric.

Zaveri et al. [235] provide in their work a comprehensive review of the various
efforts related to Linked Data quality specification and evaluation, with a compre-
hensive classification of quality dimensions and metrics found in the literature. It
presents 69 metrics grouped into 18 quality dimensions extracted from 30 Linked
Data quality related papers published from 2002 to 2014. The conclusion that can
be made from their work is that the efforts described are quite diverse in terms of
the dimensions evaluated and the calculated measures. Since 2014, Behkamal et al.
published a set of 10 metrics to assess 18 quality issues they identified [26]. Besides,
Albertoni et al. proposed a metric for estimating the multilingual information gain
through a linkset [11].

There are several tools in the literature that support quality assessment of Linked
Data [5, 24, 32, 37, 69, 74, 96, 99, 101, 106, 142, 157, 163, 183, 206]. These tools
vary in their scope for assessing quality. On the one hand, there are tools that are
focused on assessing quality along one dimension, such as trust (TrustBot [99], Trellis
[96], tSPARQL [106]) or interlinking (LinkedQA [101], LiQuate [206]). On the other
hand, there are tools that are frameworks for generic quality assessment such as
Luzzu [57], RDFUnit [142], or Sieve [157]. Furthermore, there is a set of tools that

3http://purl.org/net/EvaluationResult#
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allows an exploratory inspection of quality issues such as ProLOD [37], LODStats
[69], ABSTAT [183], and Loupe [163] that mainly use different statistics and patterns
extracted from data. The quality model proposed in this chapter can be used by all
these tools.

With respect to the state of the art described in this section, the quality model
presented in this chapter contributes in several ways: i) it provides a unified reference
for Linked Data quality, by describing a set of quality characteristics and measures,
together with definitions and formulas; ii) it introduces a hierarchy of quality measures
as described in the beginning of Section 4.1.1, relying on the current state of the art
and extending it with the mentioned hierarchy in the case of each measure; and iii) it
describes important details of each quality measure, such as quality aspects related
to Linked Data, units of measurement or measurement scales.

4.1.3 Existing Quality Specification and Assessment Ontolo-
gies

A number of ontologies, related to quality specification and assessment have been
developed in the Semantic Web / Linked Data field to this date. These ontologies
represent quality meta-models that can be used for describing quality-related infor-
mation found in quality models. Next, we give a brief overview of the most relevant
ontologies in the context of Linked Data quality.

The Data Quality Management Vocabulary (DQM) [87] is an ontology for rep-
resenting data quality management activities in Semantic Web architectures. The
main concepts of this ontology include data quality requirements, i.e., quality-relevant
expectations on data and data quality reports with data quality scores. The goal of
the DQM ontology is to automate the creation of quality reports based on the data
quality requirements defined using the DQM ontology with a data quality score based
on each requirement. Further, by using Semantic Web technologies it aims to do
automated consistency checking between a set of data quality requirements and also
to facilitate the exchange of both data quality requirements and data quality results.
Unlike the conceptual model, DQM provides classes that are specifically related to
some concrete aspects of quality (e.g., a class for denoting that a property is missing
in a dataset).

The Dataset Quality Ontology (daQ) [56] is an ontology for representing the
quality of a dataset. The ontology defines the classes related to quality category,
dimension, and metric, and several properties to define the relationships between
these classes. The classes and properties in daQ are defined as abstract and, therefore,
they are not directly used. Instead, the intended use of this ontology implies the
creation of specific classes and properties defined as subclasses and sub-properties of
those defined in daQ. This means that, unlike in QMO and EVAL (Section 4.1.1),
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where the elements such as measures and characteristics are defined as instances,
when using daQ these elements are mainly defined as classes. In the context of the
conceptual model, daQ is equivalent to QMO, with the difference of the usage of
different terminology.

The Data Quality Vocabulary4 (DQV) [10] is an ontology for representing the
quality of datasets that has been developed by the W3C. Similarly as daQ, and
unlike QMO and EVAL, DQV is an ontology specifically developed having in mind
datasets. DQV provides classes and properties for capturing information about
quality categories, dimensions and metrics of a dataset, as well as about quality
certificates, standards and provenance related to a dataset. In the context of the
conceptual model, DQV tends to provide the means for capturing both the details
about quality (i.e., characteristics and measures) and about quality values (results of
evaluation). Furthermore, although DQV is specifically designed for datasets, it does
not provide the means to describe some specific aspects of Linked Data.

With respect to the state of the art, the proposed quality model contributes with
the extension of existing ontologies in order to enable capturing information related to
Linked Data which is not covered by the existing ontologies, as well as with bringing
existing ontologies under unique umbrella by connecting their semantically related
concepts.

4.2 Quality Model for Linked Data
This section describes a quality model for Linked Data and how it was defined using
the bottom-up methodology proposed by Radulovic et al. [196]. The starting point
for the definition of the quality model was the state of the art in Linked Data quality
assessment and specification, and in particular the work done by Zaveri et al. [235].
Since the quality model presented in this section describes a classification of quality
measures (i.e., base measures, derived measures and indicators), we have decided to
adopt the terminology as described by the ISO standards.

The work by Zaveri et al. does not specify any base measures, derived measures
nor indicators per se, and it does not specify a classification of quality measures, as
the mentioned one that has been adopted in our work. Rather, Zaveri et al. define
metrics which in different cases are related to different types of measures in our
classification. In some cases, a metric described by Zaveri et al. appears in our quality
model as a base measure, and in these cases we have used this measure in order to
define derived measures and/or indicators that do not appear in the work by Zaveri
et al. In other cases, a metric described by Zaveri et al. appears in our quality model
as an indicator, and in these cases we have defined the base and/or derived measures

4http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/

http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/
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that are used to calculate these indicators.
The main motivation for presented quality model and defined hierarchy of measures

lies in: i) providing higher level of details about measures and their relationships,
which are derived from the state of the art and the community has found them
useful and has used them in practice; ii) aligning with the well-known quality model
structure defined in the ISO standards.

Data quality is a multifaceted concept and different quality measures in a quality
model can be related to different aspects of quality. The Linked Data quality model
that we propose encompasses the different aspects of Linked Data quality, as illustrated
in Figure 4.1, and all quality measures are classified according to these aspects.

The aspects of Linked Data quality can be categorised into two main groups: i)
aspects related to inherent data quality; and ii) aspects related to the infrastructure
that is used for serving the data. For instance, on the one hand, quality characteristics
such as the accuracy of facts represented in Linked Data or the completeness of a
dataset are intrinsic to the data themselves. On the other hand, quality characteristics
such as response time of a Linked Data resource or support for different media types
through content negotiation depend more on the capabilities of the server applications
and hardware devices that are used to serve the data. The same dataset hosted
in different infrastructures and system configurations could have different levels of
quality.

The motivation for identifying the aspects associated with Linked Data and
annotating the quality measures with the relevant aspect is to help quality evaluators
to select the most relevant metrics depending on their quality requirements and to
have a better understanding about them. For instance, Linked Data providers will
know that any measures related to infrastructure will have to be re-evaluated if the
provider changes the Linked Data servers and other publishing infrastructure.

The Domain data aspect refers to the concrete facts contained in the dataset.
The quality of the domain data can be measured with respect to different quality
characteristics such as accuracy, completeness, or timeliness. For instance, in a
dataset about cities of Spain, a fact such as that the city of Madrid has a population
of 3,165,235 inhabitants could exist. This fact can be assessed to verify that it is
correct and not outdated (i.e., it reflects the situation in the real world) so that it
has sufficient quality for a given use case. Further, if the use case requires the dataset
to have information about all the cities in Spain the completeness can be verified by
checking the dataset against a list of all Spanish cities from an official dataset from
the Spanish government.

The Metadata aspect refers to the information that provides the context and
additional information about the domain data or conditions on the usage of data.
The quality of metadata can be measured with respect to quality characteristics such
as compliance or trustworthiness. For instance, for a dataset to be fit for a given
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Figure 4.1: Aspects of Linked Data quality

use case, the data consumer may require to know about the provenance information,
such as the provider of the data and its source, or the license information, so that a
consumer can evaluate whether she can legally use the data for a concrete use case in
commercial settings.

The Vocabulary aspect refers to the selection of vocabulary (ontology) terms
representing both domain data and metadata. The ontologies used can be evaluated
with respect to quality characteristics such as interoperability, conciseness, or under-
standability. For instance, if the common standard ontologies such as FOAF, DC
Terms, SKOS, PROV that facilitate interoperability are used and if the ontologies
used have dereferenceable identifiers with appropriate documentation that increase
their understandability.

The RDF model aspect refers to different designs that are taken into account
when modelling the domain data and metadata as RDF data. The quality of the
RDF data model can be measured with respect to quality characteristics such as
representational conciseness or the irregular use of RDF features such as collections,
containers, or reification. For example, the use of collections without valid properties
such as first and rest properties can violate the representational conciseness and affect
performance.

The Interlinks aspect refers to exposing the RDF data as Linked Data and to
linking the data to other relevant data so that consumers can discover more related
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data with the follow-your-nose approach. The quality of Linked Data interlinking
can be measured with respect to quality characteristics such as accessibility or
representational conciseness. For instance, in addition to proper RDF modelling,
data can be made more useful by applying the Linked Data principles so that entities
are named using HTTP URIs, useful information is provided when those URIs are
looked up, and the entities are linked to the other related entities.

The Infrastructure aspects identify the approaches that are commonly used to
expose Linked Data, such as Linked Data servers, SPARQL and Linked Data Frag-
ments endpoints, or RDF dumps in file servers. The quality of the infrastructure can
be measured with respect to quality characteristics such as availability, performance,
or compliance. Linked Data servers such as Pubby or Elda are used to expose Linked
Data as dereferenceable Linked Data resources via the HTTP protocol and they are
associated with properties such as response time, throughput, or the different media
types supported.

The Serialization aspect refers to the representation of RDF data in some RDF
serialization format such as Turtle, RDF/XML, JSON-LD, N3, N triples, N quads,
or Trig. In the case in which Linked Data are available as bulk download, the
serialization could be a compressed archive such as a zip or a tarball archive. The
quality of the representation can be measured with respect to quality characteristics
such as syntactic accuracy, interoperability, or versatility. For instance, if an RDF
document is serialised using RDF/XML the serialised representation of the model
should follow all the syntactic rules defined by the RDF/XML Syntax specification
[23].

Apart from this categorization in terms of aspects, Linked Data quality encom-
passes different levels of RDF concepts, including: i) IRIs/Blank nodes/Literals; ii)
individual statements (i.e., triples); iii) RDF graphs; and iv) RDF datasets as a whole.
These different levels are shown in Figure 4.2, and each quality measure in the Linked
Data quality model is related to one of these levels.
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The following sections present how the bottom-up approach has been used in order
to define the Linked Data quality model. Due to space reasons we cannot present
the quality model definition in complete details; therefore, for illustration purposes
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we present the outcomes of each step in the bottom-up methodology related to only
a subset of the quality model. For each quality measure presented, we emphasise
the aspect it measures (Figure 4.1) and the level on which the measure is calculated
(Figure 4.2).

The complete overview of our quality model can be found at the Linked Data
quality model wiki5.

4.2.1 Identification of Base Measures
The first step in building the Linked Data quality model was to identify the base
measures. In total, we have defined 89 base measures, out of which 44 directly come
from the survey by Zaveri et al. [235], and 45 have been newly introduced in our work.
These measures are described in detail in the quality model wiki and are classified
according to the quality characteristic that they are related to.

With respect to the RDF data model levels (Figure 4.2), each base measure can
be related to any of such levels. For example, base measures related to IRIs include:

• IRI dereferenceability. Whether an IRI is derefenceable or not. This measure is
related to the Infrastructure aspect (Figure 4.1), and possible values for this
measure are true and false.

• Short IRI. Whether an IRI is short or not. This measure is related to the RDF
model aspect, and possible values for this measure are true and false.

In some cases, base measures can be related to a triple in a graph or a dataset.
An example of such a base measure includes:

• Subject dereferenceability. Whether a subject in a triple is dereferenceable or
not. This measure is related to the Infrastructure aspect, and possible values
for this measure are true and false.

Depending on the context of their use in the evaluation, i.e., in the calculation of
derived measures or indicators, some base measures can be related both to the IRI or
triple level. An example of such a measure is:

• Subject types. A list of classes that an instance represented by an IRI (or a
subject in a triple) is type of. This measure is related to the Vocabulary aspect,
and possible values for this measure are any ontology class.

The previous base measures are related to the IRIs or triples in a dataset, and
these measures alone can be useful in the process of error correction and data repair.
Finally, an example of base measures that are related to a graph or a dataset include:

5http://delicias.dia.fi.upm.es/LDQM

http://delicias.dia.fi.upm.es/LDQM
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• Number of interlinked subjects. The total number of all subjects in a dataset
that are linked.

• Number of subjects. The total number of subjects in a dataset.

• Number of IRIs. The total number of IRIs in a dataset.

• Number of triples. The total number of triples in a dataset.

Number of interlinked subjects base measure is related to the Interlinks aspect
and the rest of the base measures are related to the Domain data aspect and the
value for each of these measures can be any natural number.

Identification of derived measures

In this step, the previously defined base measures are used in combination with
the inputs in the evaluation (e.g., an ontology) in order to define derived measures.
Similarly as in the case of base measures, derived measures for Linked Data datasets
can be related to different RDF data model levels. In total, 23 different derived
measures have been defined, which are described in detail in the quality model wiki,
and are classified according to the quality characteristic that they are related to.
In total, 6 derived measures come directly from the survey by Zaveri et al., and 17
derived measures have been newly introduced in our work.

By analysing all the defined base measures, we identified several patterns of
defining derived measures that will be used by the quality model presented in this
chapter.

Some patterns are related to the aggregation of base measures in a higher RDF
data model level. When a base measure of a lower level such as an IRI is measured,
it can be aggregated to come up with derived measures that are associated with a
higher level such as triples, RDF graphs or datasets. An example of such aggregation
is:

• Number of dereferenceable IRIs. The total number of dereferenceable IRIs. This
measure is related to the triple, graph or dataset levels, and is defined using
IRI dereferenceability, which is an IRI level base measure. Furthermore, this
derived measure is related to the Infrastructure aspect, and possible values for
this measure are any natural number.

• Number of dereferenceable subjects. The total number of dereferenceable subjects.
This measure is related to the graph or dataset levels, and is defined using
Subject dereferenceability, which is an IRI level base measure. Similarly as in
the previous case, this derived measure is related to the Infrastructure aspect,
and possible values for this measure are any natural number.
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Other patterns are related to the interpretation or the combination of base
measures that are related to the same RDF data model level. Sometimes, it is
possible to combine or interpret various base measures in order to define new derived
measures that are on the same RDF data model level as the base measures used for
their definition. Examples of such derived measures include:

• Disjoint classes. Whether an instance represented with a specific IRI is an
instance of disjoint classes. This measure is related to the IRI level and is
defined using Subject types, an IRI-level base measure. Furthermore, this derived
measure is related to the RDF model and Vocabulary aspects, and possible
values for this measure are true and false. In order to calculate this derived
measure, an ontology is needed as an input in the evaluation in order to examine
ontology classes and axioms and to obtain information about disjoint classes to
be compared with types of the observed instance in a dataset.

• Domain consistency. Whether the type of a subject in a specific triple is
consistent with the domain of a property of a triple. This measure is related to
the triple level, and is defined using Subject types, a triple-level base measure.
Furthermore, this derived measure is related to the RDF model and Vocabulary
aspects, and possible values for this measure are true and false. In order
to calculate this derived measure, an ontology is needed as an input in the
evaluation in order to examine properties and to obtain information about
property domain to be compared with the type of the observed triple in a
dataset.

4.2.2 Identification of Indicators
In this step, we have defined 124 quality indicators by combining base and derived
measures, out of which 32 have been newly defined in our work. Usually, indicators
are defined using the base or derived measures on a lower data model level, and they
are themselves related to the higher data model levels. Similar as in the case of base
and derived measures, an indicator can be related to different RDF data model levels.
All the indicators are described in detail in the quality model wiki and are classified
according to the quality characteristic that they measure.

From the previously specified derived measures, the following indicators were
obtained:

• Average IRI dereferenceability. The average number of dereferenceable IRIs.
This measure can be related to the triple, graph, or to the dataset levels and,
furthermore, it is related to the Infrastructure aspect.
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• Average subject dereferenceability. The average number of dereferenceable
subjects. This measure can be related to the graph or dataset levels and,
furthermore, it is related to the Infrastructure aspect.

• Average disjoint classes. The average number of instances of disjoint classes.
This measure can be related to the graph or dataset levels and, furthermore, it
is related to the RDF model and Vocabulary aspects.

• Average domain consistency. The average number of triples in which the subject
is consistent with the property domain. This measure can be related to the
graph or dataset levels and, furthermore, it is related to the RDF model and
Vocabulary aspects.

In some cases, quality indicators can be derived based only on base measures. An
example of such indicators include:

• Instance interlinking. The average number of interlinked instances. This
measure can be related to the graph or dataset levels and, furthermore, it is
related to the Domain data aspect.

• Average short IRIs. The average number of short IRIs. This measure can be
related to the graph or dataset levels and, furthermore, it is related to the RDF
model aspect.

All previously specified indicators have a ratio scale with values ranging from zero
to one hundred, expressed in percentage.

Finally, some indicators have been directly defined without the need for base or
derived measures. Examples of such indicators include

• SPARQL 1.1 support. Whether a dataset SPARQL endpoint supports the
SPARQL 1.1 language. This indicator is related to the dataset level, and to the
Infrastructure aspect. The possible values for this indicator are true and false.

The base measures, derived measures, and quality indicators in the Linked Data
quality model are based on the results of the survey by Zaveri et al. [235], i.e., on
the state of the art in Linked Data quality specification and assessment. However,
the quality model proposed in this chapter describes a classification of measures in
greater detail and it also defines a higher number of measures.

4.2.3 Specification of Relationships Between Measures
After the set of base measures, derived measures and indicators was defined, we have
specified the formal relationships between these measures in terms of the formulas
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used for their calculation, which is a practice that is not always followed in the current
state of the art.

Next, we present the formulas for the measures described in previous sections, in
those cases in which a formalization through a formula applies.

The formula for Short IRI (4.1) defines whether an IRI is short with respect to
some predefined threshold

IRI.length < threshold (4.1)

Formulas for Number of dereferenceable IRIs (4.2) and Number of dereferenceable
subjects (4.3) calculate the total number of dereferenceable IRIs and subjects in a
dataset, respectively.

# different IRIs where (IRI dereferenceability = true) (4.2)

# triples where (Subject dereferenceability = true) (4.3)

Formulas (4.4) and (4.5) calculate the Disjoint classes and Domain consistency
derived measures, respectively.

subject types * disjoint classes (4.4)

subject types ⊆ property domain (4.5)

Similarly as in the case of derived measures, the following formulas have been
defined for indicators: Average IRI dereferenceability (4.6), Average subject derefer-
enceability (4.7), Average disjoint classes (4.8), Average domain consistency (4.9),
Instance interlinking (4.10), and Average short IRIs (4.11).

# dereferenceable IRIs
# IRIs × 100 (4.6)

# dereferenceable subjects
# subjects × 100 (4.7)

# IRIs where (disjoint classes = true)
# IRIs × 100 (4.8)

# triples where (domain consistency = true)
# triples × 100 (4.9)

# interlinked subjects
# subjects × 100 (4.10)
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# IRIs where (Short IRI = true)
# IRIs × 100 (4.11)

4.2.4 Alignment with the Quality Model
The last two steps of the followed bottom-up method suggest the definition of
domain-specific quality sub-characteristics and their alignment with an existing
quality model. In the case of Linked Data quality, as shown by Zaveri et al. [235], a
large number of measures described in the survey are classified according to various
dimensions. Therefore, for the Linked Data quality model we have decided to rely
on the classification provided by Zaveri et al. and, starting from this classification
and from the quality indicators identified in Section 4.2.2, we have identified the ISO
25012 quality characteristics that can be measured with the mentioned indicators.

The quality characteristics related to the indicators described in Section 4.2.2
include:

• Accessibility. The degree to which data can be accessed in a specific context of
use, particularly by people who need supporting technology or special configu-
ration because of some disability [114]. It can be measured using Average IRI
dereferenceability and Average subject dereferenceability.

• Availability. The degree to which data has attributes that enable it to be
retrieved by authorised users and/or applications in a specific context of use
[114]. It can be measured using SPARQL 1.1 support.

• Completeness. The degree to which subject data associated with an entity
have values for all expected attributes and related entity instances in a specific
context of use [114]. It can be measured using Instance interlinking.

• Compliance. The degree to which data has attributes that adhere to standards,
conventions or regulations in force and similar rules relating to data quality in
a specific context of use [114]. It can be measured using Average short IRIs.

• Consistency. The degree to which data has attributes that are free from
contradiction and are coherent with other data in a specific context of use
[114]. It can be measured using Average disjoint classes and Average domain
consistency.

The Linked Data quality model includes fifteen quality characteristics: accessi-
bility, accuracy, availability, completeness, compliance, confidentiality, consistency,
credibility, currentness, efficiency, precision, portability, recoverability, traceability,
and understandability. Quality measures defined in the quality model cover twelve of
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these quality characteristics; as to this date no quality measures have been defined
in the state of the art for three quality characteristics. The quality characteristics
that do not have any quality measures associated are confidentiality, precision and
recoverability.

Figure 4.3 presents the base measures, derived measures, indicators and quality
characteristics presented as an example in this section, together with the references
to the formulas described in Section 4.2.3. For a better visibility, some measures
are repeated on the figure, and they are marked with the * sign. Due to space
reasons, the inputs in the evaluation (disjoint classes and property domain) that are
used for the calculation of some derived measures (i.e., Disjoint classes and Domain
consistency) are not shown.
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Figure 4.3: Subset of the Linked Data quality model

Table 4.1 shows all the quality characteristics identified in the Linked Data quality
model, together with the indicators that can be used for their measurement.
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Table 4.1: Linked Data quality model characteristics and indicators.

Character.
(ISO
25012)

Indicators

Accessibility Average IRI dereferenceability, Average subject dereferenceability, Average
predicate dereferenceability, Average object dereferenceability

Accuracy Average automatic validation errors, Average crowdsourcing validation er-
rors, Average datatype syntax errors, Average syntactic rules syntax errors,
Average RDF pattern errors, Average ill-typed literals, Average datatype
compatibility, Average distance-based outliers, Average deviation-based
outliers, Average distribution-based outliers, Average triple correctness,
Average crowdsourced incorrect triples, Average misspelled literals, Av-
erage inaccurate labels, Average correct classification, Average property
discordance, Average invalid rules, Average entity mismatch

Availability SPARQL support, SPARQL 1.0 support, SPARQL 1.1 support, RDF
dump, Average IRI RDF description, Average content type IRIs, Average
content negotiation support, Average accept header support, Average
sustainable IRIs, Multiple serialization formats, Multiple languages

CompletenessInterlinking degree, Clustering coefficient, Centrality, Linked Data map-
pings, In-links, Average sameAs linked, Average blank nodes, Number of
entities, Number distinct properties, Average undefined classes, Average
undefined properties, Average undefined objects, Blank nodes use

Compliance Average correct HTTP redirect, Average LDP GET support, Average
LDP PUT support, Machine-readable licence, Human-readable licence,
License propagation, Average HTTP IRIs, Average short IRIs, Average
IRI uniqueness

Consistency Average stable IRIs, Average number of inconsistent functional dependence
subjects, Average disjoint classes, Average misplaced classes, Average mis-
placed properties, Average misused datatype properties, Average misused
object properties, Average deprecated subjects, Average deprecated proper-
ties, Average invalid inverse functional values, Average ontology hijacking,
Average negative dependent properties, Average geometric violation, Av-
erage domain consistency, Average range consistency, Average mapping
consistency, Average axiom violations, Schema completeness, Property
completeness, Population completeness, Instance interlinking, Average
mapped types

Table 4.1 – Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 – Continued from previous page

Character.
(ISO
25012)

Indicators

Credibility Document digital signature, SPARQL digital signature, Average graph
digital signature, Author provenance, Contributors provenance, Publisher
provenance, Dataset sources provenance, Dataset ranking, Crowdsourcing
relevance, Provenance-based trust, Opinion-based thrust, Social networks
trust, Average facts trust, Blacklisted, Authority, Content-based trust,
Metadata-based trust, Average one-path trust, Average many-paths trust,
Decision network trust, List trust, Publisher trust, Association trust,
Average dataset rating

Currentness Dataset freshness, Datasource freshness
Efficiency RDF dump compression, Average slash IRIs, Low latency, High through-

put, Response scalability, Average IRI caching, Average RDF primitives
Portability Terms reuse, Vocabulary reuse
Traceability Provenance
Understand-
ability

SPARQL service description, Average internal redundant properties, Av-
erage external redundant properties, Average label unambiguity, Average
elements labelling, Dataset metadata, IRI pattern, Regular expression,
SPARQL examples, Vocabulary list, Mailing lists presence, Data inter-
pretability

4.3 Ontological Representation of the Quality Model
This section discusses how the quality model presented in the previous section can
be represented in RDF using existing ontologies described in Section 4.1.3 and,
furthermore, it presents a set of extensions to those existing ontologies so that the
quality metrics and their measures can be described with fine-grained details.

4.3.1 Conceptual Model
Figure 4.4 shows the conceptual model of the ontology for representing the Linked
Data quality model, using the terminology adopted in this chapter. The model
describes a hierarchy of quality measures and quality characteristics related to a
quality model, with important information such as measurement scales and scoring
functions (i.e., the formulas for the calculation of values for a specific quality measure).
Each quality measure is calculated using a specific technique (which can be automatic,
semiautomatic or manual), it can be subjective or objective, has a specific duration,
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and can be used for obtaining some other measure. Furthermore, when performing
an evaluation, a quality value related to a specific quality measure and an evaluation
subject (e.g., a dataset) is obtained.
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Figure 4.4: The conceptual model

4.3.2 Extensions to Existing Ontologies
The ontologies that could be used for the representation of quality specification and
assessment of Linked Data, as described in Section 4.1.3, are either general or related
to all types of data. For example, although DQV is a lightweight ontology that can
suite the needs of Linked Data, it is defined to fit all types of data and it does not
cover some aspects that are specific to Linked Data quality (Section 4.2). In this
section we describe an extension of the existing ontologies, in order to cover the
Linked Data specificities which is one of the requirements of our scenario of capturing
quality-related information of Linked Data; this extension mainly relies on DQV,
since it is expected to become the W3C standard for representing data quality.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 present the proposed extension of the current ontologies for
quality representation and assessment, adapted to the domain of Linked Data. The
classes already described in the existing ontologies (Section 4.1.3) are presented in
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white boxes, together with their namespaces, while the extensions are represented
with grey boxes; new properties are marked in bold.
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Figure 4.5: The ontology extension (I)

Quality values obtained in an evaluation are represented with the dqv:QualityMeasurement
class, with equivalent classes being eval:QualityValue and daq:Observation. Quality
measures are represented with the dqv:Metric class, with equivalent classes being
qmo:QualityMeasure and daq:Metric. Furthermore, QMO classes representing base
measures, derived measures and quality indicators are also reused. Quality charac-
teristics are represented with the dqv:Dimension class, with equivalent classes being
qmo:QualityCharacteristic and daq:Dimension. Evaluation processes are represented
with the eval:Evaluation class, while datasets are represented with the dcat:Dataset
class from the well-known DCAT ontology6. Furthermore, some classes for represent-
ing concepts such as time instants, time intervals, measurement scales, and units of
measurement are reused from the W3C Time ontology7 (time) and from the ontology
of units of measure8 (om).

6http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/
7http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/
8http://www.wurvoc.org/vocabularies/om-1.8/

http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/
http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/
http://www.wurvoc.org/vocabularies/om-1.8/
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By extending the QMO ontology, relationships between quality measures are
incorporated into the proposed extensions. QMO defines relationships which denote
that one measure can be used for obtaining some other measure, or that increasing
the value of one measure implies increasing or decreasing the value of some other
measure.

In some cases for certain measures and their scales a qmo:RankingFunction
property can be specified in an objective way, denoting whether in the case of
numerical results obtained for such measures higher or lower values are more desirable
(e.g., for precision or number of dereferenceable URIs, it is clear that a higher value
is more desirable).

The extensions of the presented ontology tend to cover additional information
related to Linked Data quality specification and assessment which can be important
for easier interpretation, benchmarking, interchange, and understanding of quality
measures and evaluation results. The QualityAspect class describes the aspect of
Linked Data quality the measure is related to (Figure 4.1), while Granularity class
describes the RDF level (Figure 4.2) related to concrete value obtained in the
evaluation (e.g., the value of 0.85 for precision measure is obtained for a graph g) or
to the quality measure (e.g., precision quality measure can be calculated for graphs
or datasets). These two concepts are specifically related to Linked Data quality. The
motivation for including these two concepts is to allow quality evaluators to select
and filter the most relevant and applicable metrics depending on their use case. For
instance, if there was a change in the infrastructure or in the transformation process,
evaluators can select the aspects that have the most impact from those changes and
re-evaluate them. Similarly, depending on whether one is evaluating a single triple,
a graph, or a dataset she can select the most relevant metrics using the granularity
concept.

Some extensions, although could be related to data quality in general, could also
carry valuable information for Linked Data. These include the information on how
often a measure has to be assessed (AssessmentFrequency), whether a measure is
dependent on the system (isSystemDependent), the period of time during which
the result for the measure is valid (TemporalValidity), the technique used in the
evaluation for assessing a measure (AssessmentTechnique), whether an assessment
technique is subjective or objective (isSubjective), the expected duration of the
assessment (ExpectedDuration), and whether an evaluation is done automatically,
semi-automatically or manually (AutomationLevel).
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Figure 4.6: The ontology extension (II)

4.3.3 Representing the Linked Data Quality Model

The ontology presented in the previous section has been implemented in OWL and is
available online9.

The Linked Data quality model presented in this chapter has been described in
RDF by using the ontology extension. The description is available online10 and it can
be reused by the tools that utilise the quality model presented in this chapter, which
can bring consistency in results representation across various evaluation efforts. To
this extent, the provided RDF representation of the Linked Data quality model can
be significant in the production, interchange, and consumption of quality evaluation
data.

9http://www.linkeddata.es/ontology/ldq/
10http://linkeddata.es/resource/ldqm/

http://www.linkeddata.es/ontology/ldq/
http://linkeddata.es/resource/ldqm/
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4.4 LD Sniffer
LD-Sniffer is a tool that was developed to verify the feasibility of using the Linked Data
quality model guiding Linked Data quality assessment tool development, specification
of quality assessment requirements, and representation of quality assessment results.
The LD Sniffer tool11 was developed as an open source project under the Apache 2.0
license12.

The LD-sniffer tool evaluates the accessibility of Linked Data resources according
to the metrics defined in the quality model. Given a set of linked data URIs, LD-
Sniffer makes HTTP requests to each of the URIs that are in it and evaluates the
responses to calculate quality metrics. LD-Sniffer can detect URIs that are no longer
alive and URIs that do not meet the requirements of web standards and linked data
standards. Figure 4.7 shows the web interface of LD-Sniffer.

Figure 4.7: LD Sniffer web interface

LD Sniffer is also provides a command line interface (also available as a docker
image) that can be used to run batch jobs for a large-scale evaluation when accessibility
of thousands of Linked Data IRIs has to be checked. Listing 4.1 shows the parameters
of the command line application and Figure 4.8 illustrates an image of the docker

11https://github.com/nandana/ld-sniffer
12https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

https://github.com/nandana/ld-sniffer
https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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container. A large scale evaluation of 100K resources in DBpedia performed using
LD Sniffer is presented in Section 8.1.2.

Listing 4.1: LD Sniffer command line options
usage: java -jar ld-sniffer-0.0.1.jar [-h] [-md] [-ml

<METRICS-FILE-PATH>] [-rdf] [-t <T-MINS>] [-tdb
<TDB-DIR-PATH>] [-ul <URI-FILE-PATH>] -url <URL>

Assess a list of Linked Data resources using Linked Data Quality
Model.

-h,--help Print this help message
-md,--metrics-definition Include the metric definitions in the

results
-ml,--metrics-list <METRICS-FILE-PATH> The path of the file

containing the list of metrics to be calculated
-rdf,--rdf-output Output the RDF serialization of the results
-t,--timeout <T-MINS> Timeout (in minutes) for a single

evaluation
-tdb,--tdb <TDB-DIR-PATH> The path of directory for Jena TDB

files
-ul,--uriList <URI-FILE-PATH> The path of the file containing

the urls of resources to be assessed
-url,--url <URL> URL of the resource to be assessed
Please report issues at https://github.com/nandana/ld-sniffer

Figure 4.8: LD Sniffer docker container
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4.5 An Example
This section provides few examples of evaluation results and quality measure def-
initions following the ontology extensions presented in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.5.
Furthermore, it provides an example on how to query such quality assessment results.

Listing 4.2 shows an example quality assessment result for evaluating average
subject dereferenceability measure for DBpedia dataset. It provides provenance
metadata on the evaluation activity, what techniques were utilised, the corresponding
quality aspect, unit measures for the value, scale and other information.

@prefix ex: <http://example.com/> .
@prefix daq: <http://purl.org/eis/vocab/daq#> .
@prefix dqv: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dqv#> .
@prefix ldq: <http://www.linkeddata.es/ontology/ldq#> .
@prefix om: <http://www.wurvoc.org/vocabularies/om-1.8/> .
@prefix qmo: <http://purl.org/net/QualityModel#> .
@prefix eval: <http://purl.org/net/EvaluationResult#> .
@prefix dc: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> .
@prefix dcat: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat
@prefix prov: <http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#> .
@prefix technique: <http://linkeddata.es/resource/ldqm/AssessmentTechnique/> .

evaluation:ex a eval:Evaluation , prov:Activity ;
eval:evaluatedSubject ex:DBpedia ;
eval:performedOn "2016-06-15T15:48:20.231+0200"^^xsd:dateTime ;
ldq:utilizes technique:SPARQLQuery , technique:UrlDereferencing;
prov:endedAtTime "2016-06-15T15:50:34.487+0200"^^xsd:dateTime ;
prov:startedAtTime "2016-06-15T16:08:20.231+0200"^^xsd:dateTime .

ex:qualityMeasure a dqv:QualityMeasurement, eval:QualityValue, daq:Observation ;
sdmx-attribute:unitMeasure ex:Percentage ;
dqv:value "86"^^xsd:decimal ;
daq:isEstimate false ;
dqv:computedOn ex:DBpedia ;
ldq:hasGranularity ldq:Dataset ;
dqv:isMeasurementOf ldq:AverageSubjectDereferenceability;
prov:wasGeneratedBy evaluation:ex;

ex:Percentage a om:Unit_of_Measure .
ex:DBpedia a dcat:Dataset .

ldq:Dataset a ldq:Granularity .

technique:SPARQLQuery a ldq:AssesmentTechnique ;
ldq:hasAutomationLevel ldq:Automatic .

technique:UrlDereferencing a ldq:AssesmentTechnique ;
ldq:hasAutomationLevel ldq:Automatic .

ldq:Automatic a ldq:AutomationLevel .

ldq:AverageSubjectDereferenceability a dqv:Metric, qmo:QualityMeasure, daq:Metric ;
ldq:hasAspect ldq:LinkedDataServer ;
dqv:inDimension ldq:Accessibility ;
qmo:hasScale om:Ratio_scale .
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ldq:LinkedDataServer a ldq:QualityAspect .
ldq:Accessibility a daq:Dimension, dqv:Dimension, qmo:QualityCharacteristic .

om:Ratio_scale a om:Measurement_scale ;
qmo:hasRankingFunction qmo:HigherBest .

qmo:HigherBest a qmo:RankingFunction .

Listing 4.2: An example quality assessment result

Listing 4.3 shows a query that illustrates the means for capturing all measures
that can be used for the evaluation of RDF triples. The fact that evaluation results
are represented in RDF using unified terminology makes it easier consumer the
results using queries. Furthermore, the evaluation results from different evaluation
campaigns can be easily merged and perform comparison queries.

PREFIX ldq: <http://www.linkeddata.es/ontology/ldq#>
PREFIX qmo: <http://purl.org/net/QualityModel#>
SELECT ?measure
WHERE {
?measure a qmo:QualityMeasure ;
ldq:hasGranularity ldq:Triple .

}

Listing 4.3: SPARQL query I

Similarly, Listing 4.4 illustrates the means for finding datasets that have average
subject dereferenceability 100%. Such queries can help to filter datasets that fulfill a
certain quality criterion.

PREFIX dqv: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dqv#>
PREFIX ldq: <http://www.linkeddata.es/ontology/ldq#>
PREFIX eval: <http://purl.org/net/EvaluationResult#>
SELECT ?dataset
WHERE {
?value a eval:EvaluationResult ;
dqv:value "100"^^xsd:decimal ;
dqv:isMeasurementOf ldq:AverageSubjectDereferenceability ;
dqv:computedOn ?dataset ;
ldq:hasGranularity ldq:Dataset .

}

Listing 4.4: SPARQL query II

Finally, the example query in Listing 7.6 illustrates the means for capturing
evaluation values for average subject dereferenceability for a specific dataset, that are
obtained in different evaluations. Such queries can be useful for generating quality
dashboards that show specific quality measures of a given dataset.
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PREFIX ex: <http://example.com/>
PREFIX dqv: <http://www.w3.org/ns/dqv#>
PREFIX ldq: <http://www.linkeddata.es/ontology/ldq#>
PREFIX eval: <http://purl.org/net/EvaluationResult#>
SELECT ?value1 ?value2
FROM <http://example1.com/sparql>
WHERE {
?value1 a eval:EvaluationResult ;
dqv:isMeasurementOf ldq:AverageSubjectDereferenceability ;
dqv:computedOn <ex:myDataset> .
SERVICE <http://example2.com/sparql> {

?value2 a eval:EvaluationResult ;
dqv:isMeasurementOf ldq:AverageSubjectDereferenceability ;
dqv:computedOn <ex:myDataset> . }

}

Listing 4.5: SPARQL query III.

4.6 Future Work
The quality requirements of different use cases evolve, thus the quality model has
to be updated regularly with the new quality measures to keep the quality model
up-to-date.

Furthermore, one of the uses of the quality model was to guide the Linked Data
publishers which quality measures and indicators are important in different use cases.
To this end, potential future work can be twofold. On the one hand, user studies can
be carried out to identify the perceived importance of measures and indicators by
relevant actors of different use cases. On the other hand, measures and indicators
can be grouped to different profiles by their importance to different use cases.
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Linked Data Profiling Framework

As discussed in Chapter 3, the second objective of this thesis is to improve RDF
data profiling techniques focusing on Linked Data quality assessment and
repair use cases. The goal is to extend the current RDF data profiling techniques
to include the fine-grained profiling metrics that is needed for quality assessment
and to propose an extended RDF dataset description model for representing data
profiling metrics such as dataset statistics, and other dataset pattern information
with the level of detail required by quality assessment and repair techniques. This
chapter presents the Linked Data profiling framework proposed in this thesis.

The Linked Data principles promote publishing data in a machine-readable manner
using Web standards and interlinking them. The Linked (Open) Data cloud has grown
at a rapid rate in recent years providing a vast amount of valuable data from many
different domains such as life sciences, government data, geographical data, media
and publications. Nevertheless, for data to be useful, data consumers should be able
to discover, understand, and query such data. Furthermore, the data should have a
sufficient level of quality for a given use case, i.e., data is “fit for use". Metadata (i.e.,
data about data) plays an essential role in making data discoverable, understandable,
and metadata can provide useful indications about data quality. Data profiling is one
common technique that can be used to generate valuable metadata about a given
dataset.

Dataset metadata can be categorised into two groups based on the way they are
generated: manual metadata and analytical metadata. On the one hand, manual
metadata is the type of metadata that can not be automatically generated because
it needs human intervention to know the values of such metadata. For instance,
provenance metadata such as the creator of a dataset or access metadata such as
the license of a given dataset can not be automatically generated when they are not
known in advance or not explicitly present in data themselves. On the other hand,
analytical metadata is the type of metadata that can be automatically generated by
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analysing the data content, its structure, or other aspects that can be easily measured.
For instance, generic statistics such as the number of entities described in data or
the distribution of a particular set of values can be easily extracted automatically. In
the framework presented in this chapter, we limit our scope to analytical metadata
and discuss which types of metadata can be generated by data profiling techniques.

Data profiling for the relational data is defined as “the activity of creating small
but informative summaries of a database" [126]. According to such definition, those
summaries could include both simple statistics such as the number of records in a
given table or in the whole database as well as information derived from complex
statistics such as functional dependencies in data or the type of distribution of values
in a given column of a table. In more general terms, data profiling is defined as “the
set of activities and processes to determine the metadata about a given dataset" [3].
This chapter discusses Linked Data profiling and the models that can represent the
information generated by data profiling.

Data profiling is a widely-used technique in the relational data domain. There are
a large number of popular commercial tools for profiling relational data, for example,
IBM’s InfoSphere Information Analyzer1 or Microsoft’s SQL Server Integration
Services (SSIS)2.

Even though there are several RDF data profiling tools and vocabularies for
representing profiling metrics exists, we do not observe data profiling being widely
used similarly as in the relational data domain. More specifically, we argue that data
profiling is under-utilised for quality assessment and repair of Linked Data. In her
Ph.D. thesis, Spahiu concludes that the current profiling tools are limited in reporting
some basic statistics after thoroughly analysing the state-of-the-art tools in Linked
Data profiling [213]. Our hypothesis is that the current data profiling techniques
lack the expressivity to represent the fine-grained details necessary for data quality
assessment and repair use cases and this is hindering the use for data quality.

In this chapter, we first analyse the use cases for Linked Data profiling (Section 5.1)
and identify profiling tasks specific to Linked Data represented using the RDF model
(Section 5.2). Then, Loupe, a novel Linked Data profiling framework is presented
which consists of (a) an extended dataset description model, (b) a Linked Data
profiling toolkit, (c) the Loupe Web portal, and d) the Loupe API (Section 5.4). The
Loupe framework has been used in several practical use case scenarios and those cases
are discussed in Section 9.3. Finally, some future directions for the Loupe Linked
Data profiling framework are discussed in Section 5.5.

The Linked Data Profiling framework provides inputs to achieve the main goal
of this thesis, that is to improve the techniques for quality assessment and repair.

1https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/infosphere-information-analyzer
2https://docs.microsoft.com/es-es/sql/integration-services/sql-server-

integration-services

https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/infosphere-information-analyzer
https://docs.microsoft.com/es-es/sql/integration-services/sql-server-integration-services
https://docs.microsoft.com/es-es/sql/integration-services/sql-server-integration-services
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Chapter 6 discusses how the profiling metrics generated by the Loupe Linked Data
profiling framework is used to learn RDF Shapes and Chapter 7 discusses how such
information is used to perform quality assessment and repair of Linked Data.

5.1 Linked Data Profiling Use Cases
Even though the work presented in this thesis is focused on quality assessment
and repair techniques, data profiling can produce valuable analytical metadata that
can be used in a wide variety of practical use cases. These use cases have been
collected both from exiting literature as well as from the authors’ experience based
on the requirements of the use cases where the proposed framework was already
utilised. The use cases that were found in literature include schema discovery [28, 37],
data visualisation [149], data summarization [133], distributed query planning and
optimisation [28, 82, 123], data integration and linking [28, 204], outlier detection [80],
and ontology re-engineering [2].

Table 5.1 lists a non-exhaustive list of potential use cases for Linked Data profiling.
In order to have a better use case categorisation, we have grouped the use cases
into more higher-level use case categories compared to some of the concrete cases
presented in the aforementioned literature. For instance, the ontology re-engineering
use case [2] is related to studying the ontology misuse by datasets including the
presence of over-specified classes (i.e. rarely used in real-world data). We have
included a category vocabulary usage and adoption monitoring to cover this use case
and other possible use cases related to understanding vocabulary adoption.

Table 5.1: Linked Data profiling use cases

ID Use case cate-
gory

Role of data profiling

U1 Data exploration To provide concise and useful information about
the content and internal structure of a dataset,
making it easier for consumers to understand data.

U2 Data search and
discovery

To build indices that can allow search and discovery
of data.

U3 Data summariza-
tion

To generate descriptive and informative summaries
of large datasets.

U4 Data-driven
schema induc-
tion

To find common patterns in data and to obtain a
schema that is present in data.

Table 5.1 – Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – Continued from previous page

ID Use case cate-
gory

Role of data profiling

U5 Data quality
assessment and
cleansing

To activities such as outlier detection and auto-
matic validation rules generation.

U6 Data integration
and linking

To gather knowledge about structure and content
of heterogeneous data sources and also to identify
overlaps and duplicates.

U7 Instance-based
ontology match-
ing

To match two ontologies by analysing the patterns
seen in data.

U8 Query optimisa-
tion

To query optimisation algorithms that will rear-
range the different actions in the query plan to
optimise the resources.

U9 Vocabulary us-
age and adoption
monitoring

To provide useful insights about which parts of
vocabularies are actually being used in data.

U10 Data visualisa-
tion

To provide quick access to aggregated data for
visualisation rather than extracting then on the fly
and performing calculations.

U11 Monitoring
dataset changes

To monitor changes in datasets and also identify
undesired states caused by accidental or malicious
actions.

U12 Topic domain
discovery

To identify the main domain or topic of a dataset
automatically; such topics could support tasks such
as dataset classification, or contextual search.

U13 Data compres-
sion

To identify the best strategies for compressing a
dataset based on its structure and to predict the
possible levels of compression.

5.2 Linked Data Profiling Tasks
Having discussed the Linked Data profiling use cases, in this section, we identify
concrete profiling tasks and metrics that are relevant to Linked Data profiling. Data
profiling can consist of many different tasks depending on (a) the type of data being
profiled and (b) the purpose or the use case in which the profiling metrics will be
used.

For instance, in relational data, the tasks influenced by the tabular structure of
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relational data and are generally classified into three main categories: single column
analysis, multiple column analysis, and dependency analysis [3]. Single column
analysis consists of analysing the values of an individual column for tasks such as
checking the number of unique values, the number of null values, value distributions,
value ranges, common patterns, etc. Multiple column analysis consists of tasks such
as discovering correlations and association rules among different columns or clustering
of similar columns. Dependency analysis consists of tasks such as identification of
columns with key values or identification of foreign keys.

Spahiu et al. identify three paradigms for Linked Data profiling: (a) schema-
based Profiling, (b) topic-based Profiling, and (c) linkage-based profiling [213]. In
schema-based profiling, the profiling is focused on the structure and the schema of
data and generate metadata related to those aspects that could help in use cases such
as validating consistency or error detection. Topic-based profiling is more related to
the content of the data and focused on identifying the topic of data; such profiling is
useful for dataset classification and labelling and contextual search. Linkage-based
profiling is focused on the links between different entities and is related to use cases,
such as instance matching or detecting similarities between entities. Because the
goal of this work is to improve data profiling techniques to be utilised in data quality
assessment and repair, we focus on schema-based profiling.

Figure 5.1: Relationship between Linked Data profiling tasks, metrics, and use cases

To this end, we identify six different categories for schema-based Linked Data
profiling:

• T1. RDF Triple Analysis

• T2. Vocabulary Usage Analysis
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• T3. Network Metrics Analysis

• T4. Triple Pattern Analysis

• T5. Value Distribution Analysis

• T6. Language Analysis
The following sections identify concrete Linked Data profiling metrics related to

each of the profiling tasks. A combination of such metrics is used in each of the
aforementioned Linked Data profiling use case categories (Table 5.1) as illustrated in
Figure 5.1.

5.2.1 RDF Triple Analysis (T1)
In the RDF Triple Analysis task, the triples in an RDF dataset are inspected only
considering the semantics related to the RDF model to define a set of metrics related
to the task. In this task, the analysis is performed without taking into account the
vocabularies used and other aspects related to vocabularies or ontologies used in the
dataset. The different metrics are derived by considering the concepts defined in the
RDF data model. The main structure considered in this analysis is the triple which
encodes a statement and consists of a subject, a predicate, and an object. Each of
these allows different types of elements: a subject can be either an IRI or a blank
node; a predicate is an IRI, and an object can be an IRI, a blank node, or a literal [52].
An RDF graph is a set of triples and can have an associated IRI or a blank node as
its graph name (i.e., named graphs). It is important to note that RDF graphs can
have duplicate triples. An RDF dataset is a set of RDF graphs [52].

More formally, elements in the RDF model can be defined following the work by
Muñoz et al [177]. If we consider three pairwise disjoint infinite sets U, B, L which
denote IRIs, blank nodes, and literals respectively, an RDF triple, t, can be defined
as t = 〈s, p, o〉 ∈ 〈U ∪ B〉 × 〈U〉 × 〈U ∪ B ∪ L〉 . In the triple, s, p, o refer to the
subject, the predicate, and the object respectively. An RDF graph, Gi , is a set of
RDF triples, i.e., 〈si, pi, oi〉 ∈ Gi. An RDF dataset, Di,is a set of RDF graphs, i.e.,
g ∈ Di.

When the set of all the subjects, predicates, or objects in an RDF graph is
considered, one can count either the total count (including duplicates) and the
distinct count (only considering unique values). Two IRIs are considered equal if they
are equivalent under Simple String Comparison as defined in RFC3987 [66]. Two
literals are considered equal if and only if the two lexical forms, the two datatype IRIs,
and the two language tags (if there is any) compare equal, character by character.
The RDF 1.1 specification does not define the structure of blank nodes; thus, their
equality depends on the RDF store implementations.
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Table 5.2: RDF triple analysis (T1)

ID Name Description
M1.1 - Dataset Size

M1.1.1 datasetTripleCount The number of triples in the dataset.
M1.1.2 duplicateTripleCount The number of duplicate.

M1.2 - Named Graph Information
M1.2.1 namedGraphURI The IRI that identifies each distinct named

graph.
M1.2.2 namedGraphTripleCount The number of triples in the given named

graph.
M1.3 - Subject Counts

M1.3.1 distinctSubjectCount The number of distinct subjects.
M1.3.2 iriSubjectCount The number of IRI subjects.
M1.3.3 distinctIriSubjectCount The number of distinct IRI subjects.
M1.3.4 blankNodeSubjectCount The number of blank node subjects.
M1.3.5 distinctBlankNodeSubject

Count
The number of distinct blank node subjects.

M1.4 - Object Counts
M1.4.1 distinctObjectCount The number of distinct objects.
M1.4.2 iriObjectCount The number of IRI objects.
M1.4.3 distinctIriObjectCount The number of distinct IRI objects.
M1.4.4 blankNodeObjectCount The number of blank node objects.
M1.4.5 distinctBlankNodeObject

Count
The number of distinct blank node objects.

M1.4.6 literalObjectCount The number of literal objects.
M1.4.7 distinctLiteralObject

Count
The number of distinct literal objects.

M1.5 - Distinct Node Counts
M1.5.1 totalRDFNode The total number of distinct RDF nodes.
M1.5.2 totalIRIs The total number of IRIs as either subject,

predicate, or object
M1.5.3 totalBlankNodes The total number of blank nodes as either

subject, predicate, or object

With this background, the metrics extracted in this analysis include: information
about dataset size, information about subjects, and objects. The subjects can be
further analysed to extract the absolute and distinct counts of IRIs, and blank nodes.
Similarly, the objects can be analysed to extract absolute and distinct counts of
IRIs, blank nodes, and literals. The list of all the profiling metrics related to T1 is
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presented in Table 5.4.
These metrics are useful in data exploration (U1), summarisation (U4), monitoring

dataset changes (U11), and query optimisation (U8).

5.2.2 Vocabulary Usage Analysis (T2)
The vocabulary usage analysis task studies how different vocabularies are used in
a dataset. To do so, the axioms defined in RDFS and OWL ontologies are utilised.
With respect to the vocabulary terms in an RDF graph, we differentiate between the
used classes and properties (i.e., the terms that are used to describe the data in an
RDF graph) and the defined classes and properties (i.e., the terms whose definition
is contained in the given RDF graph). For example, in Listing 5.1, dbo:Country and
dbo:Place are used classes while dbo:Person and schema:Place are defined classes.
The same class could be a defined class and a used class in a given RDF graph.
An entity identified by an IRI is typed if at least one type declaration (rdf:type) is
found in the RDG graph and labelled if at least one label (rdfs:label) is found. For
example, dbr:Sri_Lanka and dbr:Colombo are typed entities and dbr:Sri_Lanka is
also a labelled entity.

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
@prefix dbr: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/> .
@prefix schema: <http://schema.org/>

dbr:Sri_Lanka rdf:type dbo:Country .
dbr:Sri_Lanka rdfs:label "Sri Lanka"@en .
dbr:Sri_Lanka dbo:largestCity dbr:Colombo .
dbr:Sri_Lanka dbo:currency dbr:Sri_Lankan_rupee .

dbr:Colombo rdf:type dbo:Place .

dbr:Sri_Lankan_rupee dbo:symbol "Rs" .

dbo:Person rdf:type owl:Class .
schema:Place a rdfs:Class .
dbo:populationDensity a owl:DatatypeProperty .

Listing 5.1: A snippet from an RDF graph

It is important to note that the vocabulary usage analysis can be performed
either without any reasoning, only using the materialised triples in a given graph, or
after performing reasoning. If a reasoner is used, it will derive new axioms and the
profiling results will reflect values based on all these axioms. The metrics defined in
this section are equally useful for both scenarios with or without reasoning but when
representing the profiling results, it should be indicated if a reasoner has been used
or not.
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The metrics extracted in the vocabulary usage analysis task includes the number
of distinct vocabularies used in a dataset, the number of distinct classes defined
in the dataset, the number of distinct classes used in the data, the number of
distinct properties defined, the number of distinct properties used are extracted.
Such information can be grouped into vocabulary partitions to provide aggregated
information about classes and properties from a given ontology. The list of all the
profiling tasks related to vocabulary usage analysis is presented in Table 5.3. For
each class, the number of instances in the dataset and for each property, the number
of triples containing the given property can be extracted. Such information is mainly
useful for vocabulary usage analysis (U9), search and discovery (U2), and data
integration (U6).

Table 5.3: Vocabulary usage analysis (T2)

ID Name Description
M2.1 - Metrics related to resources

M2.1.1 typedResourceCount The number of resources with at least
one type associated with them.

M2.1.2 labelledResourceCount The number of resources with at least
one rdfs:label associated with them.

M2.2 - Metrics related to classes
M2.2.1 classCount The number of distinct classes used, e.g.,

(?instance rdf:type ?class).
M2.2.2 classList The list of distinct used class IRIs.
M2.2.3 definedClassCount The number of distinct classes defined

within the dataset, e.g., (?class rdf:type
owl:Class or rdfs:Class).

M2.11.1 classIRI The URI of each class.
M2.11.2 instanceCount The number of instances of each class.
M2.11.3 instanceRatio The number of instances of each class di-

vided by the number of total resources.
M2.3 - Metrics related to properties

M2.3.1 propertyCount The number of distinct properties used
in data, e.g., (?s ?property ?o)

M2.3.2 propertyList The list of distinct property IRIs used.
M2.3.3 objectPropertyCount The number of distinct object properties

used, e.g., (?s ?property ?o)
M2.3.4 datatypePropertyCount The number of distinct datatype prop-

erties used, e.g., (?s ?property ?o)
Table 5.3 – Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – Continued from previous page

ID Name Description
M2.3.5 definedPropertyCount The number of distinct properties de-

fined within the dataset, e.g., (<prop-
erty> rdf:type rdf:Property).)

T2.3.6 propertyIRI The URI of the given property.
T2.3.7 tripleCount The number of triples containing the

given property in the dataset.
T2.3.8 tripleRatio The number of triples containing the

given property divided by the number
of total triples in the dataset.

M2.4 - Metrics related to vocabularies
M2.4.1 vocabularyCount The number of distinct vocabularies

used.
M2.4.2 vocabularyNamespace The namespace of each vocabulary.
M2.4.3 vocabularyClassCount The number of classes used from each

vocabulary.
M2.4.4 vocabularyPropertyCount The number of properties used from

each vocabulary.

5.2.3 Network Metrics Analysis (T3)

In the network metrics analysis task (T3), different network metrics related to the
RDF graph of the dataset are extracted. The main metrics considered in this analysis
include the analysis of in-degree and out-degree. Because an RDF graph can be
considered as a directed graph, for each node in the graph ( a resource in the RDF
graph), its in-degree (that is, the number of triples that has the entity as the object)
and its out-degree (that is, the number of triples that has the entity as the subject)
can be calculated. Figure 5.2 shows an example of in-degree and out-degree metrics.
Furthermore, for both in-degree values and out-degree values, a set of descriptive
statistics such as min, max, mean, standard deviation can be calculated. Such metrics
provide informative insights about the structure and the connectivity of the dataset.

Furthermore, other metrics considered in the network metrics analysis are related
to the components in graphs. In graph theory, a component is defined as a subgraph
in which all nodes are connected but the given subgraph (the component) is not
connected to other subgraphs in the supergraph. Figure 5.3 shows a simplified
example snippet from an RDF graph containing three components: component A,
B, and C. They have three, five, and nine nodes, respectively. Thus, the largest
component is component C with nine nodes. The largest component ratio is 0.53
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(i.e., nine out of 17 total nodes). The metrics related to components provides how
connected are the nodes in an RDF graph.

Figure 5.2: An example of in-degree and out-degree metrics

Figure 5.3: An example of 3 components in an RDF graph

Such information is useful for query optimisation (U8), quality assessment and
cleansing (U5), and data integration (U6), data visualisation (U10), and data com-
pression (U13).
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Table 5.4: Network metrics analysis (T3)

ID Name Description
M3.1 - Metrics related to in-degree

M3.1.1 Mean in-degree The average in-degree of all objects.
M3.1.2 Max in-degree The maximum in-degree of all objects.
M3.1.3 Min in-degree The minimum in-degree of all objects.
M3.1.4 Std. deviation of in-

degree
The standard deviation of in-degree of
all objects.

M3.2 - Metrics related to out-degree
M3.2.1 Mean out-degree The average out-degree of all subjects.
M3.2.2 Max out-degree The maximum out-degree of all sub-

jects.
M3.2.3 Min out-degree The minimum out-degree of all subjects
M3.2.5 Std. deviation of

out-degree
The standard deviation of out-degree of
all subjects.

M3.3 - Metrics related to components
M3.3.1 Component Count The number of components in the RDF

graph.
M3.3.2 Largest Component

Size
The number of nodes in the largest com-
ponent.

M3.3.3 Largest Component
Ratio

The number of nodes in the largest com-
ponent divided by the total number of
components in the RDF graph.

5.2.4 Triple Pattern Analysis (T4)
In the triple pattern analysis task (T4), triples are analysed to identify common
patterns. The information extracted in this analysis includes all the properties
associated with instances of a given class, abstract triple pattern counts, property
sets, class sets. Abstract triple patterns are used for extracting relations between
the ontology classes used in data based on the analysis of triples. For a given triple
<subject, property, object>, the corresponding abstract triple patterns are defined
by <subjectType, property, objectType>where subjectType is any class that is
defined as the type of the subject of the triple (i.e., subject rdf:type subjectType)
and objectType is any class that is defined as the type of the object of the triple
(i.e., object rdf:type objectType). For each subject and object, there can be zero,
one, or many types defined in the data. The owl:Thing class is not considered when
extracting abstract triple patterns as it leads to trivial and non-informative patterns.
If there are no types defined for either the subject or the object, no abstract triple
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patterns can be extracted. In all other cases, a set of abstract triple patterns can be
extracted as illustrated in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: An example of abstract triple patterns

A property set is a set of properties that commonly occur together. For instance, in
person entities in DBpedia, properties such as foaf:name, dbo:birthDate, dbo:birthPlace,
dbo:deathDate, dbo:occupation, and dbo:nationality occur commonly together. The
property set count specifies the number of instances that have a given set of properties
in common. Similarly, a class set is a set of classes that commonly occur as types of
a given instance. Generally, these can either be equivalent classes, superclasses, or
subclasses. For example, a class set could include foaf:Person, dbo:Person, wikidata:Q5,
and dbo:Athlete. The class set count specifies the number of instances that are typed
as all the classes in a given class set.

Furthermore, a set of new metrics are defined considering different parts of the
abstract triple patterns.

Such information is useful for data-driven schema induction (U4), instance-based
ontology matching (U7), search and discovery (U2), data summerisation (U3), moni-
toring dataset changes (U11) and data quality assessment and cleansing (U5).

Table 5.5: Triple pattern analysis (T4)

ID Name Description
M4.1 - Metrics related to abstract triple patterns

M4.1.1 subjectType The subject type of the abstract triple pattern
M4.1.2 predicate The predicate of the abstract triple pattern

Table 5.5 – Continued on next page
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Table 5.5 – Continued from previous page

ID Name Description
M4.1.3 objectType The object type of the abstract triple pattern
M4.1.4 abstractTriplePattern

Count
The number of triples in the datatset con-
forming to the abstract triple pattern.

M4.1.5 abstractTriplePattern Ra-
tio

The number of triples in the datatset conform-
ing to the abstract triple pattern devided by
the total number of triples in the dataset.

M4.2 - Metrics related to property sets
M4.2 - Metrics related to class sets

M4.3 - Metrics related to property cardinality
T4.4.1 Property cardinality The cardinality of a given property with re-

spect to all instances linked with a given prop-
erty.

T4.4.2 Class-property cardinal-
ity

The cardinality of a given property with re-
spect to the instances of a given class.

T4.1 Property domain parti-
tions

Information about the subject class - property
combinations (implicit domains), for example,
Person->birthplace

T4.1.1 Class-property triple
count

The number of triples that follow a given class
property combination.

T4.1.2 Class-property triple ra-
tio

The class property triple count divided by
the total number of triples of given property.

T4.2 Property range partitions Information about the property - object class
(implicit ranges) combinations, for example,
birthPlace->City

T4.2.1 Property-class triple
count

The number of triples that follow a given
property - object class combination.

T4.2.2 Property-class triple ratio The property-class triple count divided by the
total number of triples of given property.

T4.4 Cardinality analysis Information about cardinalities of a given
property and a given class-property combina-
tion

T4.5 Property Set Analysis Information about property set frequencies.
T4.6 Class Set analysis Information about class set frequencies.
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5.2.5 Value Distribution Analysis (T5)
In the value distribution analysis task (T5), the literal object values of distinct
properties are analysed. The value distribution analysis can be done either at
property level (e.g., considering all the values of property dbo:length irrespective
of the types of instances they are associated with) or at class-property level (e.g.,
considering values only associated with instances of a Movie, dbo:Movie-dbo:length).
For any type of value (e.g., strings, numerics or dates), an analysis of the frequency
of each distinct value can be calculated which provides insights on what are the most
common values and which are the least common. Further detailed analysis on value
distribution depends on the type of values. For example, in the case of numeric a set
of descriptive statistics can be calculated, such as the min value, max value, average,
median, standard deviation, etc. In the case of string and IRIs, a similar analysis can
be done by considering the character length of string literals or IRIs. These tasks can
be extended for other data types such as dates. For instance, Table 5.6 illustrates
the statistics about the values of a length of a movie in a dataset. As it can be seen,
such statistics can give a general idea about the expected values of a property as well
as possible outliers. In this case, the minus value for the movie length could be an
outlier or an error in the data.

Table 5.6: dbo:Movie–dbo:length value distribution

Metric Value
Min value -1 mins
Max value 245 mins
Mean value 128.3 mins
Median value 118
Mode value 120
Std. deviation 5.7

This information is useful for data quality assessment and cleansing (U5), data
exploration (U1), data visualisation (U10), query optimisation (U8). In general,
descriptive statistics about the values can provide valuable information for under-
standing the distribution of values of a given property.
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Table 5.7: Value distribution analysis (T5)

ID Name Description
M5.1 - Metrics related to numerical value analysis

M5.1.1 Min value The minimum value of the set of numerical val-
ues of a given property in the dataset.

M5.1.2 Max value The maximum value of the set of numerical
values of a given property in the dataset.

M5.1.3 Mean value The average value of the set of numerical values
of a given property in the dataset.

M5.1.4 Median value The median value of the set of numerical values
of a given property in the dataset.

M5.1.5 Std. deviation The standard deviation of the set of numerical
values of a given property in the dataset.

M5.2 - Metrics related to string analysis
M5.2.1 Min string length The minimum length of the set of string values

of a given property in the dataset.
M5.2.2 Max string length The maximum length of the set of string values

of a given property in the dataset.
M5.2.3 Mean string length The average length of the set of string values of

a given property in the dataset.
M5.2.4 Median string length The median length of the set of string values of

a given property in the dataset.
M5.2.5 Mode string length The mode length of the set of string values of a

given property in the dataset.
M5.2.6 String length Std. de-

viation
The standard deviation of the set of string
lengths of a given property in the dataset.

M5.3 - Metrics related to IRI length analysis
M5.3.1 Min IRI length The minimum length of the set of IRIs of a given

property in the dataset.
M5.3.2 Max IRI length The maximum length of the set of IRIs of a

given property in the dataset.
M5.3.3 Mean IRI length The average length of the set of IRIs of a given

property in the dataset.
M5.3.4 Median IRI length The median length of the set of IRIs of a given

property in the dataset.
M5.3.5 Mode IRI length The mode length of the set of IRIs of a given

property in the dataset.
Table 5.7 – Continued on next page
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Table 5.7 – Continued from previous page

ID Name Description
M5.3.6 IRI length Std. devia-

tion
The standard deviation of the set of IRIs of a
given property in the dataset.

M5.4 - Metrics related to IRI namespace analysis
M5.4.1 Common namespace

IRI
The common namespace IRI found in a set of
IRIs.

M5.4.2 Common namespace
Count

The number of IRIs conforming to the common
namespace in a set of IRIs.

M5.4.3 Common namespace
Ratio

The number of IRIs conforming to the common
namespace in a set of IRIs devided by the total
number of IRIs in the set.

5.2.6 Language Analysis (T6)
In the language analysis task (T6), language tags of string literals are analysed to
extract information about multilingual content in the dataset. Such information
includes the number of language-tagged strings, the number of distinct language
tags used in the dataset, the number of distinct string values per each language, the
number of distinct languages per each property. For instance, Listing 5.2 illustrates
an RDF graph with multilingual values for the rdfs:label property. This information
is useful for data search and discovery (U2), data summarization (U3), and data
integration (U6).

@prefix wikidata: <http://www.wikidata.org/entity/> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .

wikidata:Q11660 rdfs:label "artificial intelligence"@en;
rdfs:label "inteligencia artificial"@es;
rdfs:label "intelligenza artificiale"@it;
rdfs:label "Tehisintellekt"@et .

Listing 5.2: A multilingual snippet from an RDF graph

Table 5.8: Language analysis (T6)

ID Name Description
M6.1 - Metrics related to strings of a given language

M6.1.1 Language The identifier for a given language
M6.1.2 String count The number of strings tagged with a given lan-

guage
Table 5.8 – Continued on next page
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Table 5.8 – Continued from previous page

M6.1.3 Distinct string count The number of distinct strings tagged with a
given language

M6.1.4 String ratio The number of strings tagged with a given lan-
guage divided by the total number of strings

5.3 Loupe Linked Data Profiling Model

In this section, we present an information model for representing the metrics related
to the six Linked Data profiling tasks that were discussed in the previous section. As
discussed in Chapter 3, the current dataset description models are not expressive
enough to capture the profiling metrics that are generated by the tasks described
in Section 5.2. Thus, the main objective of the Loupe extended dataset description
model [167], is to provide a conceptual model for representing fine-grained profiling
metrics about RDF. It is modelled in such a way that it can represent the information
extracted from each of the profiling tasks described in Section 5.2. The Loupe dataset
description model extends the information in the existing RDF dataset descriptions
models such as VoID and LODStats and proposes metrics that capture further
fine-grained details. Inspired by the VoID vocabulary, it uses different partitions
to describe specific details related to a set of related entities, for example, class
partitions, property partitions, vocabulary partitions or language partitions. The
core of the Loupe extended dataset description model is illustrated in Figure 5.5.

The model is implemented as an OWL ontology. The core of the Loupe model is
illustrated in Figure 1 and it is described in the ontology documentation 3.

5.4 Loupe Linked Data Profiling Tools

In this section, we present a set of Linked Data profiling tools for performing the
aforementioned profiling tasks and representing the results in RDF. Loupe Linked Data
profiling tools consist of (a) the Linked Data Profiling toolkit [163] for performing the
profiling tasks and generating results, (b) the Loupe Web Portal for visual exploration
of profiling results, (c) the Loupe REST API [169] for integration of Loupe with
third-party tools, and (d) the profiling results repository for collecting profiling results
of a large number of datasets that are publicly available.

3https://goo.gl/4rRL8Q

https://goo.gl/4rRL8Q
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Figure 5.5: The Loupe conceptual model

5.4.1 Linked Data Profiling Toolkit

The Loupe profiling toolkit provides a tool suite for performing Linked Data profiling
tasks. The toolkit provides the necessary infrastructure for performing the profiling
tasks in a scalable manner as illustrated in Figure 5.6.

The dataset wrapper component provides the connectivity layer and the
endpoints for performing SPARQL queries to perform the Linked Data profiling tasks
discussed in Section 5.2 and generate the metrics for each task. It can be configured
to use several different sources such as public SPARQL endpoints, Linked Data
Fragments servers, or RDF dumps. In the cases of public SPARQL endpoints and
Linked Data Fragment servers, the queries are executed against their query endpoint.
In such cases, the responsibility of the dataset wrapper component is limited to
running a set of exploratory queries to discover the potential server limits of results to
adjust the limits and offsets of the profiling queries. In the case of RDF dumps, Loupe
uses the Docker virtualization for creating a docker container that has a pre-installed
Virtuoso triple store [68]. A bash script is to decompress the RDF dump (if necessary),
generate the loading scripts for Virtuoso, and create a docker container which will
expose a virtualized SPARQL endpoint to query the data in the RDF dump. The
docker image used for this task is publicly available in the Dockerhub4. This approach
is preferred compared to the use of public endpoints because it prevents executing

4https://hub.docker.com/r/nandana/virtuoso-oss-7-loupe/

https://hub.docker.com/r/nandana/virtuoso-oss-7-loupe/
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a large number of queries on those endpoints, which might cause low performances
for other users and not comply with fair use. Furthermore, it might lead to some
undesired and undeterministic profiling results due to different server-side limits and
other configurations.

The Loupe Core component is designed as a Java application that carries out
the profiling tasks based on the settings that are provided using a configuration file.
The configuration file contains information about (a) the data source and how to
access it, (b) the profiling tasks to be performed and the metrics to be generated,
and (c) how the profiling results should be represented and stored. The Loupe Core
component is implemented based on the popular Spring Boot5 framework for building
enterprise Java applications and RDF processing is performed by reusing the Jena6

open source library. The Loupe Core component is designed following a modular
architecture with each module responsible for one of the profiling tasks defined in
Section 5.2. Furthermore, each metric extraction is defined as a service worker that
can run parallel in its own thread so that they can be executed in isolation based on
their configuration. For example, all profiling tasks related to a certain ontology class
used in a dataset, is performed using a service worker that takes the class IRI as the
input, performs all the queries, and fills the results. The service workers contain a
set of SPARQL query templates that are parameterised so that the service worker
just fills the relevant parameters and execute the queries. This design of the Loupe
Core component allows the framework to select of the service workers that need to
be run, configure them with correct parameters, and run them in parallel in multiple
threads to get the maximum advantage of the available CPUs in current servers. The
Loupe Core component detects the available resources such as the number of CPUs
and the available memory, and automatically adjusts its configuration such as the
number of threads in thread pools to scale according to the available infrastructure.

Once the profiling tasks are completed, the Loupe Core component generates the
profiling results in one or two formats based on the configuration. On the one hand,
it generates the RDF representation of the results using the Loupe extended dataset
description model discussed in the previous section. This Linked Data profiling
information representation in RDF makes it possible to reuse them using SPARQL
queries for any of the Linked Data profiling use cases mentioned in Section 5.1. On
the other hand, it generates a JSON representation of the results that is optimised
for visualisations in the Loupe Web portal that is discussed in the next section.
The motivation for generating this optimised representation is to provide a better
response time and an enhanced user experience in the Loupe Web portal. These
generated JSON representations are stored in an ElasticSearch engine7. This JSON

5https://spring.io/
6https://jena.apache.org
7https://www.elastic.co

https://spring.io/
https://jena.apache.org
https://www.elastic.co
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representation is modelled aligned with the different views in the Web portal so that
no complex queries are needed to generate the views and the text indexing features in
ElasticSearch are better suited for tasks such as auto-completion of class or property
names.

5.4.2 Loupe Web Portal

Figure 5.7: Loupe web portal

The Loupe Web Portal provides an intuitive web interface for users to inspect the
datasets profiled by Loupe. The Loupe Web UI consumes the JSON representations
of the Loupe profiling results generated by Loupe Core and provides several UI
components that allow exploring the data extracted from the six different profiling
categories: (a) RDF triple analysis, (b) vocabulary usage analysis, (c) network metrics
analysis, (d) triple pattern analysis, (e) value distribution analysis, and (f) language
analysis.
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Figure 5.7 illustrates a screenshot of the landing page of the Loupe Web Portal.
The Loupe Web Portal can be configured to connect to an existing Elasticsearch
engine which is pre-loaded with the profiling metrics about datasets using the Loupe
Core component. The Web Portal connects to the ElasticSearch engine and loads
the UI with the information of the datasets. From the landing page, a user can
select a dataset to explore and the information about the given dataset will be
available for exploration. At first, a dataset summary page is presented which mainly
contains the information extracted in the RDF triple analysis. A class explorer section
and a property explorer section allow a user to explore information extracted from
vocabulary usage analysis in an interactive manner. All input fields are provided with
auto-completion support to complete the names of known classes, properties, and
namespaces in order to make the portal easy to use. Each of these UI components
provides several levels of information starting from high-level overviews and then
allowing users to navigate into further details. For instance, information coming
from value distribution analysis, network metrics analysis, and language analysis is
provided when a user has selected a certain class or a property. The triple pattern
explorer section provides information extracted from triple pattern analysis.

One of the use cases of Loupe Web Portal is to allow testers to identify the different
defective patterns in the data. To make this task more effective, the information
provided in the Loupe Web portal is directly linked to the data when a public
SPARQL endpoint for the data is available. This is done by dynamically generating
an SPARQL query that will extract the data that corresponds to a given statistic.
For example, when an abstract triple pattern is presented it will also have a link that
will extract all the triple that comply with that pattern from the data.

5.4.3 Loupe REST API

The Loupe API8 is a configurable Linked Data profiling service. This RESTful
interface facilitates the integration of the Loupe profiling services to other systems.
Similar to the Loupe Profiling Toolkit, the Loupe API may be configured to specify
how to access the source data, the profiling tasks to be performed, and how the
profiling results should be represented.

The Loupe API is implemented using Java and Spring Boot RESTful services and
currently three operations are available as illustrated in Figure 5.8. The documentation
is provided as a Swagger interface which also acts as a client to test the services
directly using the web browser.

8http://api.loupe.linkeddata.es/

http://api.loupe.linkeddata.es/
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Figure 5.8: Loupe API documentation

5.4.4 Profiling Results Repository
This section presents the Linked Data profiling results repository. The goal of the
profiling repository is to provide a collection of profiling metrics about the existing
datasets in the Linked Data Cloud. The information in the data profiling repository
can be used for the use cases that were mentioned in Section 5.1.

The Linked Data profile repository has used LOD Laundromat [24] as its main
data source. LOD Laundromat includes datasets collected by catalog-specific scripts
(e.g., the Datahub ones) and provides a representative set of datasets from the Linked
Open Data cloud [201].

In addition, several datasets were included in the Loupe profiling results repository
based on the user requests such as the Spanish Library data (BNE) and 3Cixty
Knowledge Base. Table 5.9 shows a summary of the datasets included in the Loupe
Linked Data profiling repository.

It is important to note that the Loupe profiling results repository contains a
considerably large number of datasets than the ones that appear in the Linked Data
Cloud diagram9. For example, by July 2018, the LOD Cloud diagram contained 1,220
datasets, whereas the Loupe profiling results repository contained 26,063 datasets.
This is because the LOD Cloud diagram is restrictive in its inclusion policy.

Table 5.10 shows the most widely used vocabularies in the datasets in the Loupe
Linked Data profiling results repository.

9https://lod-cloud.net

https://lod-cloud.net
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Table 5.9: Overview of Loupe profiling results repository

Description Value
Number of datasets 26,063
Number of resources 3,316,552,778
Number of triples 34,556,443,529
Distinct vocabularies 7,198
Number of distinct classes 606,847
Number of distinct properties 1,037,478

As expected, the list contains the vocabularies RDF, RDFS, and OWL as most
datasets use the classes and properties from those vocabularies to describe the types
and other schema-related information. Interestingly, there was a namespace with a
typo (http://xmls.com/foaf/0.1/ instead of http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/ ) that was
used by 5,418 datasets.

Table 5.11 shows the most widely used classes in the datasets in the Loupe profiling
results repository. The majority of them are related to the statistical datasets because
they contain a large number of instances. For instance, the one with the most
instances is db:Observation.

Table 5.10: Most widely used vocabularies in datasets

Vocabulary # of datasets
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 18,074 (69.35%)
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# 18,036 (69.20%)
http://purl.org/dc/terms/ 16,131 (61.89%)
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/ 10,516 (40.34%)
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl 8,574 (32.90%)
http://purl.org/linked-data/cube 7,711 (29.59%)
http://purl.org/linked-data/sdmx/2009/ 7,661 (29.34%)
http://rdfs.org/ns/void 6,838 (26.24%)
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core 6,283 (24.10%)
http://creativecommons.org/ns 5,487 (21.05%)
http://xmls.com/foaf/0.1/ 5,418 (20.79%)
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Table 5.11: Most common instances of classes

Class # of instances # of datasets
http://purl.org/linked-
data/cube#Observation

1,302M (39.28%) 7687 (29.49%)

http://data-gov.tw.rpi.edu/2009/data-gov-
twc.rdf#DataEntry

300M (9.07%) 491 (1.88%)

http://geovocab.org/geometry#Geometry 181M (5.47%) 42 (0.16%)
http://knoesis.wright.edu/ssw/ont/sensor-
observation.owl-#MeasureData

144M (4.34%) 6 (0.02%)

http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#Distribution 84M (2.53%) 5363 (20.58%)
http://www.wikidata.org/ontology#Statement 57M (1.72%) 2 (0.00%)
http://www.wikidata.org/ontology#Item 51M (1.56%) 2 (0.00%)
http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#Item 51M (1.55%) 9 (0.03%)
http://knoesis.wright.edu/ssw/ont/-
weather.owl#TemperatureObservation

43M (1.30%) 6 (0.02%)

http://www.wikidata.org/ontology#Article 42M (1.27%) 1 (0.00%)

Table 5.12 shows the most widely used properties in the datasets in the Loupe
profiling results repository. As expected, the most widely used property in the profiled
datasets is rdf:type. The second most common property is qb:dataset and this is
because of the large number of statistical datasets present in the repository. Because
the repository contains a large number of instances from different versions and
language editions of DBpedia and each of those resource contains links to Wikipedia,
the property dbo:wikiPageWikiLink is frequent in data. In general, properties related
to statistics vocabularies are dominant in the most widely used properties because
there are a large number of instances related to statistical observations.

Table 5.12: Most commonly used properties

Property IRI # of triples # of datasets
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-
ns#type

3,316M (9.59%) 18,119 (69.52%)

http://purl.org/linked-data/cube#dataSet 1,302M (3.76%) 7,679 (29.46%)
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/-
wikiPageWikiLink

1,289M (3.73%) 91 (00.35%)

http://purl.org/linked-
data/sdmx/2009/dimension#timePeriod

1,243M (3.59%) 7,598 (29.15%)

Table 5.12 – Continued on next page
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Table 5.12 – Continued from previous page

Property IRI # of triples # of datasets
http://purl.org/linked-
data/sdmx/2009/dimension#freq

1,243M (3.59%) 7,596 (%)

http://purl.org/linked-
data/sdmx/2009/measure#obsValue

1,236M (3.57%) 7,661 (29.14%)

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs 1,021M (2.95%) 7,030 (26.97%)
http://eurostat.linked-
statistics.org/property#geo

886M (2.57%) 5,115 (19.62%)

http://eurostat.linked-
statistics.org/property#unit

540M (1.56%) 3,072 (11.79%)

http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-
schema#label

496M (1.43%) 11,530 (44.24%)

5.5 Future Work
In this study, we have identified a comprehensive set of profiling tasks which can
generate useful metrics for quality assessment and repair use cases. Thus, we were
focused mostly on the schema-based profiling. A similar exercise can be done for
topic-based profiling and linkage-based profiling to define similar sets fine-grained of
profiling tasks useful for other use cases that were identified in Table 5.1. Furthermore,
in this study our classification of tasks were based on the type of analysis performed.
Nevertheless, it would be interesting to perform a similar classification based on
different use cases. For example, further research can be performed to identify to
create specific task profiles for each of the use cases mentioned in the chapter. Such
profiles will help to decide which tasks are most relevant to a given use case and
develop tools to preform only those tasks.

In the following chapters of thesis, we will identify and highlight the profiling
tasks that are most relevant to Linked Data quality assessment and repair tasks.



Chapter 6

RDF Shape Induction

As discussed in Chapter 3, the third objective of this thesis is to develop an
automatic RDF Shape Induction method to generate constraints using a data-
driven approach without requiring significant manual effort, using the data profiling
information discussed in Chapter 5. This chapter presents the RDF Shape Induction
method using Linked Data profiling metrics as illustrated by Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: RDF Shape induction using Linked Data profiling metrics

Large-scale datasets, such as, DBpedia [17] or Wikidata [227], contain millions
of facts about general knowledge facts while datasets such as Bio2RDF [27] or
MusicBrainz [217] contain facts about a specific domain, in this case bio-science and
music. As it was discussed in Chapter 4, for these datasets to become useful for
a given use case, they should have a required level of quality or should be “fit for
intended use in operations and decision-making" [129]. To ensure that a dataset
has a certain level of quality, a set of validations have to be preformed. When
datasets becomes large and are generated using fairly uncontrolled processes such as
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crowd-sourcing, the data validation becomes a tedious task.
As with any other data model, in order to validate that the data represented in

an RDF graph satisfy a certain level of quality or fit for the intended use, a set of
conditions have to to be specified based on the requirements of the use case. Among
the different quality characteristics discussed in the Linked Data Quality Model, in
this chapter we are focused on the consistency, i.e., the degree to which data have
attributes that are free from contradiction and are coherent with other data in a
specific context of use [114]. Requirements regarding the consistency of data are
generally specified using the integrity constraints [198]. In practical settings, integrity
constraints are commonly used for three main tasks: (a) specifying properties of the
data should hold; (b) handle contradictions within the data or with respect to the
domain under consideration; or (c) as a help for query optimisation. In this thesis,
we are mainly interested in the tasks (a) and (b).

RDF has proven to be a good model for data integration due to its flexibility
(i.e., triples from different graphs can be easily fused together irrespective of the
vocabularies used to describe them and the entities can be easily to linked to each other
using the global identifiers). There are a number of applications using RDF either
for data storage or as an interoperability layer [193]. However, this flexibility brings
inherited challenges to the quality assessment and validation of data represented
using the RDF model. The lack of explicit schema in RDF data is main reason
behind most of these challenges [180]. As we discuss later, the ontologies such as
RDF Schema (RDFS) [43] and Web Ontology Language (OWL) [109] are designed
to be computational logic-based languages that allow to perform reasoning and infer
new knowledge rather than to be a schema-language that is designed for validation.

In most mainstream deployments in the industry, relational databases still remain
more popular. One key reason for this is that these technologies offer better validation
tools to define and exchange data conforming to a specific schema. In contrast, in
RDF graphs the schema is rather implicit and changes based on the data in the graph
and the different ontologies that are used to describe data. Assessing the quality of
data represented using the RDF data model is a non-trivial task, as it often means
measuring the quality of structured information, ontologies and vocabularies, and
queryable endpoints.

Nevertheless, Semantic Web related approaches such as the RDF model are more
suited for knowledge representation and reasoning. The most prominent expressive
knowledge representation and reasoning methods are based on Description Logic[20].
In particular, OWL is based on Description Logic and it is a recommended standard by
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for modelling ontologies. Description Logics
(DLs), in turn, bear a first-order predicate logic semantics. DLs are monotonic and
adhere to the Open World Assumption (OWA). This means that (negative) conclusions
drawn from a knowledge base (e.g., which could be represented as an RDF graph)
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must be based on information explicitly present in the knowledge base. On the
other hand, under Closed World Assumption (CWA) all non-provable expressions
are assumed to be false. OWA makes it challenging to perform certain validation
tasks [210]. For example, a minimum cardinality constraint are not generally violated
under OWA because there is always a possibility that a triple exists somewhere which
will fulfill the cardinality requirement.

The main reason for ontological languages to be not suitable for the describing
validation constraints is the fact that they are designed for inferring new knowledge
using known axioms rather than for validating data based on the axioms. A reasoner
and a validator have different functions, i.e., a reasoner is used for inferring new
knowledge while a validator is used finding violations against a set of constraints. The
underpinning principles used in OWL, such as the use of Open World Assumption
(OWA) and Non-Unique Name Assumption, can lead to unexpected results in a
validator [210].

Most traditional data modelling paradigms such as relational databases follow a
process commonly known as schema on write [64]. In such cases, a comprehensive
schema with the conditions and constraints that should be held are defined before
loading any data and validation process is performed for every data write to ensure
that the write operation does not change integrity of the stored data. In contrast,
most RDF triple stores and applications follow a more flexible model that is known as
schema on read [64, 151]. In this approach, generally only syntactic level validations
are preformed during data writes, and the schema of the data evolves based on the
data inserted. Even-though this makes it possible insert data with diverse schema
into RDF stores, this dynamic nature of the schema makes it harder have a concrete
set of validation constraints for a given dataset. Thus, for RDF Data it is valuable to
have approaches that can automatically discover the schema of the data at any given
time.

A dataset is defined to be consistent if it does not contain conflicting or contradic-
tory data [110]. When a schema is available with the integrity constraints that the
data should comply, the data usually goes through a validation process that verifies
the compliance against those constraints. These integrity constraints encapsulate the
consistency requirements for the data in order to be fit to a given set of use cases.
For instance, in the relational databases, the integrity constraints are expressed in
a data definition language (DDL), and the database management systems (DBMS)
ensure that any data inserted into the database will not lead to any inconsistency in
the entire database. However, validation of RDF data is not done in this manner due
to several reasons such as the lack of a language for expressing constraints (RDFS
and OWL are designed for entailment and not for validation as discussed in the
introduction), or having generic models suitable for wider use and not for specific use
cases. Furthermore, generally RDF data from different sources are commonly put
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together making such validations on insertions less feasible.
Validation against a pre-defined schema to ensure that a given dataset is consistent

is one of the key steps in most conventional data storage and publishing paradigms,
for instance, validation against Data Description Language (DDL) constraints in
SQL databases or XML Schema or RelaxNG in XML documents [193]. For RDF
data, typically OWL or RDF Schema based ontologies are used for doing this kind
of validations. When an ontology is available with TBox axioms that define the
conceptualisation of the domain, a reasoner can be used to verify whether the
dataset is consistent with the domain by verifying the axioms defined in the ontology.
However, most of the ontologies do not have rich axioms that could help to detect
inconsistencies in data. Most of the large knowledge bases, such as DBpedia, lack a
definition of integrity constraints and it is a tedious task to manually create these
constraint definitions from scratch. Furthermore, most of the schema information
about RDF data is only available in the form of OWL ontologies that are most suited
for entailment rather than validation. Though this is the case, most practical use
cases that utilise RDF data need the data to be validated for integrity constraints.
The use of ontologies for validating RDF data leads to several problems: (a) the
mismatch between intended purposes, inference (for which the ontologies are designed
for) and validation, and (b) lack of information useful for validation in most of the
ontologies. Thus, it is necessary to represent the constraints for validating data in a
more suitable language.

Our objective is to utilise the profiling information discussed in the previous
chapter to address the challenge of automatically inducting RDF Shapes and then to
represent them in a language suitable for representing constraints for data validation.
To this end, we propose a data driven approach by applying machine learning
techniques on profiled RDF data to automatically generate integrity constraints.
Then all constraints related a given class are combined to generate an RDF Shape,
that is, a collection of constraints. The proposed approach is defined in a generic way
that applies to any type of constraints. Aligned with the main objective of this thesis,
the goal of generating RDF Shapes from data is to use them in quality assessment
and repair techniques.

6.1 RDF Shapes
In recent years, there is an increase of using read and write Linked Data for use
cases such as Enterprise Application Integration [162]. For instance, IBM has been
using the Linked Data principles for the OSLC standard and has been using OSLC
Resource Shapes [209] for performing “schema on write” like operations with RDF
data. In the OSLC specification, a resource shape is defined as a resource A that
describes the content of another RDF resource B and the constraints that has to be
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satisfied by the resource B. The shape resource A is also represented as RDF using
the OSLC vocabulary.

The OSLC Resource Shapes specification was submitted to W3C in 2014 as
a starting point to create a new W3C recommendation. Since then, the W3C
community has put an effort to standardise a language for describing structural
integrity constraints and validation rules for RDF instance data within the RDF
Data Shapes Working Group1 and later on within the Shape Expression Community
Group2. The outcomes of such efforts, languages such as W3C Shapes Constraint
Language (SHACL) [137] and Shape Expressions Language [194], allow integrity
constraints to be defined for RDF data and validate data.

When describing the constraints for validating RDF data, a language should be
able to describe several types of restrictions. For example, (a) RDF terms restrictions
such as allowed RDF node types (IRI, blank nodes, literals), allowed values (value
ranges, datatypes, patterns), (b) cardinality restrictions such as maximum, minimum,
and exact cardinalities, (c) predicate constraints such as required predicates. Both
SHACL and ShEx have the expressivity for expressing such constraints [221]. In
this we have chosen to represent the RDF Shapes in SHACL because it is already
a W3C Recommendation that has a comprehensive process of validation by the
W3C community before the publication. Nevertheless, the proposed approach is on
dependent on the constraint representation language and it could be easily amended
for representing the generated shapes in another constraint language such as ShEx.

Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) is a language for validating RDF graphs
against a set of conditions. SHACL provides the necessary language constructs for
expressing the constraints as RDF Shapes. In SHACL, there are two main RDF
graphs involved: (a) shapes graph which contains the shape expressions for validating
certain data, (b) data graph which contains the actual data to be validated against
the constraints in the shapes graph. In the RDF Shape Induction method proposed
in this thesis, we follow a data-driven approach to start from the data graph and to
generate the shape graph using automatic induction of RDF shapes.

The SHACL specification consists of two sub-specifications: SHACL Core and
SHACL-SPARQL. SHACL Core contains the common features necessary for repre-
senting frequently used shapes and constraints. SHACL-SPARQL contains of all
features of SHACL Core plus the advanced features of SPARQL-based constraints
and an extension mechanism to declare new constraints. In this work, we only focus
on the SHACL Core specification.

A SHACL validator takes as an input a data graph and a shapes graph (both
represented in RDF) and generate a validation report that shows which nodes of the
data graph have conformance to the shapes graph. The SHACL Core specification

1https://www.w3.org/2014/data-shapes/charter
2https://www.w3.org/community/shex/

https://www.w3.org/2014/data-shapes/charter
https://www.w3.org/community/shex/
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defines three main types of components: (a) targets; (b) property paths; and (c)
conditions.

Figure 6.2: SHACL-Core components

Targets allow the shapes to define a set of nodes of the data graph that the
validation should be carried out, known as focus nodes. Targets can be either node
targets (concrete nodes in the data graph), class-based and implicit class targets (all
nodes of a certain class in the data graph), or subject-of and object-of targets (all
nodes which are subject or object of a given property). Because the RDF Shape
Induction approach proposed in this thesis is based on learning the constraints
by identifying patterns in data, it is more suitable for class-based, implicit class,
subject-of and object-of targets.

Property paths defines how to reach the property value nodes from the focus nodes.
For this, SHACL uses a subset of SPARQL Property Paths [105] which includes paths
such as PredicatePath, InversePath, SequencePath, AlternativePath [137]. Predicate
paths are property IRIs and in this work, we are focused on generating constraints
with predicate paths.
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Conditions define how a SHACL validator check for conformance of a given value
and validate it. They are boolean predicates that compare a property value with
a constant, a value range, a pattern or another property value that is reachable
from the same focus node. In this work, we focus on constant, value range and
pattern condition. Table 6.1 illustrates a set of conditions that can be expressed
using SHACL.

Listing 6.1 shows a snippet of a shapes graph with an example RDF Shape related
person information. The target of this shape is defined using the “sh:targetClass"
property which has a value of “dbo:Person". As discussed before, this defines focus
nodes, i.e., which nodes in the data graph is validated with this shape. In this case,
all the instances of class “dbo:Person" will become focus nodes. For example, if we
consider the data graph shown in Listing6.2 this includes the nodes _:1 and _:2
but not dbr:Gampaha. The shape contains several predicate paths, i.e., foaf:name,
dbo:birthDate, and dbo:birthPlace properties. For the values that are reaches using
each of these properties, there are some conditions that they should satisfy. For
example, there should be exactly one value for the dbo:birthDate and it should be a
literal of type xsd:date.

@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
@prefix sh: <http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#> .

ex:DBpediaPerson a sh:NodeShape;
sh:targetClass dbo:Person;
sh:property [sh:path foaf:name;
sh:minCount 1;
sh:nodeKind sh:Literal ];
sh:property [ sh:path dbo:birthDate;
sh:datatype xsd:date ;
sh:minCount 1;
sh:maxCount 1;
sh:nodeKind sh:Literal ] ;
sh:property [ sh:path dbo:birthPlace;
sh:datatype dbo:Place;
sh:nodeKind sh:BlankNodeOrIRI ] .

Listing 6.1: A snippet from a shapes graph

If we pass the shape graph shown in Listing 6.1 and the data graph shown in
Listing6.2 to a SHACL validator, it will generate a validation report with all the
violations of the constraints in data.

@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
@prefix dbr: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/> .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>

_:1 a dbo:Person;
foaf:name "Susantha Mihindukulasooriya";
dbo:birthDate "1944-04-12"^^xsd:date;
dbo:birthPlace dbr:Gampaha .
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_:2 a dbo:Person;
foaf:name "Mapa Podimenike";
dbo:birthPlace "Gampaha" .

dbr:Gampaha a dbo:Place .

Listing 6.2: A data graph snippet

Table 6.1: Constraints in SHACL

Constraints Type Example
Cardinality minCount, maxCount
Types of values class, datatype, nodeKind
Values node, in, hasValue
Range of values minInclusive, maxInclusive, minExclusive, maxExclusive
String based minLength, maxLength, pattern, languagesIn, uniqueLan-

guage
Logical constraints not, and, or, xone
Closed shapes closed, ignoredProperties
Property pair constraints equals, disjoint, lessThan, lessThanOrEquals
Other constraints name, value, defaultValue

Generally SHACL constraints and RDF Shapes has to be generated by domain
experts. In order to generate such constraints, the domain experts have to analyse
the data and formulate the corresponding checks and validation rules to ensure
conformance with the characteristics of the entities that data represent and other
validation requirements. Nevertheless, formulating SHACL constraints manually is a
tedious task and it requires a domain experts with sufficient understanding of the
domain. Depending the volume of data in a dataset and the complexity of the schema,
it might take a large amount of time for an expert to author these constraints. For
instance, for a large RDF knowledge base such as DBpedia, which contains more
than 750 classes from the DBO ontology, around 350,000 classes from the YAGO
ontology and 60,000 properties (both dbo: and dbp:), it is a challenge to generate
SHACL constraints manually.

6.2 Generic Shape Induction Approach
In this section, we present a data-driven approach for automatically generating SHACL
constraints by using the information extracted from the Linked Data profiling metrics
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discussed in Chapter 5 in order to learn the constraints. As discussed previously,
RDF Shapes can be used to validate existing RDF graphs; nevertheless, it is a tedious
task to generate such RDF Shapes manually. Thus, to address the challenge of
automatically generating RDF Shapes, we propose a generic workflow for automatic
RDF Shape induction using information extracted from data profiling as the input.
We define the workflow in a generic manner so that it can be applied to any type
of constraints. This approach is motivated by the hypothesis that by analysing the
frequent patterns visible in data, we could extract the implicit schema of data and
represent it explicitly using a constraint language such as SHACL. Our intuition is
that it is possible to generate representative RDF Shapes for a given dataset with such
information. Our approach is to use machine learning algorithms to learn constraints
from data.

Analysing patterns in data to extract useful information has been a research
topic of interest in many fields related to different data modes. To this end, a
large number of special purpose systems and techniques have been developed for
solving such constraint-based mining and learning problems [55]. Constraints can
be used both in a descriptive setting, such as discovering association rules [7], and
in a predictive setting, such as rule learning [88]. Association rule mining is about
discovering interesting relations between different variables in large databases and
it was introduced in [6] with an example of relationships between items that are
purchased in a single transaction by a customer in a supermarket. In such setting,
association rule mining can uncover interesting and non-obvious relations such as male
customers buying diapers usually buy beer as well [241]. In RDF data, association
rules are generally used to discover relationships between distinct RDF properties
(i.e., the predicates of triples in an RDF graph). For example, in a given RDF graph,
association rules can discover that an entity has properties foaf:name, dbo:birthPlace,
and dbo:occupation and it highly probable that it also has dbo:birthDate property.
Association rule mining has been applied to RDF datasets for various tasks including
generating property axioms [79], predicate suggestions, data enrichment, ontology
improvement, query relaxation [1, 2, 179], and semantic search engines [218]. In this
work, the integrity constraints that we aim to generate are not limited to relationships
between two properties but also include relationships between a property and a value.
For example, the range of a certain property or a cardinality of a certain property
with respect to a given class. Thus, in this study we explore other machine learning
algorithms for learning constraints.

The key idea of our approach is to map each constraint generation problem
to a machine learning problem. To this end, we propose to identify and use the
most appropriate machine learning algorithm for a selected constraint generation
problem. Generally, machine learning algorithms can be of three main types: (a)
supervised learning, (b) unsupervised learning, and (c) reinforcement learning [216].
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Furthermore, there are other variations such as semi-supervised learning, transductive
inference, on-line learning, or active learning [173].

In supervised learning, an algorithm learns the relation between a certain output
based on a set of predefined inputs (commonly known as features) by analysing a set
of example input-output pairs (commonly known as training data). Typical machine
learning tasks that are solved by supervised machine learning algorithms include
classification and regression. In classification problem, the algorithms must learn
to assign a category (or a label) to a given new instance based on the categories of
instances the algorithm as already seen. The number of categories can be either two
(binary classification) or more (multi-label classification). In regression, the goal is to
generate an output given a set of inputs. Nevertheless, in contrast to classification
algorithms, the outputs of regression can have a large range of continuous numerical
values such as floating point numbers or integers instead of a small discrete categories.

In unsupervised learning, unlike in supervised learning, labelled training data is
not required. Clustering is one of the typical unsupervised machine learning tasks
in which a set of instances are divided into groups based on a set of input features.
These groups are not known in advance and no training data is required. Association
learning is also a task for unsupervised machine learning. Reinforcement learning
algorithms are goal-oriented and used in tasks such as playing a game or driving a
car in which the algorithm interacts with a dynamic environment and learns based
on the positive and negative rewards. In the proposed approach for RDF Shape
induction, for each constraint generation problem we explore the different machine
learning algorithms to identify the best way to formulate the constraint generation
problem as a classical machine learning problem as discussed above.

In this thesis, we provide examples for three types of constraints, namely, (a) car-
dinality constraints, (b) range constraints, and (c) string-based constraints. Following
the same steps as in those three, the proposed approach can be extended to other
types of constraints such as value range constraints (min, max values), property pair
constraints (lessThan, lessThanOrEquals, disjoint, equal) [137].

Furthermore, instead of learning constraints on the raw data, in our approach we
use data profiling information as the input features to the machine learning algorithms.
The main reason for using profiling information instead of raw data is to increase
the efficiency so that same profiled data can be used for many constraint generation
problems. In following sections, we discuss how profiled data can be applied to
RDF shape induction, an area that has not been addressed for RDF data validation
problems in the current literature.

As discussed before, our main hypothesis is that machine learning techniques
can be used to automatically generate correct RDF Shapes by using data profiling
information as features. In the coming sections, we define an approach for generating
RDF Shapes and validate our hypothesis by evaluating the generated RDF Shapes
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to ensure that the constraints that were generated are accurate by using a manually
labelled gold standard (See Section 8.3). The goal of the proposed approach is to
extract the constraints by analysing data patterns and statistics and combine the
extracted constraints to generate RDF Shapes that can be used for validation. The
main steps of the proposed workflow are illustrated in Figure 6.3. The input to the
workflow is statistical profiling information coming from the Loupe Linked Data
Profiling Framework as discussed in Section 5.2.

Figure 6.3: A method for RDF Shape induction.

6.2.1 Task Formulation
The first step of the workflow is the formulation of the specific constraint extraction
goal as a typical machine learning task. The type of the machine learning algorithm
is mainly influenced by the type of the expected output. For example, if the output
is a few discrete values such as a set of categories, the task can be formulated as a
classification problem. If the output is a continuous numerical value, the problem can
be formulated as a regression task. Similarly, for each task, depending on its expected
output, the most appropriate machine learning task can be selected. Nevertheless,
other factors such as common patterns in data can have an influence in the task
formulation as we discuss in the next section (e.g., using categories for cardinalities
instead of absolute values). For instance, the range of the output could be open to
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large number of values in theory while in practice it could be limited to a set of
predefined values. To this end, it is necessary to understand the requirements and
the characteristics in real world scenarios where a given constraint is applicable and
use that as an input for the task formulation step.

In the following sections, we will illustrate a running example of task formulation
for three types of constraints: (a) cardinality constraints, (b) range constraints, and
(c) string-based constraints.

Cardinality constraints: Generally, cardinality constraints are expressed using
two constraints: (a) minimum cardinality and (b) maximum cardinality. Thus, our
goal is to generate two cardinality constraints (whenever it is relevant). Because the
output of the minimum cardinality or the maximum cardinality constraints could be
any real value, at a first glance it seems a good candidate for a regression task.

Nevertheless, as discussed before, it is important to know the characteristics of
the constraints in the real world datasets. Thus, as the first step of understanding the
task better, we manually annotated the expected cardinalities (i.e., a gold standard)
for a subset of 215 properties from the 3cixty knowledge base, 166 properties from the
Spanish National Library (BNE) dataset, and 175 properties from DBpedia. After
analysing cardinalities of those 556 properties in all three datasets, we found that all
those can be categorised into a few common patterns. Table 6.2 shows the common
cardinality patterns we found in the gold standard.

Table 6.2: Minimum and maximum cardinality levels

Key Description
MIN0 Minimum Cardinality = 0
MIN1 Minimum Cardinality = 1
MIN1+ Minimum Cardinality >1
MAX1 Maximum Cardinality = 1
MAX1+ Maximum Cardinality >1

In order to further validate if that patterns apply commonly for other datasets
and not only in the datasets we considered, we expanded our study to check the
explicit cardinality constraints defined in public vocabularies that are available in
the Linked Open Vocabularies (LOV) catalogue. We could observe the same trend in
the vocabularies where the cardinality constraints were explicitly defined. When we
analysed the 551 vocabularies in LOV for the cardinality constraints values, 96.91%
(848 out of 875) of owl:maxCardinality constraints have value 1 and 93.76% (631 out
of 673) of the owl:minCardinality values either 0 or 1.

Thus, in our work rather than trying to estimate the exact numbers for the
minimum cardinality and maximum cardinality values, we decided to formulate
the cardinality constraint generation task as two classification problems. The task
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of generating the minimum cardinality constraint of a given property (when it is
associated with an instance of a given class) is formulated as assigning it to one of
the following groups: MIN0, MIN1, or MIN1+ (See Table 6.2). Similarly, the task of
generating the maximum cardinality for a property is formulated as assigning it as
one of the following groups: MAX1, or MAX1+. By doing so, we could reduce the
problem from a regression problem to a classification problem.

Range constraints: Regarding ranges of properties, the type of constraints that
could be generated are twofold. The first type of constraint is the object node kind.
According to the RDF data model [52], a property value (i.e., the object of a triple)
can be either an IRI, a blank node, or a literal [52]. Thus, the object node kind can
be constrained to one of those types or their combinations. For this work, we have
selected the node kinds already identified in SHACL, i.e., IRI, Literal, BlankNode,
BlankNodeOrIRI, BlankNodeOrLiteral, and IRIOrLiteral. Table 6.4 shows some
example for object node kind constraints.

Table 6.3: Object node kind examples

Class-property Expected node
kind

dbo:Person-dbo:birthPlace IRI
dbo:Place-dbo:geo BlankNodeOrIRI
dbo:Person-dbo:name Literal
dbo:Person-dbo:deathDate Literal
dbo:Person-dbo:religion IRIOrLiteral

The second type of range constraint that can be generated is the type of the value
of the property. This constraints is dependent on the object node type. If the node
kind is Literal, the values can be constrained to a certain data type. If the node kind
is either IRI, BlankNode, or BlankNodeOrIRI, the type of the entity can be restricted
to an ontology class (e.g., an OWL class or an RDFS class). For the cases where the
object node kind is BlankNodeOrLiteral or IRIOrLiteral, single value type constraint
can not be specified; nevertheless, a combined constraint can be specified. Table 6.4
shows some example value type constraints.

Table 6.4: Value type examples

Class-property Expected datatype
dbo:Person-dbo:birthPlace dbo:Place
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dbo:Place-dbo:geo geo:SpatialThing
dbo:Person-dbo:name xsd:string
dbo:Person-dbo:deathDate xsd:date
dbo:Person-dbo:religion dbo:Place OR sd:string

The first task of assigning one of the node kind constraints to each of the class-
property combination fits well as a classification problem where the different expected
node kinds are the labels or categories. The second task of assigning the corresponding
datatype or class as the range of each property is done based on heuristics of datatype
or class type distributions among the set of objects associated with the property.

String-based constraints: There are several constraints that can be generated
for string values in a dataset. These constraints include minimum string length,
maximum string length, allowed languages, and unique value per language (i.e., a
property should not have multiple values for a single language).

The minimum and maximum string lengths depend on the type of data expected
as values. For example, for values that have to follow a certain pattern, such as the
ISBN code of a book, there is a fixed length for the strings. In this case, both the
minimum and the maximum value is 13 as ISBN codes are expected to have exactly
13 characters because of the predefined format. Similarly, if empty strings are not
allowed, there will be a constraint of minimum string length that is one or larger. For
some properties, for example in the rdfs:comment property, the string values may
be restricted to one or more languages, such as English or Spanish. Table 6.5 shows
some string-based constraint examples.

Table 6.5: String-based constraint examples

Class-property Constraint Value
schema:Person-foaf:name minLength 1
schema:Language-dbo:iso6393Code maxLength 3
schema:Book-rdfs:label languageIn en

For predicting the minimum and maximum string length values, we need to
formulate a task that would work well with different types of values such as names,
codes, comments, etc. Furthermore, we need to assume that some datasets contain
errors and outliers. Thus, we follow a two step approach for the string-based
constraints. First, we used the string length of the distribution to generate a set of
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initial estimates for the minimum and maximum. For minimum string length, we use
the 1st percentile, 2nd percentile, 5th percentile as initial estimates. We performed
an initial exploratory study which confirmed these values can capture the minimum
string length in all the cases that were discussed before. With this setting, we reduce
the minimum string length prediction problem to a classification problem that selects
one of those values (1st percentile, 2nd percentile, 5th percentile) according to a set
of inputs that provides information about the string length distribution. Similarly, for
the the maximum string length we have defined the 90th, 95th, and 99th percentiles
as the labels for the classification problem for predicting maximum string length.
Furthermore, we have added another label to denote that a maximum string length
is not applicable for the given property.

6.2.2 Feature Engineering
Once the constraint generation task is formulated as a machine learning problem,
the next important aspect is to decide what should be used as the input to the
algorithms. In machine learning, this process is called feature engineering. A feature
is an attribute that is present in all the elements on which the machine learning
algorithm is applied. Some attributes are more useful than others and influence more
in deciding the output of the machine learning algorithm. When the most appropriate
features that represent the problem are selected, they can increase the accuracy of the
machine learning models. In the approach proposed in this thesis, the features are
selected from the Linked Data profiling information that was discussed in Chapter 5.

Cardinality constraints: The value distribution analysis task of the Linked
Data profiling extracts information about cardinality of values of each property
associated with instances of a given class. For example, by analysing 1,767,272
dbo:Sport instances in DBpedia, the Loupe Linked Data profiling framework extracts
the cardinality distribution for the dbo:Sport-dbo:union combination as illustrated in
Table 6.6.

Table 6.6: Cardinality counts for dbo:Sport-dbo:union class-property.

Cardinality Instances Frequency
0 1,662 84.88%
1 279 14.14%
2 10 0.05%
3 5 0.02%
4 2 0.01%

The raw cardinality information can provide some insights about the expected
cardinality of a property. However, during the feature engineering step, this raw
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profiling data can be used to derive a set of features that can be used for predicting
the cardinality.

Based on the raw values we compute the distinct cardinality value distributions
similar to the one reported in Table 6.6. Note that there are three distributions, one
is the raw cardinalities (0,1,0,3,1,2,1,0,1,...), then distinct cardinalities (0,1,2,3,4) and
finally one is the percentages of instances per each cardinality (84.88%, 14.14%, 0.05%,
0.02%, 0.01%). Further, for each of the three distributions we derive several descriptive
statistical metrics including min-max cardinalities, mean, mode, standard deviation,
variance, quadratic mean, skewness, percentiles, and kurtosis[84]. Our motivation for
using these statistical values is that each of these could provide some insights related
to different possible cardinality distributions. Thus, we use all these derived features
as inputs for the machine learning algorithms for generating cardinality constraints.
As future work, we plan to further analyse the relative importance of each of these
metrics and reduce them to a minimal set of important features that most influence
the cardinality prediction.

Table 6.7, Table 6.8, and Table 6.9 report 30 features (P1 to P30) selected for a
classifier that predicts the cardinality category with example values for the dbo:Sport
class and dbo:union property. Table 6.7 that contains features P1 to P13 are related
to raw cardinality distribution. For example, P1 present a minimum cardinality value
of 0 for dbo:Sport/dbo:union, P2 presents maximum that is 4, and P4 shows that
the model common cardinality value is 0. Similarly, Table 6.8 that features P14 to
P20 are related to the distinct cardinality distribution. For example, P14 shows that
there were 5 distinct cardinalities and P15 shows their mean was 2. Finally, Table 6.9
that contains features P21 to P30 are related to the percentages distribution. Our
intuition is that these are descriptive to classify the cardinality category. Nevertheless,
the data can be noisy and either min or/and max could be outliers. To address
this we add statistical features that give more insights about the distribution of the
cardinalities such as mean, mode, kurtosis, standard deviation, skewness, variance
and four percentiles.

Table 6.7: dbo:Sport-dbo:union P1 to P13 statistical measures from the raw cardinality
distribution

ID Description Example
P1 Min Cardinality 0
P2 Max Cardinality 4
P3 Mean 0.16445
P4 Mode 0
P5 Quadratic mean 0.44972
P6 Kurtosis 13.7897

Table 6.7 – Continued on next page
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Table 6.7 – Continued from previous page

P7 Standard Deviation 0.41868
P8 Skewness 3.09484
P9 Variance 0.17529
P10 98th percentile 1
P11 2nd percentile 0
P12 75nd percentile 0
P13 25th percentile 0

Table 6.8: dbo:Sport-dbo:union P14 to P20 statistical measures from distinct cardi-
nality values distribution

ID Description Example
P14 Distinct Cardinalities 5
P15 Distinct Mean Card. 2
P16 Distinct Quadratic Mean 2.4495
P17 Distinct Kurtosis -1.2
P18 Distinct Standard Deviation 1.5811
P19 Distinct Skewness 0
P20 Distinct variance 2.5

Table 6.9: dbo:Sport-dbo:union P20 to P30 statistical measures from cardinality
percentage distribution

ID Description Example
P21 Percentages of min value 0.0010
P22 Percentage of max value 0.8488
P23 Cardinality 0 Percentage 0.8488
P24 Cardinality 1 Percentage 0.1429
P25 Percentage Mean 0.2
P26 Percentage Quad. Mean 0.3849
P27 Percentage Kurtosis 0.3849
P28 Percentage Standard Deviation 0.3677
P29 Percentage Skewness 2.0948
P30 Percentage Variance 0.1352

Range constraints: The RDF triple analysis task (T1) and the vocabulary
usage analysis task (T2) of Linked Data profiling discussed in Chapter 5 provide
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insightful statistics about the number of IRIs, literals, and blank nodes for each
property associated with instances of a given class as shown in Table 6.10. For both
IRIs and literals, both absolute object counts (counting each object multiple times
when they appear in multiple triples) as well as the distinct object counts can be used
as input features for predicting the range constraints. Furthermore, their percentages
can also be used for gain further insights. In addition to the IRIs and Literals, the
blank node counts are also calculated by the Linked Data profiling framework but it
is not shown in Table 6.10 as there were no blank nodes in this concrete example, i.e.,
the blank nodes counts were all zero. All this information is used as features for the
machine learning algorithms for classifying each class-property combination into one
of the node kinds: IRI, Literal, BlankNode, BlankNodeOrIRI, BlankNodeOrLiteral,
and IRIOrLiteral.

Table 6.10: Object node type information

Class-property IRI Literals
Total % Distin. % Total % Distin. %

dbo:Person-
dbp:birthPlace

89,355 66.69 21,845 51.70 44,639 33.31 20,405 48.30

dbo:Person-
dbp:name

21,496 15.65 15,746 13.50 115,848 84.35 100,931 86.50

dbo:Person-
dbp:deathDate

127 0.19 111 0.34 65,272 99.81 32,449 99.66

dbo:Person-
dbp:religion

8,374 54.55 786 65.88 6,977 45.45 407 34.12

Furthermore, the vocabulary usage analysis task (T2) and the triple pattern
analysis task (T4) in Chapter 5 extract the object type information by analysing all
the IRI and blank node objects of triples containing each property as the predicate.
Table 6.11 shows an example of object type information by analysing all the objects
of the dbo:Person-dbp:deathPlace class-property combination. It contains the number
of objects, the number of distinct of objects of each class type and their respective
percentages. The same information is illustrated as a histogram in Figure 6.4. As it
can be seen, the objects of dbo:Person-dbp:deathPlace were typed as many different
classes. As it can be seen most objects are typed with multiple classes (e.g., with
equivalent classes, super classes). Also there are some objects that should not
be associated (i.e., inconsistent) with the dbp:deathPlace property, for example, a
dbo:Broadcaster should not be a death place of a person. Furthermore, there are
some objects for which the type information is not available. We extract all the type
information available and use that as input features for classifying the object class
type of a class-property combination.
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Table 6.11: Type of dbo:Person-dbp:birthPlace objects

Class ID Object Class
Objects
(838,474)

Distinct Objects
(64,371)

Count % Count %
1 schema:Place 678,521 80.92 59,705 92.75
2 dbo:Place 677,884 80.84 57,301 89.01
3 dbo:PopulatedPlace 676,607 80.69 56,400 87.62

other rows are omitted for brevity
13 dbo:Village 34,514 04.11 9,473 14.72
14 dbo:Town 28,669 03.42 8,231 12.79

other rows are omitted for brevity
273 schema:Restaurant 1 00.00 1 00.00
274 dbo:Reptile 1 00.00 1 00.00

Unknown 97,890 11.67 5,888 00.00

Similarly, for literal objects, the value distribution analysis task (T5) in Chapter 5
extracts the information about their data types. Table 6.12 shows an example of
extracted information for the class-property combination dbp:Person-dbp:deathDate.
For each datatype, it shows the number of objects, number of distinct objects, and
their corresponding percentages. This information provides heuristics about which
should be the corresponding datatype. All such information is used as input features
to predict the datatype of properties that are expected to have literal objects.

Table 6.12: Datatypes of dbp:Person-dbp:deathDate literals

Datatype
Objects
(65,272)

Distinct Objects
(32,449)

Count % Count %
xsd:date 39,761 60.92 26,726 82.36
xsd:integer 13,543 20.75 1,758 5.42
rdf:langString 6,388 9.79 3,512 10.82
xsd:gMonthDay 5,446 8.34 366 1.13
dt:second 113 0.17 66 0.20
xsd:double 20 0.03 20 0.06
dt:hour 1 0.00 1 0.00
Total 65,272 100 32,449 100

String-based constraints: The value distribution analysis task in Chapter 5
extracts the statistics about the string lengths of string literal objects of each property.
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Figure 6.4: Histogram of object types of dbo:Person-dbp:birthPlace

When we explored the string lengths of different properties, we could identify two
common scenarios. On the one hand, there are properties that have values of the
same length or a set of small number of lengths, for example, codes with a predefined
format and length. On the other hand, there are properties that have values of
significantly variable lengths, for example, names of persons.

For example, Table 6.13 shows an example of the string length distribution of the
dbo:iso6393code property in instances of the schema:Language class together with
the frequency of the string length. This property belongs to the first type discussed
before where the majority of the values have a length of 3. Table 6.14 shows an
example of string length distribution of the foaf:name property in the instances of
the foaf:Person class. In this case, the string length of the values is more variable.
Nevertheless, as it is illustrated in Figure 6.5, there are some patterns that provide
heuristics for identifying the min and max string lengths.

As discussed in the task formulation step of string-based constraints, we fist
estimate several possible minimum and maximum string lengths based on the per-
centiles in the string length distributions (for example, as shown in Table 6.13 and
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Table 6.14). Then, to select one of the percentiles as the expected minimum and
maximum string length, the number of distinct string lengths, the percentiles values,
and other descriptive statistics are used as input features for predicting the min and
max string lengths of strings.

Table 6.13: Frequency distribution of schema:Language/dbo:iso6393Code property.

String Length Frequency %
3 6815 99.96
4 3 00.04

Table 6.14: Frequency distribution of foaf:Person-foaf:name property.

String Length Frequency %
1 79 0.00
2 1373 0.09
3 4615 0.29
other rows are omitted for brevity

12 187,377 11.84
13 194,081 12.27
14 177,089 11.19
other rows are omitted for brevity

181 1 0.00
184 1 0.00
197 1 0.00

6.2.3 Gold Standard Preparation
Because we are mainly using supervised machine learning techniques for constraint
generation tasks, an important step of the method is to generate a gold standard that
can used for training and validation of the models build for constraint generation.

We propose to do this by presenting a sample of data to human annotators and
by asking them to label the data correctly. In addition, explicit ontological axioms
can be used for this purpose when they are available (e.g., cardinality constraints).

Furthermore, once a model is built, to verify the performance of the automated
approach, the results of the models can be further validated by a human expert. This
manual evaluation will provide insights on whether accuracy of the model calculated
by automatic means using the gold standard is reasonable.

If a given dataset has significant amount of errors, there are different strategies
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Figure 6.5: String length distribution of foaf:Person-foaf:name

for creating a training datasets. In the following, we present three common strategies
in literature when dealing with such erroneous datasets [186]:

(i) Silver Standard: this strategy is based on the assumption that a given dataset
is already of reasonable quality. The silver standard method is usually applied to
measure the performance of knowledge graph by analysing how well relations in a
knowledge graph can be replicated. Although this strategy is suitable for large-scale
data, it can produce less reliable results [100, 131].

(ii) Gold standard: this strategy is based on turning observations in a set of gold
data points by human annotators. In this work, we have used the gold standard
approach. This approach can be used even when the dataset contains a lower quality
because human annotators will be able to identify such data and eliminate them from
the training data.

(iii) Partial gold standard: in this strategy, a small subset of external graphs,
entities or relations are selected as validation criteria and they, then, are manually
labelled [100]. This helps reducing the number of candidates that an annotator will
process.
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6.2.4 Algorithm Selection
Once the previous two steps are performed, the next step is the algorithm selection
step. In the algorithm selection, the goal is to select the most appropriate algorithm
for each task that we identified in the first step. Because this step applies to all
the tasks in a similar way, we will describe the algorithm selection step in a generic
manner.

For selecting the most suitable algorithm, we use a representative sample of data
from the problem domain by using the already annotated gold standards for each of
the problems formulated before. We look at the accuracy of the models developed
using different algorithms that are applicable for the problem. Following the state
of the art, we define the accuracy as the number of correct predictions compared to
all predictions made. In classical machine learning approaches for classification, it
is known as classification accuracy. However, running an algorithm over a training
dataset with different hyper-parameter settings will results in different model [35]. In
particular, we are interested in selecting the best performing model. We used classifier
accuracy to evaluate predictive performance of various models. More concretely, the
steps of evaluating the predictive performance of a model are listed below:

1. The first step for building a good predictive model is to prepare the training
data. By analysing the available data from the Linked Data profiling tasks
discussed in Chapter 5, we noticed that in many cases there is an imbalance
of different response variables (the expected output of prediction model) in
training data. Because most algorithms can get affected by imbalanced data, it
was important to address this issue. In our approach, we propose to use SMOTE
(Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique) [49] for over sampling the rare
response variables. The SMOTE function over-samples response variables by
using bootstrapping and k-nearest neighbour to synthetically create additional
observations of the response variable to have a balanced training dataset.

2. To reduce the variance of an accuracy score we need to ensure that each instance
is used a equal number of times for training. We applied k-fold cross validation,
where k is the number of splits to make in the dataset. In this approach we
choose value of k=10. This will result in splitting the dataset into 10 parts (10
folds) and run the algorithm 10 times. For each algorithm, training will be run
on 90% of the data and testing on the 10%. The algorithm will exchange which
10% of the data is tested with each run. In particular with a k value of 10 will
use each data instance as a training instance exactly nine times and as a test
instance one time. The accuracy score will be how many correct predictions
were made instead of a mean and a standard deviation.

3. It is important to establish the baseline performance on the given machine
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learning problem so that one can get a better insight of the performance of
a given model. In this approach, we propose to use the ZeroR classification
method as the baseline. ZeroR is a trivial classifier, but it gives a lower bound
on the performance of a given dataset which should be significantly improved
by more complex classifiers. As such, it is a reasonable test on how well the
class can be predicted without considering the other attributes [231] .

4. Finally, we want to identify the machine learning algorithm that is best-suited
for the problem at hand. In order to do so, we perform a comparison between
selected algorithms. Based on the highest value of classifier accuracy, we selected
the best performing model from the hypothesis space.

6.2.5 Constraints and RDF Shape Generation
As illustrated by Figure 6.3, the fifth step of the generic approach is constraint and
RDF Shape generation. This is performed with the outputs of the previous three
steps. The algorithm selected in the Step 3 is used with the features selected in Step
2 to build a model that can predict the constraints using the Linked Data profiling
information. Once the constraint prediction models are built, constraints can be
generated.

Cardinally constraints: In the classification task for cardinality constraints,
we identify five main types of cardinality classes: MIN0, MIN1, MIN1+, MAX1, and
MAX1+. Out of these, MIN0 (minimum zero values) and MAX1+ (maximum any
value) do not put any constraints on the data, such that, any data will be valid for
those cardinality types. Thus, if we detect those types we do not generate constraints.
For other types, the corresponding SHACL property constraints are generated as
illustrated by Listing 6.3.

@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
@prefix sh: <http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#> .

ex:DBpediaPerson a sh:NodeShape;
sh:targetClass dbo:Person;
# for MIN1 and MAX1+
# Multiple names are allowed for a person
sh:property [sh:path foaf:name;
sh:minCount 1 ];

# for MIN1 and MAX1
# There should be exactly one birth date
sh:property [ sh:path dbo:birthDate;
sh:minCount 1;
sh:maxCount 1 ];

# for MAX1
# There should be at most one death date
sh:property [ sh:path dbo:deathDate;
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sh:maxCount 1 ] .

Listing 6.3: An example of cardinality constraints

Range constraints: For range constraints, two types of constraints are generated.
First, a node kind constraint is generated which defines if the objects of a given
property are either IRI, Literal, BlankNode, or BlankNodeOrIRI. These node type
constraints are represented as illustrated in Listing 6.4. Then, based on the node
kind, data type constraints are generated which can be either a class for IRI objects
or a datatype for literal objects.

@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
@prefix dbp: <http://dbpedia.org/property/> .
@prefix sh: <http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#> .

ex:DBpediaPerson a sh:NodeShape;
sh:targetClass dbo:Person;
# node type IRI
sh:property [sh:path dbp:birthPlace;
sh:nodeKind sh:IRI;
sh:or ( [sh:class schema:Place]
[ sh:class dbo:Place ] )

];

# node type literal
sh:property [ sh:path dbp:deathDate;
sh:nodeKind sh:Literal;
sh:datatype xsd:date ] .

Listing 6.4: Node type constraints

String-based constraints: For string based constraints, two types of constraints
are generated that are related to the minimum string length and the maximum string
length as illustrated in Listing 6.5.

@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
@prefix dbp: <http://dbpedia.org/property/> .
@prefix sh: <http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#> .

ex:DBpediaPerson a sh:NodeShape;
sh:targetClass dbo:Person;

sh:property [sh:path foaf:name;
sh:minLength 1;
sh:maxLength 50] .

Listing 6.5: Node type constraints

The goal of the final step is to combine all the constraints related to a given
class and to formulate an RDF Shape for the class. Previously, the constraints were
generated for each class-property combination, for example, the cardinality constraints
for foaf:name when associated with dbo:Person class. Similarly, constraints are
generated to all properties associated with instances of dbo:Person class. All those
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constraints of a given class are combined together to generate the shape of the class.
For example, Listing 6.6 illustrates a snippet from the Person RDF Shape.

@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
@prefix sh: <http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#> .

ex:DBpediaPerson a sh:NodeShape;
sh:targetClass dbo:Person;
sh:property [sh:path foaf:name;
sh:minCount 1
sh:minLength 1;
sh:nodeKind sh:Literal;
sh:datatype xsd:string;
sh:maxLength 50 ];

sh:property [ sh:path dbo:birthDate;
sh:minCount 1;
sh:maxCount 1;
sh:nodeKind sh:Literal;
sh:datatype xsd:date ];

sh:property [sh:path dbp:birthPlace;
sh:nodeKind sh:IRI;
sh:or ( [sh:class schema:Place]
[ sh:class dbo:Place ] )

] .

Listing 6.6: A snippet from the Person RDF Shape

6.3 Future Work
In this Chapter, we presented an automatic RDF Shape induction approach using
Linked Data profiling information as input features. We have defined the approach
in a generic way and showed how it can be implemented for three different types of
constrains, namely: cardinality constraints, range constraints, and string-based con-
straints. As future work, we plan to use this approach for extracting other constraints
which can be expressed through the W3C SHACL language. In particular, we will
extend our implementation to other constraints such as property pair constraints,
and value range constraints. Furthermore, we would like to facilitate a more effi-
cient feature vectors for the feature engineering by proposing improved classification
strategies. We perceive that the scalability of our approach can be increased by
using incremental methods, as for example, monitoring the changes in the underlying
datasets.



Chapter 7

Methods for Quality Assessment
and Repair

As discussed in Chapter 3, the fourth objective of this thesis is to develop methods
and techniques for automatic quality assessment and repair using the data
profiling metrics that were discussed in Chapter 5 and using integrity constraints
represented as RDF Shapes that were discussed in Chapter 6. Aligned with the
work discussed in the previous chapters, this chapter presents a set of methods and
techniques for quality assessment and repair for distinct use cases related to a set of
large datasets.

Concretely, we present four use cases involving Linked Data quality issues and
propose methods for quality assessment and repair. These use cases cover Linked
Data generation, storage, and exploitation phases. Furthermore, they cover both
quality assessment and repair use cases in both industrial as well as public datasets
as illustrated in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Quality assessment and repair use cases

Use case Purpose Dataset Type
Quality
Assessment Repair Public Enter-

prise
I Detection of inconsistent mappings X X
II Noise detection in dataset generation X X X
III Repairing hidden links X X X
IV Type completion X X

143
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7.1 Detection of inconsistent RDF mappings

7.1.1 Use Case
A large number of RDF datasets are created by transforming non-RDF semi-structured
or structured data sources into RDF. Such non-RDF data sources include relational
databases, CSV files, key-value pairs, etc. A key input to this transformation process
is a mapping that defines how to transform the non-RDF source data into RDF.
Such mapping specifies how to map the non-RDF source schema elements into RDF
vocabularies, and could possibly include other data transformations (e.g., for splitting
a given attribute into multiple values or aggregating several attributes into a single
value).

The first use case is focused on Linked Data generation processes using RDF
mappings [61]. This use case is mainly motivated by the DBpedia dataset [17]. In
large datasets such as DBpedia, the mappings are developed as a community effort
with mapping editors of varying level of domain knowledge and expertise and these
RDF mappings could have quality issues. Such issues have a significant impact on
the quality of the generated datasets because one erroneous mapping could lead to a
large number of erroneous triples in data. Thus, it is important to perform quality
assessment of RDF mappings to identify erroneous mappings.

As discussed in Chapter 4, consistency is one of the important quality characteristic
in Linked Data. One of the indicators of the consistency quality characteristic is the
consistency of the mappings. This use case is focused on how to detect inconsistent
RDF mappings that are used to generate Linked Data.

DBpedia, the main hub of the Linked Open Data Cloud, exposes data from
Wikipedia as machine-readable Linked Data. Until 2011, only data from the English
language Wikipedia was extracted but, since then, several “language-specific” DBpedia
chapters were created for other Wikipedia languages. For example, the Spanish
DBpedia1 (esDBpedia) was created in 2012 and currently there are more than 15
other “language-specific” DBpedia chapters including Spanish, German, Dutch, Greek,
Portuguese, and Italian DBpedia chapters.

The DBpedia data extraction process generates RDF data based on the map-
pings [199] that map: (1) Wikipedia infobox templates to classes of the DBpedia
ontology, and (2) infobox template key-value pairs of each Wikipedia infobox tem-
plate to ontology properties. In a large knowledge base such as DBpedia there is
a considerably large number of mappings; for instance, DBpedia 2016-04 version
has more than 5K template mappings (for all languages) and a much larger number
of infobox template key-value pairs. As these mappings are created by a diverse
community of volunteers using crowd-sourcing techniques, it is frequent to have wrong

1http://es.dbpedia.org

http://es.dbpedia.org
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or inconsistent mappings. Notice that each incorrect mapping produces a plethora of
incorrect data because there are thousands of infobox instances for a given infobox
template. For instance, if the infobox template for Mountain, which contributes to
the generation of 16 thousand Mountain instances in the English Wikipedia, has an
incorrect mapping for one of its keys (e.g. mapping the property dbo:height instead
of the property dbo:elevation for the key elevation), all the mountain instances would
get an incorrect value for that property.

The wrong mappings can be due to many reasons. The DBpedia ontology is
considerably large and evolves in a collaborative manner with significant additions
and removals in each version and some mapping contributors do not have knowledge
about all the 685 classes and 3500+ properties of the ontology. Further, there are
also language issues. Most of the contributors of the language-specific DBpedia
chapters are non-native English speakers and they have influences from their native
language when selecting mapping terms. For instance, while in the English DBpedia
elevation of a mountain is mapped to the dbo:elevation property most language-
specific DBpedia instances map it to dbo:height which is not intended for mountains
but for humans. Inconsistencies of the mappings (same semantic relation mapped
to distinct properties) can also be caused by duplicate properties in large ontologies
such as the DBpedia ontology. For instance, the DBpedia ontology has two properties
dbo:formationYear and dbo:foundingYear and both denote the year an organisation
was established. As both terms are suitable for representing the relation, different
DBpedia language-specific chapters use them in mappings in an inconsistent manner.
In such cases, even though the generated data is not semantically incorrect, the
proper reuse of data is hindered because it is hard to query the data (the users will
have to use all the possible alternatives in queries) and hard to integrate data from
multiple language-specific datasets.

Another problematic type of mappings is mapping more specific relations to
generic properties in DBpedia. For instance, for describing the postal code of a city,
some mappings use the generic property dbo:code instead of the more specific and
most appropriate property dbo:postalCode. Such mappings also create inconsistencies
among data from different language-specific DBpedia datasets and make queries
across the DBpedia language-specific datasets harder. Thus, all these inaccuracies
and inconsistencies in mappings either lead to incorrect data or causes inconveniences
for querying or data integration. However, as these inaccuracies and inconsistencies
are scattered over a large number of mappings, it is not feasible to analyse each of
them manually by a set of experts. Further, most of such inconsistencies are not
unveiled when they are inspected individually but rather uncovered only when they
are compared to other similar mappings.
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7.1.2 Approach

The main objective of the method proposed in this section is to propose a data-driven
method to detect the aforementioned mapping deficiencies automatically using the
Linked Data profiling information discussed in Chapter 5. More concretely, the
proposed approach includes: (1) an analysis of instance data from distinct language-
specific datasets using data profiling, and (2) an analysis of the ontological axioms of
the DBpedia ontology. Our goal is to build a classifier using a set of features that
can be used to identify such deficiencies.

In this work, we use the intuitive idea that when a given resource has the same
object value for two distinct properties, there is a high probability of having a
mapping inconsistency, i.e., the same relation is mapped to two distinct properties.
For example, if the English and Spanish DBpedia have the same subject-object pair
<Mount_Everest, 8848> connected with two distinct properties dbo:elevation
and dbo:height, it may be possible that both properties refer to the same relation.
To identify such occurences, we use different language-specific DBpedia instances (for
example, English DBpedia, Spanish DBpedia, Greek DBpedia, Dutch DBpedia) with
similar data with equivalence relations (as owl:sameAs links) among them.

Nevertheless, we also take into account that the possibility of two distinct proper-
ties having the same value by coincidence (e.g., birthPlace and deathPlace of a person
or largestCity and capital of a country) could have same subject and same object
pairs quite frequently even though those relations are not semantically equivalent.
We define a set of data-driven metrics taking all these aspects into account. Further,
we also define a set of metrics based on the ontological axioms such as the domain
and range of a given property and their hierarchical relationships to extract features
that can help to determine if a given mapping is incorrect.

Our hypothesis is that we can develop a classifier capable of identifying incorrect
mappings with high precision by using the features that we have defined in this study.
In order to evaluate this hypothesis we have created a gold standard that can be
used as training and test data by manually annotating DBpedia mappings pairs
from multiple languages (English-Spanish, English-Greek, English-Dutch, Spanish-
German). The selection of the languages were driven by the availability of human
annotators.

Figure 7.1 illustrates the overall approach that has been followed by the proposed
method. In the case of DBpedia, both data, as well as RDF mappings modelled using
the RML language [61], are represented in RDF. We propose to use the Linked Data
profiling framework presented in Chapter 5 to derive a set of input features for a
binary classifier that can distinguish inconsistent mappings from consistent mappings.
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Figure 7.1: Detecting inconsistent mappings

7.1.3 Inconsistent Mappings
The main research problem studied when developing this method is “is it possible to
automatically detect inconsistent mappings by analysing two knowledge graphs created
using two sets of different mappings?". We assume that the knowledge graphs have
an overlap, i.e., some entities are described in both, and the coreferences (owl:sameAs
links) can be resolved.

In the DBpedia use case, we can find a large number of datasets that contain
similar data, i.e., the language-specific DBpedia knowledge bases and a large portion
of the entities present in those knowledge bases are linked by equivalence relationships
based on the manually annotated wikilinks contributed by the Wikipedia community.
For instance, the entity dbr:Mount_Everest is included in more than 15 other DBpedia
language-specific datasets, and the coreferences (i.e., the links that refer to the same
entity) annotated using the owl:sameAs relation [103]. All these entities that describe
Mount Everest in different DBpedia datasets such as English DBpedia, Spanish
DBpedia, Greek DBpedia, and German DBpedia mostly contain similar information
about it such as its location, elevation, important climbers, etc. Thus, as it can be
seen in Table 7.2, such relations are mapped correctly to the same corresponding
property in all DBpedia language-specific datasets.

However, in some cases, due to the errors in the mappings such relations can be
mapped to properties not intended for the given relation. For instance, Table 7.2
shows the property that corresponds to the elevation of the Month Everest in each
dataset. As it can be seen from the table, while three of the datasets have mapped
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Figure 7.2: Data from correct and consistent mappings

that relation to dbo:elevation property, the Spanish DBpedia dataset has mapped
it to dbo:height. In our work, we use a set of features extracted from the two
datasets to identify such incorrect mappings.

In DBpedia, this data is generated from Wikipedia by mapping Wikipedia infobox
keys to DBpedia ontology properties. DBpedia maintains mappings for each language-
specificWikipedia template and those mappings are improved over time by contributors
adding mappings to common keys in those infobox templates. At the moment, these
mappings are maintained in a specific wiki2 and the DBpedia contributors with access
to the mapping wiki maintain and improve the mappings on a regular basis. However,
as those mappings are created by a diverse community, inaccuracies and inconsistencies
are introduced during this process. In this work, we categorise mappings firstly into
two categories: correct and incorrect mappings.

During the evaluation of this method, we test the hypothesis is that we can
develop a classifier capable of identifying incorrect mappings with high precision by
using the features that we have defined in this study. In the next section, we discuss
an approach for developing such classifier and how to evaluate it.

2See http://mappings.dbpedia.org

http://mappings.dbpedia.org
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Table 7.2: Data from an incorrect mapping

DBpedia Dataset Subject Predicate Object
English dbr:Mount_Everest dbo:elevation 8848
Spanish dbr-es:Monte_Everest dbo:height 8848
Greek dbr-el:εβερεστ dbo:elevation 8848
German dbr-de:Mount_Everest dbo:elevation 8848
English dbr:Spanish_language dbo:iso6393Code spa
Spanish dbr-es:Idioma_español dbo:iso6393Code spa
German dbr-de:Spanische_Sprache dbo:code spa

7.1.4 Inconsistent Mapping Prediction Method
The approach that was followed to address this problem of inconsistent mappings is
to build a predictive model that can identify inconsistent mappings using the Linked
Data profiling information. In order to use machine learning techniques, we have
formulated the problem of detecting inconsistent mappings as a binary classification
task. This section describes the feature engineering for creating the predictive model,
as well as the model preparation process.

Feature descriptions

The features that we used for building the model are of two types: (a) instance-based
features, and (b) schema-based features. We will define the features using two RDF
graphs, graph Gi where 〈Si, Pi, Oi〉 ∈ Gi and graph Gi where 〈Sj, Pj, Oj〉 ∈ Gj.

Instance-based features are extracted from ABox information in a data-driven
manner. The key advantage of such features is that they can be extracted even when
no schema information is available. There are four direct features, denoted by M1-M4
and four derived features, denoted C1-C4. Direct features can be any whole number;
derived features always have a normalised range of [0− 1].

M1(Gi, Gj, Pi, Pj): M1 is defined as the count of Si resources i.e. 〈Si, Pi, Oi〉 ∈ Gi,
〈Sj, Pj, Oj〉 ∈ Gj, and Si is same as or equivalent to Sj. This gives the frequency
of resources having property Pi in graph Gi while having property Pj in Gj. The
rationale behind this feature is to check how probable is that a resource will have
property Pj in Gj given that the resource has Pi in Gi. For example, if the elevation
of a mountain is mapped to dbo:elevation in English DBpedia, and wrongly mapped
to dbo:height in Spanish DBpedia, the instances of mountains having dbo:elevation
in English DBpedia and dbo:height in Spanish. Our intuition is if Pj is wrongly
mapped in Gj (to denote Pi) this number should be high.

M2(Gi, Gj, Pi, Pj): M2 is defined as the number of 〈Si, Oi〉 pairs i.e. 〈Si, Pi, Oi〉 ∈
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Gi, 〈Sj, Pj, Oj〉 ∈ Gj, Si is equivalent to Sj , and also Oi is equivalent to Oj . Because
M2 only counts occurrences where the objec is also the same, it is even stronger
indication that two properties refer to the same relation (see, Table 7.2). Our intuition
is that when M2 is high, there is a higher-probability that those properties may refer
to the same relation. For example, if we take M2(EN,ES,dbo:elevation,dbo:height),
there are 5108 resources with the same object value in two graphs, giving an indication
that they might refer to the same relation and one mapping is inconsistent.

M3(Gi, Gj, Pi, Pj): M3 is defined as the number of Si resources i.e. 〈Si, Pi, Oi〉 ∈ Gi

and 〈Sj, Pj, Oj〉 ∈ Gj where Si is equivalent to Sj but Oi is different from Oj. This
feature looks for the opposite of M2. The rationale is that it is possible to have false
positives in M2, for example, people are born and have died in the same place by
coincidence (dbo:birthPlace/dbo:deathPlace) or actors who are also directors in a given
film (dbo:directedBy/dbo:actor). Thus, in this feature we count the number of counter
examples. Our intuition is that when we find few matches in M2 by coincidence, M3
should be able to find a reasonable amount of counterexamples.

M4(Gi, Pi, Pj): M4 is defined as the number of Si resources in graph Gi that
contains both property Pi and Pj simultaneously in the same graph. The rationale
for this feature is similar to M3. The intuition is that this is higher when the two
properties denote two distinct relations than when they denote the same. For example,
more resources have both dbo:birthPlace and dbo:deathPlace properties in the same
resource simultaneously (denoting two distinct relations) compared to dbo:elevation
and dbo:height in same resource.

The derived features are calculated by normalising M2, M3, and M4 using M1 i.e.
C1 = M2/M1, C2 = M3/M1, and C3 = M4/M1.

Schema-based features are extracted from TBox information. When we manually
analyzed mappings, we found that it is common to have generic properties in some
wrong mappings, for instance, using dbo:code instead of dbo:postalCode. Further,
we noticed wrong mappings could also be due to duplicated properties (for the
same relation), for example, dbo:foundingYear and dbo:formationYear. Schema-based
features try to capture hints for such cases. There are 11 schema-based features:
TB1-TB11.

TB1 checks if the property Pi is a subproperty of Pj and TB2 checks vice versa,
i.e., Pj is a subproperty of Pi. TB3 checks if the classes corresponding are the same
in both graphs. TB4 checks if the class in Gi is a subclass of the class in Gj and
TB5 checks vice versa. TB6 checks if the domains of Pi and Pj are the same. TB7
domain(Pi) is subclass of domain(Pj) and TB8 checks vice versa. Similarly, TB9
checks if the ranges of Pi and Pj are the same. TB10 checks range(Pi) is subclass of
range(Pj) and TB11 checks vice versa.
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7.1.5 Training the Prediction Model
Because we are using binary classification, which is a supervised learning technique,
it is necessary to collect annotations to train the learning algorithms.

We have asked experts from 4 DBpedia chapters to manually inspect mappings.
For selecting the mappings that can possibly contain errors, we have used our
previous assumption that when there is a high number of same subject and same
object combinations with different properties in two different datasets of DBpedia,
this could be because of a wrong mapping. Thus, we selected such mappings from
4 combinations of DBpedia datasets (EN-ES, EN-DE, EN-NL, EN-GR) and asked
the language-pair experts to annotate if the mappings were correct or not. The
instructions provided to the language-pair experts are available online in the following
link3.

To facilitate the annotation, for each mapping we provided the Wikipedia infobox
template name, infobox key, and the property it is mapped to for each of the languages.
A snippet from the English-Spanish annotation table is shown in Table 7.3.

7.1.6 Usage of the Prediction Model
In this section, we explain the usage of the prediction model for identifying inconsistent
mappings using the input features described in Section 7.1.4. For the sake of clarity,
we will describe the process for the English-Spanish (EN-ES) case. We distinguish
between two types of properties that can used in the mappings: owl:ObjectProperty
and owl:DatatypeProperty [211]. In the case of object properties the objects of
the generated triples would be IRIs whereas in the case of datatype properties the
objects would be literals. When building the predictive mappings, we made this
distinction because of the mapping inconsistencies could have different characteristics
in mappings containing object properties and datatype properties. Thus, a model for
each type could yield better performance.

We start with the mappings containing datatype properties (literal objects),
in which 226 annotations have been provided manually by contributors from our
institutions, fluent in both languages. Then, we trained a predictive model with these
annotations. The training set contains 182 mappings annotated as “Correct" and 44
as “Incorrect". Therefore, the simplest classifier (known as ZeroR), which assigns the
most popular class value, has an accuracy of 64.29%. This classifier establishes the
baseline value that must be enhanced by our model. In the evaluation section, we
present a rigorous evaluation of the proposed prediction model

In the cases of mappings with object properties (IRI objects), the dataset (80
instances, 71 Correct and 9 Incorrect). If we apply this predictive model to mappings

3http://goo.gl/M1go5S

http://goo.gl/M1go5S
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Table 7.3: A snippet from English-Spanish mapping annotation

Annotation I

Template en Infobox_French_commune
es Ficha_de_entidad_subnacional

Attribute en elevation_m t
es elevación_media

Property en dbo:elevation
es dbo:height

Annotation Inconsistent mapping (note that in this is case, dbo:elevation
was the expected property to be used with mountains etc.)

Annotation II

Template en Infobox_company
es Ficha_de_organización

Attribute en foundation
es fundación

Property en dbo:foundingYear
es dbo:formationYear

Annotation Inconsistent mapping (note that sometimes the ontology has
similar properties for the same thing but this is still a wrong
mapping)

Annotation III

Template en Infobox_mountain
es Ficha_de_montaña

Attribute en elevation_m
es elevación

Property en dbo:elevation
es dbo:prominence

Annotation Inconsistent mapping
Annotation IV

Template en Infobox_album
es Ficha_de_álbum

Attribute en artist
es productor

Property en dbo:artist
es dbo:producer

Annotation Consistent(it happens that the producer is the same person
as the artist in some albums by coincidence)
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Table 7.4: Summary of the results of applying the predictive model (EN-ES literals)
to the IRIs dataset

Correctly Classified Instances 12 (85.7143%)
Incorrectly Classified Instances 2 (14.2857%)
Kappa statistic 0.6889
Mean absolute error 0.2479
Root mean squared error 0.3102
Total Number of Instances 14

Table 7.5: Detailed accuracy data and confusion matrix for the predictive model
(EN-ES literals) on the IRIs dataset

Accuracy TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure MCC ROC Area PRC Area Class
0.800 0.111 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.689 0.978 0.967 Incorrect
0.889 0.200 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.689 0.978 0.989 Correct

Avg. 0.857 0.168 0.857 0.857 0.857 0.689 0.978 0.981
Confusion
ma-
trix

Pred.
Correct

Pred.
Incorrect

True Correct 8 1
True Incorrect 1 4

where the generated objects are IRIs, the accuracy (correctly classified instances) is
95.00%, very similar to the 93.36% achieved when objects are literals. Notice that
this IRIs dataset, or any other IRI dataset, has not been “seen" by the model in its
training.

Prediction on datasets in other languages

It would be great to have a unique model (trained with data annotated in a specific
language) capable of predicting incorrect mappings not only in its own language but
in other languages. This would be some sort of multilingual predictor. Notice that
the manual annotation of each dataset is a high-specialised task that requires humans
with excellent knowledge of the two languages involved. A unique model would save
much human work.

We have applied this specific predictive model (EN-ES-lit) to the dataset ES-
DE-IRI containing 110 annotations. The accuracy (correctly classified instances) is
87.28%, very similar to the 85.71% achieved for EN-ES-IRIs, but not as good as the
EN-ES-lit with 93.36%. The dataset is publicly available at https://www.openml.

https://www.openml.org/d/40743
https://www.openml.org/d/40743
https://www.openml.org/d/40743
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Table 7.6: Summary of the prediction accuracy for other language-pairs.

EN-ES ES-DE EN-NL EN-GR
lit IRI lit IRI lit IRI lit IRI

Accuracy Ad hoc model 93.36% 95.00% N.A. 96.36% 71.08% ∼94% 73.02% 89.71%
En-ES-lit model 65.00% N.A. 87.28% 61.45% 67.86% 77.78% 88.24%

Annotations
Total instances 211 80 110 83 28 63 68
‘Correct’ instances 175 71 102 35 9 33 44
‘Incorrect’ instances 36 9 8 48 19 30 24

Number of mappings 799 4979 4999 1329 4971 328 2785

org/d/40743.
However, the English-Dutch literals (EN-NL-lit), with 83 annotations (35 Incorrect,

48 Correct) has an accuracy of only 61.45% If we create a predictive model for this
data we get an accuracy of 71.08%.

For Dutch (EN-NL-IRIs), with 28 annotations (19 Incorrect, 9 Correct) has an
accuracy very low as well, only 67.86%. A predictive model with this dataset would
get an accuracy of 100%. A detailed analysis, changing the aleatory seed, produces
accuracy values around 94%. This dependency on the seed indicates that the number
of instances is too low.

For EN-GR-lit, with 64 annotations (30 Incorrect, 33 Correct) we get an accuracy
of 77.78%. If we create a predictive model for this data we get an accuracy of
73.02%. All this information is condensed in table 8.25, were we can see that for
the 4 language-pairs studied the model for IRIs is always better than the model for
literals. Besides, we can see that the EN-ES-lit model is good predicting incorrect
mappings for some language-pairs (such as ES-DE-IRI or EN-GR-IRI), but not so
good for another language-pairs (such as EN-NL-lit or EN-NL-IRI). Our conclusion
is that it is not feasible to have a unique predictive model for all the language-pairs.

7.1.7 Improving the Model
As we have discussed in the previous sections, the prediction of inconsistent mappings
can be useful for identifying such mappings and correcting them. Because each
mapping generates a large number of triples in the dataset, each corrected mapping
will contribute to a significant improvement of the quality of the dataset. Nevertheless,
the proposed method requires multilingual domain experts to provide training data for
generating the models. To that end, we have proposed an online web application that
manages the two human profiles involved. On the one hand, it allows multilingual
domain experts to annotate the mappings as discussed in the previous sections and
enrich the training dataset. The domain experts who will act as annotators will be
provided with a pair of mappings which generates at least 20 triples with same subject
and same object pairs but with a different property in each dataset as illustrated
in Figure 7.3. Based on the information from each Wikipedia infobox including the

https://www.openml.org/d/40743
https://www.openml.org/d/40743
https://www.openml.org/d/40743
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template and attribute and some examples from each DBpedia dataset, the annotators
vote if the properties mapped in each DBpedia (English and Spanish in this example)
are consistent or inconsistent. To perform this task, annotator should be fluent in
both languages of the mapping pair and should have some knowledge about the
DBpedia ontology. Currently, it is used by the members of each DBpedia language
chapter who are fluent in another language. Multiple votes are gathered in order to
check the inter-annotator agreement and when there are more than 5 annotators and
the majority votes are 80% or above, the annotated mapping is added to the training
data.

Figure 7.3: A screenshot from domain expert annotator web app

This process will make it possible to improve the model with more training data
which will lead to better classification results. On the other hand, this tool allows
mapping editors who are involved in the mapping creation process to exploit the
predictions made by the model and to correct the inconsistent mappings in DBpedia.
This is done by providing the mapping editors with a ranking of the most problematic
mappings detected by the models for each language pair, as well as which are the
conflictive properties so that the mapping editors can take necessary corrective
actions.
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7.2 Noise Detection in Dataset Generation

7.2.1 Use Case
Linked Data can be generated using various different approaches. In the previous
section, we focused on DBpedia, which is a dataset that is generated using RDF
mappings between the Infobox-attribute pairs in the source data and classes and
properties of the DBpedia ontology. In the second use case, we focus on datasets and
knowledge bases created from natural language copra using information extraction
tools. More specifically, we focus on an enterprise knowledge graph generated by
companies for their internal use. In this section, we propose a technique for identifying
noise in knowledge graphs generated using information extraction and improving the
quality of such knowledge graphs by removing the noise.

Datasets, also commonly known as Knowledge Graphs (KGs), are key components
of most modern artificial intelligence and cognitive applications. These datasets are
largely constructed from textual corpora using automatic information extraction
techniques. The output of such automatic techniques contains a set of high quality
triples along with a set of erroneous triples which should be considered as noise
as illustrated in Figure 7.4. Thus, in order to have a high quality datasets, noise
detection and removal become essential steps.

Figure 7.4: Information extraction output

Most of the current noise detection in RDF datasets is done with human supervi-
sion. For instance, large datasets such as YAGO [197], DBpedia [17], or Wikidata [227]
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use human contributors to verify the correctness of a given fact. This is a time-
consuming task and requires a lot of human effort for large datasets. Furthermore, in
some cases this means that the humans performing the task will have to have some
expert knowledge of the domain or the Semantic Web standards and good practices.
Public datasets largely solve this issue using crowd-sourcing [5, 141]. Nevertheless,
crowd-sourcing might not be a viable solution for enterprise datasets, due to both
privacy issues as well as due to the need to rapidly create datasets from a large number
of distinct corpora. Thus, there is a need for automatic techniques for detecting noise
in datasets. Thus, our goal is to propose a method that is more suitable for enterprise
datasets.

7.2.2 Approach

As illustrated in Figure 7.5, in the method presented in this section, we propose to
detect noise in datasets generated using information extraction using the information
from Linked Data profiling metrics and RDF Shapes. In order to do so, we first
propose to transform the information extraction output, which generally is represented
as a textual 3-tuple. Once the RDF data is generated, the techniques discussed in
previous chapters are used to generate the Linked Data profiling metrics and RDF
Shapes for the RDF data. The goal of the method is to use this information to build
noise detection filters that can distinguish noise from high quality facts. Rather than
building a single noise detection filter, in our approach we propose to identify different
types of noise and build a noise detection filter for each type of noise.
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Figure 7.5: The noise detection workflow
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7.2.3 Types of Noise
Current automatic noise detection techniques are focused on factual correctness of
triples. In this work, we discuss the need for different types of noise in datasets
created from textual corpora using information extraction techniques and how to
detect those specific types of noise.

Based on the analysis of the output of a commercial information extraction
framework, which parses text corpora and produces triples, we defined the categories
in Figure 7.6. Out of those, we identify Factual True triples as the most relevant and
Inconsistent, Generic, Factual False categories as noise.

Figure 7.6: Types of noise

Inconsistent triples contradict the domain model they represent. As such, these
triples are completely implausible and meaningless. For instance, (Barack Obama,
siblingOf, White House), is not plausible. If siblingOf relation is specified formally
to have a range of Person and if Person and Building are disjoint, that leads to a
logical inconsistency. Nevertheless, those granular axioms are not always present in
ontologies for such reasoning. Thus, we propose that Linked Data profiling that was
discussed in Chapter 5 and RDF Shape Induction that was discussed in Chapter 6
can be used for understanding logical inconsistencies even when there are no explicit
ontological axioms that show or detect such inconsistencies. Data profiling and RDF
Shapes can be used to identify common patterns in data that can provide heuristics of
inconsistencies. Once a triple is identified as inconsistent it can be directly classified
as noise because it contradicts with the domain that it represents.

Plausible triples are the ones that do not contradict the domain that they represent.
Plausible triples are not necessarily true but it is possible that they could be true.
Plausible triples can be either Generic or Factual.
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Generic triples do not mention specific entities but rather generic concepts. For
example, (family, residesIn, New York). In a generic triple, it is possible that only
the subject is generic, only the object is generic, or both the subject and the object
are generic. We can classify the generic triples as either true, false, or true in the
past. For example, (actor, starsIN, New York)

Generally generic triples have less information value for most practical use cases.
Nevertheless, if both entities are generic and if the statement is true, (e.g., (family,
residesIn, city) such triples can provide schema-level information. For example, they
could be used for automatically learning ontologies from textual copra.

Finally, factually false triples are the ones that contain incorrect information. For
example, (Boston, capitalOf, USA) is factually false.

7.2.4 Generation of RDF Data
Generally, most information extraction tools extract facts as a set of triples of labels
and do not transform them into RDF triples. Thus, an important preparation step
of the proposed approach is to transform such textual triples into RDF triples. Input
to this process is a set of string triples which is the output from the information
extraction tool that extract those triples from the natural language documents. In
addition to the subject, object, and predicate, most tools also extract the type of
each entity in the subject and the object as shown in the #0 in the Listing 7.1.

As the first step, an intermediate RDF representation is created where the triple
is represented using the RDF model by assigning each entity an identifier and by
using predefined relation and class mappings according to the schema defined by the
information extraction tool as shown in 1. In this case, the type Place in the tool
schema is mapped to dbo:Place class in the DBpedia ontology. In the second step,
the entities are mutually disambiguated and linked to external knowledge bases. In
this example, we have linked them to the DBpedia. For instance, this can be done by
using a disambiguation service such as DBpedia Spotlight [156] by passing the initial
triple as a sentence, i.e., “California locatedAt USA". Such services perform named
entity recognition, disambiguation, and linking and provide linked entities with a
confidence score. This information is used to link and establish equivalence relations
to entities in DBpedia as shown in #2. As we will be using external knowledge bases
for finding evidences of the factual correctness of a given triple, we will collect other
equivalence relations using services such as sameAs.org [97] as shown in #3. With
this step, we can expand the owl:sameAs links to other external knowledge bases
that would be useful in the fact validation process.

Finally, in the last step the relation locatedAt is mapped to an external predicate as
shown in #4. This is not performed as a predefined mapping because the granularity
of the relations may vary in the information extraction tool schema and the ontology
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of the external knowledge base. A relation mapping is one-to-one if both relations
in information extraction and the properties in the knowledge base have the same
level of granularity, for example, siblingOf to dbo:sibling. Otherwise, the mapping
is conditional based on the domain and the range, for example, locatedAt maps to
dbo:country with an instance of dbo:City and instance of dbo:Country while in other
cases it could map to dbo:location. This is discussed further in the inconsistency
detection algorithm.

## prefixes
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf−schema#> .
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
@prefix rel: <http://loupe.linkeddata.es/semantic−lifting/rel/> .
@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>
@prefix dbr: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/> .

## 0. An example fact from information extraction tool
"California" Place "locatedAt" "USA" Place

## 1. An intermediate RDF representation is created
_:1 a dbo:Place; rdfs:label "California" .
_:2 a dbo:Place; rdfs:label "USA" .
_:1 rel:locatedAt _:2 .

## 2. The intermediate entities are disambiguated and
## linked to DBpedia
_:1 owl:sameAs dbr:Califonia .
_:2 owl:sameAs dbr:United_States .

## 3. Further links are created to other knowledge bases
dbr:Califonia owl:sameAs
<http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q99>,
<http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/m.01n7q>,
<http://yago−knowledge.org/resource/California>,
<http://sws.geonames.org/5332921/>,
<http://data.nytimes.com/56975960096322330571>,
<http://sw.cyc.com/concept/Mx4rvVj2upwpEbGdrcN5Y29ycA> .

dbr:United_States owl:sameAs
<http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q30>,
<http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/m.09c7w0>,
<http://yago−knowledge.org/resource/United_States>,
<http://sws.geonames.org/6252001/>,
<http://data.nytimes.com/N84789043836346105961>,
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<http://sw.cyc.com/concept/Mx4rvVikKpwpEbGdrcN5Y29ycA> .

## 4. Relation mapping
rel:locatedAt −> dbo:country
dbr:Califonia dbo:country dbr:United_States .

Listing 7.1: Generation of RDF data

7.2.5 Noise Detection Method

We propose to detect and filter inconsistent and generic triples from the information
extraction output before checking for factual correctness as illustrated in Figure 7.7.
In this section, we describe preliminary approaches for detecting inconsistent triples
and generic triples using the knowledge in external datasets such as DBpedia.

Inconsistent triple checking is performed by mapping both entities as well as rela-
tions to external datasets and considering both RDF Shapes automatically extracted
from data as discussed in Chapter 6 and using the ontological axioms that define
formal conceptualisations (e.g., domain and range of properties or disjoint types).
The inconsistent triple detection process is defined in Algorithm 1.

Generic triple detection is performed using part-of-speech tagging using NLP
tools. We use the intuition that when the subject or the object is not a proper noun,
it typically refers to a generic entity rather than a specific one. If either the subject or
the object is generic, the triple becomes a generic triple as illustrated in Algorithm 2.
For detecting factually true triples and filtering factually false ones, we use a similar
approach to fact checking by looking for evidences that confirm the given triple in
an external dataset using entity disambiguation and relation mapping described in
Algorithm 1.

Figure 7.7: Noise detection workflow
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Algorithm 1: Inconsistent triple detection
Data: A set of triples, T(subject,relation,object)
Result: The set of triples with labels, L(t ∈ T ,l ∈ {consistent, inconsistent})

1 L← ∅;
2 relationMap← ∅;
3 distinctRelations← getDistinctRelations(T );
4 foreach relation ∈ distinctRelations do
5 K ← getTopKtriples(T, relation);
6 propMap← getKGProperty(K.subjects,K.objects);
7 relationMap.put(relation, propMap);
8 end
9 foreach t ∈ T do

10 sType← getType(t.subject);
11 oType← getType(t.object);
12 prop← relationMap.get(t.relation).get(sType);
13 if (ontoInconsistency(sType, prop, oType)) then
14 L.add(t, inconsistent);
15 else
16 patternScore← getScore(sType, prop, oType);
17 if patternScore > threshold then
18 L.add(t, consistent);
19 else
20 L.add(t, inconsistent);
21 end

7.3 A Method for Repairing Links in Data

7.3.1 Use Case

The previous two use cases were focused on Linked Data generation, the first one on
detecting quality issues of mappings and the second one on detecting noise in the
output of information extraction tools. The focus of this use is on how to repair the
data once that has been already generated. More concretely, the focus on the method
proposed in this section is on how to repair broken links in data.

As discussed before, RDF datasets are becoming core components of most modern
artificial intelligence and cognitive applications. These datasets provide a representa-
tion of real-world entities and their relationships using a graph-based model. Popular
knowledge graphs such as DBpedia, Wikidata, or YAGO use the RDF model for
knowledge representation, usually publishing their data as Linked Data. One of the
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Algorithm 2: Generic triple detection
Data: A set of triples, T(subject,relation,object)
Result: The set of triples with labels, L(t ∈ T ,l ∈ {generic, factual})

1 L← ∅;
2 foreach triple ∈ T do
3 pronounSubject← false;
4 pronounObject← false;
5 subjectTag ← getPartOfSpeechTag(triple.subject);
6 objectTag ← getObject(triple.object);
7 if (isPronoun(subjectTag)) then
8 pronounSubject← true;
9 if (isPronoun(objectTag)) then

10 pronounObject← true;
11 checkConfidence(triple);
12 if (pronounSubjectOR pronounObject) then
13 L.add(t, generic);
14 else
15 L.add(t, factual);

16 end

key advantages of using Linked Data is that data consumers can traverse through
the typed links of the graph, to discover related entities represented by global and
dereferenceable identifiers (i.e., IRIs). This provides additional value, allowing access
to resources inside and outside the graph; for example, by connecting to other external
datasets in the Linked Open Data Cloud. This characteristic is in the very core of
Linked Data, as stated in the first and the fourth principles: “Use URIs as names
for things" and “Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things"4.

On the contrary, when literal objects are used, those objects become leaf nodes in
the graph, without outgoing links to further vertices. There are many situations in
which it is legitimate to use literal objects, for example, when representing numerical
values or dates, with clear and proper semantics associated with them. Nevertheless,
we have noticed that, in practice, in knowledge bases such as DBpedia or data
embedded in web pages (Web Data Commons), literals are often used to represent
entities when an entity identifier (i.e., IRI), should have been used. This issue is
exemplified in Figure 7.8 where the RDF graph has (a) the literal “Apple” related to
two entities, and (b) the same literal is correctly disambiguated and linked to the
two corresponding entities in the knowledge graph.

One problem in using strings for representing entities is that it hinders connectivity
4https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html

https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
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Figure 7.8: RDF graphs with (a) literals and (b) IRIs

in the graph. Even though literals are not truly isolated nodes in the graph, due
to their incoming links, they are much less connected compared to those defining
entities, which can have both incoming and outgoing links. Also it is not possible
to provide additional information about such literals, because, unlike IRI resources,
properties can not be associated with them. Ideally these issues would never happen,
specially when a domain model (i.e., vocabulary or ontology) is available to define
how knowledge should be represented, ensuring that proper entities and links between
them are defined during the dataset construction phase. However, as we demonstrate
later in this section, we find a large number of situations where this is not the case.
The goal of this work is to identify such string literals and replace them with their
proper entity IRIs. This will make the data more consistent, easier to query, and will
increase the connectivity of the graph.

Besides connectivity, using literals where IRIs should be, introduces ambiguity of
terms in the knowledge graph, similar to what happens in natural language. Coming
back to the example depicted in Figure 7.8, in (Apple Pie, ingredient, Apple) and
(Tim Cook, employer, Apple), the term “Apple” refers to two different real world
entities. Semantic Web mitigates this problem by naming each of those entities with
a distinct identifier. For instance, in DBpedia those entities are assigned dbr:Apple
and dbr:Apple_Inc. respectively. Thus, instead of using literals, if IRIs are used, such
ambiguities could be eliminated.

Entities may be materialised as strings in knowledge graphs for several reasons.
It could be due to limitations in the graph generation process. For instance, in
the DBpedia extraction framework [147], when a key in a Wikipedia infobox5 does
not have a mapping and the infobox value is a string, the system does not have

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Infobox
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enough information to decide whether that string refers to an entity in the dataset
or not. However, such information can be inferred later on using profiling on all the
values of a given property, as we discuss later in this section. Further, in publishing
structured data from relational databases or CSV as Linked Data, it is considerably
much easier for the publishers to directly represent column values as strings rather
than disambiguating and properly linking them. Nevertheless, such strings reduce
the quality of the published data. In this work, we propose an approach for detecting
string literals denoting entities and transforming them into IRIs in the graph.

This transformation might not always be possible, for example, when the detected
entity does not yet exist in the knowledge graph, making it not possible to find the
corresponding identifier. Even though new entities could be added to the dataset
to remedy this, it is out of the scope of this method presented in this thesis. Our
approach focuses on linking already existing entities, based on the detection of
properties that link entities on the dataset. Hereafter, we will use “entity relation” to
refer to such links. These entity relations link entities to other entities, irrespective
of whether the entity is represented as an IRI or as a string literal denoting entity
(e.g., “Los Angeles” or “Apple”). However, we do not consider the links to literals
such as integers, dates or strings that do not denote entities (e.g., an abstract or a
comment) as entity relations. Figure 7.9 illustrates an example of an entity relation
between a person and a company and an example of a non-entity relation between a
company and its description.

an entity relation

Person Company

Company

“Company 
Description”

a non-entity 
relation

Figure 7.9: Examples of an entity relation and a non-entity relation
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7.3.2 Approach

The objective of the method proposed in this section is to a link repair method that
can identify string literals in an RDF dataset that should be represented using IRIs.
Such conversion will increase the connectivity of the RDF graph and will help to get
the most benefits of the Linked Data principles. Figure 7.10 illustrates the general
approach followed by the link repair method.

As discussed in the previous section, our approach is based on first identifying
entity relations and then using that information to identify string candidates that can
be converted into their corresponding IRIs. Thus, the proposed link repair method
consists of two main steps: (a) identification of string entity relations, and (b) string
literal to IRI conversion. The identification of entity relations is performed using the
information from Linked Data profiling metrics in addition to the explicit information
provided by ontologies. All such information is used to develop an algorithm that can
distinguish entity relations from non-entity relations. String literal to IRI conversion
uses information from RDF Shapes to more accurately disambiguate the string literals
and find their corresponding IRI.

One the entity relations are identified, candidate string literals are selected and
converted into their corresponding IRIs, the RDF dataset is modified by replacing
those string literals with their corresponding IRIs. This will result in an improved
RDF dataset that contains an RDF graph with better connectivity and less ambiguity.
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entity relations

String literal to
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Entity 
relations
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Figure 7.10: Link repair method workflow
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7.3.3 Things as Strings
The main problem that the proposed method plans to address is that how to identify
the presence of string literals that denote things. To this end, the following research
questions are defined:

• How to identify string literals that denote entities in a dataset?

• How to transform those string literals into IRIs that correspond to entities they
denote?

• How to measure the improvement in quality because of the transformation?

The first hypothesis of this work is that string literals that denote entities can be
identified by detecting the relations that link entities (i.e., entity relations). Some
entity relationships can be defined explicitly in the ontology. For example, OWL
ontology properties are explicitly defined as either object properties or datatype
properties. All object properties are entity relations by definition. For example,
the dbo:capital property in Listing 7.2 defines an explicit entity relation between a
Country and a City. This property should not have string literals as objects in a
triple, since that is not consistent with the schema and should therefore be corrected.
RDFS properties do not make this explicit distinction; an RDFS property can have
both entities and literals as objects of a triple. Thus, it is not straightforward to
detect entity relations in RDFS properties. For example, the dc:creator property in
Listing 7.2, which explicitly defines the range to be an Agent, is an entity relationship
but it is not possible to identify that just using the schema. In contrast, if the range is
either rdfs:Literal or an instance of rdfs:Datatype, we can assume that such property
is not an entity relation.

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22−rdf−syntax−ns#> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf−schema#> .
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
@prefix dbp: <http://dbpedia.org/property/> .
@prefix dc: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> .

# (1) dbo:capital property definition
dbo:capital a owl:ObjectProperty;

rdfs:domain dbo:Country;
rdfs:range dbo:City .

# (2) dc:creator property definition
dc:creator a rdf:Property ;
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rdfs:range dc:Agent .

# (3) dbp:birthPlace property definition
dbp:birthPlace a rdf:Property .

Listing 7.2: Property definition examples

RDFS properties that do not constraint the range can potentially have both
rdfs:Resource and rdfs:Literal objects; for example, dbp:birthPlace in the DBpedia
dataset. Even though intuitively we can guess that birthPlace is an entity relationship,
its schema does not provide such information. Thus, we propose an approach for
detecting whether a property is a relation between two entities, even when the schema
information is not available using data profiling.

Once entity relations are identified, either using explicit ontological axioms or
using data profiling, the goal of our approach is to use proper entity identifiers
(IRIs) in such relations instead of literals, introducing new links, which improves the
connectivity of the graph and makes the data easier to query.

Following this line of thought, the second hypothesis of this work is that the
connectivity of a knowledge graph can be improved by transforming literal nodes in
entity relations into their corresponding entity IRIs. It is worth to note that not all
RDF graphs are mathematical graphs. In RDF graphs, edges can also act as nodes
(e.g., property definitions). As for this work, when calculating connectivity, we work
at the data level (ABox), not at the model (TBox), thus not facing this issue.

When we convert literals into IRIs we are introducing new links, thus increasing
the connectivity of the graph, which would enhance the quality of query results,
allowing to traverse to more entities. As a critical example, if an RDF graph has two
connected graph components6, by adding one of these conversions we could link the
two components that would become a single component with all nodes. This would
lead to much more results in a query and improve how navigable the graph is.

Some problems similar to the one we target in this section exist, and some solutions
for them have been proposed. Therefore in this section we clarify how our goal and
approach differ from them.

Named entity disambiguation Named entity disambiguation generally refers
to the identification of entity mentions (referred to as surface forms) in natural
language text and linking them to a corresponding entity in a knowledge graph such
as DBpedia or YAGO. This is a challenging task due to two main concerns: ambiguity
and synonyms. Ambiguity is when a single surface form can refer to multiple entities,
for example, “Java” can refer to the programming language or to the Indonesian

6We use component as defined by graph theory, describing a subgraph in which all nodes are
connected but which is not connected to other subgraphs in the supergraph.
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island. Synonyms are when the same entity is referred from multiple surface forms, for
example, “Tim Berners-Lee” and “inventor of the Web” refers to the same entity. The
objective of this work is quite related to named entity disambiguation; however, in our
case the literals are already in a knowledge graph and a lot of structural information
is already available. Nevertheless, textual information such as surrounding words
is not available. As a consequence, our approach aims to focus more on structural
features and compensate for the lack of textual information using the entity it is
connected to.

Web Table Annotation Web table annotation refers to semantically annotating
relational HTML tables extracted from the Web. Generally this consists of three
sub-tasks: (a) table-to-class matching in which each table is mapped to a class in an
ontology, (b) attribute-to-property matching in which each class-column relation is
mapped to a property in an ontology, and (c) row-to-instance matching in which each
row is mapped to an instance of the dataset. In the row-to-instance task, a set of
row labels (a column that uniquely identifies the row) are mapped to corresponding
entities in a knowledge graph. This task is related to ours because Web Tables also
have a more structured input and the set of literals to be converted into entities
are already grouped together into similar ones. Thus, in our approach we use
some techniques inspired by table annotation algorithms such as class matching and
iterative annotation [203].

7.3.4 Link Reparation Technique in Data
This section outlines our approach to detect string literals that denote entities which,
thus, can be potentially converted to IRIs. This approach is based on the intuition
that such strings can be detected by first identifying the aforementioned entity
relations (links that relate entities).

Identification of entity relations

We follow a two-fold approach. On the one hand, we follow an ontology-based
approach by checking whether the definition of the RDF property is available. When
a rich ontology is available, entity relations can be directly identified. By definition,
OWL object properties are entity relations. RDFS properties with either rdfs:Literal
or an instance of rdfs:Datatype as range are not entity relations.

On the other hand, when not enough information is available, we follow a data-
driven approach, exploring the characteristics of the given property in the dataset.
For example, in the DBpedia dataset, there are more than 50,000 properties that are
only defined as RDFS properties, without any further schema information. Because
their lack of semantics, we identify entity relations by analyzing class-property
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combinations, rather than properties independently (e.g., dbo:Plant-dbp:family vs
only dbp:family).

Algorithm 3: Candidate detection algorithm
Data: RDF Graph, G
Result: A set entity relations, CP'

1 CP ← ∅;
2 CP ′ ← ∅;
3 CPProfileMap← ∅;
4 CS ← getAllClasses(G);
// collect class-property pairs and profile them

5 foreach class ∈ CS do
6 properties← getClassProperties(G, class);
7 foreach property ∈ properties do
8 CP.add(class, property);
9 CPProfile← createProfile(G, class, property);

10 CPProfileMap.add(class, property, CPProfile);
11 end
12 end

// identify candidate class-property pairs
13 foreach {class, property} ∈ CP do
14 CPProfile← CPProfileMap.get(class, property);
15 if !CPProfile.ObjectDatatypes.contains(rdf:langString OR xsd:string) then
16 continue ;
17 else if definitionAvailable(property) then
18 if ((property.type = owl : ObjectProperty) then
19 CP ′.add(class, property);
20 continue ;
21 else if property.type = owl : DatatypeProperty then
22 continue;
23 if EntityRelationClassifier(CPProfile) then
24 CP ′.add(class, property);
25 end

The use of class-property combination allows us to analyse properties at a more
granular level. The algorithm for identifying entity relations in class-property com-
binations of a given RDF graph is outlined in Algorithm 1. First, we generate
all class-property combinations in the RDF graph (L5-8) and use the Linked Data
profiling framework mentioned in Chapter 5 to generate Class-Property Profiles.
Table 7.7 illustrates the information extracted during profiling, and Listing 7.4 shows
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an example of it. Then, we analyze each class-property pair to identify if they
represent an entity relationship or not, using both their definitions as well as the
generated Class-Property Profile. These profiles are used to identify entity relations.
We only analyze the ones that have at least one string literal (L15), because our
goal is to convert strings into IRIs. We first try to decide based on the property
definition if available (L17-22); if not, they are passed to a classifier trained on a set
of manually labeled data. The classifier takes the elements of the Class-Property
Profile as features and performs a binary classification to identify entity relations.

String literal to IRI conversion

Once the entity relations are identified, the next step is to convert their literal objects
to entity IRIs. The goal of this step is to increase the quality of the dataset by
improving the connectivity and also making the graph consistent with the property
semantics (i.e., no violations of range constraints). For this step, the input is the
object values of a given class-property pair. These values can contain both IRIs and
string literals (see, Listing 7.3).

We use a standard disambiguation tool, DBpedia Spotlight [156], which provides
language-specific models; for example, with the Spanish data, we use the Spanish
model. As our use case is not the typical use case of disambiguation for text annotation,
we propose several approaches for making the input suitable for disambiguation.
Further, we also aim to make the best use of entities that are already disambiguated
to mutually disambiguate the remaining strings.

dbr:Hulk_Hogan dbp:birthPlace "Georgia, USA"@en .
dbr:Miriam_Blasco dbp:birthPlace "Valladolid, Spain"@en .
dbr:Sidney_Green dbp:birthPlace "Brooklyn"@en .
dbr:Michael_Jordan dbp:birthPlace dbr:Brooklyn .
dbr:Raul_(footballer) dbp:birthPlace dbr:Madrid .

Listing 7.3: A sample of dbo:Athlete/dbp:birthPlace values

@prefix loupe: <http://ont−loupe.linkeddata.es/def/core/> .
@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
@prefix dbp: <http://dbpedia.org/property/> .
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22−rdf−syntax−ns#>

cpp:en−dbp−201610−1 a loupe:ClassPropertyProfile ;
loupe:aboutClass dbo:Person ;
loupe:aboutProperty dbp:birthPlace ;
loupe:instanceCount "697783"^^xsd:long ;
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loupe:iriObjectCount "839430"^^xsd:long ;
loupe:literalObjectCount "232210"^^xsd:long ;
loupe:iriToLiteralRatio "0.2766"^^xsd:double ;
loupe:hasDatatype [ a loupe:DatatypePartition ;

loupe:datatype rdf:langString ;
loupe:objectCount "2707924"^^xsd:long ] ;

loupe:hasDatatype [ a loupe:DatatypePartition ;
loupe:datatype xsd:date ;
loupe:objectCount "2839"^^xsd:long ] ;

loupe:hasObjectType [ a loupe:ObjectTypeSet ;
loupe:objectType dbo:Country;

loupe:objectCount "321686"^^xsd:long ] ;
loupe:hasObjectType [ a loupe:ObjectTypeSet ;

loupe:objectType dbo:City;
loupe:objectCount "229739"^^xsd:long ] ;

# rest is omitted for brevity

Listing 7.4: A snippet from a class-property profile

Table 7.7: Class-property profile definition

Property Description
aboutClass The class of the class-property profile.
aboutProperty The property of the class-property profile.
instanceCount The number of instances of the given class that have at

least one triple with the given property.
objectCount The number of objects with this class-property combina-

tion. This also equals to the number of triples containing
this class-property combination.

distinctObjectCount The number of distinct objects with this class-property
combination.

iriObjectCount The number of IRI objects.
literalObjectCount The number of literal objects.
hasObjectType The distribution of types of IRI objects.
hasDatatype The distribution of datatypes of literal objects.

Generating context Disambiguation tools need textual content for them to have
sufficient context to disambiguate a string (i.e., the surface form of an entity) and link
it to the corresponding entity. Thus, we generate a textual context for each string by
utilizing the entity that is directly connected to the string in the knowledge graph.
First, we create a simple sentence by combining the entity label (as subject), the
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property label (as predicate), and the string (as object). Then, we complement it by
appending the description of the entity to it, generating a complete context, as shown
in Listings 4 and 5, in which the first line is the generated sentence and the remaining is
the description extracted from the dataset (using textual descriptions from properties
such as dbo:abstract, rdfs:comment, or dc:description). Our experiments show that
the generated context is effective in disambiguating entity strings.

Tim Cook employer Apple.
Timothy Donald "Tim" Cook is an American business executive, industrial engineer

and developer. Cook is the current and seventh Chief Executive Officer of Apple
Inc., previously serving as the company’s Chief Operating Officer, under its ....

Listing 7.5: Tim Cook and Apple

Apple Pie ingredient Apple.
An apple pie is a fruit pie, in which the principal filling ingredient is apple. It is, on

occasion, served with whipped cream or ice cream on top, or alongside cheddar
cheese. The pastry is generally used top−and−bottom ...

Listing 7.6: Apple Pie and Apple

Type identification In contrast to text disambiguation from unstructured sources,
our use case can rely on the fact that we are aiming to disambiguate entities of the
same (or similar) types which are already known. This is because all the strings
are taken from a single entity relation. For example, in the “employer” relation, we
expect all the objects to be of the type Company or Organization.

Thus, we aim to predict the range of the entity relation and use it to guide the
disambiguation or to choose the correct entity when the disambiguation results in
multiple entities.

On the one hand, when there is a large number of existing IRIs, we can analyze
the frequencies of types of those IRIs to derive heuristics about the entity type that
a given set of strings denote. Based on this, we can perform disambiguation taking
into account the most frequent K types that we observe in the existing IRIs.

On the other hand, when the IRI percentage is low, we can not reliably do a top
K frequency analysis. In this case, we follow an iterative approach. We perform
disambiguation in the first iteration and resolve all strings that are disambiguated
with high confidence. Then, we perform the type analysis of those entities to predict
the range of the relation. Then, in the second round of disambiguation, we use that
information for selecting the correct entity when the disambiguation confidence is low
or when the disambiguation tool gives multiple entities. This technique was inspired
by Web Table annotation algorithms [203].
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Confidence calculation and string replacement As the final step, we calculate
confidence values based on the confidence returned by the disambiguation tools and
the most frequent K types identified during the type identification phase.

When the confidence is higher than a predefined threshold, we replace the string
with the corresponding entity IRI in the knowledge graph. When the confidence is
low, we keep the string literal as it is in the graph.

7.3.5 Identification of Candidate Properties

Based on the techniques discussed in the previous section, we have developed a
method for analysing the structure of datasets to decide which strings denote entities,
and replace them by the corresponding IRIs. We have used it to check the presence
of string literals denoting entities in two large datasets.

Table 7.8: Top entity relations with strings in LOD Cache

Property # of lit. # obj. % lit. % of
IRI

dct:language 24,942,739 24,943,294 100 0
rdfs:seeAlso 83,156 1,205,624,455 00.01 99.99
rdfs:isDefinedBy 13,112 172,312,105 00.01 99.99
dct:license 10,080 287,750 3.50 96.50
dct:publisher 4,312 49,312 8.74 91.26

To identify entity relations with string objects, first we extracted all explicit entity
relation properties (according to their definition) from the Linked Open Vocabularies
(LOV) catalogue. These properties should not have any literal objects. Then we
analysed two large datasets: (a) LOD Cache and (b) Web Data Commons (WDS)
JSON-LD embedded data to identify triples where such properties had string objects.

The results are shown in Table 7.8 and Table 7.9, which show, for each property,
the number of literals, the total number of objects, and the corresponding literal and
IRI percentages.
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Table 7.9: Top entity relations with strings in WDC

Property # of lit. # of obj. % lit. % IRI
schema:creator 15,782,874 16,573,426 95.23 4.77
schema:brand 2,420,908 4,694,411 51.57 48.43
schema:author 1,500,898 26,193,682 5.73 94.37
schema:
hiringOrganization

1,231,840 1,251,870 98.84 1.16

schema:publisher 560,577 31,317,151 1.79 98.21

For identifying entity relations that do not have a rich property definition (i.e.,
RDFS properties without any constraint), we applied the algorithm introduced in
Section 6.2 to the Spanish DBpedia dataset. We could identify 25,560 class-property
combinations that are entity relations containing string literal objects. There were
23,880,424 strings as objects of those properties. By analyzing the corresponding
object types (after converting to IRIs and linking them to existing entities) of each
class-property relations, the most common types of entities that are denoted by
strings are shown in Table 7.10.

Table 7.10: Top types of entities as strings in DBpedia

Type # of strings
skos:Concept 7,691,836
dbo:Person 6,186,125
dbo:Place 4,904,153
dbo:Organisation 3,267,411
dbo:Work 2,319,624

7.3.6 Literal to IRI Conversion

For testing the literal to IRI conversion phase, we selected a subset of entity relations
from the Spanish DBpedia data we identified in the previous step. This subset
includes all class-property relations of the classes: dbo:Athlete, dbo:SportsTeam, and
dbo:SportsEvent. Table 7.11 shows the results of this conversion process.
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Table 7.11: Literal to IRI conversion

Class # of props # of strings converted to IRI
# %

dbo:Athete 497 376,970 154,854 41.01%
dbo:SportsEvent 367 350,105 121,254 34.63%
dbo:SportsTeam 220 169,647 98,488 58.05%

The low recall is mainly due to the large number of real-world entities that do
not have a corresponding page in Wikipedia. In such cases, it is not possible to find
an IRI. For example, the string “Kellyn Huehn" denotes an MMA fighter in Indiana
but because she is not in Wikipedia, the string is not disambiguated. We will look
into generating new identifiers for such entities as future work.

7.4 Type Prediction using Binary Classifiers

7.4.1 Use Case
In the Semantic Web vision paper [30], Berners-Lee et al. identify the value of having
access to structured collections of information with their associated explicit semantics
and inference rules that can be used for automated reasoning. Semantic Web has
come a long way since then and a large number of Semantic Web standards have
been developed and a massive volume of data is available as a part of the Linked
(Open) Cloud. Such data is generally expressed using ontologies or vocabularies and
is represented using the RDF model.

Naming things using globally identifiable URIs and providing their type informa-
tion plays an essential role in making the data on the Semantic Web discoverable
and reusable. For instance, such information allows a dataset to answer the query,
“What is La Tomatina?" by looking at its type declaration. Further, such information
enables exploratory queries such as “Find all scientists in a given knowledge graph".
For instance, if a knowledge base contains a type declaration, e.g., Albert Einstein is a
Scientist, this will allow him to be included in the aforementioned query. Nevertheless,
type information is not always available for all instances in a dataset due to various
reasons such as deficiencies in the data generation or transformation process (e.g.,
lack of mappings) or deficiencies in source data (e.g., missing type information).

In the Linked Open Data cloud, DBpedia [17] stands out as the central hub of
Linked Open Data (LOD) because it provides a vast amount of information and most
other datasets in the LOD cloud link to DBpedia. DBpedia data is extracted from
Wikipedia and transformed to RDF using the mappings. While being a useful source
of information containing more than 6.6 million entities (English DBpedia, 2016-10
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version), DBpedia also contains a large number of entities without type information
(or only typed as owl:Thing which does not add much information value). Specifically,
for the aforementioned DBpedia, 1.1 million entities do not have a type.

To this end, the objective of this work is to propose a data-driven type prediction
approach that predicts the type of a given instance using its structural information
in the dataset. The proposed approach this study is generic and applicable to
any knowledge graph and we evaluate its feasibility and performance using a set
of experiments carried out using the English DBpedia and the Spanish DBpedia
datasets. We chose DBpedia for experiments as it a large and a high-relevant dataset
in the Linked Data Cloud. The Spanish DBpedia is the second largest DBpedia in
size, after the English DBpedia, and around 40% of its content is exclusive, that is,
the information that cannot be found in the English DBpedia [164].

7.4.2 Approach

Figure 7.11 shows the approach we propose to predicting types using the Linked
Data profiling information. We propose a machine learning based binary classifier
that uses the presence of a set of properties encoded as binary features to predict if a
given instance belongs to a certain class or not.
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Figure 7.11: Type prediction method
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7.4.3 Feasibility analysis
This work is motivated by the fact that type information is not complete in datasets.
The main objective of this work is to propose techniques for completing type infor-
mation and evaluating such methods. One of the goals of the proposed approach is
to evaluate the feasibility of different alternatives to implement a binary classifier for
type prediction and also to evaluate how the proposed binary classifier performance
will change depending on the complexity of the data. Thus, the main research
questions that are explored while developing this method are:

• RQ1. Is it possible to build a model that can predict if a given instance belongs
to a type using the properties the instance has?

• RQ2. How does the accuracy of the model change based on the diversity of
the data? (e.g., the number of distinct classes)

• RQ3. Is a model trained from one dataset valid for another dataset?

The main research question, RQ1, analyses the feasibility of predicting the type
of an instance based on the properties it is associated with. These properties are
the links that connect a given instance to other instances or literal values. Two
different types of properties can be considered: the outgoing properties and incoming
properties. For instance, the RDF snippet shown in Listing 7.7 contains a set of triples
related to the entity dbr:Albert_Einstein. With respect to this entity, properties
birthPlace, birthDate, deathPlace, deathDate, spouse, doctoralAdvisor, award, field are
outgoing properties while author, notableStudent, father, spouse, influencedBy are
incoming properties.

@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
@prefix dbr: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/> .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

dbr:Albert_Einstein dbo:birthPlace dbr:Ulm;
dbo:birthDate "1879−03−14"^^xsd:date;
dbo:deathPlace dbr:Princeton;
dbo:deathDate "1955−04−18"^^xsd:date;
dbo:spouse dbr:Elsa_Lowenthal;
dbo:doctoralAdvisor dbr:Alfred_Kleiner;
dbo:influencedBy dbr:Ernst_Mach;
dbo:award dbr:Nobel_Prize_in_Physics;
dbo:field dbr:Physics .

dbr:The_Evolution_of_Physics dbo:author dbr:Albert_Einstein .
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dbr:ETH_Zurich dbo:notableStudent dbr:Albert_Einstein .
dbr:Hans_Albert_Einstein dbo:father dbr:Albert_Einstein .
dbr:Elsa_Lowenthal dbo:spouse dbr:Albert_Einstein .
dbr:Nathan_Rosen dbo:influencedBy dbr:Albert_Einstein .
dbr:David_Bohm dbo:influencedBy dbr:Albert_Einstein .

Listing 7.7: A snippet from an RDF graph

As it can be seen, the same property can be considered both as an outgoing
property as well as an incoming property as in the case of spouse or influencedBy.
Furthermore, the same property can be used to link an entity with multiple other
entities as in the case of influencedBy in this example. Thus, in this research question
we analyse if it is possible to predict the type of an instance, (e.g., that Albert
Einstein is a scientist) by analysing the properties that are used to link the given
instance to other instances and literal values.

The objective of the second research question, RQ2, is to analyse how the diversity
of the data affect the type predictors. As we will discuss in the next section, we
propose an approach to build binary classifier models for each class in a given ontology
that will distinguish if a given instance belong to that class or not. For instance, a
binary classifier for the dbo:Scientist class will classify Albert Einstein as a Scientist
or true and Donald Trump as not a Scientist or false. In this question, we will
explore the accuracy of the classifiers change with the diversity of the training and
test data. For instance, if the data only contain instances of two distinct classes (e.g.,
Person and Place) that have significantly different characteristics, our intuition is
that it is easier to distinguish between those two. Nevertheless, it is not as easy to
identify a Scientist from a Politician as those two classes share a common super
class Person and have more attributes in common. Furthermore, if the data contain
a large number of different classes such as Person, Place, Event, Food, Work, or
Biomolecule, our intuition is that this will make the classification problem harder and
could possibly lower the performance of the classifier. Thus, we explore this research
question through experimentation.

The objective of the third research question, RQ3, is to analyse if it is possible to
build binary classifiers for each class that will work in other datasets than the one
it was trained with. If this is true, this will increase the usefulness of the model as
a model trained using one dataset can be used with many other datasets for type
prediction task to complete the information of other datasets.

In this context, we have formulated three hypotheses, related to the research
question, that are evaluated in this paper. Those are:

• Hypothesis 1 - A Machine Learning binary classifier can be used for type
prediction with the presence of properties as features with high precision.
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• Hypothesis 2 - The accuracy of the aforementioned classifier will depend on the
diversity of data (i.e., the number of different types of instances in data)

• Hypothesis 3 - A model learned from one dataset can be used to predict types
of another dataset. (e.g., learning from Spanish DBpedia and predicting on
English DBpedia or vice versa).

In the evaluation of the proposed approach, we validate each of these hypotheses.

7.4.4 Binary Classifiers as Type Predictors
Several approaches have been proposed for the type prediction problem in large
datasets. Most of these approaches are tested on DBpedia because of its relevance as
the central hub of the Linked Data cloud.

One of the most prominent approaches in the area is the SDType [187] system,
which has been applied to DBpedia both for its evaluation as well as for the dataset
itself when being published. SDTypes exploits the information about the statistical
distribution of properties over types to infer new ones. That is, in a nutshell, if
a resource has the same properties as another one of a given type, then it can be
inferred that such resource should be typed with the given type. We follow a similar
line of thought in the work presented in this paper. However, unlike SDType, we
use binary classifiers for each given class, compared to the multilabel classifiers in
SDType.

More recent studies have proposed the use of machine learning techniques, like
the one used to identify wrong mappings in DBpedia [200]. Specifically focused on
improving the types of resources in a dataset, some contributions have been explored,
using multilabel approaches [223, 239], varying on the algorithms applied and how
the training data is selected. In general, all of them define the process of assigning
types as a multilabel classification problem, as several types are expected for each
resource. In our work, we formulate the type prediction as a binary classification
problem by generating a model for each of the classes in the given ontology.

Taxonomy-based classification approaches for a multilabel process, which use
the ontology to divide the training data into different subsets according to different
criteria, has been also proposed [202]. Melo et al. [155] provide a comprehensive
discussion on state of the art.

In this work, we propose an approach for predicting the type of an instance resource
based on its structural characteristics, i.e., the properties it has. We formulate this
type prediction problem as a binary classification problem where, for each class in
the corresponding ontology (e.g., DBpedia ontology in this case). Thus, each class
will have a prediction model that will predict if a given instance belongs to that class
or not based on the properties a given instance resource has. For instance, we can
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build a binary classifier model for dbo:Holiday class, which predict if a given instance
is a holiday or not based on the properties it has.

7.4.5 Feature Engineering
In the approach, each feature is binary and is associated with a given property. If
the corresponding property is present in the instance, the value is 1 and 0 otherwise.
The next decision is which properties to include as features. Trivially, all properties
in a given ontology can be included as features. However, this will lead to sparse
feature matrix with most features having all zeros because they are not related to
any of the classes in our training/test data. Thus in our experiments, we limit the
features to a subset of properties, i.e. all properties that are present in at least a
single triple in the training data.

7.4.6 Training
The next step is to prepare data for training the binary classifier model of each class.
For this, we need a set of positive training data as well as a set of negative training
data. Positive training data can be easily generated by querying all instances of a
given class. For instance, for the classifier model for dbo:Holiday class, that will be
all Holiday instances. Nevertheless, negative training data generation can be done
in several different ways. For instance, a class that is disjoint with Holiday can be
chosen, e.g., Person, and all instances of that class can be used as negative training
data. However, this will create a more simpler setting than the real-world data where
only instances of the two classes are present. By adding more classes to the negative
training data, we can make this setting more realistic. If the training data contains a
representative sample of instances of all classes, we can assume the learned models to
be representative.

Further, if the dataset contains some noisy data, a manual inspection of the
selected instances is needed because some of the type information can be wrong. For
example, in the DBpedia dataset there were several erroneous types in its resources.
In this manual analysis, we identified a few common errors, for instance, pages with
lists of people being typed as person.

In this paper, we have presented an approach for type prediction of instances based
on the structural information, i.e., the properties the instance has. The experiments
that were carried out demonstrate that a binary classifier model can be built with
high accuracy for type prediction using structural information as features and also
the accuracy of the model depends on the diversity of the training knowledge graph.
Further, the experiment demonstrates that a model that is trained on one dataset
can be used for type prediction in a different dataset.
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As future work, on the one hand we plan to extend this study to analyse the
effects of diversity and dataset complexity by using further granular levels of classes
in the ontology (such as more deeper levels of subclasses, e.g., 2nd, 3rd, 4th levels)
as well as testing the generated models with other multilingual datasets such as the
French DBpedia, Italian DBpedia, German DBpedia, etc. On the other hand, we plan
to extend this study to compare the performance of the approach proposed in this
paper with other NLP-oriented approaches for type prediction to see the effectiveness
of type prediction based on structural information and based on NLP features. Our
intuition is that the ensemble approach that uses both structural features and NLP
features will yield even better performance.



Chapter 8

Evaluation

As discussed in Chapter 3, the main objective of this thesis is to propose novel and
scalable methods for automatic quality assessment and repair of Linked
Data. This main objective was further subdivided into four sub-objectives: (i) to
provide means for representing quality assessment results along with all associated
metadata in a comparable manner using well-established standards., (ii) identify
information that could be automatically generated on large-scale datasets and could be
used for quality assessment and repair tasks, (iii) to propose methods for automatically
deriving Linked Data validation constraints for large datasets, and (iv) to develop
methods for automatic quality assessment and repair.

Aligned with the aforementioned objectives, four main contributions are derived
during this thesis:

i) LDQM, A Linked Data quality model for representing Linked Data quality in a
standard manner (Chapter 4)

ii) Loupe, A framework for Linked Data profiling (Chapter 5)

iii) An automatic RDF Shape induction method using the Linked Data profiling
metrics (Chapter 6), and

iv) A set of methods for automatic quality assessment and repair using Linked Data
profiling metrics and RDF Shapes (Chapter 7)

In Chapter 3, Work Objectives, we have identified a set of restrictions and
assumptions that defined the scope of the work and formulated 9 hypotheses that we
will use to evaluate the aforementioned contributions (Section 3.4). Furthermore, we
designed evaluation plans for each of the hypotheses (Section 3.5).

In this chapter, we evaluate the hypotheses related to each of the contributions
according to the evaluation plan.

183
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8.1 Linked Data Quality Model (LDQM)
The first contribution of the thesis is C1. A Linked Data Quality Model for rep-
resenting Linked Data quality in a standard manner. H1, the hypothesis related
to C1.1, is that the proposed Linked Data Quality Model (LDQM) satisfies a set
of characteristics that are relevant for a quality model, namely, comprehensiveness,
applicability, understandability, and consistency.

There are no exact criteria to be referred to when evaluating quality models
[25]; thus we have selected four different properties based on the various criteria
related to quality models described in the literature [25, 196], as well as, based on
the criterion that we consider as the most important for the Linked Data domain
(i.e., consistency).

8.1.1 Properties of the Quality Model
The goal of this evaluation is to verify that the proposed quality model satisfies the
properties of a good quality model as discussed before.

Comprehensiveness tends to describe the coverage of the quality model in terms
of quality characteristics and quality measures [25], i.e., whether a quality model is
complete with respect to the state of the art efforts in quality assessment. To this
end, meta publications such as literature surveys of the current quality characteristics
and metrics as well as primary studies on specific quality metrics published in the
literature can be used to compile a representative list of quality characteristics and
metrics for Linked Data. The information gathered this way can be used to verify
if the proposed model is representative of the current quality characteristics and
metrics.

The quality model presented in this thesis is based on the survey by Zaveri
et al. [235] which is, arguably, quite comprehensive with respect to the quality
characteristics and quality measures that are evaluated in the state of the art. Since
the coverage of the quality model presented in this thesis is in direct relation with
the coverage of the survey by Zaveri et al. [235], it can be assumed that the Linked
Data quality model is as comprehensive and complete as the mentioned survey.
Furthermore, the hierarchy of quality measures in the Linked Data quality model
includes measures that are related to various aspects of Linked Data quality (Figure
4.1), covering all the defined aspects. To this extent, the Linked Data quality model
proposed in this thesis is also comprehensive in terms of the described Linked Data
quality aspects. Furthermore, the Linked Data quality model covers the quality
measures in more details than Zaveri et al. [235], and it also describes a higher
number of measures.
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Applicability tends to describe the cases in which a quality model has been
successfully applied in practice. Since the main purpose of a quality model is to
provide guidelines in the evaluation process, as a use case we have developed a tool,
LD Sniffer, for evaluating the accessibility of Linked Data (Section 4.3.3). Although
the mentioned tool does not cover all the quality measures described in the Linked
Data quality model, it has been developed following the quality model guidelines.
Furthermore, the evaluation results produced by the tool are in line with the quality
model.

Despite the fact that the tool presented in this work is an initial effort in exploiting
the Linked Data quality model, it can be assumed that this quality model has potential
to be successfully applied in practice as a reference for Linked Data evaluation since
parts of it are already used by existing tools and ontologies to represent their evaluation
results.

Understandability tends to describe whether a quality model can be easily under-
stood in order to be applied in practice. To this extent, Behkamal et al. argue that
an important factor for clear and unambiguous quality models is their hierarchical
organization of elements [25], while Bertoa et al. argue that understandability of a
quality model is influenced by its structure and organisation [31].

The Linked Data quality model presented in this thesis is a hierarchical quality
model, similarly as those defined by the ISO (e.g., ISO 25010 and ISO 25012 ).
Furthermore, in order to address the specific nature of the domain and to reduce
the ambiguity that is identified as a problem in generic quality models [8], we have
introduced a hierarchy of quality measures and quality characteristics specific to
Linked Data, and we have also provided definitions for all the elements as well as,
where applicable, formulas for the calculation of quality measures. To this extent,
it can be assumed that the Linked Data quality model presented in this thesis is
characterised by a high level of understandability.

Consistency tends to describe to which extend the elements of a quality model
(e.g., quality characteristics and quality measures) are in agreement and compatibility
with each other. Radulovic et al [196] argue that, for a quality model to be consistent,
all the formulas in a quality model must contain only those quality measures that
are already defined in the model. Furthermore, it is recommendable that all quality
measures on lower levels in a hierarchy (i.e., base measures or derived measures)
are used for obtaining quality measures on higher levels (i.e., derived measures or
indicators), although in some cases measures on lower levels can be stand-alone and
bring important information related to particular evaluation.
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The quality model for Linked Data presented in this thesis defines the quality
measures and quality characteristics that, according to the guide by Radulovic et
al [196]., are completely compatible. All the base measures are used for defining
derived measures or indicators, all the derived measures are used for defining indicators,
and all the formulas contain only those measures that are defined in the quality
model. Furthermore, all the indicators defined in the quality model are used for the
measurement of quality characteristics, and all the specified measures are used in
formulas. In this sense, it can be concluded that the Linked Data quality model
presented in this thesis is consistent.

8.1.2 Usefulness and Applicability of the Quality Model
The second hypothesis related to C1. A Linked Data Quality Model is that, H2,
LDQM is useful for the development of Linked Data quality assessment tools.

This section presents a practical use case of the usefulness of the Linked Data
Quality Model discussed in the thesis. The section presents a command-line tool, LD
Sniffer, which allows users to assess the quality of Linked Data resources in a dataset
such as DBpedia. Given a set of resource URIs each identified by an IRI, for example,
“http://dbpedia.org/resource/Madrid”, the tool can dereference the corresponding
RDF graph and assess each IRI in the graph using the Linked Data Quality Model.
The LD Sniffer tool1 is an open-source project under the Apache 2.0 license2.

The motivation of presenting this use case is to discuss the usefulness of the model
with relation to how a quality model could help the design and implementation of such
a tool, how the quality model could improve the understanding of the metrics with
explicit semantics and reduce the opportunity for ambiguity and misinterpretations,
and finally how the quality model and its formal representation could improve the
comparison of the assessment results generated by tools and be used for further tasks
such as selection of Linked Data resources with a sufficient quality or recommendation
of Linked Data resources.

Use of the quality model The main functionality of the LD Sniffer tool is to
generate a quality assessment for a set of given Linked Data resources. Thus, the tool
will take a set of URIs of Linked Data resources as the input and generate an output
as a set of metrics that provide indications about the quality of the resource. With the
aforementioned use case, the first step of the quality assessment tool developer is to
identify how the quality of a Linked Data resource can be measured and what metrics
can be used to measure quality. The quality model presented in this thesis provides
the necessary guidance on that by providing an overview of the different aspects

1https://github.com/nandana/ld-sniffer
2https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

https://github.com/nandana/ld-sniffer
https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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that have to be taken into account such as domain data, metadata, vocabularies,
interlinking, and infrastructure.

Having an understanding of the different quality aspects allows the assessment
tool developers to decide and focus on the aspects that they want to assess. For
instance, the initial version of LD Sniffer is planned to be a domain-agnostic general
purpose quality assessment tool so it will not focus on quality characteristics such as
the accuracy or completeness of facts. It will focus on generic aspects that apply to
Linked Data and are described in the previous section, such as Metadata, RDF model,
Serialization, and Infrastructure. Later on, the developers of LD Sniffer could decide
to add the aspects that they did not consider such as Domain data or Vocabularies
used by linking the tool to a domain knowledge base which can verify the accuracy
of the facts or the most appropriate ontologies to be reused. Understanding those
different aspects allows the Linked Data tool assessment developers to develop their
roadmaps using the quality model as guidance In the case of the LD Sniffer tool, the
developers are mostly interested in the infrastructure aspect which is highly related
to the accessibility dimension.

The second step is to decide which metrics to be used in the quality assessment.
The quality model provides a set of metrics that can be used to measure different
quality characteristics. In the model, those metrics are described using base measures,
derived measures, and indicators. These metrics in the quality model provide insights
about which metrics can be implemented by the tool for a given aspect. Furthermore,
the base measures provide information to the tool developers on which metrics can be
directly evaluated with the subject of the evaluation and the derived measures specify
how they can be combined to formulate other measures. Having a Linked Data
quality model with a well-defined set of metrics allows the developers to implement
those metrics in a standard manner. As the metrics in the quality model are defined
as Linked Data with global identifiers and explicit semantics, all tools interpret the
metrics in the same way. This allows the LD Sniffer tool to advertise the metrics
that it uses in an unambiguous manner. The separation of base measures, derived
measures, and indicators also helps the assessment tool developers on how to design
the tool. For instance, indicators are important at the time of decision making and,
thus, they could be highlighted in the quality assessment results. The Linked Data
Quality Model allows finding relevant metrics for a given use case, either via the
Linked Data Quality Model wiki3 or using the its SPARQL endpoint4.

Once the set of metrics are defined and implemented, the next step is the repre-
sentation of quality results. Having global identifiers for the quality metrics helps
in representing the quality results. Dataset validation tools that produce evaluation
results that are described using the model proposed in this thesis and reference to

3http://delicias.dia.fi.upm.es/LDQM/index.php/Accessibility
4http://linkeddata.es/resource/ldqm/sparql

http://delicias.dia.fi.upm.es/LDQM/index.php/Accessibility
http://linkeddata.es/resource/ldqm/sparql
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the Linked Dada representation of the quality model have the advantage of easier
publication of structured results, as well as of reusability of such results.

Figure 8.1 shows an example of some evaluation results that are described according
to the ontology proposed in this thesis (ldq), and that reference the RDF representation
of the Linked Data quality model (ldqm), while the Appendix provides a coded example
and some example SPARQL queries.

16/12/2016 6 

ldqm:AverageSubject 
Dereferenceability 

dqv:Metric 

ldqm:Accessibility 

dqv:Dimension om:Measurement_scale 

RatioScale HigherBest 

qmo:Rankingfunction 

QualityMeasure1 

dqv:QualityMeasurement 

ldqm:Dataset 

ldq:Granularity 

DBpedia 

dcat:Dataset 

LinkedDataServer 

ldq:QualityAspect 

Evaluation1 

eval:Evaluation 

AssessmentTechnique1 

ldq:AssessmentTechnique 

ldq:AutomationLevel 

ldq:Automatic 

“86”^^xsd:decimal Percentage 

om:Unit_of_Measure 

dqv:isMeasurementOf 

ldq:hasGranularity dqv:computedOn eval:obtainedFrom 

ldq:utilizes 
ldq:hasAutomationLevel 

dqv:value sdmx-attribute:unitMeasure 

dqv:inDimension qmo:hasScale ldq:hasAspect 
qmo:hasRankingFunction 

Figure 8.1: Example of dataset evaluation results

Evaluation of DBpedia resources The proposed quality model and the LD
sniffer tool were used to perform an assessment of the accessibility of a subset of
DBpedia resources. The details of the evaluation are described using LDQM and
are available as dereferenceable Linked Data along with a SPARQL endpoint5 for
querying and as a downloadable RDF dump6. The evaluation is focused on the
accessibility quality characteristics of the model and uses 8 base measures, 4 derived
measures, and 4 indicators as described in the quality model. 1 million IRIs in more
than 100K resources were assessed to calculate the aforementioned results.

Figure 8.2 shows the distribution of the average subject dereferenceability, average
predicate dereferenceability, and average object dereferenceability measurements of
the instances in the DBpedia dataset of the dbo:Person and dbo:Place classes, of

5http://nandana.github.io/ld-sniffer/sparql.html
6https://datahub.io/dataset/ldqm-dbpedia-2016

http://nandana.github.io/ld-sniffer/sparql.html
https://datahub.io/dataset/ldqm-dbpedia-2016
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the predicates used to describe such instances, and of the objects in those predicates.
The X-axis of the line graphs shows the average dereferenceability (rounded to the
nearest integer) while the Y axis shows the number of resources with a given average
dereferenceability. In general, both average predicate dereferenceability and average
object dereferenceability are commonly in the 90 to 100 range while the average
subject dereferenceability varies in a broader range. The main reason for this is the
fact that the DBpedia server fails when many requests are sent and it returns a ’503
Service Unavailable’ error.

Figure 8.2: Average dereferenceability of dbo:Person/dbo:Place instances

Table 8.1 shows a list of all errors (HTTP status codes) returned by non-
dereferenceable IRIs in this study. Figure 8.3 shows a pie chart with the most
common errors returned when dereferencing IRIs found in the content of dbo:Person
and dbo:Place Linked Data resources. The most common status codes include failures
in the server to provide a valid response such as ‘500 Internal Server Error ’, ‘502
Bad Gateway’, or ‘503 Service Unavailable’ and currently non-exiting IRIs with ‘404
Not Found’, or ‘410 Gone’. More details of the analysis are found in the evaluation
results website7.

Table 8.2 shows the most common domains non-dereferenceable IRIs in this study
and with the number of non-dereferenceable per each domain. As it can be seen, in
both dbo:Person and dbo:Place resources the most errors in external IRIs were from
YAGO knowledge base.

7http://nandana.github.io/ld-sniffer/

http://nandana.github.io/ld-sniffer/
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Table 8.1: List of errors found in non-dereferenceable IRIs

Code Description Code Description
400 Bad Request 429 Too Many Requests
401 Unauthorized 451 Unavailable For Legal Reasons
403 Forbidden 456 Header Field Not Valid
404 Not Found 500 Internal Server Error
405 Method Not Allowed 501 Not Implemented
406 Not Acceptable 502 Bad Gateway
408 Request Timeout 503 Service Unavailable
409 Conflict 504 Gateway Timeout
410 Gone 520 Origin Error
412 Precondition Failed 522 Connection Timed Out
415 Unsupported Media Type 523 Origin is unreachable
416 Requested Range Not Satisfiable 524 A timeout occurred
417 Expectation Failed 598 Network read timeout error

Table 8.2: Domains with most non-dereferenceable IRIs

dbo:Person dbo:Place
Domain Errors Domain Errors

yago-knowledge.org 34,734 yago-knowledge.org 29,494
dbpedia.org 32,302 dbpedia.org 9,402
it.dbpedia.org 11742 de.dbpedia.org 8,486
de.dbpedia.org 10421 it.dbpedia.org 5,923
inkedgeodata.org 4446 pt.dbpedia.org 510
pt.dbpedia.org 963 zitgist.com 230
nl.dbpedia.org 833 en.wikipedia.org 209
gadm.geovocab.org 785 es.dbpedia.org 197
geonames.usgs.gov 365 id.dbpedia.org 149
rdfabout.com 357 data.nytimes.com 142

The main advantage of using, on the one hand, the Linked Data Quality Model
for the evaluation and, on the other hand, its RDF representation for representing
the information about this evaluation is that it provides reference for the measures to
be evaluated and a large amount of provenance information for understanding how
the evaluation was performed. For instance, when a metric such as “average subject
dereferenceability”8 is dereferenced it provides information such as the definition of

8http://linkeddata.es/page/resource/ldqm/QualityIndicator/

http://linkeddata.es/page/resource/ldqm/QualityIndicator/Averagesubjectdereferenceability
http://linkeddata.es/page/resource/ldqm/QualityIndicator/Averagesubjectdereferenceability
http://linkeddata.es/page/resource/ldqm/QualityIndicator/Averagesubjectdereferenceability
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Figure 8.3: Distribution of HTTP status codes for non-dereferenceable IRIs

the metric, its description, the base measures or derived measures used for calculating
the given indicator, the scale, the relevant quality characteristic, and the Linked Data
aspect. In addition, the base measures such as “number of distinct subjects”9 provide
the technique that was used to calculate the base measure. This additional information
helps the quality evaluation result consumers to get a better understanding of the
evaluation results and utilise them for making decisions.

8.2 A Framework for Linked Data profiling
(Loupe)

The second contribution of the thesis is C2. The Loupe Linked Data profiling
framework. In this section, we validate the hypotheses H3 and H4 related to C2
according to the evaluation plan discussed in Section 3.5.

8.2.1 Expressivity of the Loupe Extended Dataset Descrip-
tion Model

The first hypothesis related to the contribution C2, as presented in Chapter 3, is that
H3 the proposed Loupe dataset description model (C2.1 ) is more expressive than the
current dataset description models and contains fine-grained Linked Data profiling
metrics needed for quality assessment techniques and repair use cases

To this end, we evaluate the expressiveness of the Loupe extended dataset de-
scription model for representing Linked Data profiling metrics in RDF based on the
profiling tasks and derived metrics that were identified in Section 5.2. There are six

Averagesubjectdereferenceability
9http://linkeddata.es/page/resource/ldqm/BaseMeasure/Numberofdistinctsubjects’

http://linkeddata.es/page/resource/ldqm/QualityIndicator/Averagesubjectdereferenceability
http://linkeddata.es/page/resource/ldqm/QualityIndicator/Averagesubjectdereferenceability
http://linkeddata.es/page/resource/ldqm/QualityIndicator/Averagesubjectdereferenceability
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main Linked Data profiling tasks were identified: (T1.) RDF Triple Analysis, (T2.)
Vocabulary Usage Analysis, (T3.) Network Metrics Analysis, (T4.) Triple Pattern
Analysis (T5.) Value Distribution Analysis, and (T6.) Language Analysis.

The state of the art dataset description models included in the evaluation are
listed in Table 8.3. DCAT [152], the data catalogue vocabulary published by W3C
for facilitating interoperability between data catalogs published on the Web, is not
included in this comparison because it does not contain information specific to RDF.
The DCAT vocabulary is designed to be suitable for data of any format such as XML,
CSV, JSON, or other formats. Because this evaluation is focused on RDF specific
profiling tasks and metrics, DCAT is not part of the evaluation.

It is also important to note that the objective of this evaluation is to validate the
expressivity of the aforementioned vocabularies only from the perspective of the data
profiling tasks and metrics identified in this thesis. Each of the models evaluated in
this section covers a wide variety of other metadata that is not in the scope of this
evaluation such as licence metadata, accessibility metadata, information about the
distributions, provenance information, etc.

Table 8.3: State-of-the-art dataset description models

Model Description
RDFStats [143] RDFStats is a framework for generating statistics from RDF

data that can be used for query processing and optimisation over
SPARQL endpoints. The generated statistics are described using
the RDFStats vocabulary.

VoID [132] VoID is an RDF Schema vocabulary for expressing metadata
about RDF datasets and it is currently one of the most widely
used dataset description model with RDF data.

VoID-Ext [153] The VoID-ext vocabulary is a VoID extension to allow much
richer statistical data about RDF datasets and it is developed to
be used by the Aether tool.

HCLS Profile [9] Dataset Descriptions: HCLS Community Profile is a dataset
description model developed by the W3C Semantic Web in Health
Care and Life Sciences Interest Group. Rather than defining a
new vocabulary the HCLS community profile reuses terms from
existing vocabularies such as the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative
(DCMI ), DCAT, PROV-O, VoID, VoID-ext, and Schema.org.

LDSO (LOD-
Stats) [70]

The LODStats Dataset Vocabulary (LDSO) vocabulary is de-
veloped to represent the RDF dataset statistics information ex-
tracted by the LODStats tool.

Table 8.3 – Continued on next page
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Table 8.3 – Continued from previous page

Model Description
LLM (LOD
Laundro-
mat) [145]

The LOD Laundromat meta-dataset (LLM) vocabulary is a vo-
cabulary that is developed to describe the metadata about the
datasets stored in LOD Laundromat.

DataID [44] DataID is a metadata description model to enabling users to
discover, understand and process the available data and it is
based on the DCAT and VoID vocabularies.

ABSTAT [214] ABSTAT is an ontology-driven data abstraction tool that sup-
ports the extraction and the representation of summaries of linked
datasets using data profiling.

Table 8.4 shows the coverage of Linked Data profiling metrics in each of the
dataset description models we discussed before. As it can be seen from the table,
even though metrics related to RDF Triple Analysis and Vocabulary Usage Analysis
tasks are partially covered by most dataset description models, other metrics such
as Network Metrics, Triple Patterns, Value Distribution and Language analysis is
largely not covered by other models. Noticeably, the LLM model partially covers this
aspect. Nevertheless, as Table 8.4, there is a gap in coverage related to Linked Data
profiling metrics in the current state-of-the-art dataset description models.

Table 8.4: Summary of metrics coverage

Task # of
metrics

Coverage

RDF
Stats

VoID VoID-
Ext

HCLS
Profile LDSO LLM DataIDLoupe

RDF Triple Analy-
sis (T1)

20 2 4 14 4 5 18 4 20

Vocabulary Usage
Analysis (T2)

18 6 8 8 7 4 7 2 18

Network Metric
Analysis (T3)

13 - - - - - 10 - 13

Triple Pattern Anal-
ysis (T4)

9 - - - - - - - 9

Value Distribution
Analysis (T5)

20 - - 6 - - 12 - 20

Language Analysis
(T6)

4 - - 3 - 2 2 - 4
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Rest of this section shows detailed tables for coverage of metrics in each task,
more concretely, Table 8.5 shows coverage for RDF Triple Analysis, Table 8.6 for
Vocabulary Usage Analysis, Table 8.7 for Network Metrics Analysis, Table 8.8 for
Triple Pattern Analysis, Table 8.9 for Value Distribution Analysis, and Table 8.10 for
Language Analysis.

Table 8.5: T1 - RDF triple analysis

ID Name RDF
Stats VoID VoID

-Ext
HCLS
Profile LDSO LLM DataID Loupe

T.1.1.1 Dataset Triple
Count

X X X X X X X X

T1.1.2 Duplicate Triple
Count

X X

T1.2.1 Named Graph
URIs

X X

T1.2.2 Named Graph
Triple Count

X X

T1.3.1 Distinct Subject
Count

X X X X X X X

T1.3.2 IRI Subject
Count

X X X X

T1.3.3 Distinct IRI Sub-
ject Count

X X X

T1.3.4 Blanknode Sub-
ject Count

X X X

T1.3.5 Distinct Blan-
knode Subject
Count

X X X

T1.4.1 Distinct Object
Count

X X X X X X

T1.4.2 IRI Object
Count

X X X

T1.4.3 Distinct IRI Ob-
ject Count

X X X

T1.4.4 Blanknode Ob-
ject Count

X X X

Table 8.5 – Continued on next page
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Table 8.5 – Continued from previous page

ID Name RDF
Stats VoID VoID

-Ext
HCLS
Profile LDSO LLM DataID Loupe

T1.4.5 Distinct Blan-
knode Object
Count

X X X

T1.4.6 Literal Object
Count

X X X X

T1.4.7 Distinct Literal
Object Count

X X X

T1.5 Total RDF Node X X X
T1.6 totalBlankNodes X X X
T1.7 Typed Entity

Count
X X

T1.8 Labeled Entity
Count

X X

Table 8.6: T2. Vocabulary usage analysis

ID Name RDF
Stats VoID VoID

-Ext
HCLS
Profile LDSO LLM DataID Loupe

T2.1 Vocabulary
Count

X

T2.2 Class Count X X X X X
T2.3 Class List X X X X X X X
T2.4 Property Count X X X
T2.5 Property List X X X X X X X
T2.6 Object Property

Count
X

T2.7 Datatype Prop-
erty Count

X

T2.8 Defined Class
Count

X X

T2.9 Defined Property
Count

X X

T2.10.1 Vocabulary
Namespace

X X X X X X X

Table 8.6 – Continued on next page
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Table 8.6 – Continued from previous page

ID Name RDF
Stats VoID VoID

-Ext
HCLS
Profile LDSO LLM DataID Loupe

T2.10.2 Vocabulary
Class Count

X

T2.10.3 Vocabulary
Property Count

X

T2.11.1 Class IRI X X X X X
T2.11.2 Instance Count X X X X X
T2.11.3 Instance Ratio X
T2.12.1 PropertyIRI X X X X X
T2.12.2 Triple Count X X X X X
T2.12.3 Triple Ratio X

Table 8.7: T3. Network metrics analysis

ID Name RDF
Stats VoID VoID

-Ext
HCLS
Profile LDSO LLM DataID Loupe

T3.1.1 Mean indegree X X
T3.1.2 Max indegree X X
T3.1.3 Min indegree X X
T3.1.4 Mode indegree X X
T3.1.5 Std. deviation of

indegree
X X

T3.2.1 Mean outdegree X X
T3.2.2 Max outdegree X X
T3.2.3 Min outdegree X X
T3.2.4 Mode outdegree X X
T3.2.5 Std. deviation of

outdegree
X X

T3.3 Component
Count

X

T3.4 Largest Compo-
nent Size

X

T3.5 Largest Compo-
nent Ratio

X
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Table 8.8: T4. Triple pattern analysis

ID Name RDF
Stats VoID VoID

-Ext
HCLS
Profile LDSO LLM DataID Loupe

T4.1.1 Class Property
Triple Count

X

T4.1.2 Class-property
Triple Ratio

X

T4.2.1 Property-class
Triple Count

X

T4.2.2 Property-class
Triple Ratio

X

T4.3.1 Subject Type X
T4.3.2 Predicate X
T4.3.3 Object Type X
T4.3.4 Abstract Triple

Pattern Count
X

T4.3.5 Abstract Triple
Pattern Ratio

X

Table 8.9: T5. Value distribution analysis

ID Name RDF
Stats VoID VoID

-Ext
HCLS
Profile LDSO LLM DataID Loupe

T5.1.1 Min value X X
T5.1.2 Max value X X
T5.1.3 Mean value X X
T5.1.4 Median value X
T5.1.5 Std. deviation X X
T5.2.1 Min string

length
X X X

T5.2.2 Max string
length

X X X

T5.2.3 Mean string
length

X X X

T5.2.4 Median string
length

X

Table 8.9 – Continued on next page
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Table 8.9 – Continued from previous page

ID Name RDF
Stats VoID VoID

-Ext
HCLS
Profile LDSO LLM DataID Loupe

T5.2.5 Mode string
length

X

T5.2.6 String length
Std. deviation

X X

T5.3.1 Min IRI length X X X
T5.3.2 Max IRI length X X X
T5.3.3 Mean IRI length X X X
T5.3.4 Median IRI

length
X

T5.3.5 Mode IRI length X
T5.3.6 IRI length Std.

deviation
X X

T5.4.1 Common names-
pace IRI

X

T5.4.2 Common names-
pace Count

X

T5.4.3 Common names-
pace Ratio

X

Table 8.10: T6. Language analysis

ID Name RDF
Stats VoID VoID

-Ext
HCLS
Profile LDSO LLM DataID Loupe

T6.1.1 Language X X X X
T6.1.2 String count X X X X
T6.1.3 Distinct string

count
X X

T6.1.4 String ratio X

8.2.2 Scalability of the Loupe Tools
The second hypothesis related to the contribution C2, as presented in Chapter 3, is
that H4, the Loupe Linked Data profiling tools (C2.2 ) are scalable, i.e., the execution
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time of the Loupe Linked Data tools scale with respect to the dataset size (in triples)
and richness of vocabularies used (number of distinct classes and properties) and it
can be used to profile large datasets (more than million triples) in the Linked Open
Data cloud in less than 30 minutes.

Experimental setup: The methodology used for this evaluation is to select a
representative sample of the publicly available datasets as the input and preform
the profiling activities to record the execution times per each of the datasets. As
the sample of representative datasets, we have collected all the datasets available in
the LOD Laundromat repository that is widely considered by the community as a
representative sample of the datasets available [201]. In total, 34 billions of triples
from 26 thousand datasets were used for the evaluation. A summary of the dataset
is presented in Table 8.11.

The experiments are performed in a computer with 8 cores and the frequency
range is 2.53GHz to 1.59GHz. The server was equipped with a 16GB of physical
memory. The operating system was Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS and Java 1.8.0_162 version.
The open source edition of the Virtuoso server was used for SPARQL queries.

Table 8.11: Summary of input datasets

Description Value
Number of datasets 26,063
Number of triples 34,556,443,529
Min dataset size (triples) 1
Max dataset size (triples) 571,825,316)
Median dataset size 109,269
Average dataset size 1,325,881

In the first part of the evaluation, the execution time is compared against the
dataset size measured in the number of triples. The motivation for using the size of
the dataset is because most metrics in the profiling tasks are influenced by the size of
the dataset. The size of the datasets used for the evaluation varies from datasets with
a single triple to datasets with 571 million triples. Because there are a large number
of datasets with the same number of triples (especially for the datasets with a smaller
number of triples such as 100 triples), the average execution of all datasets with the
same number of triples are calculated. Figure 8.4 illustrates the execution time (in
seconds) of the data profiling tool against the dataset size (in millions of triples).
The execution time varies from a few milliseconds to several minutes. The largest
dataset took 13 minutes to finish. As it can be seen from Figure 8.4, the execution
time gradually increases with the dataset size but does not increase exponentially (it
shows rather a linear increase). For smaller datasets, there is a noticeable variation
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of the execution time. For smaller datasets, the execution time can be affected by
many other factors such as the number of different vocabularies used, the ability to
run the profiling tasks in parallel, etc. Nevertheless, for large datasets the effect of
these factors becomes less and the execution time shows a more direct relation with
the number of triples.

Figure 8.4: Execution time (in seconds) Vs dataset size (in millions of triples)

Similarly, Figure 8.5 illustrates the average execution time per triple vs the size
of the dataset in triples. Because of the large variation in the scale, the horizontal
axis of the graph is plotted using the log scale. It shows that the average time varies
for smaller datasets by it stabilises for larger datasets. Using the same information,
we have calculated the correlation between the dataset size and execution time as
illustrated in Figure 8.6. There is a positive correlation with a correlation coefficient
of 0.74 (P <0.0001 ). Even though correlation does not necessarily imply causation,
this shows strong evidence that the execution time increases somewhat linear manner
with the dataset size.

In the second evaluation, we look at how the execution time changes with the
number of vocabulary terms used in the dataset. By vocabulary terms, we refer to the
classes and properties used (i.e., TBox or the schema) in the dataset. The motivation
for exploring how the profiling tasks scale with respect to the vocabulary terms is the
fact that many profiling tasks are directly dependent on the vocabulary terms. Thus,
depending on the vocabulary terms, the number of atomic profiling tasks performed
(e.g., the number of queries to extract data) varies. In this evaluation, we have
summed up the number of classes and the number of properties used in the dataset
to generate the total number of vocabulary terms used. Similar to the previous
case of dataset size in triples, when two or more datasets have the same number of
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Figure 8.5: Log of avg time per triple (in milliseconds) Vs dataset size (in millions of
triples)

Figure 8.6: Correlation between dataset size and execution time

vocabulary terms, the average execution time of all such datasets were considered.
The summary of the distribution of vocabulary term count in each dataset is shown
in Table 8.12.

Table 8.12: Summary of vocabulary term counts

Description Value
Number of datasets 26,063
Distinct vocabulary term count 1,056
Minimum vocabulary term count 1
Maximum vocabulary term count 369,145
Median dataset size 1484
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Average dataset size 4505

How the execution time changes with the increase of the total number of vocabulary
terms is shown in Figure 8.7. Similar to the dataset size, we see a gradual increase in
execution time when the number of vocabulary terms are increased but the growth is
not exponential.

Figure 8.7: Execution time (in seconds) Vs total vocabulary terms

Furthermore, we have calculated how average execution time per vocabulary
term vs the total number of vocabulary terms as illustrated in Figure 8.8. As it
can be seen from the chart, the time per term gradually decreases when the total
number of vocabulary terms increases. This is understandable because the Loupe
profiling framework is designed to optimise the execution process by running as
much as possible tasks in parallel. Most of the vocabulary terms allow calculation of
class-oriented or property-oriented metrics in parallel, thus reduces the effective time
per each vocabulary item. When the possibilities of parallel execution increases, it
decreases the overall execution time and consequently the average execution time per
term.

Similar to the dataset size, we have plotted execution time against the total
number of vocabulary term in order to measure the correlation as illustrated in
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Figure 8.8: Execution time (in seconds) Vs total vocabulary terms

Figure 8.9. There is a positive correlation with a correlation coefficient of 0.74
(P <0.0001 ) between the total number of vocabulary terms in the dataset and
the execution time. This confirms our intuition that the execution time gradually
increases with the number of vocabulary terms.

Figure 8.9: Correlation between the total number of vocabulary terms and execution
time

Finally, we have examined how the execution time changes with the total number
of used classes in the dataset and the total number of used properties in the dataset.
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For this analysis, the number of total classes and properties used in each dataset and
their execution time were taken into account. Similar to the previous cases, when
there were two or more datasets with the same number of used classes or properties
average execution time for all such datasets were calculated. Table 8.13 provides a
summary of the distributions of distinct used class counts and used property counts
for each of the datasets used in this evaluation.

Table 8.13: Summary of classes used and properties used in each dataset

Description Value
Number of datasets 26,063
Distinct used class counts 191
Minimum used class count 0
Maximum used class count 369,144
Median used class count 139
Average used class count 8134.06
Distinct used property counts 984
Minimum used property count 1
Maximum used property count 170,583
Median used property count 1563
Average used property count 3667.14

Figure 8.10 shows how the execution time varies according to the number of
distinct classes in a dataset. On the one hand, as seen from the figure, there is no
direct correlation between the number of classes and execution time. On the other
hand, Figure 8.11 shows how the execution time varies according to the number of
distinct properties in a dataset. As it can be seen from the figure, there is a more
direct correlation between the execution time and the number of distinct properties
in the dataset.

In conclusion, we have analysed the execution time of the Loupe Linked Data
profiling framework with respect to dataset size (in triples) as well as the richness of
the vocabulary (measured as the number of distinct classes and properties both as
cumulative and separately). Using an experiment, in which, we used execution times
of profiling 26 thousand datasets containing 34 billion triples, we have demonstrated
that Loupe Linked Data profiling framework scales well with large dataset sets. We
have showed that execution time is mostly linearly correlated (i.e., a correlation
coefficient closer to 1). While a large majority of datasets had execution of a few
seconds, the largest dataset in the experiment with 0.75 billion triples took 13 minutes
to complete profiling.
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Figure 8.10: Execution time (in seconds) Vs number of classes

Figure 8.11: Execution time (in seconds) Vs number of properties

8.3 RDF Shape Induction Method

The third contribution of the thesis is C3. An automatic RDF shape induction
method using the Linked Data profiling metrics. The hypothesis related to C3 is
(H5.) that is the proposed automatic RDF Shape Induction method (C3) has a higher
accuracy than a baseline approach based on the most frequent value, i.e., a ZeroR
based algorithm for generating RDF Shapes with maximum cardinality, minimum
cardinality constraints, and range constraints.

Experimental setup: The methodology used for this evaluation is (a) first to create
to a gold standard for RDF Shapes by manually annotating the constraints that are
considered in the RDF Shape Induction method (i.e., cardinality constraints, and
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range constraints) using the three datasets (English DBpedia10, Spanish DBpedia11,
and 3Cixty [222]) that will be used for the experiments, and then (b) evaluate the
performance of the RDF Shape induction method using that manually created gold
standard and compare its performance with the baseline.

The proposed RDF Shape induction method was used with different classification
algorithms including Random Forrest, Least Square SVM, Neural Network, K-Nearest
Neighbour, and Naive Bayes and their performances were recorded. The performance
of all those variations were compared against the baseline.

The gold standard: In order to evaluate the performance of the RDF Shape
induction, we have created manual annotations for each of the constraints that were
considered in the RDF Shape induction method.

For the cardinality constraints, we have selected a set of properties from three
different datasets: English DBpedia dataset (version 2016-10), Spanish DBpedia
dataset (version 2016-10), and the 3Cixty Nice KB. In order to have diverse set
of classes for RDF Shape generation, ten top level classes were selected for DBpe-
dia, namely, dbo:Person, dbo:Place, dbo:Award, dbo:MusicalWork, dbo:Organization,
dbo:Film, dbo:Sport, dbo:MeanOfTransportation, dbo:Event, and dbo:Food. For each of
these classes, we selected 40 properties and manually annotated their cardinalities.
For example, dbo:Person →dbo:birthDate is annotated with a minimum cardinality
of one and a maximum cardinality of one and dbo:Person →dbo:deathDate with
minimum cardinality of zero and a maximum cardinality of one. All together, 400
class-property combinations are annotated for each DBpedia dataset. Furthermore,
for the 3Cixty Nice dataset we selected ten classes, namely, schema:Person, dul:Place,
schema:PostalAddress, ma-ont:Image, schema:Review, linkedevents:Event, linkede-
vents:YelpBusiness, linkedevents:GooglePlaceBusiness, linkedevents:FacebookBusiness,
and sioc:UserAccount. Nevertheless, in 3Cixty dataset, each class had a less number of
properties, thus, a total of 215 class-property combinations were manually annotated.

Similarly, for the range constraints, we have annotated 250 class-property com-
binations from the English and Spanish DBpedia datasets and 215 class-property
combinations from the 3Cixty Nice dataset. For example, dbo:Person →dbo:birthDate
is annotated with the RDF node kind as Literal (as defined in SHACL specifica-
tion [137]) and the datatype as xsd:Date. dbo:Person →dbo:birthPlace is annotated
with the node kind as IRI and the class as dbo:Place.

Addressing the class imbalance: From an initial analysis of the dataset, we found
that the minimum cardinality value has an imbalance in classifier distribution. For
instance, only 23.5% of DBpedia class-property combinations had MIN1 cardinality

10https://dbpedia.org/
11http://es.dbpedia.org/

https://dbpedia.org/
http://es.dbpedia.org/
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class label while 76.5% had MIN0. Similarly, only 20.8% of 3Cixty class-property
combinations hadMAX1+ cardinality class label while 79.2% hadMAX1. Because this
could affect the classifier performance, we have addressed using sampling techniques.
Concretely, we applied SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique) [49]
for oversampling the rare cardinality class labels. The SMOTE function over-samples
rare class labels by using bootstrapping and k-Nearest neighbours to synthetically
create additional observations of that class label. In our experiment, we applied an
SMOTE over-sampling value of 100 to double the number of positive cases, and an
undersampling value of 200 to keep half of what was created as negative cases. It
balances the classifier and achieves better performance than only under-sampling the
majority class. The class balance before and after applying SMOTE over-sampling
are reported in Table 8.14.

Table 8.14: Cardinality class imbalances

Distribution
Minimum
Cardinality

Maximum
Cardinality

MIN0 MIN1 MAX1 MAX1+
English DBpedia dataset

Without SMOTE 76.5% 23.5% 53% 47%
With SMOTE(100,200) 50% 50% 50% 50%

Spanish DBpedia dataset
Without SMOTE 72% 28% 56% 44%
With SMOTE(100,200) 50% 50% 50% 50%

3Cixty Nice dataset
Without SMOTE 47.2% 52.8% 79.2% 20.8%
With SMOTE(100,200) 50% 50% 50% 50%

Cardinality Constraints:

• English DBpedia: Table 8.15 illustrates the performance of generating the
minimum cardinality and maximum cardinality constraints the English DBpedia
dataset. As it can be seen from the Table, the proposed constraint generation
method using the Random Forrest algorithm proven to be effective in achieving
an F1 value greater than 90% for both cases. More concretely, for the minimum
cardinality constraints the Random Forest algorithm reached an F1 score value of
97% with 99% precision and 96% recall. Similarly, for the maximum cardinality
constraints the Random Forest algorithm achieved an F1 score value of 99%
with 98% precision and 99% recall. In comparison, the baseline approach had
a lower F1 values with 87% for the minimum cardinality constraints and 69%
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Table 8.15: Integrity constraints performance measure for English DBpedia

Learning
Algorithm

Minimum Cardinality Maximum Cardinality
Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Random Forest 0.99 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.99
Least Squares SVM 0.99 0.94 0.97 0.85 0.96 0.90
Neural Network 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.82 0.96 0.88

K-Nearest Neighbour 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.88 0.87 0.87
Naive Bayes 0.94 0.84 0.88 0.91 0.77 0.83
Baseline 0.76 1.0 0.87 0.53 1.00 0.69

for the maximum cardinality constraints. It is important to note that because
the ZeroR algorithm used in the baseline always predicts the majority class, it
has a recall of 100% but the precision is lower than the RDF Shape Induction
method using Linked Data profiling metrics as inputs. Furthermore, we can see
that when the RDF Shape induction method is used with other classification
algorithms such as Least Square SVM, Neural Network, K-Nearest Neighbour,
and Naive Bayes they also yielded significantly high F1 values.

• Spanish DBpedia: Table 8.16 illustrates the performance of generating the
minimum cardinality and maximum cardinality constraints the Spanish DBpedia
dataset. Similar to the English DBpedia dataset, the proposed constraint
generation method using the Random Forrest algorithm achieved the best
results. More concretely, for the minimum cardinality constraints the Random
Forest algorithm reached an F1 score value of 90% with 85% precision and
87% recall. Similarly, for the maximum cardinality constraints the Random
Forest algorithm achieved an F1 score value of 93% with 92% precision and 93%
recall. In comparison, the baseline approach had a lower F1 values with 83%
for the minimum cardinality constraints and 72% for the maximum cardinality
constraints. The other algorithms variations that were used with the RDF
Shape induction method, i.e., Least Square SVM, Neural Network, K-Nearest
Neighbour, and Naive Bayes also achieved better results than the baseline.
In comparison with the English DBpedia dataset, the performance for the
cardinality constraint generation was a bit lower for the Spanish DBpedia
dataset.

• 3cixty Nice Table 8.17 illustrates the performance of generating the minimum
cardinality and maximum cardinality constraints the 3Cixty Nice dataset.
Similar to the previous two datasets, the proposed constraint generation method
using the Random Forrest algorithm was proven to be the most effective with
an F1 value greater than 90% for both cases. More concretely, for the minimum
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Table 8.16: Cardinality constraints performance measure for Spanish DBpedia

Learning
Algorithm

Minimum Cardinality Maximum Cardinality
Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Random Forest 0.90 0.85 0.88 0.92 0.93 0.93
Least Squares SVM 0.85 0.89 0.87 0.81 0.88 0.84
Neural Network 0.87 0.82 0.84 0.89 0.85 0.87

K-Nearest Neighbour 0.84 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.79 0.80
Naive Bayes 0.71 0.73 0.72 0.79 0.80 0.79
Baseline 0.72 1.00 0.84 0.56 1.00 0.72

Table 8.17: Cardinality constraints performance measures for 3cixty

Learning
Algorithm

Minimum Cardinality Maximum Cardinality
Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Random Forest 0.96 0.87 0.92 0.89 0.94 0.92
Neural Network 0.88 0.88 0.81 0.81 0.83 0.82

Least Squares SVM 0.77 0.73 0.75 0.81 0.88 0.84
Naive Bayes 0.72 0.69 0.70 0.73 0.83 0.77

K-Nearest Neighbour 0.70 0.67 0.68 0.70 0.83 0.76
Baseline 0.53 1.00 0.69 0.79 1.00 0.88

cardinality constraints the Random Forest algorithm reached an F1 score value of
92% with 96% precision and 87% recall. Similarly, for the maximum cardinality
constraints the Random Forest algorithm achieved an F1 score value of 92%
with 89% precision and 94% recall. In comparison, the baseline approach
had a lower F1 values with 69% for the minimum cardinality constraints and
88% for the maximum cardinality constraints. Nevertheless, in this case, the
Naive Bayes algorithm had a performance lower than the baseline for the
minimum cardinality constraints. For maximum cardinality constraints, all
other classification algorithms except for the Random Forest algorithm had
lower performances.

Discussion: The goal of the aforementioned experiments was to measure the
performance of minimum and maximum cardinality constraint generation using
the RDF Shape induction method with the Linked Data profiling metrics as input
features and compare the performance with the baseline. The prediction performance
of cardinality constraint classifiers was measured by precision, recall and F1 score.
In our experimental analysis, we have used ZeroR classifier as our baseline. It is
a simple classifier that predicts a majority class as the prediction and can be used
to provide a baseline for the prediction tasks. For the baseline, we used the data
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before oversampling with the SMOTE algorithm. Overall, the RDF Shape induction
method using the Random Forest algorithm achieved the best results for all three
datasets. Furthermore, neural network and least squares SVM also achieved high F1
scores greater than 90% for the English DBpedia Dataset. In all three datasets for
both minimum cardinality and maximum cardinality, our approach with the Random
Forrest classification algorithm achieved better results than the baseline approach.

Range Constraints:

English DBpedia: Table 8.18 illustrates the performance of generating the range
constraints, more specifically, the object node type constraints for the English DBpedia
dataset. Similar to the previous experiments on the cardinality constraints, the
proposed constraint generation method using the Random Forrest algorithm achieved
the best results reaching an F1 value of 95% with a precision of 94% and a recall of
95%. This is significantly higher than the baseline performance; an F1 value of 76%
with a precision of 62% and a recall of 100%. It is important to note that because the
ZeroR algorithm used in the baseline always predicts the majority class, it reaches a
recall of 100% but both the precision and F1 value are lower than the RDF Shape
Induction method using Linked Data profiling metrics as inputs. The other algorithm
variations used with the proposed RDF Shape induction method such as Least Square
SVM, Neural Network, K-Nearest Neighbour, and Naive Bayes also achieve better F1
values than the baseline approach.

Table 8.18: Range constraints performance measure for the English DBpedia dataset.

Learning Algorithm Precision Recall F1
Random Forest 0.9457 0.9527 0.9594
Least Squares SVM 0.8596 0.9231 0.8902
Multilayer Perceptron 0.8262 0.8657 0.8456
K-Nearest Neighbour 0.8361 0.8425 0.8393
Naive Bayes 0.8953 0.7951 0.8422
Baseline 0.6174 1.0 0.7634

Spanish DBpedia: Table 8.19 illustrates the performance of generating the object
node type range constraints for the Spanish DBpedia dataset. Similar to the English
DBpedia dataset, the proposed constraint generation method using the Random
Forrest algorithm achieved the best results reaching an F1 value of 88% with a
precision of 87% and a recall of 89%. This is significantly higher than the baseline
performance; an F1 value of 68% with a precision of 52% and a recall of 100%. The
performance for the Spanish DBpedia dataset is a bit less than the performance for
the English DBpedia dataset in all algorithm variations used in the experiment.
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Table 8.19: Range constraints performance measure for the Spanish DBpedia dataset.

Learning Algorithm Precision Recall F1
Random Forest 0.8741 0.8954 0.8846
Least Squares SVM 0.8348 0.8416 0.8381
Multilayer Perceptron 0.7942 0.7701 0.7819
K-Nearest Neighbour 0.7714 0.7808 0.7761
Naive Bayes 0.7620 0.7901 0.7758
Baseline 0.5200 1.00 0.6842

3Cixty Nice dataset: Table 8.20 illustrates the performance of generating the object
node type range constraints for the 3Cixty Nice dataset. Similar to the previous two
cases of the English DBpedia dataset and the Spanish DBpedia dataset,the proposed
constraint generation method using the Random Forrest algorithm achieved the best
results reaching an F1 value of 92% with a precision of 93% and a recall of 92%. This
is significantly higher than the baseline F1 value of 77% with a precision of 63% and
a recall of 100%. All the other algorithm variations, i.e., Least Square SVM, Neural
Network, K-Nearest Neighbour, and Naive Bayes also have higher F1 values than the
baseline.

Table 8.20: Range constraints performance for the 3Cixty dataset.

Learning Algorithm Precision Recall F1
Random Forest 0.9333 0.9032 0.9180
Least Squares SVM 0.9375 0.8823 0.9091
Multilayer Perceptron 0.8148 0.9167 0.8627
K-Nearest Neighbour 0.8266 0.7462 0.8275
Naive Bayes 0.7837 0.8285 0.8055
Baseline 0.6372 1.00 0.7784

8.4 Methods for Quality Assessment and Repair
The fourth contribution of the thesis is C4. A set of methods for automatic quality
assessment and repair using Linked Data profiling metrics and RDF Shapes.

The methodology used for this evaluation is to select a set of use cases related
to quality assessment and repair in Linked Data and develop methods to address
those use cases using the Linked Data profiling information and RDF Shapes. In
the following sections, we evaluate more concrete hypotheses related to each of the
methods purposed in this thesis.
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8.4.1 Prediction of Inconsistent Mappings
The first method purposed under C4 is C4.1 a method to predict inconsistent mappings
based on Linked Data profiling metrics.

Use case: As discussed in Chapter 1, many Linked Data sources use RDF mappings
in the RDF generation process to transform non-RDF source data into Linked
Data represented as RDF. Nevertheless, mappings can contain errors and can be
inconsistent. Because large-scale datasets, such as DBpedia, have a large number of
mappings to generate data, it is not feasible to inspect all such mappings manually
to ensure their consistency. Thus, the proposed technique detects inconsistent
mappings automatically in a data-driven manner by analysing profiling information
from instance data extracted using the Linked Data profiling framework.

The hypothesis related to this method is that (H6.) the proposed method to predict
inconsistent mappings based on Linked Data profiling metrics (C4.1 ) can achieve an
accuracy of 80% in identifying inconsistent mappings..

Metrics: The goal of the proposed technique is to identify inconsistent mappings
from a set of RDF generation mappings, which are used for transforming non-RDF
data sources into RDF. Thus, to measure the performance of the proposed approach,
we have used the accuracy of the classification between inconsistent and consistent
mappings.

Dataset: For the evaluation of the proposed method, we have used data from several
DBpedia multilingual datasets from the version 2016-10 that was released on July,
2017. Concretely, English DBpedia (EN), Spanish DBpedia (ES), Dutch DBpedia
(NL), and Greek DBpedia (GR) were used in the experiments. In addition, all RDF
mappings related to the generation of these datasets were extracted.

The RDF data from each dataset could be used directly in the Linked Data
Profiling Framework. Nevertheless, the triples in each dataset did not contain
information for extracting provenance information about each individual triple, i.e.,
which were the infobox and the mapping that were used for generating the triple.

Because we needed this information to identify the inconsistent mappings, we have
used the n-quad files which contained this information encoded as query parameters in
an IRI and extracted this information. Listing 8.1 illustrates an example n-quad from
the quad-turtle (.tql) files available in each DBpedia release. This example is about
the triple, “dbr:Madrid dbo:country dbr:Spain" and the fourth element in the n-quad
provides provenance information about the triple. For instance, it specifies that
the infobox “Ficha_de_localidad_de_Espana" and the infobox attribute “maps_loc"
were used to extract the data for generating the triple.
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dbr:Madrid dbo:country dbr:Spain
<http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madrid?oldid=89595668#absolute−line=24&

template=Ficha_de_localidad_de_Espana&
property=mapa_loc&
split=1&
wikiTextSize=6&
plainTextSize=6&
valueSize=6> .

Listing 8.1: Example of an n-quad (from .tql file available in each DBpedia release)

In order to use this information with the Linked Data profiling framework and
generate the metrics required by the proposed approach, we used a “reification"
process to extract the provenance information encoded as query parameters in IRIs
and represent them explicitly in RDF. First, we used regular expressions to extract
the values of query parameters template and property for each of the triples. Then,
we represented that information in RDF as illustrated in Listing 8.2.

_:uuid rdf:type rdf:Statement ;
rdf:subject dbo:Madrid ;
rdf:predicate dbo:country ;
dbp:template "Ficha_de_localidad_de_Espana";
dbp:attribute "mapa_loc" ;
prov:wasDerivedFrom
<http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madrid?oldid=89595668#absolute−line=24>.

Listing 8.2: An example reification result

Experimental setup: We have designed the experiment to evaluate the hypothesis
that inconsistent mappings used for RDF generation can be identified with high
accuracy than a baseline approach using machine learning techniques using Linked
Data profiling information as features. The methodology followed is to first create
a gold standard by manually annotating a set of mappings by human experts and
then use that gold standard for estimating the classification accuracy of the proposed
method and the baseline approach for validating the hypothesis.

DBpedia provides triples with IRI objects (i.e., object properties) and literal
objects (i.e., datatype properties) separately in two different files. Thus, in order
to have more fine-grained insights about inconsistent mappings, we performed the
analysis separately for triples with IRI objects and literal objects. In order annotate
inconsistent mappings, we need to generate mapping pairs that generate triples with
distinct properties (e.g., dbo:height and dbo:elevation) but with the same subject
(e.g., dbr:Mount_Everest) and object (e.g., 8848) pairs. For this, we have annotated
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mapping pairs for four language combinations: English-Spanish (EN-ES), Spanish-
German (ES-DE), English-Dutch (EN-NL), English-Greek (EN-GR). The language
pairs were selected based on the availability of multilingual experts who could annotate
if the mappings were consistent or not. In total, 758 mapping pairs were annotated
to be used as the gold standard. Each annotation was done by a multilingual expert
who had good knowledge of both languages of the language pair (e.g., English and
Spanish) and was verified by another expert with similar knowledge. When there was
no inter-annotator agreement, the mapping pair was discussed among all the experts
and agreement was made. Ten multilingual experts from different language chapters
of DBpedia participated in the creation of the gold standard.

The gold standard was used to calculate the accuracy of the classification of
inconsistent mappings using different approaches.

Results:
In this section, we present the classification accuracy results for different scenarios.

First, we explain the results for mapping pairs of English-Spanish DBpedia datasets.
As discussed before, we present the results separately for mappings that generate
triples with literal objects such as strings, numerics, and dates and for mappings that
generate triples with IRI objects.

English-Spanish literal mappings: For this setting, 240 mapping pairs have been
manually annotated by contributors from experts from the DBpedia community, fluent
in both languages. We reserved 14 annotations (holdout set) for the revalidation of
the model. Then, we trained a predictive model with the remaining 226 annotations.
The data file 12 is publicly available, which also contains a statistic summary for each
feature in the dataset. The training set contains 182 mappings annotated as “Correct"
and 44 as “Incorrect". Therefore, the baseline classifier, which always assigns the
most frequent class for every instance, has an accuracy of 64.29%. This classifier
establishes the baseline accuracy that is to be compared with the accuracy of the
proposed model to validate the hypothesis related to this method. As it is shown in
Table 8.22, with the Random Forest classification algorithm, the proposed method
archives a classification accuracy of 94.25%.

English-Spanish IRI mappings: For this setting, we have used 80 mapping pairs
that generate triples with IRI objects. The data file 13 is publicly available, which
also contains a statistic summary for each feature in the dataset. The training set
contains 80 mappings in total, out of which 71 mappings are annotated as “Correct"
and 9 as “Incorrect". Therefore, the baseline classifier, which always assigns the most
frequent class for every instance, has an accuracy of 88.75%.

12https://www.openml.org/d/41120
13https://www.openml.org/d/41121

https://www.openml.org/d/41120
https://www.openml.org/d/41121
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Table 8.21: English-Spanish literals results

Random
Forest

Multilayer
Perceptron SMO

Correctly Classified 211 213 211
Incorrectly Classified 15 (6.64%) 13 (5.75%) 15 (6.64%)
Classifier accuracy 93.36% 94.25% 93.36%
Baseline 64.29%
Kappa statistic 0.7865 0.8117 0.7748
Mean absolute error 0.1101 0.0641 0.0664
Root mean squared error 0.2288 0.2276 0.2576
Relative absolute error 34.8987% 20.3324% 21.0402%
Root relative squared error 57.7554% 57.4747% 65.0442%
Total Number of Instances 226 226 226

Prediction of inconsistent mappings on object properties If we apply this
predictive model to object properties, i.e., objects being IRIs, the accuracy (correctly
classified instances) is 95.00%, very similar to the 93.36% achieved when objects are
literals. Notice that this IRIs dataset, or any other IRI dataset, has not been “seen"
by the model in its training.

The dataset (80 instances, 71 Correct and 9 Incorrect) is publicly available14.

Prediction on datasets in other languages

Since creating a gold standard for each language is a costly approach, it would be
desirable to have a universal model (trained with data annotated in any language)
capable of predicting incorrect mappings not only in the language it has been trained
on, but in other languages. This would be some sort of multilingual predictor. Notice
that the manual annotation of each dataset is a highly-specialised task that requires
humans with excellent knowledge of the two languages involved. A unique model
would save a lot of human work.

We have applied this specific predictive model (EN-ES-lit) to the dataset ES-
DE-IRI containing 110 annotations. The accuracy (correctly classified instances) is
87.28%, very similar to the 85.71% achieved for EN-ES-IRIs, but not as good as the
EN-ES-lit with 93.36%.

However, the English-Dutch literals (EN-NL-lit), with 83 annotations (35 Incorrect,
48 Correct) has an accuracy of only 61.45% If we create a predictive model for this
data we get an accuracy of 71.08%.

14https://www.openml.org/d/40744

https://www.openml.org/d/40744
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Table 8.22: Summary of classifiers output.

Random Forest Multilayer Perceptron SMO
Correctly Classified Instances 211 213 211
Incorrectly Classified Instances 15 (6.64%) 13 (5.75%) 15 (6.64%)
Classifier accuracy 93.36% 94.25% 93.36%
Baseline 88.75%
Kappa statistic 0.7865 0.8117 0.7748
Mean absolute error 0.1101 0.0641 0.0664
Root mean squared error 0.2288 0.2276 0.2576
Relative absolute error 34.8987% 20.3324% 21.0402%
Root relative squared error 57.7554% 57.4747% 65.0442%
Total Number of Instances 226 226 226

Table 8.23: Summary of the results of applying the predictive model (EN-ES literals)
to the IRIs dataset

Correctly Classified Instances 12 (85.71%)
Incorrectly Classified Instances 2 (14.29%)
Kappa statistic 0.6889
Mean absolute error 0.2479
Root mean squared error 0.3102
Total Number of Instances 14

For Dutch (EN-NL-IRIs), with 28 annotations (19 Incorrect, 9 Correct) has an
accuracy very low as well, only 67.86%. A predictive model with this dataset would
get an accuracy of 100%. A detailed analysis, changing the aleatory seed, produces
accuracy values around 94%. This dependency on the seed indicates that the number
of instances is too low.

For EN-GR-lit, with 64 annotations (30 Incorrect, 33 Correct) we get an accuracy
of 77.78%. If we create a predictive model for this data we get an accuracy of 73.02%.
All this information is condensed in Table 8.25, where we can see that for the 4
language-pairs studied the model for IRIs is always better than the model for literals.
Besides, we can see that the EN-ES-lit model is good predicting incorrect mappings
for some language-pairs (such as ES-DE-IRI or EN-GR-IRI), but not so good for
another language-pairs (such as EN-NL-lit or EN-NL-IRI). Our conclusion is that it
is not feasible to have a unique predictive model for all the language-pairs.

Optimising the model We have computed a Principal Component Analysis
over the EN-ES-lit dataset. This analysis produces a new set of attributes, a linear
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Table 8.24: Detailed accuracy data and confusion matrix for the predictive model
(EN-ES literals) on the IRIs dataset

Accuracy TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure MCC ROC Area PRC Area Class
0.800 0.111 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.689 0.978 0.967 Incorrect
0.889 0.200 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.689 0.978 0.989 Correct

Avg. 0.857 0.168 0.857 0.857 0.857 0.689 0.978 0.981
Confusion
ma-
trix

Pred.
Correct

Pred.
Incorrect

True Correct 8 1
True Incorrect 1 4

Table 8.25: Summary of the prediction accuracy for other language-pairs

EN-ES ES-DE EN-NL EN-GR
lit IRI lit IRI lit IRI lit IRI

Accuracy Trained model 93.36% 95.00% 93.91 96.36% 71.08% ∼94% 73.02% 89.71%
En-ES-lit model 65.00% 88.70% 87.28% 61.45% 67.86% 77.78% 88.24%

Baseline 82.94% 88.75% 87.83 92.72% 57.83% 32.14% 52.38% 64.71%

Annotations
Total instances 211 80 115 110 83 28 63 68
‘Correct’ instances 175 71 101 102 35 9 33 44
‘Incorrect’ instances 36 9 14 8 48 19 30 24

combination of the initial attributes, ranked by their contribution to the data variance,
from more relevant to less relevant. Specifically, keeping a variance of 95%, we can
move from a dataset with 23 attributes to a dataset with 13 attributes (12 numeric
attributes and one nominal attribute). If we compute a new model using again
Random Forest we achieve an accuracy of 92.48%, very close to the 93.36% achieved
with all the attributes. Table 8.26 shows the effect of the progressive elimination
of less relevant attributes on the accuracy of the predictive model. The ‘Order’
column is the variable ID, from lowest to highest variance. For instance, the first
row in this table shows that the effect of removing the first lowest variance PCA
attribute, having a 0.55 variance (indeed std. dev.), produces a predictive model with
accuracy 93.81%. The second row shows that the effect of removing the two lowest
variance PCA attributes, in which the second attribute has a variance (std. dev.) of
0.688, produces a predictive model with accuracy 93.81%. In this table we can see
that the effect of removing the three lowest variance PCT attributes is the same: a
model accuracy of 93.81%. However, removing the four lowest we get lower accuracy
(93.36%), that maintains this value when removing the 5th and 6th lowest variance
PCA attributes. But, when we remove the 8th we get an increment in the accuracy.
If we remove more PCA attributes we get lower values. The last row shows the effect
of removing all the PCA attributes except the one with the highest variance. Using
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Table 8.26: Principal Components Analysis (PCA): Effect of reducing the number of
PCA attributes on the accuracy of the predictive model

Order Data variance
95% 90%

Std.dev. Accuracy Std. dev. Accuracy
1 0.55 93.8053% 0.779 93.8053%
2 0.688 93.8053% 0.91 93.3628%
3 0.779 93.8053% 0.938 93.3628%
4 0.91 93.3628% 0.996 93.3628%
5 0.938 93.3628% 1.047 92.9204%
6 0.996 93.3628% 1.074 93.8053%
7 1.047 92.9204% 1.207 92.9204%
8 1.074 93.8053% 1.277 88.4956%
9 1.207 92.9204% 1.939 80.9735%
10 1.277 88.4956%
11 1.939 80.9735%

this unique attribute we get a model with accuracy of 80.97%.
It is remarkable that with a reduction from 23 to 4 attributes, the Random Forest

classifier obtains a slightly better accuracy (93.81%) than the initial model with 23
attributes (accuracy 93.36%).

If we repeat the PCA keeping a variance slightly lower than before, specifically to
90%, we get now ten PCA attributes. In Table 8.26, we can see that we can remove
the six attributes with lowest variance while getting a predictive model with accuracy
of 93.81%. Again, we get a model with only four attributes that produces a predictive
model with accuracy of 93.81%.

Figure 8.12 shows a 2D projection of the 4D PCA space after the optimization.
Although there is no clear separation for the classes, despite the 93% accuracy of the
model, we can see a clear concentration (cluster) for Incorrect instances (dashed black
ellipse). This concentration could provide the separation between classes required for
such a good classification.

8.4.2 Noise Detection in Information Extraction
The second method proposed under the contribution C4 is C4.2 a noise detection
method for information extraction tools based on Linked Data profiling metrics and
RDF Shapes.
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Figure 8.12: Selected projection to 2D of the 4D optimized PCA space. Blue
crosses are Incorrect predictions. The ellipse shows a high concentration of Incorrect
predictions that could explain the good classification of the model.

Use case: As discussed in Chapter 7, there is a growing number of large datasets
that are constructed from textual corpora using automatic information extraction
techniques such as Open Information Extraction (OpenIE) [72]. The output of
such automatic techniques contains a set of high-quality triples along with a set of
erroneous triples which should be considered as noise as illustrated in Figure 7.4.
Thus, in order to have a high quality datasets, detecting noisy triples and removing
them become essential steps.

Metrics: In this experiment, we wanted to identify noisy triples from automatically
generated triples from textual data. Noisy triples are identified by three filters which
classify if a given triple is Inconsistent, Generic, or Factually False. For each of these,
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we have used Precision and Recall as evaluation metrics. In this context, each filter
works as a binary classifier such that each triple that passes through it will be either
labelled positive or negative. For example, an inconsistent filer will mark a triple as
positive if the algorithm finds it to be inconsistent and as negative otherwise. Based
on that, we calculate the precision and recall using the following formulas.

precision = true positives + true negatives
all triples

recall = true positives
expected positive triples

Dataset: In this experiment, we have used the output of a commercial information
extraction tool as our dataset which contained triples in the form of <subject,
predicate, object>. The corpus used by the tools to generate the triples is Wikipedia.
As our gold standard, we manually labelled a sample of 5,342 triples from the tool
output. Each triple was labelled either Inconsistent, Generic, or Factual by human
annotators. Generic and factual triples were further labelled with a truth value: True,
False, or True in the past. Then we conducted three experiments to evaluate the
algorithms using those manually labelled triples.

Results:
We evaluated the performance of the three filters proposed in the method for

detecting different types of noise. The results are presented in Table 8.27.

Table 8.27: Experimental results

Category Configuration Precision Recall
Inconsistent triple detection 86.84% 62.26%

Generic triple detection
Standford NLP 85.65% 100%
Open NLP 78.16% 100%
Combined 98.25% 100%

Factual false triple detection 85.12% 91.26%

Discussion: As it can be seen in Table 8.27, all three filters achieve high precision and
recall values for this experiment. As we have detailed in Section 7.2.5, the inconsistent
triple detection algorithm used Linked Data profiling metrics to identify an abstract
pattern for a triple using the type of subject and object and then assign it a score. As
the results show, that information provides good signals for classifying inconsistent
triples. Generic triple detection performed mainly based on NLP techniques such
as part-of-speech tagging. Factual triple detection also uses Linked Data profiling
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metrics for aligning the triples extracted from the text with external knowledge
graphs such as DBpedia.

8.4.3 Repairing Hidden Links
The third method proposed under C4 is C4.3 a link repair technique based on RDF
Shapes. The hypothesis related to this method is that H8. The proposed link repair
method based on RDF Shapes (C4.3) can achieve more than 80% F1 in identifying
and repairing broken links in Linked Data (i.e., entities that should be denoted by
IRIs but are represented as strings).

Use case: As discussed in Chapter 7, Linked Data allows applications to traverse
within, and even out of, a dataset thanks to use of global dereferenceable identifiers
in the form of IRIs denoting entities. Nevertheless, we identified that it is a common
problem that many entities that should be represented IRIs are being represented
using literal strings. Because of this some entities are not linked diminishing the
advantages of using Linked Data. Thus, in Chapter 7, we proposed a method for
identifying strings that denote entities and replacing them with their corresponding
entity IRIs using RDF Shapes and data profiling information.

We have formulated three sub-hypotheses related to this method.

• H8.1 Entities that should be represented as IRI but are presented as strings in
data can be identified using data profiling information and RDF Shapes.

• H8.2 Such strings can be converted to their corresponding IRIs using named
entity recognition techniques.

• H8.3 Repairing such links increases the connectivity of the RDF graph.

Metrics: For this, we perform three different experiments to evaluate the different
aspects of the proposed method. The first evaluation is related to candidate identifi-
cation, i.e., the detection of properties that relate two entities. Identification of such
relations is important because it allows to detect strings that should be represented
as IRIs. For this evaluation, we use precision and recall as the evaluation metrics.
In this context, the precision refers to the fraction of correct candidates among the
all candidates identified by the proposed method. Similarly, the recall refers to the
fraction of the correct candidates identified by the method among all the correct
instances in the input to the method.

The second evaluation is related the performance of the disambiguation of strings,
i.e., once a string is identified as a candidate for converting to an IRI, how good is
the method in finding the correct IRI for the given string. Similar to the previous
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evaluation, precision and recall are used as the evaluation metrics. In this context,
the precision refers to the fraction of correctly disambiguated and linked strings
among all disambiguated strings. When calculating the recall, we have calculated it
using two different criteria, Recall-1 and Recall-2. In Recall-1, we simply calculate
the fraction of correctly disambiguated and linked strings among all the strings were
used as the input. Nevertheless, sometimes there is no entity with IRI in the dataset
that the string can be linked to. In such cases, it is impossible for the method to
link such strings to an IRI. Thus, to reflect a more realistic value, we define Recall-2
as the fraction of correctly disambiguated and linked strings among all the strings
where a corresponding entity with IRI exists in the dataset.

The third evaluation is related to the improvement of connectivity of the RDF
graph in the dataset. When string literals denoting entities are converted to their
IRIs, some of the nodes in the RDF graphs get merged together and also new links
are created between nodes. Thus, the connectivity of the RDF graph gets improved.
We measure this improvement using the difference of a set of network metrics. First
we measure, the difference in the number of edges in the RDF graphs before and after
applying the method. When the number of edges increases, it means that there are
more links between the nodes in the graph and the connectivity is increased. Secondly,
we measure the number of components in the graph. In graph theory, a component
is defined as a subgraph in which all nodes are connected but the given subgraph
(the component) is not connected to any other subgraphs in the supergraph. When
there are more components in the graph, it means there are more subgraphs that are
not connected to each other. Thus, if the number of components are decreased, it
indicates that the connectivity of the graph is increased. Thirdly, we measure the
isolated nodes in the graph. Isolated nodes are a special case of components, i.e., the
components of size one or nodes that are not connected to any other node in the
graph. When the number of isolated nodes are decreased in the graph, it also provides
an indication that the connectivity of the graph is increased. Finally, we consider the
number of nodes in the largest component of the graph and the percentage of the
largest component of the whole RDF graph. When the size of the largest component
is increased, the connectivity of the graph increases.

Dataset: In this evaluation, we have used a subset of the Spanish DBpedia including
the resources of types dbo:Athlete, dbo:SportsTeam, and dbo:SportsEvent.

Experimental setup:
We evaluate our work based on three dimensions. First, we evaluate our entity

relation detection algorithm. The goal of this evaluation is to validate if the rela-
tions detected by the algorithm are correct (i.e., precision) and also the algorithms
detects all entity relations (i.e., recall). We performed the evaluation by manually
annotating all class-property combinations of the three selected classes: dbo:Athlete,
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dbo:SportsTeam, and dbo:SportsEvent. The annotation process was conducted by
three reviewers who agreed on whether each property should be considered an entity
relation or not.

Results:
Table 8.28 shows the evaluation results. It shows that the algorithm achieves high

recall with a reasonable precision. We intentionally optimized the algorithm for recall
because the false positives get filtered in the second step.

Table 8.28: Candidate identification performance

Class Entity
relations

Detected relations Prec. RecallCorrect Incorrect
dbo:Athlete 183 178 53 77.06% 97.27%
dbo:SportsTeam 157 156 48 76.47% 99.36%
dbo:SportsEvent 116 115 41 73.71% 99.14%
Total 456 449 142 75.97% 98.47%

Second, we evaluated the string to IRI conversion process using the candidate
class-property combinations. Similar to the previous evaluation, this is performed by
selecting a sample of 100 strings from each of the three classes selected before and
manually annotating whether the linking is done correctly or not. Table 8.29 shows
the evaluation results and in this step we have a high precision and low recall. The
lower recall is due to the fact that some entities do not have a corresponding IRI
in the KG. High precision in this step compensates the high recall and the medium
precision in the previous step.

Table 8.29: String disambiguation performance

Class # of
strings

Disambiguated Prec. Recall-1 Recall-2# Correct
dbo:Athlete 100 51 50 98.04% 50% 87.72%
dbo:SportsTeam 100 44 44 100% 44% 91.67%
dbo:SportsEvent 100 58 55 94.83% 56% 85.94%
Total 300 153 149 97.38% 49.67% 88.76%

Third, we selected a subset of Spanish DBpedia containing the data about instances
of dbo:Athlete, dbo:SportsTeam, dbo:SportsEvent, and dbo:PopulatedPlace (i.e., original
graph). Then, we ran our algorithms for detecting entity strings and converting them
to entity IRIs to generate a new graph (i.e., repaired graph). Then, we calculated the
number of graph components to check the increase of connectivity in the RDF graph.
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Table 8.30: Improvements in connectivity

Graph edges comeponents isolated largest component
size % of total

Original 828,310 119,623 112,331 168,128 54.28%
Repaired 1,035,912 99,137 93,507 192,805 64.16%
Connectivity
difference ∆

+207,602 -20,486 -18,824 +24,677
(+25.06)% (-17.12%) (-16.76%) (+14.68%) (+9.88%)

Table 8.30 shows that, as a result of increasing the number of edges, the connectivity
increases significantly according to several metrics.

When there is a reduction in the number of components in a graph, the graph
increases its connectivity. In the repaired graph, we reduce the number of components
by 17.12% due to the additional links. Another measure of connectivity is the number
of components that have only one node, that is, isolated nodes. These nodes are not
connected to any other nodes in the graph. When connectivity increases, the number
of isolated nodes decreases. In the repaired graph, we get a reduction of 16,76% in
the number of isolated nodes.

Also the number (or the percentage) of nodes in the largest component provides
a good indicator of the connectivity. When this number increases, more nodes in
the graph are in the largest subgraph, as a result of connecting with most of the
other nodes. In our experiment we have increased the largest component by 14.68%.
Figure 8.13 shows the size of the components, ordered by size (number of nodes in
the component), for the original graph. As we discussed before, we were able to move
a large number of nodes (24,677) from the long tail into the main largest component
and most of them were previously isolated components (18,824).

Discussion:
It is worth to note that several issues were identified during the evaluation, as

part of the manual annotation, which makes the conversion process not always
straightforward. Some properties were ambiguous; for instance, the property “inicio”
(meaning start) in the Athlete instances is being used to relate to either (a) the club
where an athlete began her career or (b) the year she or he begun. In such cases,
it is hard to detect whether it is an entity relation or not, because it acts as both
depending on which sense it is used. In other cases we have detected that some string
objects actually denote entity lists rather than a single entity. For example, “equipos”
(teams) has string values such as “*Los Angeles Lakers *Chicago Bulls *Toronto
Raptors *New Orleans”. Such values would need to be preprocessed to extract each
individual entity. We also noticed that often URLs are encoded as strings whereas
they could be represented as IRIs. To handle these cases, we propose to perform a
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Figure 8.13: Ranking of component sizes in the original graph. Components with
more than 100 nodes are labelled with the number of nodes.

quick regex check to detect if the string is a URL and convert it to an IRI directly.
Finally, we have to consider that it is not always possible to convert a string to

an IRI, even when we correctly detect that a given string denotes an entity. The
corresponding resource may not exist in the KG and thus we might not have an
identifier to link to. For instance, in the case of DBpedia, even if a resource exists in
the real world, it might not have an entry in DBpedia if there is not a Wikipedia
page for it. This is out of the scope of this work.

8.4.4 Type Prediction Method using Binary Classifiers
The fourth method purposed under C4 methods for automatic quality assessment and
repair using Linked Data profiling metrics and RDF Shapes is C4.4 a type completion
method using Linked Data profiling metrics. The hypothesis related to this method is
that H9. the proposed type completion method (C4.4 ) using Linked Data profiling
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metrics can achieve an accuracy of 80% when predicting types for instances.

Use case: Type information plays an important role in making the data on the
Semantic Web easily queryable and reusable. Nevertheless, in some datasets there
are a significant amount of resources without type information and does not contain
enough information to infer their types only using reasoning. Thus, this thesis
proposes a data-driven approach for predicting type information of instances utilising
machine learning techniques data profiling metrics as input features.

Metrics: The goal of this evaluation is to measure the performance of the type
prediction method proposed in this section. The proposed method builds a type
predictor model for each class as a binary classifier which predicts if a given resource
in the dataset belongs to the given class or not. In this context, as illustrated in
Table 8.31, we can identify four types of predictions: true positives, false positives,
true negatives, and false negatives.

Table 8.31: Possible predictions of type prediction model for class X

A resource of
Class X Other

Predicted as Class X True Positives False Positives
Other False Negative True Negatives

In order to measure the performance of the type predictors, we have used the
classification accuracy.

accuracy = true positives + true negatives
true positives + false positives + true negatives + false negatives

Dataset: In this evaluation, we have used the English and Spanish DBpedia datasets.
We have selected a sample from each dataset as illustrated in Table 8.32. For the
selected sample data, we have removed the type information from each resource
and used the prediction models to predict the type only using the Linked Data
profiling metrics related to the presence of different properties. We have used the type
information in those two datasets as the gold standard for testing the performance of
the proposed method and baseline.

Experimental setup:
The main hypothesis evaluated in this experiment is that the type prediction

method utilising binary classifiers with Linked Data profiling metrics as input has
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Table 8.32: Datasets used in the experiments

Source ID Feat. Labelled Instances ID Feat. Labelled Instances

Spanish
DBpedia

ES-1 132 Positive Holiday(809) ES-2 144 Postive Holiday(809)
Negative Person(1000) Negative Person(500),

Event(500)

ES-3 299 Postive Holiday(809)
Negative Activity, Agent, AnatomicalStructure, Award,

Biomolecule, ChemicalSubstance, Colour,
Currency, Device, Disease, Event, Food,
Language, MeanOfTransportation, Species,
SportCompetitionResult, TopicalConcept,
Work - 50 each, Place(100)

English
DBpedia

EN-1 132 Positive Holiday(1175) EN-2 144 Positive Holiday(1175)
Negative Person(1175) Negative Person(588),

Event(587)

EN-3 299 Positive Holiday(1175)
Negative Activity, Agent, AnatomicalStructure, Award,

Biomolecule, ChemicalSubstance, Colour,
Currency, Device, Disease, Event, Food,
Language, MeanOfTransportation, Place,
Species, SportCompetitionResult, Topical-
Concept - 65 each, and Work(70)

better performance than the baseline. As the baseline for type prediction, we have
used a keyword based type prediction approach where we have used the presence of a
given keyword in the resource label (rdfs:label) and resource description (dbo:abstract)
to predict the type. We have designed three distinct experiments to evaluate the
aforementioned hypothesis under the following conditions:

• A Machine Learning binary classifier can be used for type prediction with the
presence of properties as features with high precision.

• The accuracy of the aforementioned classifier will depend on the diversity of
data (i.e., the number of different types of instances in data)

• A model learned from one dataset can be used to predict types of another dataset.
(e.g., learning from Spanish DBpedia and predicting on English DBpedia or
vice versa).

Experiment 1: The objective of the first experiment is to evaluate H4.5.1, that a
machine learning classifier can be used to predict the type of a resource using as
features the presence of properties. In this experiment, we build a supervised type
predictor for Holiday class using as features a set of 132 properties of the DBpedia
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ontology (i.e., all the properties found in training data). All the features are binary
(0/1) nominal attributes, that is, a given resource has (or has not) a given property,
not considering the value or the property.

For this experiment we used the dataset ES-1 extracted from the Spanish DBpedia
(Table 8.32), which contains 809 instances of Holiday (labelled as positive) and 1000
instances of Person (labelled as negative). We selected the class Person because it is
conceptually different from Holiday, as a first test to distinguish between instances of
Holiday and Person.

Using the dataset ES-1, we ran a 10-fold stratified cross validation and the results
are presented in Table 8.33. The proposed approach achieved an accuracy of 99.06%
for method J48 [195] (only 17 instances were incorrectly classified in 1,809), and
99.28% for Random Forest [42]. We can visualise the relation between instances
computing the distance between instances as its euclidean distance in the vector space
defined by its features. In this way we can compute a distance matrix and create a
graph. Applying a force-directed layout such as Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm [85]
we get the graph show on the right side of figure 8.14. In that figure we can see a
clear separation between Holiday instances and Person instances, with only a few
instances of Person in the cluster of Holiday, in concordance with the high accuracy
of the prediction.

Table 8.33: Results of experiment I

Approach Dataset
ES-1 EN-1

Type prediction with Random Forest 99.28% 98.64%
Type prediction with J48 99.06% 98.38%
Baseline 54.34% 62.26%

Experiment 2: The objective of the second experiment is to evaluate the H4.5.2,
that the accuracy of the aforementioned classifier depends on the diversity of the
knowledge graph. For this experiment, in addition to dataset ES-1, two other datasets
were used. In all these three datasets, the positive training data remained the same,
i.e., in each of the three datasets there are 809 instances of Holiday. However, the
negative training dataset ES-2 includes 500 Person instances and 500 Event instances.
By including instances of Event, which are conceptually closer to Holiday, we increase
the complexity of the training/test data.

The 10-fold stratified cross validation achieves an accuracy of 91.49% for method
J48, and 91.21% for Random Forest. Notice the high values despite Event is the
closest class to Holiday from the 162 classes (considering all levels not just first level)
with instances in the Spanish DBpedia.
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Figure 8.14: Identifying Holidays in a knowledge graph. Right) in a mix of Holidays
and Persons, and Left) in a mix of Holidays, Persons and Events. Notice that the
colors for instances of Holiday and Person differ in each graph.

The knowledge graph, using the previously explained method, is the left graph in
figure 8.14. In this graph we see a clear separation between instances of Holiday and
Person, but there is a mix between Holiday and Event.

In dataset ES-3, the negative training data includes instances of all ten 1st level
classes (i.e., direct subclasses of owl:Thing) from the Spanish DBpedia. These classes
are listed in table 8.32. The 10-fold stratified cross validation achieves an accuracy
of 94.97% for method J48, and 95.63% for Random Forest. We get higher values
than in ES-2 because there is a proportional lower number of classes conceptually
similar to Holiday (like Event).

Therefore we conclude that this method predicts with high accuracy when the
diversity of classes is high and, even in the worst case, when there are few classes but
very similar to the trained class, the achieved accuracy is high.

Table 8.34: Results of experiment II

Approach Dataset
ES-2 EN-2 ES-3 EN-3

Type prediction with Random Forest 91.21% 93.60% 95.63% 92.77%
Type prediction with J48 91.49% 92.60% 94.97% 91.70%
Baseline 54.01% 61.91% 53.51% 59.49%
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Experiment 3: The objective of this third experiment is to evaluate H4.5.3, that a
model learned from one dataset can be used to predict types of another dataset. In
this case, we first trained the model by using data from the Spanish DBpedia (ES-1)
and testing the model by using the data from the English DBpedia (EN-1). For this
case, we achieved an accuracy of 98.63%. Then, we repeated the experiment with a
more diverse setting using datasets ES-3 and EN-3. Again, we trained the model by
using data from the Spanish DBpedia (in this case, ES-3) and testing the model by
using the data from the English DBpedia (EN-3). For this setting, we achieved an
accuracy of 75.52%. Finally, we trained the model ES-2 and tested it using EN-2.
This final setting does not yield good results (i.e., just 5% over the 50% random
guessing baseline) and that is mainly because of the conceptual similarity between
Holiday and Event. We plan to further investigate how to improve such cases in the
future. A summary of all experimental results are presented in Table 8.35.

Table 8.35: Results of experiment III

Approach
Dataset

Training ES-1 EN-1 ES-2 EN-2 ES-3 EN-3
Testing EN-1 ES-1 EN-2 ES-2 EN-3 ES-3

Random Forest 98.63% 91.40% 55.72% 90.30% 75.52% 94.20%
Baseline 54.34% 62.26% 50.01% 61.91% 53.51% 59.49%

Discussion:
In Linked Data represented using Semantic Web techniques type information is

quite useful for many applications such as efficient querying or visualisation of data.
Thus, completing type information in datasets improves the quality and usefullness
of the dataset.

In this proposed method, our intuition is that in general the relations or the
attributes provide signals about what the type of the instance is. Thus, we can use
the Linked Data profiling metrics from a large number of instances to train a classifier
to predict types based on the presence of relations in an instance. The classifier learns
which combinations of relations are associated with a given type.

Using the three experiments presented in this section, we demonstrate that Linked
Data profiling metrics can be effectively used as features for a classifier that is capable
for predicting types of instances. In all three experiments, the proposed classifier had
much better performance than the baseline approach.
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Conclusions and Future Work

With the growth of data-intensive and knowledge-driven applications in the current
era of digital transformation, there is an essential need for large amounts of data for
them to use. If such data is in a structured and machine-processable format with
explicit semantics, their value increases because such data is much easier to exploit
in knowledge-driven applications. Thus, Linked Data represented using Semantic
Web standards such as RDF and OWL can bring a lot of benefits. Nevertheless, as
discussed throughout this thesis, one of the essential requirements for such data is to
have a high quality.

Until recent times, Linked Data generation processes have focused more on
quantity than quality. This led to datasets with billions of triples; however, for these
datasets to be used in practical applications, there was a need for scalable quality
assessment and repair methods. To this end, the main objective of this thesis was
to propose novel and scalable methods for automatic quality assessment
and repair of Linked Data by addressing the open research problems identified in
Chapter 3. We have identified several research problems from both a methodological
perspective and a technological perspective and established four main objectives. The
objectives of the thesis are fulfilled by the main contributions of the thesis.

In this chapter, we conclude by reviewing the main contributions of the thesis.
Furthermore, we describe the practical exploitation of the results of the thesis. Finally,
we provide some insights on future research directions that can be thought of as a
continuation of the work conducted in this thesis.

9.1 Review of Main Contributions
For quality assessment and repair methods, it is important that the quality of a
dataset and relative improvements to it by repair methods can be measured and
represented in a standard manner. With this respect, we have identified the following
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open issues while analysing the state of the art on Linked Data quality. There is a
high diversity in terms that refers to quality aspects in Linked Data, which leads to
difficulties in comparing and benchmarking evaluation results, as well as in selecting
the right data source according to a set of particular quality needs. More concretely,
there is a lack of a quality model for Linked Data that specifies a set of quality
characteristics and metrics related to the quality characteristics in the domain of
Linked Data with a unique terminology as a reference for data quality specification
and evaluation. Furthermore, we noted that the existing quality characteristics and
metrics for Linked Data found in the literature were not aligned with the models
proposed by standardisation initiatives such as ISO.

• To this end, the first objective of the thesis was to provide means for repre-
senting quality assessment results along with all associated metadata
in a comparable manner using well-established standards such as ISO 25012
for data quality and the W3C Data Quality Vocabulary. This allows the
quality assessment results about datasets to be published in a standard and
interoperable manner.

To achieve the first objective, we have created LDQM, a quality model for Linked
Data, which provides a unique terminology and reference for Linked Data quality
specification and evaluation. The proposed quality model specifies a set of quality
characteristics and quality measures related to Linked Data, together with formulas
for the calculation of those measures. It contains 15 quality characteristics, 89 base
measures, 23 derived measures, and 124 quality indicators. LDQM also provides an
ontology extension of the W3C Data Quality Vocabulary that can be used to capture
Linked Data quality information and provide an RDF representation. LDQM has been
evaluated to test the hypothesis that it satisfies a set of characteristics that are relevant
for a quality model, namely, comprehensiveness, applicability, understandability, and
consistency. The evaluation shows that the quality model stratifies all four desired
characteristics. LD Sniffer, a tool for evaluating Linked Data accessibility, was built
to evaluate the hypothesis that LDQM can help the development of Linked Data
quality assessment tools. The evaluation shows that the quality model is useful in
the process of developing quality assessment tools.

Regarding Linked Data profiling, we have identified the following gaps in existing
research. Even though data profiling metrics can provide valuable inputs to quality
assessment methods and they have been widely used in other paradigms such as
relational data, the current Linked Data profiling methods do not extract information
with the level of detail required for quality assessment and repair use cases. This
hinders the usage of data profiling metrics in data quality assessment and repair
methods. Furthermore, there is a lack of Linked Data profiling tools that can produce
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comprehensive profiling metrics with the level of detail required by data quality use
cases.

• To this end, the second objective of the thesis was to identify information
that could be used in quality assessment and repair methods and
could be generated automatically generated by profiling large-scale
datasets. More concretely, our aim was to improve RDF data profiling tech-
niques focusing on the Linked Data quality assessment and repair use cases.
This was done by extending metrics collected by the current RDF data profiling
tools to include fine-grained profiling information that is needed for quality
assessment and by proposing an RDF dataset description model for representing
data profiling information, dataset statistics, and other data pattern information
with a sufficient level of detail.

Loupe, a framework for Linked Data profiling, was developed to achieve this objective.
The Loupe Linked Data profiling framework consists of (a) an extended dataset
description model with fine-grained metrics, (b) a scalable Linked Data profiling
toolkit, (c) a web portal to visually explore the profiling metrics, and d) a REST
API for ease of integrating the toolkit with other systems. The Loupe extended
dataset description model defines 84 Linked Data profiling metrics that are useful
for quality assessment and repair tasks. We have evaluated eight state-of-the-art
dataset description models and demonstrated that the current dataset description
models are not expressive enough to represent the fine-grained Linked Data profiling
metrics needed for quality assessment and repair tasks. Furthermore, we showed
that the Loupe dataset description model is more expressive than the current dataset
description models. We have used the Loupe Linked Data profiling toolkit to evaluate
26 thousand datasets containing 34 billions of triples. Through an experiment, we
demonstrated that the execution time of the Loupe Linked Data profiling framework
scales linearly with respect to the dataset size and richness of vocabularies used and
that it can process large datasets in a reasonable time. The Loupe Web portal has
been visited more than 40,000 times by 3000+ unique visitors from 87 countries. These
statistics provide evidence that it is a useful tool for the Semantic Web community.
Furthermore, a method that used the Linked Data profiling framework won the ISWC
Semantic Web Challenge 2017.

For validating data quality requirements and performing the necessary actions for
repairing data, a set of validation constraints or rules are necessary. Such validation
constraints define the characteristics or quality standards that the data has to satisfy.
In the state of the art methods, these validation constraints are mostly manually
formulated by domain experts, which is a tedious process that requires a significant
amount of manual labour. Furthermore, it requires human experts to have good
knowledge about the domain. Such approaches do not scale for large datasets. There
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is a lack of methods for inducing integrity constraints automatically from data and
generating validation inputs, such as RDF Shapes.

• To this end, the third objective was to propose methods for automatically
deriving Linked Data validation constraints for large datasets. More
concretely, to develop an automatic RDF Shape Induction technique to generate
constraints using a data-driven approach without requiring manual effort and
to combine the aforementioned constraints into RDF Shapes.

To achieve this objective, we have developed a data-driven approach for inducing in-
tegrity constraints for RDF data using Linked Data profiling metrics. The constraints
generated can be combined into RDF Shapes and they can be used to validate
RDF graphs. The proposed method is based on machine learning techniques to
automatically generate RDF shapes using profiling metrics as features. The method
consists of five phases including (a) task formulation, (b) feature engineering, (c) gold
standard preparation, (d) algorithm selection, and (e) constraints and RDF Shape
generation. In the experiments, the proposed approach achieved 98.81% F1 in deriv-
ing maximum cardinality constraints, 97.30% F1 in deriving minimum cardinality
constraints, and 95.94% in deriving range constraints for a subset of the English
DBpedia data using a Random Forest model. In each of these cases, the proposed
method showed approximately 20% improvement compared to the baseline validating
the hypothesis that the proposed automatic RDF Shape Induction method based on
machine learning algorithms using Linked Data profiling metrics as features, has a
higher accuracy than the baseline approach.

Similar to the case of constraint generation, the current Linked Data quality
assessment techniques generally require a large amount of manual effort, which makes
such approaches not feasible for large-scale Linked Data datasets with millions of
triples. Furthermore, most of the research on Linked Data quality is primarily focused
on the quality assessment aspect, and not on repair. This is natural as Linked Data
quality research is still in an early stage and quality assessment is the first step
towards ensuring data quality. However, repairing data is also an essential aspect
to improve the quality of data. With this respect, there is a lack of methods for
repairing the data quality issues in Linked Data.

• To this end, the fourth objective was to develop methods for automatic
quality assessment and repair using Linked Data profiling metrics and RDF
Shapes. Such methods and techniques can reduce the manual effort required
for quality assessment and repair and will enable efficient quality assessment
and repair of large-scale Linked Data datasets such as DBpedia or Wikidata.

To achieve the fourth objective, we have developed four automatic quality assessment
and repair methods.
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The goal of the first method is to detect inconsistent mappings that are used
to generate Linked Data. This method allows detecting quality issues early in the
Linked Data generation process. The proposed method uses a machine learning-
based approach to build a predictive model which can detect incorrect mappings by
analysing the characteristics of the data generated by them. Linked Data profiling
metrics were used as features for training the predictive model. In the evaluation, we
showed that the proposed method achieves 93% accuracy in identifying inconsistent
mappings. These results helped to detect incorrect mappings in DBpedia and to
correct them. Furthermore, this approach inspired the idea for a Google Summer of
Code project1 in 2018, which the author co-mentored.

The goal of the second method was to assess and repair triples extracted from
text using Open Information Extraction tools. The noisy triples were identified using
three filters that detected Inconsistent, Overly Generic, and Factually False triples.
The filters were designed as binary classifiers that detected if a triple falls into a given
category using features generated by Linked Data profiling metrics and part-of-speech
tagging. In the experiments, we demonstrated that the inconsistent triple detection
filter, generic triple detection filter, and factual false triple detection filter achieved
precisions of 86.84%, 98.25%, and 85.12% respectively.

The goal of the third method is to repair links in data. One of the key advantages
of using Linked Data is that data consumers can traverse through the typed links of
the graph to discover related entities denoted by global and dereferenceable identifiers
(i.e., IRIs). This characteristic is in the very core of Linked Data, as stated in the
first and the fourth principles: “Use URIs as names for things" and “Include links to
other URIs, so that they can discover more things". Nevertheless, sometimes strings
are used instead of URIs. To remedy this, we propose an approach for identifying
such strings and replacing them with their corresponding entity IRIs. The proposed
approach is based on identifying relations between entities based on both ontological
axioms as well as Linked Data profiling metrics and converting strings to entity IRIs
based on the types of entities linked by each relation. Our approach showed 98%
recall and 76% precision in identifying such strings and 97% precision in converting
them to their corresponding IRIs. Furthermore, we analysed how the connectivity of
the KG is increased when new links are added to the graph as a result of this method.
The experiments show that this link repair technique could add 25% more new links
and improve the overall connectivity by 17%.

Finally, the goal of the fourth method is to improve the completeness of Linked
Data by adding missing type information to instances. The type information about
resources in Linked Data plays a vital role in making them queryable and reusable.
Nevertheless, in some datasets there are a significant amount of resources without
type information (e.g., 1.1 million entities in DBpedia). This could be due to various

1https://github.com/dbpedia/GSoC/issues/15

https://github.com/dbpedia/GSoC/issues/15
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reasons such as deficiencies in the data generation or transformation process (e.g.,
lack of mappings) or deficiencies in source data (e.g., missing type information). The
fact that data is incomplete and could contain noise makes it difficult to use classic
type inference by reasoning to complete the missing type information [187]. We
have developed a repair technique to predict missing type information using binary
classifiers that use Linked Data profiling metrics about the attributes or the relations
of a given instance as features to predict if the instance belongs to a particular class.
We showed that an accuracy of 99.28% could be achieved with the proposed method
when the dataset has only two classes and of 95.63% when the dataset has 20 classes.

9.2 Future Work
This thesis presents several advances to the research topic of Linked Data quality
assessment and repair; nevertheless, there are still some open problems that have
not been addressed in this thesis, and new research directions have come out as a
consequence of the advances proposed in it. During this thesis, we have identified
several future directions that would be interesting as follow up research:

• In this thesis, we have mainly focused on one of the main quality dimensions
of Linked Data, that is, consistency. RDF Shape induction and Linked Data
profiling metrics were used to develop methods that could perform quality
assessment and repair related to inconsistencies in data. In addition, some
other dimensions such as accessibility, accuracy, and completeness were also
partially covered in some of the quality assessment and repair methods. Never-
theless, there are many other quality dimensions such as credibility, compliance,
correctness, traceability, or understandability. The logical next step would be
to explore how Linked Data profiling or other automatic techniques can be used
to build scalable methods to assess and repair quality issues related to other
dimensions that were out of the scope of this thesis.

• Continuing on the same line of thought of the previous point, one concrete
research direction would be to use Linked Data profiling metrics along with pre-
trained language models to assess and repair quality issues related to correctness
and completeness. Many datasets in the Linked Data cloud have a corresponding
natural language text associated with them; for instance, Wikidata / DBpedia
entities are associated with a Wikipedia article about the entity. If there are
no directly associated documents, web searches or other information retrieval
methods could be used to collect text related to a given triple [215]. Because lan-
guage representation models such as BERT [60], XLNet [234], RoBERTa [150]
have shown significant improvements in natural language processing tasks in
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recent years, it would a promising research direction to combine Linked Data
profiling metrics from data and pre-trained language representations from their
corresponding natural language text to develop quality assessment and repair
techniques for quality dimensions that require additional background knowledge,
such as correctness or completeness.

• In this thesis, we have used classical machine learning algorithms for classi-
fication and regression such as Random Forrest, SVM, or Naive Bayes. In
recent years, Deep Learning [146] based on artificial neural networks have
significantly improved the state-of-the-art in many domains, such as natural
language processing, speech recognition, machine translation, object recognition
and classification. Different deep learning architectures such as convolutional
neural networks, recurrent neural networks, and deep belief networks have been
used to address specific problems and are known to excel in the aforementioned
domains. Thus, another potential research direction is to apply deep learning
algorithms for automatic RDF Shape induction and Linked Data quality as-
sessment and repair methods. One key challenge for deep learning applications
is to find a large amount of labelled data for training. Linked Data profiling
metrics could be used to generate labelled training data for such deep learning
applications in a distantly supervised manner [172].

• Linked Data can be essentially thought as graphs of entities as nodes and rela-
tions as edges. Knowledge graph embedding is a way to learn a representation of
the graph in continuous vector spaces, in which, both entities and relations can
be represented as vectors [228]. Such embeddings allow performing operations
on the graph more efficiently. For instance, the knowledge graph embeddings
can be used for tasks such as link prediction, triple validation, or relation fact
extraction [230]. RDF2Vec, one popular graph embedding model for Linked
Data, converts the graph into a set of sequences of entities and uses those
sequences to train a neural model in which each entity is represented as a vector.
One research direction would be to explore the feasibility of using Linked Data
profiling metrics for training graph embeddings.

• Recently Neuro-Symbolic AI [13, 154] approaches are getting much attention
in the research community. The main idea behind Neuro-Symbolic approaches
is to combine (a) symbolic knowledge represented using conventional logical
knowledge representation languages that can be easily understood and explained
by humans with (b) sub-symbolic knowledge represented as embeddings or
vectors of numbers and learned through neural networks based representation
learning. Thus, one promising research direction would be to explore Neuro-
Symbolic approaches for quality assessment and repair. Profiling the symbolic
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knowledge represented as Linked Data could provide valuable features for
training the neural models and the combination of both symbolic and sub-
symbolic knowledge could be used in novel quality assessment and repair
methods.

9.3 Exploitation
Finally, the contributions of this thesis have been already exploited by several research
projects. In this section, we provide details of such exploitations.

9.3.1 Linked Data Profiling Framework
Chapter 6 discusses how data profiling information is used for RDF Shape Induction
and Chapter 7 demonstrates how it is used in methods and techniques for quality
assessment and repair in various use cases. In addition to those, the Loupe Linked
Data profiling framework was used for performing various other tasks as discussed
below.

3Cixty 3Cixty is a semantic web platform that enables to build real-world and
comprehensive knowledge bases in the domain of culture and tourism for cities.
The 3Cixty platform has been first used in the Expo Milano 2015 [205], where a
specific knowledge base for the city of Milan has been developed, and it has been
extended further with the development of knowledge bases for the cities of Nice and
London. The 3Cixty knowledge bases contain descriptions of events, places (sights
and businesses), transportation facilities and social activities, collected from numerous
static, near- and real-time local and global data providers, including Expo Milano
2015 official services in the case of Milan, and numerous social media platforms.
When deploying 3cixty on a regular basis, the developers have observed the imperial
need of following an agile process. 3Cixty knowledge base is continuously evolving,
since new cultural events are proposed every day, while some other resources cease to
exist, e.g., a business has moved or has closed or is changing its opening hours. Thus,
3Cixty needed an approach to validate the evolution of the content of a knowledge
base while maintaining a high level of quality. Furthermore, it was needed to monitor
the growth of the knowledge base providing a high-level view of its evolution.

To this end, 3Cixty used a methodology suitable for quality assessment of con-
tinuously evolving knowledge bases that are consumed by real-world applications.
The main objective of the methodology is to ensure that the periodically generated
datasets (e.g., on a daily basis) meet the quality requirements of the use cases. The
methodology consists of two main phases: (i) exploratory testing of the KB using
dataset statistics and common patterns, and (ii) fine-grained analysis of the KB
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aligned with the quality requirements. For exploratory testing, the 3Cixty team used
the Loupe Linked Data profiling framework [168].

Exploratory testing (also known as ad-hoc testing) is a branch of blackbox
software testing where the testers simultaneously learn, design and execute tests in
an exploratory manner [118]. In exploratory software testing, a tester would explore
the software capabilities without a pre-defined test plan and design the tests on the
fly based on the information gained while testing. This same idea, which is quite
successful in the software industry [119], can be adapted to testing knowledge bases.
In knowledge bases, exploratory testing can be performed by a tester by executing
different queries on the knowledge base, analyzing them, and incrementally planning
more queries based on the knowledge acquired. This requires the testers to write a
lot of boiler-plate queries for extracting information about different aspects such as
the usage of classes or properties of different vocabularies or other patterns in the
knowledge base. This process can be accelerated and made more efficient using a set
of query templates that extract statistics about the knowledge base or the patterns of
vocabulary usage. These query templates can extract both statistics that are generic
such as the number of triples in the knowledge base, the number of instances of a
specific class (e.g., the number of bus stops or the number of business places that
belong to the category restaurant). In addition to finding defective patterns, by
observing the evolution of these values after each new deployment, one can monitor
the growth of the knowledge base.

Testers used Loupe to explore the statistics of the knowledge base and identify
potential outliers. For example, all instances of a given class were analyzed for
checking what the properties that were used with those instances and their cardi-
nality are. Concretely, testers analyzed what is the cardinality of the geolocation
properties associated with the instances of the dul:Place class that belong to the
YelpBusiness category. Whilst exploring the data instances, testers identified that
there are certain individuals with multiple geolocation properties or some individuals
without any geolocation property even though the most common pattern is to have
exactly one geolocation property. This indicated a quality problem in the knowledge
base and the tester reported this to the developers to find the root cause of this
inconsistency so that the developers can correct the errors in the knowledge base
generation process.

MappingPedia A large volume of Semantic Web data is being generated from
existing legacy datasets, for example, relational databases or CSV files. This data
has to be transformed to RDF generally using mappings. W3C has standardised
languages for mapping relational data and relational database schemas into RDF and
OWL. The two main languages for mappings are the Direct Mapping (DM) [15] and
the RDB to RDF Mapping Language (R2RML) [53]. There are other languages that
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extend DM and R2RML to fit other use cases, such as RML [61] and xR2RML [159].
Currently, a significant number of users have developed R2RML mappings, but they
have been kept locally in each organization duplicating the effort needed to create
mappings each time.

MappingPedia is a collaborative environment for the discovery, sharing, execution,
and analysis of R2RML mappings. MappingPedia integrates several tools developed
for the exploitation of RDF data. The core of the integrated tools is morph-RDB
[191], an RDB2RDF engine that follows the R2RML specification. It supports two
operational modes: (1) RDF data generation from a relational database or CSV
file, and (2) SPARQL to SQL Query translation according to R2RML mapping
descriptions. MIRROR [54] is a system that generates two sets of R2RML mappings:
First, it creates a set of mappings similar to the W3C Direct Mappings2, and second, a
set of R2RML mappings that result from the implicit knowledge encoded in relational
database schemas.

In MappingPedia, the Loupe Linked Data profiling framework is used to perform
inspections of the classes, properties and triples to gather explicit vocabulary, classes
and property usage, and to discover implicit data patterns through a fine-grained
set of metrics [192]. Such information can help to get an overview of the available
mappings in Mappingpedia and the ontologies that are being used by those mappings.
Furthermore, profiling information extracted by Loupe can be used for recommending
mappings to be reused based on the vocabulary usage analysis of the mappings.

Common Quality Issues in Spanish DBpedia DBpedia data come from
Wikipedia, the vast online encyclopedia that grows daily with the contributions
of its editors. Until 2011 only data from the English language Wikipedia was ex-
tracted but, since then, several “local” DBpedia chapters were created for other
Wikipedia languages. For the Spanish language, the Spanish DBpedia 3 (esDBpedia)
was created in 2012 and currently there are 15 other “local” DBpedia chapters. The
Loupe Linked Data profiling framework was used to inspect the quality issues of the
properties used in the Spanish DBpedia dataset according to conciseness, consistency,
syntactic validity, and semantic accuracy quality dimensions.

The automatic generation of RDF data using the entities of the DBpedia ontology
relies on the manual creation of mappings. In the case of the Spanish chapter of
DBpedia, there have been three community events intended to show attendants
the mapping process and to provide mappings for most used infobox templates4.
Currently, there are around 100 mappings which cover more than 80% of the total
data stored in the infoboxes of the Spanish Wikipedia.

2https://www.w3.org/TR/rdb-direct-mapping/
3http://es.dbpedia.org
4http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/statistics/es/

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdb-direct-mapping/
http://es.dbpedia.org
http://mappings.dbpedia.org/server/statistics/es/
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However, many of these mappings have infobox fields that are neither related
to DBpedia entities (properties or classes) nor to other ontology entities. In such
cases, rather than ignoring these valuable data, the extraction process generates
a triple relating the Wikipedia resource (as the subject), a property generated
using the infobox field (as the predicate) and its value (as the object). On the
one hand, the properties that are generated by the extractors using infobox fields
can be distinguished because they have distinct namespace prefixes (i.e., either
http://es.dbpedia.org/property/ or http://dbpedia.org/property/). On
the other hand, the DBpedia ontology properties have a different namespace (
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/).

Loupe was used to analyze the 37,857 distinct properties used in the Spanish
DBpedia 2014 dataset in order to identify quality problems with respect to the
conciseness, consistency, syntactic validity, and semantic accuracy quality dimen-
sions [165]. More concretely, the analysis aimed at identifying the common patterns
of quality problems in the dataset, the root-causes of those patterns, and potential
means for minimizing or eliminating those identified quality problems. Furthermore,
the statistical data for each ontology element (class or property) extracted from the
Spanish DBpedia dataset are made available online5.

The study showed that 97.93% of the properties used in the Spanish DBpedia are
auto-generated properties (not using the mappings in the DBpedia extraction process).
The results showed that such properties suffer from conciseness quality issues due
to several causes such as inconsistent capitalization (857 properties), inconsistent
usage of accents (1,252 properties), slashes in infobox labels (107 properties), spelling
mistakes, etc. We also found inconsistencies such as properties simultaneously being
object and datatype properties (3,380 properties) or wrong domain/range values
(2,821 properties). Syntactic validity problems were found in 3,675 properties.

The results of this analysis provided valuable feedback to the DBpedia community
to understand the current quality issues in DBpedia and to improve the extraction
process to eliminate some of the identified quality issues. Especially some of the
issues found in the conciseness dimension can be eliminated by performing some
pre-processing and cleaning of the infobox attributes before converting them into
properties.

Ontology Evolution Analysis Loupe was used to perform an empirical analysis
on how four well-known ontologies that were developed in a collaborative manner
(DBpedia, Schema.org, PROV-O, and FOAF) to understand community-driven ontol-
ogy evolution in practice. Loupe was used to analyse how those ontologies evolved
through their lifetime and analyse the data quality issues caused by some of the

5http://loupe.linkeddata.es/loupe/
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ontology changes [170]. The study analysed the changes in those ontologies in the 53
versions of them examined in this study.

The elements that are subject to change in ontologies include concepts, properties,
instances and axioms. These changes impact the entities that are described using these
ontologies as well as any other ontologies that are dependent on the given ontology. In
the ontology evolution topic, the research looked into several problems and challenging
tasks. These problems include consistency maintenance, backward compatibility,
ontology manipulation, understanding of ontology evolution, and change propagation.
This study was focused on analyzing the changes in different versions of the ontology
and on discussing their effect on data quality.

For discovering and extracting the versions of the different ontologies, we used
LOV. LOV stores information about more than 500 vocabularies and several versions
for each of them. We used the SPARQL querying facility in LOV to discover the
versions of a given vocabulary and also to extract them. For the analysis, the Loupe
Linked Data profiling framework was used . Loupe allows to easily analyze datasets
by creating virtual SPARQL endpoints via a Dockerized Virtuoso instance and a
set of parameterized SPARQL queries. In this study, Loupe for extracting all the
information about classes, properties, and also subclass and subproperty relations
in each of the vocabulary versions and also for comparing subsequent versions to
identify classes and properties that are added or removed.

From the analysis carried out, the study suggested that there is a necessity of
incorporation of a rigorous editorial process and governance to DBpedia as well as a
set of tools to facilitate the proper evolution of the ontology. As DBpedia makes use
of crowdsourcing at many different stages and includes people from different levels
and areas of knowledge about the ontology, having a proper editorial process becomes
very important.

Semantic Sensor Network Ontology Usage The W3C Spatial Data on the
Web Interest Group carried out a study with the objective of analysing the usage
of the Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator (SOSA) ontology core and the
Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology. The analysis was carried out along two
aspects: (a) usage in Linked Data datasets (Consumers) and (b) usage in ontologies
that reuse or extend those ontologies (Producers). The Loupe Linked Data profiling
framework was used in the former to extract the usage information.

The goals of the usage in Linked Data analysis were the following: a) to analyse
which modules of the SSN ontology have been used in different datasets and b) to
analyse the coverage of the SSN vocabulary terms and modules in those datasets.
To this end, the Loupe Linked Data profiling framework was used for analysing the
vocabulary usage of a large number of datasets.

The analysis was two-fold with automated analysis of datasets in the first stage
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and the manual inspection in the second stage. For the automatic analysis, the
main data sources were used: (i) LOD Laundromat which includes datasets collected
by catalog-specific scripts (e.g., the Datahub ones) and by hand, (ii) LOD Cloud
Cache which includes crawled data from various RDF and Linked Data resources
from around the Web, as well as data extracted using Virtuoso Sponger from web
pages, and (iii) LODStats which includes the datasets from data catalogs such as
data.gov, publicdata.eu and datahub.io.

In this task, the Loupe Linked Data profiling framework has been used to identify
which vocabulary terms from the SSN ontology are used in each dataset. Loupe
analyzed the vocabulary usage patterns stored in LOD Laundromat (657,902 datasets).
Besides, LOD Cloud Cache (3,203,793 documents) and LODStats (2,005 datasets)
have been analysed using SPARQL queries. The results of the study are reported as
a W3C Note [92].

9.3.2 RDF Shape Induction Method
We have used RDF Shape induction for quality assessment and repair in several
datasets and they are discussed in detail in Chapter 7. For understanding the practical
use of the RDF Shape induction method, we have selected three different datasets
based on the (i) popularity and representativeness in their domain: DBpedia for the
encyclopedic domain, 3cixty Nice for the tourist and cultural domain, and BNE for the
library domain; (ii) heterogeneity in terms of content being hosted such as periodic
extraction of various event information collected in 3cixty Nice KB, encyclopedic
information in DBpedia, and library records in BNE (iii) diversity in the update
strategy: incremental and usually as batch for DBpedia and BNE, continuous update
for 3cixty.

DBpedia6 is among the most popular knowledge bases in the LOD cloud. This
knowledge base is the output of the DBpedia project that was initiated by researchers
from the Free University of Berlin and the University of Leipzig, in collaboration
with OpenLink Software. DBpedia is roughly updated every year since the first
public release in 2007. DBpedia is created from automatically extracted structured
information contained in Wikipedia,7 such as infobox tables categorisation information,
geo-coordinates, and external links. As we have discussed in Chapter 7

3Cixty is a knowledgebase describing cultural and tourist information concerning
the cities of Milan and Nice. This knowledge base was initially developed within
the 3Cixty project,8 which aimed to develop a semantic web platform to build real-
world and comprehensive knowledge bases in the domain of culture and tourism for

6http://wiki.dbpedia.org
7https://www.wikipedia.org
8https://www.3cixty.com

http://wiki.dbpedia.org
https://www.wikipedia.org
https://www.3cixty.com
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cities. In detail, it contains descriptions of events and activities, places and sights,
transportation facilities as well as social activities, collected from local and global
data providers, and social media platforms.

Spanish National Library (BNE) dataset is a knowledge base that provides
the information about bibliography catalogue from the Biblioteca Nacional de España
(BNE, National Library of Spain) as Linked Data [225]. It contains more than 7 million
entities from the bibliographic records. This dataset is generated by transforming
records in MARC 21 format into RDF using vocabularies such as IFLA (International
Federation of Library Associations) ontologies, RDA, and Dublin Core.
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